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RESEARCH AMPLIFIER
BE
UNO PREAMPLIFIER
BUDGET LOUDSPEAKERS
CD CANCER
EQUIPMENT REPORT INDEX
BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONY 7
ON RECORD

SONOGRAPHE SYSTEMS:

For Those Whose Discriminating Taste Exceeds Their Means
Whether your preference is for the warm glow of astring quartet, or the driving rhythm
of hard rock. SONOGRAPHE will recreate the mood of live performance. Conceived and
engineered by conrad-iohnson design to achieve sonic excellence far exceeding their
moderate prices, each SONOGRAPHE component offers commendable performance
in systems of the highest quality Together they constitute acomplete system of near
reference quality at an affordable price—less than $3000 for cd player preamplifier
amplifier and monitor speakers.
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Stereophile's staff spent the first week of June

his system and his preferences in sound quality, and Robert Deutsch's look at the Broadway

in Chicago, oohing and aahing at the latest

musical on record. Christopher Breunig,

high-end goodies to be seen and heard at the

meanwhile, will survey past and present recordings of Debussy's La Mer.

Summer CES. The August issue contains reports by the Audio Cheapskate, John Atkinson,

Works in progress due to appear in the next

and Thomas J. Norton on the hardware, while

two or three issues of Stereophile include J.

Lewis Lipnick examines the thorny subject of

Gordon Holt on Infinity's IRS Beta loudspeaker, Amis Balgalvis on the Swedish Air

what, if any, music was to be heard emanating
from exhibit rooms. George Graves, in the
meantime, has been fitting astereo system in
his Golf GTI and finding that the world of in-

Tangent tonearm and Classe DR9 amplifier,
myself on the Celestion SL700 and Acoustic
Energy AEI loudspeakers, Lewis Lipnick on

car sound has little in common with reproduc-

the Mark Levinson No.23 amplifier, Thomas

ing music in the home. Read his tale of horror

J. Norton on affordable preamplifiers, high-

next month.

end CD players, and mid-priced cartridges,

August's equipment reports focus on loud-

George Graves on the new amps from Super-

speakers, both cost-no-object and affordable
designs. J. Gordon Holt, fresh from having his

phon, and full reviews of the Lume, Elite Rock,
VPI TNT, and Maplenoll turntables.

listening room remodelled, tackles the Syn-

Coming up in the music section are areview

thesis Reference system—a $6000 satellite/

of Rodolphe's controversial new 7-CD doubletracked mono Ring cycle, more Matters of

stereo subwoofer system —Arnis Balgalvis, at
last, reviews the $7500 Apogee Diva ribbon

Taste, asurvey of New Age music, and lots of

speakers, Dick Olsher takes alisten to the Ohm
Walsh 5and the latest version of Phil Keck's

opera reviews from new critic Robert Levine.
And remember, if you've been buying your

modification of the Acoustat 1+1, while

copies of Stereopbile from anewsstand, you

report on more reasonably priced models

can save more than $2 per issue by subscrib-

from Canadian companies Image and Camber.

ing—the subscription form can be found on

In the Music Section, we have two articles

the insert in this issue.

which unfortunately had to be omitted from
this issue, Mortimer H. Frank's discussion of
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AS WE SEE IT

gone through the trauma of changing printers
last December on one issue's notice.' I'd just
like to take this opportunity to say thanks to
Richard, Rebecca, Michael, Janice, Andrew,
Susan, Jim, and Mort the typesetter—the
mechanical production team—for rising to the
challenge of our first year of monthly publication with nary ahitch or complaint. And Imust
forget neither you, our readers, who support
us in these efforts, nor our regular writers, a
merry band now some 32 strong, who have
responded to my unwillingness to cut deals concerning deadlines with fortitude and with copy
that is both well-written and well-informed.
Over half of those writers are members of
Stereopbile's new record-review team, ateam
of heavyweights put together pretty much
from scratch by Assistant Editor Richard Lehnert,
who has just celebrated bis first 12 months
with the magazine. Coincidentally with his
anniversary, Iam astonished to realize that as
Iwrite these words, I've been working for
Stereopbile for exactly two years. Isay "astonished;' because it doesn't seem like any time
at all since Iwas comfortably enthroned at the
helm of Hi-Fi News & Record Review in the

A

couple of months back, aquestion
from adealer set me back in my chair:

UK. Looking at my former domicile from the
high desert of New Mexico, was Ireally as in-

"Are you guys really going to put
out Stereopbile on amonthly basis?" Iwas

trospective as my countrymen now appear to

surprised—when he put the question, we
were just starting production work on the

column in this issue, one would be forgiven

be? To judge from Ken Kessler's "Update"

issue you hold in your hands, the twelfth to hit

for thinking that the UK audio community is
not aware of the existence of the rest of the

the stands since we started publishing monthly. Beginning with Val° No.5 in August

witnessed at first hand the efforts made by

world. Yet Iknow that not to be true, having

month, pretty much on time despite having

companies like KEF, B&W, Quad, Linn, and
Meridian to cut themselves loose from their

IThe in-the-mail date for the magazine is around the 28th

parochial formative markets. As Isee it, highend audio is aworld community, atrue Mc-

1987, aStereopbile has gone in the mail every

of each month. Yes, Iknow that some subscribers find that
their issues arrive late, but for that blame the Postmaster
General for the vagaries of second-class mail. If you would
be interested in paying more for first-class delivery, write to
Reba Scharf at PO Box 5529, santa Fe, NM 87502.
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Luhanesque "global village": no company, not
even here in the US with its long tradition of
isolationism, can afford to cling too tightly to
5

At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and a brochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (416) 751-4525

High performance. Down to earth.

- - -its domestic roots if it is to survive as amajor

came under the reviewers' scalpels during

high-end force. Of course, you could fairly
point out that, as an international transplant,

these last 12 months.
. I'm confident that£noughpf this reviewed
equipment has offered sufficient of that elusive

Ihave avested interest in such aview. Nevertheless, Ipoint to the worldwide success en-

quality known as "high-end sound" that, even

joyed by such US brands as Magnepan, Cello,

when appearing monthly, every issue of Stereo-

Audio Research, Apogee, MLAS, and Krell,
who do view their activities in this light, as
supporting evidence for my opinion.

phile has passed the Sumner test. As to whether our focus is too much on the extreme
high end, as instanced by Richard Pierce's let-

Among other things, one of the tasks publisher Larry Archibald hired me for back in

kind of money for astereo system is nuts" —or

1986 was to help increase Stereophile's presence in the world audio community, an area
where we had fallen behind with respect to
The Absolute Sound. Our new Circulation
Director, Reba Scharf, informs me that we are
now read in over 60 countries! My main project, however, was to turn Stereophile into a
monthly publication. When Larry ann6unced
that we intended to bring the magazine out 12
times ayear, there were many who said that
our efforts would be doomed to failure. Not
only would it be impossible to publish an "underground" audio magazine that frequently—
look at the problems that that other magazine
with asimilarly sized editorial and production
team, used to have in appearing even bimonthly
(and, no, Ihaven't forgotten our own inglorious past)—there was said to be not enough
high-end audio substance to fill amonthly
magazine One skeptical observer, Jack Sumner
of Transparent Audio Marketing, applies a

ter in this issue—"anyone who would pay that
too much on the budget end, as we have been
accused of in the past, I'll leave it to you to
decide As we get equal numbers of letters in
each direction, editorially my opinion is that
we must be somewhere in the general vicinity
of home plate.
A subject which, to my surprise, has also
engendered a large amount of mail is surround-sound—not for-or-against letters,
which is what Ihad expected, but opinions
and prospective articles from people passionately involved in putting together ambience-synthesis and ambience-recovery
systems intended to place the listener in the
performing space. (One of those articles, by
Ralph Glasgal, appears in this issue.) Now I
have made no secret of my feeling that, as far
as high-end audio reproduction is concerned,
surround-sound is irrelevant. 3 (For Dolby
Stereo replay of movies, where the flat visual
images need all the spatial help they can get,

"test" to each issue (prompted by what he felt

it is another matter.) In my opinion, what a

was the "failure" of Vol.10 No.7): Are there at

high-end stereo system needs to do, as well as

least two or three articles about products he

being able to reproduce music's emotional

thinks are significant? Well, in these first 12
monthly issues, out of atotal of 2512 pages

pulse, is to open an end-wall-sized window
into the recording acoustic, in effect putting

published, 1516 have been editorial (as opposed
to advertising), out of which 518.5 have been

the listener into the "best seat in the house"

equipment reports (not including the musings

Iwrite this piece Ihave in front of me Stereo-

of the Audio Cheapslcate)!? For the statistichungry —I love quoting objective figures in
defence of what is basically asubjective posi-

phile Vol.7 No.7 where, in his 'As We See It,"
he owns up to having been impressed by the
Wilson WAMM system. In particular, he was

tion-55 loudspeakers, 30 cartridges, 25 amp-

taken by its accurate tonality, its apparently ef-

lifiers, 16 preamplifiers, 15 CD players, and 79
other products (not including the loudspeaker

fortless reproduction of the frequency extremes, and its reproduction of stereo images

cables in Dick Olsher's review in this issue)

J. Gordon Holt emphatically disagrees. As

and its ability to float asoundstage without any
indication that the acoustic edifice was being

2 For comparison, Vol.5 in 1982, the first 10 issues to be
published by [arty Archibald after buying the magazine from
J. Gordon Holt, contained atotal of 392 pages, including
editorial and advertising. Vol.6 in '83 contained 396 pages,
Vol.' in '84 786 pages, Vol.8 in '85 1056 pages. Vol.9 in '86
1260 pages, and ‘b1.10 in '87 1876 pages. These last three years
contained 326, 302, and 466 pages of equipment reports
respectively.
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supported by apair of loudspeakers in the
room. However, he was greatly disturbed by
the fact that those soundstages were presented

3Sec "Ambisonics: the future of sound reproduction?", ‘b1.10
No.7, November 1987. (My answer to diat question was "Nor)

MATRIX
-

e_--SF

suis

B&
sModel 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. li&Vrs Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.

only to his front, singularly failing to envelop

ing at high levels nor in any sense of peaks be-

him. Pointing out that the recorded ambience

ing compressed (though to be fair, the room

needs to come from behind the listener if a
system is to be truly capable of concert-hall

was on the small side and physically could not

realism, he concluded back in '84 that "Perfec-

have accommodated the piano). And most im-

tionist audio needs surround sound!"

portantly, musically, listeners were laid bare to
the composer's intent.

Gordon makes agood case. Recently, however, he and Ipaid avisit to San Francisco,

listening to amaster-tape! Of aperformance

where VMPS's Brian Cheney had asked us to
play some of our recordings to the local Audio

system together! Played back on one of the

Engineering Society chapter. Before the meet-

But, Iam sure you will point out, we were
actually recorded by the person who put the

ing, we spent an interesting afternoon listening

world's finest analog recorders! Using very expensive loudspeakers in the very room used

to two systems: Brian's Super Tower lIa/R SE

by their designer to voice those speakers! Us-

speakers in his completely live-end/dead-end

ing very expensive and accurate amplification!

treated listening rocxn, where Ifelt they sounded
much better, driven by Meitner electronics,

system is put together without compromise,

than they did in JGH's listening room 4(though

That's exactly my point. When amere stereo

Brian's new Yamaha grand piano sounded con-

as David Wilson's seems to be, then the fact
that the recorded ambience doesn't come from

siderably better still); and David Wilson's

the rear of the listener is totally irrelevant to the

system in Wilson Audio's listening room. Re-

musical experience. That, in my opinion, is

ferring to my very rough notes, Irecall that
David's front end was either a Goldmund

is less than the best available, for its owner to

Studio fitted with aClearaudio cartridge, a

what audiophiles should strive for. If asystem

Tandberg CD player, or the Ultramaster open-

opt for surround-sound synthesis diverts attention away from the traditional areas of

reel tape recorder (Studer chassis with John

stereo reproduction that could, and should,

Curl-designed electronics); phono preampli-

be improved. And if they are not improved,

fier was the dual-mono Vendetta Research; and

then, no matter how impressive the surround

loudspeakers were the WATB, sitting on match-

effects, the system will be less musically satis-

ing Gibraltar stands and driven by Rowland
Research mono power amplifiers. A Krell

fying than it ought to be in the long term.
Iam sure that Gordon will respond to this

KMA-200 provided the urge to the prototype

argument next month, but in the meantime,

WHOW subwoofer, with crossover chores

this issue finally sees the appearance of Dick

handled by, Ithink (can't read my writing
here), the Vendetta "Transient-Perfect" cross-

Olsher's report on loudspeaker cables. Cover-

over. Certainly it was the Curl design. Cable

market has to offer, it is the culmination of
nearly four months of measurement and auditioning. Although not directly involved, Larry,

was ...
no, Ican't read my writing at all, it may
have been Randall Research or MIT or both.

ing a representative selection of what the

Note, however, the lack of surround-sound

Gordon, and Ihave kept watching briefs on

components!
David put on a30ips master-tape he had

the project and are happy that Dick's subjective results are valid. But as you can see from

made of aDebussy work for violin and piano.

"Manufacturers' Comments," hardly amanu-

Gordon was sitting in the system's sweet spot

facturer concerned feels this to be the case.

for tonal balance, my seat behind and slightly

And in the case of one brand, the manufac-

above Gordon's head giving me rather an up-

turer felt that his objections to Dick's findings

lifted treble. But both of us were in agreement

would be better answered in the courts.

that the sound was more realistic than either

This leads me to awider but related subject,
that of exactly to whom amagazine like Stereo-

of us had ever heard from ahi-fi system. The
imaging was holographic. Both instruments

phile owes its loyalty. Bruce Brisson of Music

had astunningly lifelike presence, the lefthand

Interface Technology, for example, berated me

weight of the piano being totally believable.

at the 1987 SCES for failing to support the

Dynamically, there was absolutely no sense of
strain, neither in the sense of sounds coarsen4SeeIGH's review in May, Vail No.5.
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magazine's advertisers. Irritated by Alvin Gold's
examination of the subject in Vol.10 No.4, he
felt strongly that we owed it to manufacturers
of multistrand cables who happened to be
9

MONITOR
AUDIO

With discerning appreciation for the
experience of good listening, music lovers in
18 countries have demanded Monitor Audio
loudspeakers for excellence in engineering
and esthetics in sound and form.
Monitor Audio has earned its enviable
reputation as one of the world's premier
creators of audio loudspeakers with accolades
such as the 1987 Loudspeaker of the Year
Award.'
Manufactured in England and designer to
reproduce the stunning reality of compact
disc and digital recordings, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers employ the world's most
advanced metaldome tweeter technology
matched to closely toleranced components
Cabinets are finished in the finest realwood veneers, among them meogany, oak.
walnut, rosewood, teak and the uniquely
stunning Kenya Black.
"Best Buy" recommendations show
Monitor Audio to have the added virtue of
value for money.
Audition the entire line for its breathtaking
accuracy, wide dynamic range and
n unparalleled clarity.
—`Speaking volumes for an audiophile's
pride of possession since 1972. Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are asuperior
sound system's voice.
•Model 11352. 'best loudspeaker'
What Hi-Fi?Awards 1987
•• Hi-Fi Choice 1986/87
"Best Buy" Awards

Symbol of quality

(I)
Made in England

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT.

KLEVRCI
ELECTRONICS INC.

In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (416)831-4741
In U.S.A.: P.O. Box #1355 Buffalo N.Y. 14205 Tel (416) 831-4741

advertisers to suppress all mention of solid-

mainly, as far as Iam concerned, because it

core cables in Stereophile. In other words,

enables us to keep the cover price down. Alternatively, for the same cover price, we can give

because the magazine accepts advertising from
amanufacturer, we are obliged to promote the
particular design philosophy adopted by that
manufacturer.
Well, sorry, that's not what we are about.
Certainly MIT and DNM cable are about as opposite in design concept as it is possible to get.
But regarding policy about which, if either, to

you considerably more of interest to read. A
magazine should inform, educate, and entertain its readers. And good advertising, by
definition, also informs and educates.
There is no causal connection between the
editorial content of the magazine and who
takes advertising in Stereopbile. We give good

promote editorially, the only relevant criterion

reviews to non-advertisers as well as to adver-

is which gives the more accurate, more en-

tisers. We eve bad reviews both to advertisers

joyable sound quality, the reason being that

and to non-advertisers. Our team of reviewers,

Stereopbile exists to serve the interests of its
readers, not its advertisers. That is why JGH,

still led by JGH—"cial gran padre deli 'high
end," as he was recently called in the Italian

irritated by the fact that Higb Fidelity would

magazine Audio Review—calls 'ern as they

not publish editorial coverage of good prod-

see 'em.

ucts that happened to be manufactured by
non-advertisers, resigned as that magazine's
Technical Editor in the early '60s in order to

Looking at the title of this essay, Isee that
Ihave wandered alittle from the subject. So
one final anniversary: it is now five years since

found Stereophile. Ever since then, it has been
our policy to try to inform our readers about

the launch of Compact Disc in the US, and

every relevant development, not just those that

ing with the mass market to make that visually

concern our advertisers, and if we do agood
job at that, then people will want to read the

seductive disc the main medium for domestic

magazine. The fact that we will then have a
healthy readership makes our pages attractive
to advertisers, which also serves our readers,

record companies seem happily to be conspir-

replay. Yet, as you can see from "Letters" this
month, the controversy as to whether CD can
produce true high-end sound rages on. But
that's another story .

•MASTER FILE ON TOP OF THE CABINET
CATALOGUES CDs USING ANY METHOD
YOU CHOOSE.
•FILE CARDS SLIDE ON TRACKS TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW CDs WITHOUT
MOVING ANY DISCS IN STORAGE.
•EACH OF FOUR ROTATING COLUMNS
STORES 52 CDs (INCLUDING DOUBLE SETS).
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Copyright 1987 Esotenc Audio USA

LAR \CA D
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOusw
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.

Going crazy in Brooklyn
Editor:
Ilive in Brooklyn, NY, the most populous
borough of the most populous city in the
United States, but Iam going crazy trying to

deluxe high-end turntables indicates more
than the "let's buy our last turntable" syndrome. The demand is for high performance,
not insurance against change, and parallels the

find some of the brands listed in "Recom-

same interest in new, expensive, and greatly
advanced electronics, speakers, cables, et al.

mended Components."
Who in the world sells Lazarus, Aragon,

And yet we must consider the demise of the
commercial record, at least in its most obvious

Bedini, BEL, Counterpoint, Discrete itchnol-

habitations. High-end turntables never tracked

ogy and Quicksilver? The salesman at Grand
Central Radio & Harvey's was dumbstruck

with low-end sales in many areas, even commodity LPs. Isometimes hope that all the

when Imentioned these exotic names.

major record companies declare an end to their

Rudolph A. Ditta
Brooklyn, NY

commercial interest in analog. That way, there

Isuggest tbat Mr DIM read the dealer ads in

is still time for specialty record companies
(Sheffield, Fteference, Chesky, Harmonia Munch,

Stereophile

Lyrita, Opus, and others) to develop quality

—JA

Analog perfectibility
Editor:
To assure those fearful about analog's future,

recordings (even from master tapes locked in
some conglomerate's safe).
For we are in an analog boom. Interest in

let me remind your readers of reality from a

high-end turntables, tonearms, and cartridges
matches the remarkable recent numbers of

turntable manufacturer's point of view Reduc-

top-quality gear. Dealers are missionaries for

tive dichotomies (such as CD vs LP or lately
CD vs DAT) reflect the inventiveness of advertising minds, rather than any technical, aesthetic,

than ever: the CD hoopla implies atermination
to analog but there is little evidence and even

or even historical audio context.

less historical precedence Is the 45rpm record

Two truths are relevant: the audio world is
enormously varied in interests and applica-

analog, and LP collectors are more dedicated

"dead," or even the 78? Or rather, is it not more
accurate to talk of analog underground?

tions: all generalizations that predict the suc-

Imagine these numbers and be happy for

cess of one mode at the expense of another are
suspect. Sequence, or circumstance, is not

analog, at least for this generation. There must

causation. Moreover, it is much the exception

the world still avid to collect and treasure

that one form (even aseeming advance) wipes

vinyl. Let's say upwards of 20% have audio-

out legitimate predecessors. That honorable

phile-quality turntables (we've sold over
12,000 SOTAs, for example, and that's the

original, the vacuum tube, benefits both by the
adequacies and inadequacies of transistors—
then and now. Electrostatic speakers, moribund for years, declared dead by many,
emerge now like butterflies, with spectacular

be one-half million to one million LP fans in

over-$1000 market). If the 1,000,000 bought
only one quality record ayear, that would be,
at retail, $8 to 10,000,000—certainly enough
to keep afew LP makers happy. If the 200,000

sonics, despite—or, more precisely, because

audiophiles or deep collectors bought 20 more

of—the profusion of planars, ribbons, and exotic modern drivers.

4,000,000 records or $32,000,000 retail. And

The LP will expire only when it loses its
musical relevance—and when no one plays

records each year, that totals an additional
if 50,000 people worldwide bought 50 more
records a year, not an unheard-of ex-

records. Nothing outside it will kill it, just in-

travagance, add another 2,500,000 records, or

ternal disintegration. The recent success of

$20,000,000. So, the worst case in our view

Stereophile, July 1988
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ARISTON ACOUSTICS...
Just out of this world.
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ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
PARAMUS PLAZA IV,
12 ROUTE 17 N,
SUITE 309,
PARAMUS, N.J. 07652
201-845-9265
TLX 4970296SAP N.J.
FAX 2018450719

Ariston Amplifier—fully remote
controlled stereo integrated amplifier —
$399; Ariston Image loudspeakers —
two-way bass reflex loudspeaker, 100
watts handling — $439/pair; Ariston &
Deck—semiautomatic with auto lift
off—$279; system price $1,117.

_is.saks Over $60,0QQ,000 each year. That

_We all realize that the demise of the vinyl LP

will have aserious effect on certain sefflents
- ce_kid support U1-i,5-specialty meufacturers
ef quality records in lasse or small funs.
-:qf the audio industry, the manufacturers of
'

akie conektven excluding libraries, ..,turntables, ionearms, and cartridges-in partiChooIs; arid-ITEhivei, the auslios.anSumers.- tkuFai wish Peter McGrath loti of luck in his
2
- _fflane
.fflluction of LPs forfheest or this .futile efforts as reported by LA. How many
audiophiles can afford to own the Goldrnund
. -cefftury and beyend. Yes, the-marketing will
change, the price will not be rock-bottom, and

Reference turntable, the SME V tonearm, and

the selection will diminish—but.the hobbyist
•and ma% are inextricably linked. That recorda

a$2000 MC cartridge in order to obtain the

are fairly inexpensive to make (less than $2

more, even the most expensive cartridge has

production costs in larger runs) and that the

to be replaced at least once ayear due to stylus
wear. Considering the astronomical cost of

stamping/molding machinery is fairly modest

best possible sound from analog LPs? Further-

only reinforces this point.

topflight analog playback systems, and the fact

Analog is hardly dead, just changing, and
this magazine and your high-end dealer have

that no more analog-sourced LPs are being

not forgotten this elemental truth about audio;
it is conservative and historical because that

majority of people listening to recorded music

is the nature of reproduced music. Records
"fix" performances "in time" in every way you

issued by major labels, it is no wonder that the
have voted for CD as the sound-reproducing
medium of the future
Michael R. Rojik

can think of: they are aesthetic and archaeological and personal in one glorious mixture.
Despair not. We come upon atime when there

Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

Digital flaws

will be more great records at the lowest prices

Editor:

available from those who know no better. And

Irecently spent some time listening to CD

then watch the prices rise!

players in an effort to determine if Ishould also
be budgeting for such abeast. Ican not under-

Robert S. Becker
President, SOTA Industries

stand how anyone with ahalf-decent analog
front end can even consider listening to these

Analog comparisons

things for more than an hour at atime. True,

Editor:

they are no longer "grating," but the extreme

In response to LA's "Final Word" column in
Vol.11 No.2, no audiophile would deny that

lack of music gives me no desire to invest in
one. Ifound this somewhat surprising given

any sound-reproducing medium could ever
equal the sound of the original master tape.

the reviews that have been showing up in
much of the audio press (including Stereo-

However, as virtually none of us will ever be

pbile). Even the CAL Tempest (and similar)

able to play original master tapes of perfor-

seem to be so lacking as to make them little

mances by major artists, we have to be satisfied

more than high-priced bookends. This is not,
Isuspect, afault of the manufacturers so much

with commercially available media. Ihave a
large collection of analog LPs and have only
very recently added ahighly rated CD player

as basic flaws in the technology. Whoever
made the decision to standardize on encoding

to my system. Ican see why the general public

logarithmically scaled signals linearly should

has so overwhelmingly embraced the new

have something extremely nasty done to them.

medium both for its simplicity and convenience,
even though it may still lack some of the sonic

Could someone also please explain to me how
these things encode phase relationships be-

virtues of the analog era.

tween the two channels in areliable manner?

Like any other new sound-reproducing

Pete Hunsberger

medium, CD will get better as time goes on.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

And what Ilike about Stereopbile is its objective reporting on the state of the audio art.
Even though Imyself have stayed away from
the CD medium for the nearly five years since

Margins of reality
Editor:

its introduction, Iam now learning to appre-

An extraordinary book called Margins of
Reality, by Robert G. Jahn and Brenda T.

ciate its virtues.

Dunne, was recently published by Harcourt,

Stereophile, July 1988
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The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion. transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated. highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKER
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION. DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON. NY 13904-0096

Brace Jovanovich. This book describes PEAR,

related spirit, Ben Duncan wrote: "If one can

the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research

shift from aconventional belief system (ie,

program, which was conducted at the Princeton University School of Engineering and Applied Science over the past decade.

within the model of Newtonian physics et al)
to an `extended mode,' the mind can 'reach
out' and focus on any aspect of the soundfield

The initial study used a Random Event

and, as aconsequence, hear almost any detail

Generator (REG). Over an extended period of
investigation the REG created 67,000,000 bits

that would seem appropriate."

of random information, which 47 different

universally accepted today by the medical profession, and there is little doubt but that it is

human "operators" attempted to influence by
pure mental effort. The cumulative evidence

That placebos can truly heal is almost

the mind of the patient that is unwittingly in-

of the study established, with a statistical

stigating the healing process. This suggests that

significance that "would have occurred by
chance less than once in amillion similar ex-

perhaps the artifacts of Belt, and some of the

periments," that humans can psychokinetically

which improve the sound of music by an unwitting telekinetic effect on electronics and

tweaks of Lumley, are in fact audio placebos

affect random micro-electronic events. The
operators were aided in their attempts to men-

transducers, which is instigated by the minds

tally influence the REG by constant informa-

of the believing listeners.

tional feedback which provided an instanta-

The evidence presented by Margins of

neous indication of failure or success. The

Reality smears the boundary between con-

results were computer-processed and charted,
and it is significant that the trials of individual
operators over extended periods showed re-

sciousness and "external reality" The authors
speculate that diverse delicate scientific tests

peated idiosyncratic patterns or signatures.

by the will of the experimenter. We can

A second aspect of this ongoing research
replaced the "digital" REG with an "analog"

speculate on how many observed high-end

and measurements may be similarly affected

anomalies may have just such an explanation.

random mechanical cascade (RMC) apparatus,
and a third aspect involved post- and pre-

Edison Price
New York, NY

cognitive telepathic information transfers.
These further studies have also followed strict

Objectionable contents?

engineering procedures and protocols, and

Editor

have resulted in similar degrees of statistical
confirmation of the ESP phenomena involved.

Stereophile is very well produced, 1 nice digest
format on excellent paper stock. What Ifind

No dry compilation of statistics, Margins of
Reality also covers the sweeping historical

objectionable is the contents. Your contributors seem to fill the role of asupport group

panorama of man's age-old multifaceted con-

for those willing (or crazy enough, or filthy

cerns with philosophy and religion, and with

rich enough) to blow $50,000 on astereo
system. While Iam fond of good sound, I

magic and mystery. It also hypothesizes an explanatory model of the entire body of these

think anyone who would pay that kind of

phenomena, based on quantum theory and

money for astereo system is nuts.

other aspects of modern physics, and which
quotes copiously from Bohm, Bohr, Heisenberg, Feynman, von Neuman, de Broglie, Eddington, Jeans, and Einstein. This is abook
that may prove pivotal; Ihighly recommend

Your equipment reviews seem very thorough,
but they also seem to contain aconsiderable
amount of hairsplitting. What you are trying
to do is to judge the relative merits of no doubt
excellent, but ludicrously overpriced equip-

it to anyone with an inquiring mind.
The possibility of psychokinetic effects in

ment: not many "best buys" in that group. "Fry-

high-end audio is not anew idea. In aletter in

subjective evaluations of such nebulous

Stereopbile (Feb. '88) John Crabbe says: ". ..
in

qualities as "air," and so forth, seems to me to

one HFN/RR editorial Ieven suggested that

be fraught with futility.
Iwill stick to my non-exotic "middlebrow"

there might be a psychokinetic process at
work whereby listeners unconsciously affect
the behavior of audio circuitry. .."
And in HFN/RR (Feb. '83) in asomewhat
Stereophile, July 1988

ing to judge such equipment on the basis of

equipment,
and all.

"four-letter-word" speakers
Richard Pearce
Escanaba. MI
-

Vusic.
Fewer 3oxes.
Teac introduces amachine designed for people more interested in music
than in black boxes The Teac AD-4, CD/Cassette Deck Combo. On the left side weire
installed our latest programmable compact disc player On the right we've included one of our
top of the line auto-reverse cassette decks with Dolby Band Cnoise reduction: To further simplify
things, ter made them both work via a' wireless remote control. A16-selection program lets you pick the
selections you like on acompact disc and rearrange them in any order you prefer on your cassette.
you can even listen to adisc while you're taping from an outside source.
The Teac AD-4. All you ever wanted in acompact disc player
all you ever wanted in acassette deck, all in one place.

TEAC.

Made In Japan By Fanatics

MAY BE AN INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHTS. C 1987 TEAL CORP OF AMERICA',

But one of the very best!

resign? And, especially, why?
Second, reviews—specifically speakers: A

Editor:
The April 1988 issue of Stereophile is absolute-

couple of years ago JGH reviewed an Allison

ly one of the very best ever!!!

speaker and seemed very pleasantly surprised

Michael B. Manko
Marblehead, OH

and led us to expect more on Allison. But
nothing! It may surprise you that many of us
can't or don't care to have speakers and cables

Thanks Sam
Editor:

out in the room—and don't like moving them
back and forth. We would like reviews on

As a(very) part-time reader of Stereophile, hav-

speakers designed to be at or near the back

ing purchased all of three issues, Iwould like

wall and, Lord above!, in the corner.

to write you aquick note of thanks. All three

Finally, Istill think speakers and cartridges

issues that Ihave read have helped me to make

are more significant than amps and preamps

intelligent decisions as to which components

when it comes to sound quality.
Michael Mitchell

to add to my system. Sam Tellig's articles in
particular have been the most help, as Ido not

Atlanta, GA

have agolden wallet to match my golden ears.

First, Anthony Cordesman resigned from the

Ihave yet to see acolumn in amajor stereo

magazine's reviewing staff in July 1087. As to

magazine that is as big ahelp to the audiophile

the "why," Ithink it fair to say that among

on abudget. All of the components that Ihave

other things he fundamentally disagreed with

added have made significant improvements in

Larry Archibald's hiring of me as editor of

the sound of my system. So thanks again for

Stereophile. Second, yes, perhaps we should

the excellent advice, and keep up the good

take afurther listen to Allison speakers. Final-

work.

ly, see my Mark Levinson No.26 and No.20

John M. Crossett III
Waitsfield, VT

review and LA's "Final Word" column in May
for ourfeelings on what components are funda-

Whither price?

mental to high-end sound quality.

Editor:
Iwould like to see amore price-oriented ap-

—JA

Whither disagreements?

proach in selecting audio components for

Editor:

review. Stereophile seems to be increasingly

Why are the disagreements among the various

filled with reviews of radically overpriced

points of view printed in the consumer-oriented

components. If you can't find anything but

audio press so acrimonious? Arguments over

$3000 amplifiers to review, you are going to

ideas or positions often turn into attacks

find a steadily decreasing readership. The

directed at the integrity or competence of indi-

Audio Cheapskate's list of recommended
components—which should be asemiannual

viduals. Although strong differences are com-

feature—contains items listed ayear or two
ago in Class A or Class B. There will be 1000
people who will buy a $1000 amplifier for

mon among people involved in other subjects
(music reviewing, for instance; the other side
of our hobby), no other field that Ihave participated in has disagreements as intense, as

each person who will buy a$3000 amp. An-

personal, and as bitter as those in the audio

thony Cordesman was the only reviewer other
than Sam Tellig who seemed to pay any atten-

press.

tion to component price. What happened to
him?

R. Ashford
Annandale, VA

J. B. Oakley Ill
11.11sa, OK

Whither Bill's ears?
Editor:
The December 1987 issue contained ahead-

Whither Cordesman?
Editor:

phone survey recommending the Sony MDRS101. Ididn't really need another headphone

First, let me say that Iwas very disappointed
that Anthony H. Cordesman no longer writes

pair, but for only 30 bucks ...

for Stereophile. Iwould certainly like to know
why and I'm sure I'm not alone. Did he quit?
Did you drop him? Did you "ask" him to

ears by the time he got to the S101. They may

Stereophile, July 1988

Bill Sommerwerck must have frazzled his
be accurate, but musical they are not: whole
chunks of overtones are missing, not to men19

BEAUTIFUL MU
IS ONLY
SKIN DEEP
"Skin effect"
is a phenomenon
which causes discontinuities in the
behavior of electrical
current as it flows thru
the core and outer skin
of an audio conductor.
This effect causes much
of the distortion, poor imaging
and poor dynamic contrast
in most conventional speaker
cables.
LiveWire Black prevents
these problems by using 6
surface-only conductors.
These technically sophisticated conductors have a
single layer of .254mm OFHC
copper stranded around a
polypropylene core.
Audition LiveWire Black
at your nearest Audioquest
dealer and he'll show you
oudioqque
P 0 Box 3060. San C4emente. CA 92672 USA

how to keep your music skin
deep and beautiful.

Tel: 714/498-2770 Fax: 714/498-5112 Tlx: 205864

tion bass notes. Stereopbile lost too much

tin Colloms, that the reason behind the delay

credibility for me on this one (not to mention

is due to the fact that Finial just can't get the

wasting my money and time).

player to sound very good. Use, for example,

Jim R. Weissmann
FIToro, CA

of aservo-tracking system for the laser pickup
could well introduce so mucb low-frequency
servo-error garbage into the audio signal

Whither Van Alstine?

(particularly when amplified by the RIAA

Editor.
When will you be reviewing the 1988 version

curve's 19dB boost at 20Hz) that the sound
bas to be audibly degraded by aggressive

of the Van Alstine Super PAS preamp as men-

high-pass filtering. (The retrieval of data from

tioned by Frank Van Alstine in his letter on

CD suffers from the same problem, which is
why the digital signal -cut" on the disc is

p.173 of the December 1987 issue?
Jim Hassing

8-to-14 encoded to rid the datastream of in-

St. Paul, MN

formation content in the same LF region as

Wt,sent LA's venerable Dynaco PAS preampli-

the servo errors. Unlike the Finial concept,

fier to Mr Van Alstine in May to be updated

which involves laser retrieval of analog

to the latest specs and will be reporting on the
unit's sonic performance in early Fall. —JA

signals, the fact that the CD datastream is
digital means that this does not affect CD's
audio LF response.)

Whither Finial?
Editor:

Whatever; as of the time of writing (May),
there was still no sign of the player in the

In August 1986 Iread an article in Stereopbile

stores (though it was rumored in the Spring

concerning anew product which you said
would be available to the public approximately
Christmas of that year. As of April 1988, Ihave

address we bad for Finial was 707 East Eve-

yet to hear anything more about it.

720-9800.

that Finial was to purchase dbx). The last
lyn Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Tel: (408)
—JA

The company was Finial, the product a
record turntable based on principles similar

Nasty, nonlinear binding posts

to those of CD players. More precisely, it had

Editor:

no stylus in the traditional sense but had alaser

Enid Lumley stated afew years ago that the

optic which "read" the mechanical informa-

gold-plating on the amplifier-to-speaker connectors made "nasty nonlinear sounds." Ihave

tion in the grooves.
As acollector of records for many years, this

been listening to five-way binding posts lately

item would be an extremely valuable tool in

and can say with certainty that these jacks

my pursuits of listening pleasure. If you have

(gold-plated or nickel) add more nasties than

any further information on this product Iwould

ten 1965 transistor amps in series—OK, so I

like an update Iwould also like to know where

exaggerate, but only alittle.
Ihave been listening to audio circuits, parts,

Imay purchase one of these items.
Andrew J. Smith
Tomkins Cove, NY

wires, etc. for over ten years and Ihave never
heard such aremoval of distortion in one small

The Finial non-contact LP player appears to

change as removing these jacks. Asystem with

be the audio chimera of the '80s. Shown work-

modified Sound Lab A-4 speakers went from

ing to the press in June 1986, and promised

hard, grainy, unmusical, and just plain unlistenable to live (giving me chills) with the

to the public by the end of that year; there bas
been nary asqueak from the company since.
JGH tells me that he has been informed that

removal of the jacks from the speakers and
amplifier. The speakers were fitted with cop-

the delay is due to Finial's carrying out of a

per tabs with screw mounts, the amp with

survey of the exact EQ used by LP mastering

copper solder tabs. The speaker wires were

engineers so that they can incorporate an

soldered to the amp and screwed to the
speakers using tinned-copper spades.

"average" RIAA de-emphasis curve in the
player Others wonder if the whole thing is
more of a high-tech peg on which to bang a
venture-capital-raising bat.
Isuspect, based on asuggestion from MarStereophile, July 1988

Five-way binding posts add tons of grain,
compress the image, smear things together,
mess up the highs, etc. In fact, every quality
you can think of improves on removing these
21

The new SP11 Mark II
from Audio Research:
setting the standard, again.

A classic reborn.
Traditional wisdom holds that you
don't tamper with success. But at
Audio Research, the working
philosophy has always been to make
important progress in music
reproduction available to those
music lovers who care to hear the
difference. So, two years after the
introduction of the original SP11
preamplifier, Audio Research
announces the heir to its acclaimed
reference standard: the new SP11
Mark II.
New clarity, dynamics, realism.
The new Mark II offers startling
improvements in musical realism
compared to the standard-setting
original. First, there is asoundstage
that extends even further beyond the
speakers, laterally and front-to-back.
Within this stage, instruments and
voices are focused more precisely
HIGH DEFINITION

MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

than ever before, with an uncanny
rendition of proper size and location.
Bass response is both deeper and
more detailed, for amore dynamic
foundation beneath the musical
program. And, overall, you'll hear a
breathtaking new clarity that simply
lets arecorded musical
performance through as never
before—while telling you more about
the quality of the transcription
medium as well. The new SP11 Mark
II is truly the most revealing, yet
"invisible" preamplifier ever from
Audio Research. And, we think you'll
agree, one of the best values in highend audio. Again. Audition it soon at
your authorized Audio Research
dealer.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

jacks. I'm sure that banana plugs, X-Terminators, and gold-plated spades or pins are just as
nasty. The only jacks I've found listenable are
the ones made by Morel. These are, Ibelieve,
made from ahigh copper-content brass and
are nonplated—even the nut is brass. I've not
listened to the screw terminals on tube and
other amps, but if they are not pure copper or
tinned copper, I'm sure they should also be
removed. Ialso have not listened to the expensive Tiffany or super-expensive WBT jacks,
but Iwouldn't bet aplugged nickel they can
compare with apiece of copper.
Until someone comes up with abetter jack,
Ibelieve all amps and speakers should have
pure copper solder- and screw-tabs, with the
speaker cables soldered directly or screwed on
with pure copper spades. Another simple way
for us amateurs is to solder short wires inside
the amps and speakers that hang outside afew

them up to the average low-fidelity receiver
or rack system.
Garbage in, garbage out!

C. J. Poulos
Hartford, CT

An additionaljoke on the thieves was that the
B&W Matrix 801s stolen had no tweeters!—JA

Sims CD rings from
Euphonic Technology
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile for only
ashort time, but have read past issues on different occasions over the years. In general,
have found that Iagreed with most of your
reviews; even when the review was read after
personal experience with the product in question, the findings have been very similar (I'm
not trying to imply that Iam totally above influence, but Icertainly do try to listen for
myself). Imust take issue, however, with some

inches and then solder the speaker wires

things said (and not said) in Sam Tellig's arti-

to them.
Ican't believe it when Igo into ahigh-end
store and see multi-thousand-dollar amps and

cle about the Euphonic itchnology CD rings
(Vol.11 No.4). I've been using these rings for
several months now, and although Iwas a

speakers with jacks on them that add more
distortion than the amps or speakers them-

skeptic before trying them out, after my very

selves. Come on, manufacturers—let's get
with it! Five-way binding posts (in their current form) have no place in audio.

initial listening (on my Stax professional headphones) Iwas immediately won over. The difference between adisc with and without the
ring is worthwhile enough that Iwill not listen

Check it out—your ears will love you for it.

to adisc—at least one Icare about—without

Gordon: You should hear the Sound Labs
without the jacks and the grille cloth, not to

aring on it.
Actually, Ibelieve that Sam basically agreed

mention better internal caps, wires, removal

with some of my findings in his review What

of the pot, etc. Holy Transparency, Batman!
Ric Schultz
Berkeley, CA

disturbs is the fact that he left readers with a
doubtful feeling about his own findings, and,

And sympathy
Editor:
My sympathies to JA regarding the violation
of his home and the theft of the equipment he
was reviewing. Ithink, however, that Ican
shed some light as to why the only stereo components stolen were loudspeakers: obvious-

in asense, with some doubt as to his credibility
as areviewer (" ...1 want to hear what others
think. Gordon, Dick, John, what do you
think?")
Sam, what do you think? Ithink you like
them. But why not give the readers achance
to decide for themselves? Why not mention
that Michael Goldfield of Euphonic Tech-

ly the thieves were believers in the "mid-fl"

nology will allow the "skeptic" to try them
out, with afull money-back guarantee. (He

philosophy that "loudspeakers are the only important part of ahi-fi system"! We, of course,

reports that no-one has ever returned them!)
Stew Glick

know better. The Celestion SL600s were probably too small and weighed too little to excite the thieves' limited imaginations. We can
only hope that the high-definition loudspeakers
that were stolen will make suitably rude noises
when the thieves (or their customers) attempt
to get music out of these speakers by hooking
Stereophile, July 1988

No address supplied

Sims CD rings from
Audioquest
Editor:
Ifound Mr.
remarks in April concerning
CD Rings to be right on the mark. Ihave been
23

MDGEC r1COUSTICS
DIVA VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE NEW YORK STEREOPHILE HIGH END HI-FI SHOW

DUETTA SIGNATURE VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE 1988 SANTA MONICA STEREOPHILE HIGH END
HI-FI SHOW

CALIPER
Signatu

Audition Apogee's
New Signature Series
at your Authorized Apogee Dealer.
The DIVA will be exhibited at the Milwaukee Art Museum in The World of Art Today" from May 4
through August 28, 1988

35 York Industrial Park, Randolf, MA 02368

TEL 617-963-0124

TELEX 928121 APOGEE RAND

using the Audioquest rings in conjunction
with the Audioquest CD player and find the
use of the rings on the Previn iblarc Ale/winder
Nevsky to be avery good example of their
potential. The chorus is much more distinct,

Goulds incessant singing is up to the listener
—JA

Recommended cartridges

the orchestral soundstaging much more ac-

Editor:
The latest (April 1988) list of Recommended

curate. An example of the reduced stridency
can be heard on the same disc by listening to

Components perpetuates an error from earlier
listings by referring to the "damper" on the

the taming of the piccolo part near the end of

Shure M105E cartridge Unlike those on Shure's
M97, V15 IV, and V15 V series cartridges, or
their M111 HE, the brush on the M105E is not

the 4th movement of the Kije Suite, the "11-oilca
Song." Also, the piccolo placement next to the
As to the mistracking Mr. Tellig referred to,

damped. It's just abrush.
Robert W. Hayden

Ialso had the same thing happen on some

Plymouth, NH

flute is much more accurate.

known playable discs after ring installation.
After my panic had subsided, Iexperimented
with placing the disc in question playside

Recommended CD players

down on avery soft dish towel and gently

Editor:
Iwould prefer to see CD players in "Recom-

moving it north to south twice and east to west
twice; the magic returned. Inow install all of

mended Components" listed according to the
same criteria as the other component cate-

my rings with the disc on avery soft dish

gories. That is, aClass-A component should

towel, and give it the old up/down, over/over
treatment. Ihave had no tracking problems
since.
Ralph Justice
Orlando, FL

produce Class-A sound, regardless of software
format. If the software format isn't up to ClassA standards, then just say so. Isn't this why you
have no Class-A or -B cassette decks?
J. D. Griggs
Volcano, HI

Colossal thumps
Editor:
After reading JGH's laudatory comments on
the Colossus recording system (Vol.11 No.4),

Recommended errors

I ordered the recommended Bainbridge

most recent "Recommended Components"

Mozart CD. 1, too, would have found this

listing in Vol.11 No.4:

Editor:
Iwish to point out acouple of errors in your

recording to be "the best-sounding orchestral

1) Ibelieve the 13edini 150/150 Mk.II you

CD Ihave every heard," except for asignificant

refer to is actually the Mk.III.
2) The BEL 1001 you recommend was not

flaw that bothers me more and more each time
Ilisten to it. This is alow-frequency microphonic thumping that occurs primarily when

reviewed in Vol.7 No.7 as you state. Rather, it
was the BEL 2002 which was reviewed.

the piano is playing. Iam not suggesting this

D. 'Rutty

noise is due to aproblem with the Colossus

Los Angeles, CA

system. Perhaps it results from inadequate support of the microphone over the piano, or,
heaven forbid, some insidious weakness of my

Beard problems
Ednor

audio system.
Any thoughts you may have as to the source

schematic for aBeard P-505 tube preamplifier.

of this problem would be appreciated.
Peter K. Spatz
Hopewell Jct., NY
Ilistened to this recording on both head-

I'll pay 850 to anyone who can supply a
This lovable but average-sounding unit (great
for TV) has been down for three months. Local
service shop can't fix it ..."Complex British
design, you know!"

phones and loudspeakers and didn't hear

Ah, Ihear you say, that's easy. ..1'11 phone

thumps except between movements. How-

the American distributor and get one for five

ever Idid hear the inevitable audience noises
that accompany a live recording. Whether
this is more annoying than, say, Glenn

bucks and send it to this guy. Profit 45 bucks
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...Great!
Better still, I'll phone Mr. Beard himself in
25

When yoa
- 0something this well
ylui can do it for everyone.

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the
Talwar Company, 75 Peters Rd,
Bloomfield, CT 06002. (203) 242-2433

TA LWA R

Music to your eyes.

England, tell him Iown one and get it free "Be
in the mail the next day." Wh000h-50 big

bidding), nor the sloppy handling of my
phone order (wrong equipment sent and

ones profit!
And just for backup, I'll contact Mr. Tattle,

delays due to employees losing my reorder for
correct replacement). Imight even accept

the chief librarian of the Electronics Section,
London Main Library, England. A photocopy

equal blame with Audio Advisor for some of

will do. Easy money!

tion is necessary for any audio lover considering doing business with this company:

Good luck ...
I've tried all that over the last
three months. Sound familiar?

the foul-ups. However, the following informa-

First, their ads often refer to "Satisfaction

Got any ideas? Giving the $50 won't be easy,

Guaranteed," especially when they are selling

but I'm hoping.
Iknow: that will teach me to buy something

close-out equipment. What they do not tell

not mentioned in Stereopbile's "Recommended
Components."

Matt Gracie
Coquitlam, BC, Canada

you is that on the bottom of the statement they
send you is the following: 'All Sales Final! All
returns or order cancellations within 30 days
are subject to a15% restocking fee plus all
shipping costs." So, you get "Satisfaction

Phoenix problems

Guaranteed" less 15%.

Editor:

Second, nowhere in the ads do you see the

Ijust want to inform your readers of apotential
problem in obtaining the Phoenix P100 phono

statement 'Add 3% Amex fee" You do on the
statement you receive!

preamplifier, which up until recently appeared

Be advised that if you must do business with

in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components."

these people use your credit card. At least you

The P100 was deleted from that listing in Vail

can then get MasterCard or Amex to represent

No.4 due to lack of current experience with
the unit. However, Idid notice an ad in the

you if the company magically forgets to credit

"Audio Mart" section of the magazine from the

your account on areturn.
Companies like Audio Advisor, Inc. make an

current manufacturer, Rhoades National Corp.

excellent case for patronizing local dealers. In

in Hendersonville, TN.

that regard, Ihave only myself to blame.

Ihad ordered aP100 from Rhoades in July
of 1987 and, after acouple of additional phone
calls and letters, was given aSeptember shipping date. September came and went, so more
phone calls; Ifinally decided to cancel my
order in October, asking for a refund of
monies. Since October, more phone calls and
letters, and as of this writing, April 1988, Istill
have not received arefund.

Remember: Buyer beware.

Alan Monroe
McCleary, WA

A conversation with Wayne Scbuurman of
Audio Advisor; Inc revealed the following:
Prior to the past tbree months, Audio
Advisor bad apolicy of giving a100% refund
of goods advertised with tbe words "Satisfaction Guaranteed;" but reserving themselves
the right to charge a 15% restocking charge

The Better Business Bureau of Nashville is
sending me aform so that Ican express my
complaints through them. I'm not very hopeful, but perhaps the BBB will be more successful with Rhoades than Ihave.
Certainly another case of "Caveat Emptor."
Jerry Vanaskey
N. Canton, OH

Audio Advisor problems
Editor:

on goods for which "Satisfaction Guaranteed"
was not advertised. Mr Scbuurman stated
that this 15% restocking fee had been enforced
only one or two times in the last year astatement which we bave no means of verifying,
and that it was "up to the salesman" whether
or not to charge the 15%.
For the past three months (as of May 11,
1988), Audio Advisor bas bad a new policy:
100% refund on any goods returned in good

Iwant to warn Stereopbile's readers about one
of the magazine's advertisers, Audio Advisor,

working order within 10 days of receipt,
regardless of whether satisfaction was guaranteed or not.

Inc., of Grand Rapids, MI. Iwon't go into too
much detail of my struggle with them concern-

for by either cash or credit card, but Iagree

ing the crediting of my account for returned
equipment (American Express is doing my
Stereophile, July 1988

Iassume this policy applies to goods paid
with Mr Monroe that paying with a credit
card is agood idea since the credit-card com27

© 1987 Museatex

The Meitner turntable and tone arm.
Revolutionary. Precise. Timeless.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Preamplifiers, Amplifiers,
Power Sources, CD Players;
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-6661

MUSEATEX

panies will back you up in your efforts to en-

the output side of the cable (the end that the

force avague or non -honored warranty Iad-

shield gets soldered to). There was no evi-

vised Mr Scbuurman that it was amistake for
him not to state the terms of bis Satisfaction

dence of solder flow from the wire to the gold
RCA connector at all. My feeling is that the

Guaranteed" warranty in bis advertisements;

cables made an intermittent connection through

in tbe absence of such a definition, Ithink
that consumers will find that the Audio Ad-

the retaining shell.

pressure from the compression strain relief and

visor warranty is, from a legal standpoint,

"2) On two cables, lm and 0.5m, the solder

completely open-ended. For our part, Stereophile will be happy both to publicize problems

connection of the black wire showed the same
lack of flow, although the connection wasn't
broken. By taking a fine screwdriver and

with Audio Advisor (or any other advertiser)
and to intervene on behalf of any of our
readers who feel that they have been taken ad-

gently prying this joint, it fell apart.

vantage of

there was very little solder flow. In fact the

—LA

Monster problems

"3) On at least 60% of the rest of the cables,
joints looked cold.
"4) On the source end of one of the 2m

Editor:

cables, the compression strain relief wasn't

Please find enclosed aletter to Monster Cable

even there.

in San Francisco:

We repaired the cables using Wonder

"I'm writing this letter to express my com-

Solder. My only problem now is the missing

plete dissatisfaction in the quality and workmanship of your Interlink Reference A cable.

compression relief. My friend, in disgust, sold
his cables at $40 apair and replaced them with

"Since mid December, Ihave purchased

van den Hul D102 Mk.11s. I'm keeping mine

four lm cables, one 0.5m cable, and one 2m

because after all the work, they really do per-

cable at atotal cost of $508. Ireplaced my

form as claimed.

trusty $25/m Apature cables in hopes of improving the overall sound of my system. I

"Based on my experiences with your cables,

carefully followed your recommendations,

Icannot recommend them at all. In fact, Isuggest that anyone owning these cables check

observed the taped-on arrows on the cables,

them; they may be surprised at what they

and applied Cramolin to all connections.

find."

Jim Valente

"The first time Ilistened to the system with

Huntington, CT

your cables, Iwas very disappointed. Not only
was there no improvement, the sound had actually degraded. There was adistinct harshness

Monster Answers
Mr. Jim Valente:

in the sound, with atotal loss of transparen-

"Thank you for bringing this to our attention.

cy and image. The left channel even sounded

We regret that you have experienced this dif-

distorted. Rechecking my connections yielded

ficulty with our product.

no improvement.

"Last year we tried anew solder flux that
proved later not to hold up as well. This flux

"The following day Imentioned my problem to an audiophile friend of mine who in

was changed and we do not use this flux any

fact had recommended your Reference A

longer. It appeared that it was responsible for

cables to me. He said that he had noticed on

causing joint failures due to insufficient wet-

his set of cables (eight lm pairs) that in one

ting. If you had contacted us we would have

case, the stick-on label was pointing in the

been happy to replace it with abrand new product or updated them with an Interlink Refer-

wrong direction. Not believing that this could
be my problem, Ithought Ishould check

ence 2.
"I am glad to hear that you are satisfied with

anyway Sol clis-mbled my system and Iexamined the cables very carefully. This inspec-

the performance We appreciate the time taken

tion included removing the retaining shell and

to bring this problem to our attention. If you

checking the solder connections. The follow-

have any other cables or know of people who
would like to have them resoldered, we would

ing are my findings:
"1) On three of the lm cables, the solder
connection of the black center conductor to

be happy to do so at no charge."
Noel M. Lee

the outer shell of the RCA jack was broken on

President, Monster Cable, Inc.
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B&W problems

not?), and Iwould have to pay shipping.

Editor:
Irecently purchased apair of B&W 801 Matrix

Icould not believe that they could not send
me out adrive-unit; even alocal B&W dealer

loudspeakers from HCM Audio (Golden Ear)
in California. My great enthusiasm and expec-

who did not sell me the speakers was more
than happy to help. Weu, after contacting your

tation was soon taken over by anger, followed

own Lewis Lipnick Iwas given the phone
number of Chris Browder, B&W VP, who

by depression. After spending numerous hours
rearranging the house, setting up and moving
these giants, Ifound that the tweeter on one

quickly and courteously told me they would

of the speakers was defective Icontacted HCM

ship anew driver directly to my residence.
Iwant to thank Lewis Lipnick and B&W for

Audio and was told nothing could be done un-

being people-oriented and suggest that anyone

til the owner was contacted; they would get

having problems getting anything solved
through the dealer to contact the relevant

back to me in afew days. Wa, after two weeks
of calling daily, Iwas told Iwould have to send
back both head units so the owner could listen
to them (could he hear something Icould

manufacturer.
Mike Rosenzweig
Silver Spring, MD

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
gemegn

IM:11.CPU
- Agin
music ...above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Cdndlici Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 5.Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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NEW KID IN TOWN
One Look Grabs Your Attention

One Listen Captures You ... Heart & Mind.

INDUSTRY

bal

WM: Peter W. Mitchell

Even before the first CDs arrived in record

shops, the world's leading product research
laboratories were working on the problem of
developing a CD recorder for home use.
Philips, Matsushita, and 3M have been particularly active in this research. One type of
optical disc recorder, called aWORM drive
(Write Once, Read Many), is available now for
storing computer data. So the announcement
that an audio CD recorder would be available
by 1990 was not, by itself, very surprising.
What was very surprising, enough to make
front-page news, was the source of the announcement—Radio Shack—and the projected price tag: under $500!
The obvious questions are 1) is it for real?
and 2) is it aDAT-killer? The obvious answers
are 1) probably yes, if only because Indy, the
parent company of Radio Shack, is aconservative outfit that doesn't blow smoke, and 2)
probably no.
Radio Shack is no longer just the corner
store that sells electronic gadgets, mid -fi, and
the spare capacitor or phono plug that you
need on aSaturday afternoon. While the company has no interest in the high end, occasional Radio Shack audio products are remarkably good, and Tandy is becoming amajor
force in telephones and computers. (The company virtually invented the laptop computer
and was the first to unveil alegal "clone" of the
IBM PS/2.) In recent years Tandy has brought
many high-tech assets into its fold, including
33

HPC
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

CPC
CO-PLANAR COPPER

Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do abetter job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed. high-purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigai deaier and hear ..hat tnese original designs can do to improve your music system.
•- designed by and manufactured exclusively for

Madrigal Audio Laboratories,

O Pcx 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

Memtek (formerly Memorex), amajor pro-

ing in an act of collective amnesia—forgetting

ducer of computer disks as well as audio and

how to make aCD player that is competent at

video tape.

its most basic task: accurately decoding the
digital signal. A few years ago, when manufac-

The obstacle that has stumped other developers can be summed up simply: Recording

turers were first learning how to cope with the

methods that produce adisc that will play
back reliably on any CD player tend to make
a pit pattern that can't easily be erased for

new demands of digital audio, they assigned
their best engineers and production staffs to

reuse, while technologies that produce an
erasable pit pattern yield adisc that won't play

CD players are now a commodity, like
receivers and cassette decks. The pressure is

the challenge. But no longer.

reliably on ordinary CD players. The essential

on to make them cheaper, to add more remote-

breakthrough behind Tandy's announcement

control convenience functions, and to convert

is amethod of making optical disc recordings

from stable single-disc mechanisms to flimsy

that are both compatible and erasable. It was

changers. (According to one market forecast,
by next year as many as half of new CD players

developed and patented by Optical Data Inc.
(ODI) in Beaverton, Oregon.

may be changers.) The senior engineers who

The key ingredient is said to be adye poly-

designed the first two generations of players

mer coating that, upon exposure to alaser
beam, forms bump-like deformations that play

have moved on to other assignments, and new

normally on any conventional CD player. A
laser beam of another wavelength (not speci-

For example, three years ago Toshiba made
aremarkably decent mid-priced (around $500)

fied) removes the bumps, effectively erasing

player. It wasn't amiracle worker, but it did

the recording. Tandy, which is working with
ODI to turn the technology into apractical

coming off the disc—and that, by itself, is a

models are being designed by junior engineers.

nothing really wrong to damage the signal

product, calls it THOR (Tandy High-density

mark of distinction. The player had an uncom-

Optical Recording). Now that Tandy has
broken the ice, other companies are likely to

monly clever and simple analog output stage,
with no extraneous circuitry. The output of

accelerate their own efforts to bring recordable

the digital multiplexer was fed to apassive

CDs to market.

filter, which rounded off the corners and ver-

Will it kill DAT? That depends on what DAT

tical slopes of the staircase waveform that

is, or would be. DAT equipment is smaller and

emerged from the digital-to-analog converter

more vibration-resistant, and so will remain

(DAC); then asingle high-quality op-amp hand-

the format of choice for portable and car use.
DAT will retain its strong appeal to recording
engineers for on-location taping and as acon-

led de-emphasis and further filtering with
no strain.
I've just looked at a1988 Toshiba player

venient backup to professional gear. DAT exists

designed by ajunior engineer who learned

now, while the recordable CD is still acouple

nothing from his predecessors. In the new

of years away. However, the recordable CD

model the digital staircase goes straight into

could affect Japanese hopes to make under$500 DAlb amass-market replacement for the

an op-amp (which consequently generates
severe slew-rate overload distortion), followed

analog cassette. And if the RIAA is worried

by several filter and op-amp stages, some of

about DAT piracy, it will be positively panicked

which krve no useful purpose. Moreover, this

about home-recordable CDs.

player uses acheap DAC with decidedly poor
linearity.

CD Cancer
"There is acancer growing on the Presiden-

If this were an isolated case, Iwouldn't waste
time on it, but it is symptomatic of aspreading

cy." That's what John Dean said when he

disease. According to astartling new technical

wanted to impress on Richard Nixon the

paper by Stanley Lipshitz and John Vander-

seriousness of the emerging Watergate scan-

kooy entitled "Are D/A Converters Getting

dal. Today's news is that there is ascandal

Worse?", many CD players exhibit large linearity
errors and severe distortion at low signal levels.

growing in the CD-player business.
Today's very best CD players may sound

OA summarized this paper on pp.42-43 of the

more refined than earlier models, but the large

May issue, but this aspect of the study deserves

Japanese manufacturers appear to be engag-

athorough airing.)
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It Starts With Th
It starts with acommitment to excellence.
Boffi Vidikron has taken the best of Italian
design to produce the TGS-100, avideo
projection system with no equal. Utilizing
American, European and Japanese
technology, high performance and reliability
are the standard.
Its fully modular construction uses professional
quality components. The Vidikron TGS-100
has aremote control that is full-function. It
also features S-VHS input and arelay trigger
to lower and raise the optional electronic
screen.
The TGS-100 is the first video projector to
have akeystone correction circuit that allows
for a20 degree tilt adjustment.
The unique design of the Vidikron system
features asleek, compact projector with an
invisible support for the ceiling mount which
results in adrop of just 11 inches.
Projection screens to complete the system
are available from Both Vidikron. They range
from high-gain curved screens to
electronically controlled flat screens.
Measured on adiagonal, screen size varies
from 65 inches to 10 feet.
The Boffi Vidikron TGS-100 is being exported
to key dealers in 18 countries worldwide. It is
now available through aselect group of U.S.
dealers whose commitment to excellence is
as strong as that of Boffi Vidikron.

azdalavadhimailke

mama momu um ma

AA design

Beinsre n Des yi AS 1,:der es

NYC

928 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010
212-529-3300

Iwish Icould report that this is occurring

adjustment is being done carelessly even in

only in budget models purchased by non-

high-priced players.

critical listeners using mid-ft systems. Unfortunately, according to my measurements, Mar-

Here are some examples from the L/V paper.
Lipshitz and Vanderkooy tested 17 CD players,

tin Colloms's reviews in HFN/RR, and the Lipshitz/Vanderkooy study (hereafter referred to

both old and new, obtained from friends and

as L/V), the problem is found among abroad
range of models from Yamaha, Nalcamichi,
Denon, Sony, et al.
The difficulty is not really one of design but
of quality control. In a16-bit PCM code, the

stores. (These were not review samples obtained from manufacturers.) The date of manufacture is listed.
Sony CDP-101 (1983): Sony DAC, good performance except for asmall amount of lowlevel distortion.

first bit (the most significant bit, MSB) con-

Sony CDP-35 (1986): cheap Burr-Brown

tributes 32,000 times more to the output signal

DAC, no MSB trim circuit, severely nonlinear

than the 16th bit (the least significant bit, LSB).
Asmall error in the MSB can totally swamp the

at low levels; -90dB signals are full-wave rectified, doubling their pitch. Substitution of a
better Burr-Brown DAC yielded excellent

effect of the 15th and 16th bits, causing lowlevel signals to reproduce at the wrong levels.

performance.

More important, the MSB transition defines

Sony CDP-302 (1986): Sony DAC, good ex-

the crossover between the positive and nega-

cept for alow-level offset caused by the digital

tive halves of the analog waveform. If this
crossover does not occur exactly at the mid-

filter.
Sony CDP-310 (1987): cheap Burr-Brown
DAC, no MSB trim, severe crossover distortion,

point, the effect is the same as having the
wrong DC bias in aclass-B amplifier: akink

grossly nonlinear reproduction; a -80dB

in the audio signal every time the waveform

signal reproduces at -90dB, and a -85dB

crosses the zero axis. As in an amplifier, this

signal drops below -110!

crossover distortion becomes most gratingly
obvious in low-level signals.
Many Japanese manufacturers buy DACs

Sony CDP-350 (1987): Sanyo DAC, severe
low-level distortion, apparently due
manufacturing errors within the DAC.

to

from an American company, Burr-Brown,

Technics SLP-7 portable (1983): good

where prices range from under $5 to nearly

Technics DAC, crossover distortion due to
maladjusted MSB trim; readjustment yielded

$100 per chip. The upper half of this range is
reserved for professional applications where
guaranteed linearity over the full 16-bit range

good performance.

is really important. The "selected" DACs used

Magnavox 1041 (1986): the old Philips 14x4
design used in many audiophile players, fairly

in many $500+ CD players cost $10 to $15 each.

good performance except for alow-level glitch

A $15 DAC, if used "bare," is emphatically

that is offset away from the zero-crossing axis.

not good enough for top-quality 16-bit audio.

Philips CDB-650 (1987): the newer Philips

But for less than adollar amanufacturer can
add to the DAC asimple circuit that fine-tunes

16x4 design, basically good, but aconsistent

its MSB transition, providing excellent lineari-

LSB decoding error distorts -90dB signals.
Yamaha CDX2 (1985): expensive Burr-

ty. If the manufacturer makes correct adjust-

Brown DAC, pretty good except for asmall

ment a priority, excellent linearity can be

MSB error.

achieved routinely. This is avery effective way

JVC XLV400 (1985): same as Yamaha CDX2,

to obtain good decoder performance without
having to buy expensive DACs—but the

MSB adjusted perfectly in this sample, pro-

cuit and must make sure that it is adjusted cor-

viding textbook low-level decoding.
Yamaha CDX-500U (1987): cheap BurrBrown DAC, no MSB trim, gross crossover

rectly in every player coming off the produc-

distortion, severely nonlinear (a -90dB signal

tion line.

reproduces at -80dB).

manufacturer must include the trimming cir-

That's where the major CD manufacturers

Yamaha CDX-900U (1987): two cheap Burr-

are falling down. In addition to using cheaper,
less accurate DACs, some companies are omit-

Brown DACs, no MSB trim, gross crossover
distortion and nonlinearity (- 90dB signal

ting the MSB trimming circuit (from mid -

reproduces at -79dB in the left channel and

priced as well as budget models), and the MSB

-75dB in the right).
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SUMIKO, INC. GIVES BIRTH TO SEXTUPLETS

BORN: May 15, 1988
TIME: 7µseconds
WEIGHT: 6grams
PLACE: St. David's
CITY: Berkeley, California, USA
NAMES: AT, BvdH, SvdH, IA T, IIB vdh, and IIIS vdH
Sumiko. Inc. is delighted to announce

the

arrival

of

sextuplets. Bursting on the scene are three fresh faces from
each side of the family: Talisman and Alchemist. They are
instantly recognizable by the characteristic drooping snout
that has marked their forbears. Distinguishing features
include the van den Hul type Istyli with which they are
shod, and a red badge on the brow of each little critter.
Blessed with fine lungs — surely the result of new highenergy magnets and ultra light coils — they

are

of

remarkably sweet disposition. We invite you to listen to
them all at a nursery near you, your local Sumiko. Inc.
dealer.

SUMIKO, Inc.
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705 (415) 843-4500
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Yamaha CDX-1100U (1987): "Hi-Bit" pseudo
18-bit level-shifting system with two selected
Burr-Brown DACs, MSB trimpots included but
apparently never adjusted, yielding 15-bit
equivalent performance The MSB error would
have caused severe distortion, but the gainranging system reduced its effect. If the MSB
trimpots had been adjusted, linearity could
have been superb.
Denon DCD-600 (1987): cheap Burr-Brown
DAC, MSB trimpot included but apparently
never adjusted, yielding severe crossover
distortion and nonlinearity (- 90dB reproduces at -81dB). Adjustment of the MSB trim
yielded excellent low-level performance.
Denon DCD-800 (1987): same as the
DCD-600; again, low-level performance was
improved dramatically by asimple adjustment

in music, especially in quiet piano music—for
example in Philips 411-137, tracks 7 and 9
(Brahms) and in Vox MCD 10003, tracks 4and
11 (Debussy).
MSB glitches are apotentially important problem in recording as well as playback. In the
Soundstream recorder that was used to make
the early Telarc recordings, encoder drift was
arecognized problem, and the trimpots were
adjusted for optimum linearity at the start of
every recording session. Since newer equipment is more stable, many professional users
are unaware of the need for periodic testing
to check linearity. The L/V report identifies
three CDs recorded with obviously maladjusted encoders: RCA RCD1-5306 (Julian
Bream), Unicorn DKP 9029 (Delius), and CBS

of the MSB trimpot. (Denon's advertising em-

MK37267 (Mozart Piano Concerti,
channel).

phasizes the importance of this adjustment and
shows the distortion that occurs without it.
Perhaps Denon's brochures are not read at the

report by sending $5 to the Audio Engineering Society, Publications Office, 60 East 42nd

factory where the players are made.)
Nalcamichi OMS -2 (1987): circuit similar to
Denon; selected Burr-Brown DAC, MSB trimpot included but slightly mis -set; readjustment
yielded excellent low-level results. (Perhaps
people who judge the Nakamichi to sound
better, and think that its fancy analog stage
justifies its high price, actually are responding
to its relative freedom from crossover distortion—the result of a50-cent adjustment.)
Lipshitz and Vanderkooy sum up as follows:
"We believe that the data present adepressing
picture of declining standards in the D/A converter systems of current CD players. The actual D/A chips being used are frequently
among the cheapest available (even in expensive machines); and distortion trim adjustments, if incorporated, appear rarely to be
properly set. Our thesis is that this situation
is getting worse."
The most dramatic trend in 1988 CD players
from Japan is the use of multi-DAC and highorder oversampling systems claimed to deliver
the equivalent of 18-bit performance Marketing departments love these, but Ibelieve the
main reason for their use is that the manufacturer can get away with cheaper DACs and untrimmed MSBs and still achieve acceptable
16-bit performance.
Although the decoding errors show up in
measurements only at levels below -60dB,
the LN study found them to be readily audible
Stereophile, July 1988
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You can obtain the full Lipshitz/Vanderkooy

St., New York, NY 10165. Ask for Preprint
No.2586.
Since these problems involve adjustments
as well as design compromises, they may not
occur equally in all samples of each model. For
emunple, the MSB trim was only slightly off in
my Technics SLP-7, but afriend's machine
(bought on my recommendation) is significantly nonlinear.
What we have here is asituation in which
hi-fi clubs and dealers could do their members
and customers areal service by offering CD
test "clinics" to check decoder linearity. Simply measure the output level from the CD player
with atest disc that has sinewave tones at OdB
and -80dB (CBS CD-I, tracks 0and 19). Acorrectly adjusted DAC will reproduce the -80dB
tone within 1dB of the correct level. And a
player that exhibits good linearity at -80dB
is also likely to be relatively free of crossover
distortion.
If your player's linearity is off, your dealer
or alocal service shop can correct it—if the
circuit includes atrimpot for fine-tuning the
MSB transition. (If it doesn't, sell the player to
someone who isn't fussy.) If you have experience working inside electronic products,
with the attendant risk of getting zapped by
exposed AC power connections, you could
even make the adjustment yourself; but you'll
need aservice manual to identify the trimpot.
The procedure is simple: play the -60dB
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tone on atest disc and adjust the trimpot for

tunity for makers of high-end CD players to

minimum distortion, either by ear or with the
aid of adistortion analyzer. With most DACs

document the superior performances of their
machines. Phono cartridges traditionally in-

the setting for lowest distortion also yields the

clude an individual calibration chart showing

best linearity High-end dealers should do this
adjustment routinely on all new CD players,

frequency response, output level, and channel balance. Henceforth every audiophile-

since it evidently isn't being done correctly at

grade CD player should come with an in-

the factory.
This situation also presents agolden oppor-

dividual calibration chart that documents its
linearity in each channel.

THE NETHERLANDS:
Peter Van Vallenswoard

copies from CD (perfectly legal, because made

DAI rewaiers have bcen mort Iree4 .
available

tapes became available in March, but they
all originate from B-grade sources in Japan,

to reviewers in Europe than in the USA. Our
experience with the medium might give some
insight into what can be expected from it. This

for our own personal use). A few prerecorded

featuring C-grade orchestras and D-grade
soloists; so nothing interesting yet here. DAT

report is based on five DAT machines: the Lux-

recorders can be bought in Holland, Germany,

man KD-117, the Sony UTC-1000 ES; the JVC

and England, but you have to be patient. Shop

XD-Z1100, and two Sony ProDATs. (The Pro-

supplies are very limited, and in most cases
you have to order one and wait. You can rent

DAT is aprofessional DAT machine; Sony has
been the first to come up with such arecorder

aSharp recorder at any time, though, from a

meant for studio use. Their PCM 2500 is more

TV rental company. At this moment, blank

or less aDTC-1000, but with selected con-

tapes are available in the shops for $10.

verters and more power supplies, balanced inand outputs, and several digital interfaces, not

Sound Quality

just the Sony/Philips DIF.)
The first DAT found its way to our office by

DAT sounds good. It's not perfect, but who ex-

the end of October, the others following one

pected that? And these are first-generation
machines. How good does it sound, then, and

by one until we had four machines at one time.

what does it sound like? Well, let me tell you

The tensions around DAT lessened, and the

first that Ihave never liked digital sound.

recorders were not followed by newer types

Maybe those first Denon PCM records left me
with aprejudice when they first came out

or "next generations." \Ve built up acollection
of some 50 DAT tapes: demos, measuring tapes

toward the end of the '70s; those awful, ear-

(some with digitally generated signals), music

cutting violins! But then came CD and Iwas

recorded from LP, as well as analog and digital

both horrified and puzzled over this "perfect"
sound. Iwrote down what Iheard and was im-

IMartin Colloms reviewed the Sony DTC- 1000 ES R-DAT
recorder for Stereopbile in Ma1.10 NaS, comparing its technical
performance with the industry-standard Sony PCM- 1630 processor/U -Mat ic combination.
— 1A
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mediately excommunicated by the leading CD
manufacturers. Things have become better, of
course, and my journalistic duties made the
Stereophile, July 1988
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pened) to play aCambridge Audio CD2 through

1

1.1.1"mmilmennummir
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a couple of 50-year-old British Army 8W
Vortexion PA-amplifiers. These are tube amplifiers, of course, but without any overall feedback,

and transformer-coupled between

input- and output-stage And there was music
Nothing digital, Iswear. This was the first time
ever that Iwas emotionally moved by music
possession of aCD player inevitable. Ichose
aMission DAD-7000 as the most bearable And
yes, Ihave heard most of the audiophile CD

from CD. It proved repeatable with aDenon
DCD-3300, both more detailed than the

players in the years since then. The California
Audio Labs, for instance, is well-known in

ears that means less musical. It even proved

Europe And this one, and others, sounded better indeed. But none of the specialized players

fashioned Mission player: there was an apparent loss in accuracy and stability, but the

were free of digititis: either there was little air,

Vortexion amplifiers left the music intact. Iam

DP-70 but less open and alot less liquid; to my
repeatable with the cheap and almost old-

or there was too little depth, or the highs were

now looking for modern amplifiers that can

hard and too bright, and usually abit of all of

do this. Iam now convinced that there is hope

these. So, no musical enjoyment for me from
CD; Irarely played discs for longer than 10

in the digital domain, even for the most stubborn digiphobes.

minutes.
Against this background, DAT was asurprise
The highs sounded more as if there was only
aslight high-frequency lift, with very little
hardness. Depth was not 100%, but adequate
And the best machines proved capable of
reproducing the beginnings of air. A remaining
criticism would be that the representation of
voices and instruments, or of aconcert hall,
was still rather "lifeless." The three consumer
machines were not very different, although I
would slightly prefer the Sony. Both ProDAT
machines sounded better (though not quite
identical, by the way), showing more ease,
more authority, cleaner highs, and greater
depth, although they do not quite reach the
level of performance of an Accuphase DP70

Technical Aspects

CD player (see below).

D/A-conversion in the Luxman and the JVC is
at an 88.21cHz rate, implying 2x-oversampling

As to the potentials of the sound quality of
digital, Ifeel two more remarks are in order.
In January of this year an Accuphase DP70 CD

digital filtering. The Sonys use 4x oversampling. Neither of these machines uses oversam-

player passed through our office. It was only
available to us during three days, but we must

pling at their inputs, in the AID-conversion,
however. In view of what high-speed DIA -

have played some 100 discs with it. Its sound

conversion (needing only gentle analog filter-

was unbelievably liquid, its soundstage very
open, with ample depth. "Aliveness" was still

major step ahead for DAT recording sound

not convincing, but this one comes close (at

quality when applied to the A/D side; 2 it

some $6000). It would have been easy to fool
someone by pretending that this sound

would also mean real oversampling, because
what you can do at the end of the line in the

originated from a correctly set up, good-

D/A section is never more than aclever trick.

quality turntable It definitely has been my second positive experience with digital.

Both "Itchnics and Sony are working on over-

The third one came when Ihappened (it
wasn't even agood guess, it really just hapStereophile, July 1988

ing) can do for the sound, this could mean a

2Sec "Industry Update from Peter Mitchell and myself in
the May issue for alonger examination of the sonic potential
held by oversampling ADCs.
—JA
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sampled A/D-inputs, so we'll wait in expecta-

tion for manufacturers to use them, so they

tion. (In Japan, Pioneer already markets a2x-

may use other means to interpret playing time,

oversampling A/D DAT recorder.) All machines
can record at 48kHz, the JVC also at 32kHz

track number, etc.

(the so-called "long-play" mode; we tried it,
don't use it), but only the ProDAU record also
at 44.1kHz and can (in the future) be used for
CD mastering. They will also copy digitally
from each other at 44.1kHz, but refuse to copy
from the digital output of aCD player.
Here lies the charm of one of the consumer
machines, the JVC: we cut wire-link BB60 and
soldered the right-hand end to the wire-link
BB57 below it, and the JVC made digital copies
of CD happily ever after. (This modification
was discovered and published by German colleagues.) The CBS CD-1 test disc thus provided

Epilogue

us with atape containing digitally generated

DAT is an attractive storage medium. CD may

test-signals. including dithered low-level

be compact, but in terms of volume vs play-

sinewaves at -70, -80, -90 and -100dB.

ing time, DAT is six times as compact, the

This gave us the means to measure linearity
differences between DAT recorders. A graphic
representation of the results can be seen in

cassette being hardly bigger than amatchbox.
You can easily slip one or even afew into your
pocket. 'fry that with compact discs. Like aCD,

fig. I. A calculation based on the numerical

aDAT can be damaged, but less easily. First,

results suggests an effective resolution of something very close to 15 bits for all machines.

when the cassette is out of the machine, the
cassette remains closed in much the same way

By the way, if you record aCD digitally onto
DAT tape and listen to the copy, it usually
sounds better instead of worse. This exper-

as avideocassette, protecting the tape against
dust and probing fingers. Second, we tried to
erase aDAT tape with aprofessional Annis

ience parallels what happens if you play aCD

"Hand-D-Mat" head demagnetizer. Analog

through agood-quality outside D/A-converter

cassettes would be absolutely blank after such

instead of through its own; maybe the separa-

atreatment. DAT tape? Not aminute, not asec-

tion of functions causes the improvement, as
this automatically provides better screening,

ond lost, not even one error signal, just music,

split power supplies, less earthing problems,

sounding the same as before 'Pape wear, dropouts? The test tapes we made have been in ex-

etc. All DAT recorders measured better on

tensive use, switched from machine to machine

linearity from input through A/D-D/A to out-

during many measuring sessions, with endless

put (no difference via tape or not) than in the

fast-forwarding or rewinding from one test

D/A section alone; did the manufacturers
match A/D and D/A?

track to another. Not in either of these tapes

A crucial point for DAT, of course, is com-

nor in the 40+ others did we find even one uncorrectable dropout. In everyday practice this

patibility of tapes. As far as the sound signal

means that you'll have to crush aDAT cassette

is concerned, we had no problem whatsoever:

under your foot if you want to damage one.

no refusals, no error signals. (Here DAT cas-

The big news, however, from two reliable

settes offer afundamental advantage over compact cassettes: no two analog tapes are iden-

sources which cannot be named, is that pro-

tical, each tape requiring different bias and

duction cost for a prerecorded tape of 60
minutes turns out to be only athird of that for

Dolby settings for correct record/replay charac-

aCD (in the case of the latter, now just under

teristics.) Time-coding and track-numbering

$2)! Factory plants are already under construc-

did create all sorts of minor problems; some

tion, even by acompany that would be our last

machines sometimes even lost track on their
own tapes. One of the causes is that although

guess in view of DAT politics up to now. And

this kind of subcode information has been

that means that, if DAT should be athreat to
CD, the danger isn't from home taping

defined in the DAT standard, there is no obliga-

anymore.
Stereophile, July 1988

source components, it seems ashame that six
completely unique types of product must vie
for one award. To me it's no different from
having one category for preamps, amps and
speakers. While this year's winner, the SME IV
toneann, is most assuredly deserving of the accolade, it's sad to think that, say, Cambridge's
CD2 CD player or the Oxford Acoustic Crystal
turntable lost, not to products against which
they compete, but to something entirely
unrelated. Whatever arguments the FBA might
make about streamlining the awards (they've

UK: Ken Kessler

dispensed with, for example, Speaker Stand of

Oscars may be the big awards doled out every
April, but it's also the time of year when we
learn what the British think of British hi-fi

the Year), they still offer Accessory of the Year,
something I'd say is far less important in hi-fi
terms than discrete categories of source

equipment. Not the trade, not the press, but

components.

the public determines which UK products will

If only they'd add just one more award by

win the Federation of British Audio Awards.

splitting source components into "Analog" and

Their choices—more than anything you might

"Digital," or add one for

read in the hi-fi press—will give you some indication of what's held in high esteem where

they could show recognition both to the

— Ibmtable

Products,"

British makes who are keeping the LP alive and

it matters: at street level. What it doesn't tell

to those few who don't want the Dutch and

you is what's selling, but then nobody expects

the Japanese to have CD all to themselves.

manufacturers to reveal sales figures unless

(Considering that Philips supplies the majority

they're ludicrously high.
The Federation of British Audio is an

of OEM transports, they'd win anyway.)
In addition to the aforementioned victory

organization made up of British hi-fi manufac-

for SME, the other winners were as follows:

turers with associate members from related

Amplification Component of the Year went

sectors of the industry In recent years, the FBA

to Mission for the new Cyrus Iintegrated amp.

has been trying to promote "real" hi-fi outside
of the traditional circles with anewspaper and
(mainstream) magazine campaign, and it holds

This surprised a few members of the 400strong crowd, but Ididn't hear anyone shout-

an annual dinner, with proceeds going to the

Besides, they don't give awards for prolificity.

ing for arecount to give it to Musical Fidelity.

Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Centre, which

SBL loudspeaker won Loudspeaker Sys-

uses music to help the chronically deaf. At the

tem of the Year, while Accessory of the Year

dinner, the awards for the best UK-made prod-

went to Hunt EDA's P2 record cleaner. The latter was accompanied by aflood of groans, not

ucts of the year are announced, the results
coming from the public via voting forms published in the hi-fi magazines.
While the system is flawed and the results

because the product didn't deserve it, but because it meant being subjected to aspeech
from Keith Hunt when he went up to collect

always inspire accusations of the most unpleas-

the award.

ant variety (usually from the losers), the

One category which I, as an anachrophile,
monitor quite closely is the Outstanding Prod-

awards do have market value; the only other
British awards which companies can exploit
in their advertising are the Wbal Hi-Fi Awards,
organized by the eponymous magazine, with

uct On The Market For Over Five Years. The
1988 winner was the Rega Planar 3turntable,
which has made so much of an impact in

awardees chosen by the editor and reviewers.

"starter" systems in the UK for more than a

My main concern about the FBA awards is the

decade that none could fault its selection. I
wonder, though, why two or three other prod-

restrictive nature of the categories, primarily
Source Component of the Year.

ucts still selling after over adecade, in greater

When you consider that turntables, arms,

numbers, of true milestone importance and to

cartridges, tuners, CD players, and (if any were

certifiable international acclaim, still await
selection. Are the magazine readers that ig-

made in the UK) tape decks all qualify as
Stereophile, July 1988
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norant of history? (Why do Iask rhetorical
questions?)
Hi -Fi Dealer of the Year went to The Audiofile, and everyone who knows which retailers
are doing what agreed that there couldn't have
been a more deserving recipient. The last
award (chosen by the FBA rather than the
public) was Industry Personality of the Year,

they accuse of weird, tweaky practices which
put people off from buying hi-fi. Hey, gang,
the men and women on the street don't
choose Japanese amplifiers over British because they've been put off by reading Jimmy
Hughes. They buy Japanese because the knobs
don't fall off, the stuff doesn't blow up, it
doesn't look like it was made in Leningrad

which went to Terry Bennett of TGI. His

using refurbished hand-me-down tools left

empire-building in the form of the Good-

over from 1946, ad nauseam. Are they saying
that, inadvertently, the members of the press

mans/Tannoy/Mordaunt-Short axis is just
what the UK hi-fi industry needs if it's ever to

have driven the multitude toward Japanese

shed its image as asort of manufacturers' kib-

gear?

butz. With aturnover of over $75 million, Bennett's group is Big Business, and Ifor one hope

Think about it: More people who don't read
hi-fi magazines buy hi-fi than those who do,

that TGI's clout will transform the perceptions
of UK hi-fi. More than that, Ihope that the

otherwise all the companies would be out of
business. Yet those selfsame magazines de-

other members of the British hi-fi community

scribed by one industry heavy as "comic

grow so jealous that they'll become discon-

books" are wholly responsible for promoting

tented with their roles as big fishes in atiny

the very "cottage industry" makes which, by

puddle and start kicking ass on aglobal scale.
To their undeniable credit, KEF, B&W, Mission,
Linn, and afew others are also working on it

have made it past the garage door had some
journalists not been there to champion them.

alongside TGI, but far too many seem to be

Whither Creek, Onix, Beard, Revolver, DNM,

content with fiscal insignificance.

Nene Valley Audio, Cambridge, A&

,Arcam),

Maybe it's out of order for anear-peasant
like me to criticize "small-b" companies such

Epos, Audio Innovations, JPW,

ea Tech,

Woodside, Townshend, Albarry, Alphason,

as populate the UK, but I've also heard the
other side of it. Despite the FBA's new open

Deltec, Oxford Acoustics, Croft, Foundation,
QED, Rolcsan, Helius, Musical Fidelity, (and if

policy, which has companies like Marantz and

you can remember when they were wee tiny

Rotel described as "Friends Of The FBA" (sort
of like the PLO breaking pitta with Israeli

companies) Linn, Meridian, Naim, and Rega
had it not been for the specialist press and in-

soldiers), the attitude toward the Japanese is

dependent retailer? Idon't recall The Times or

thinly veiled contempt mixed with jealousy/
envy. (Remember, the FBA exists to promote

The Guardian or Harrods' or Selfridge's rushing
to promote them.

any general consumer standards, wouldn't

British hi-fi, which is another way of saying

The ironies continue. One UK pundit who

not to promote imports.) However justified the

quite openly despises the British press was
recently paraphrased in an American "alter-

contempt may be regarding the sound quality
of some Japanese hi-fi equipment, the overpowering feeling is that the British resent
Japanese commercial success while hardly
doing anything about it. This was illustrated

native magazine as approving of their thorough
reviewing methods. ..
because they happened
to like one of his products. And this is in the
single most "subjective" magazine of them all.

with devastating clarity in arecent article in a

The British press, as you can guess, has been

business magazine, in which various UK hi-fi

decidedly cool about his wares for years. As
ever it's acase of selective memory and politics

company heads were interviewed regarding
the state of the British hi-fi industry. Iwalked
away from the article with afeeling that some

and an unwillingness to admit that maybe, just
maybe, alot of British hi-fi components need

regarded "small as beautiful," which is ab-

arethink. Or maybe some should realize that

solutely ludicrous if they're then going to com-

nowadays people listen to hi-fi rather than pur-

plain because Sony or Panasonic makes more

chase by specification. And that they don't

money in five minutes than they do in five

want hi-fi which looks like farm equipment.
Another type of attack over here which real-

years.
The easy targets for the manufacturers are
the reviewers and the retailers, both of whom
Stereophile, July 1988

ly floors me is the loathing of foreign (especially American) high-end manufacturers, certain
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British makers describing them variously as

and Ifor one wish that some British firms

rip-off merchants, lunatics, destructive forces,

would aspire to the kind of export success

and so on. This is athinly disguised admission
that British manufacturers would rather com-

being regained in other quarters.
Why should ahalf-dozen of the UK's most
deservedly venerated speaker manufacturers—

plain about the high end than compete in it,
and it begs aresponse. I've been buttonholed
more than once by UK makers who think that

with desirable products, undeniable design
skills, and with combined longevity measured

the high end is afarce both in terms of hi-fi

in centuries—have a combined turnover

and in terms of business. They should ask
themselves something: how can these alleged

smaller than Bose? Or Polk? Is it simply the

"charlatans" with entry-level products starting

case of "bad attitude"?

at $2000+ have higher turnover than com-

Despite the frustration of witnessing their
lack of absolute commercial success, Ihave

panies making £159 amplifiers and £99
speakers? After all, it's easier to sell 20 pairs of
budget bookshelf speakers than asingle pair
of $2000 speakers, isn't it? And yet, with lit-

unfavorable exchange rates? Or is it more a

incredible faith in what has to be the most fertile hi -fi-manufacturing nation on the globe.
Innovative? You bet. Appreciative of perfor-

tle difficulty, you can draw up alist of healthy

mance and sound quality? Beyond question.

US manufacturers producing only for the high

Aware of world market requirements? Doubtful. But maybe the next move made by the

end whose output far exceeds British manufacturers producing affordable goods. Irefuse

FBA should be the purchase of a block of

to believe that it's mere marketing. Those
luxury-priced components must have some

tickets for its members to see the film Wall
Street. And they should all leave the cinema

worth or they wouldn't sell at all. As for the

right after Gekko's main speech.

press being responsible for their success, well,

The British have finally taken to US football.
When will they learn about hardball?
S

it'll be acold day in Hell when someone else's
opinion gets me to part with a couple of
kilobucks, whether Ican spare it or not.
Then come the arguments about unfair
trading practices and the generosity of foreign
banks and government subsidies and cheap
labor—ditto, ad nauseam. AM know is that
Akio Morita started Sony by hand-manufacturing open-reel tape. And that BSR and Garrard between them used to control something
like 80% of the world's turntable production
and today. ..what are they doing? 3
Despite what the opposition party would
have you think, the UK is going through a
period of economic growth. live, we have too
much unemployment, but there are also
notable successes. And there's much jollity
over here every time some British company
buys out an American firm or—like Jaguar—
has phenomenal success in the USA. But it's
not happening with enough frequency in hi-fi,

3lb answer Kits rhetorical question. Garrard vas bought first
by the British industrial electronics giant Plessey, who
catastrophically mismanaged it then sold the name to the
Brazilian electronics company Gradiente. BSR gracefully
wound down its turntable manufacturing interests, moved
its base of operations from England first to Hong Kong, and
then. Ibelieve, to the Bahamas, and is now amajor multinational consumer electronics company (it makes ahigh percentage of the FM modulators used in home computers, for example). It kept its toe in the hi-fi waters by acquiring the
American ADC and dbx companies.
—1A
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WAVEGUIDE SPEAKER CABLES

Music signals complex waveforms' are measurably distorted as
they pass through any audio cable Waveguide 4& 8introduce
less phase shift* than any other popularly priced cables

EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE AT REASONABLE PRICES
WG 8
•PHASE SHIFT

at

20KHz (20 ft, 4 ohm, 4 W)

WG 4

1.3

25

Call or Write for additional technical data on STRAIGHT WIRE and other cables. (305) 925-2470
1909 HARRISON STREET u208 • HOLLYWOOD

FL 33020

L.S.I. -Still the LEADER
The original L.S.I. (LINEAR SERIES IMPEDANCE)
interconnect was critically acclaimed for its sonic neutrality and musicality. L.S.I. was the first interconnect
(Spring 85) to correlate sonic accuracy with conventional test measurements.
The second generation of L.S.I. betters the original by
providing superior three-dimensionality and focus
while fully preserving dynamics and authority of live
music.
L.S.I remains without peer in its price category.

The
Natural
Analog
And

Most
Sounding
Records
CD's

High Conductivity Alloy Pin —
Superior Plating
Gold over Silver for lowest resistance.
Polyethylene Strain Relief
Distributes bending stress for
trouble-free long life
Tubular Braided Negative Conductor
Composed of individually insulated OFC
strands for low inductance (electromagnetic time delay) and freedom from external interference (EMI/RFI)

NEW ON CD
khaikovsky: Violin Concerto, Itzhak Perlman
Piano Concerto No. 1, Earl Wild

COMING SOON ON LP
Ravel: Daphnis Et Chloe (Complete)
Charles Munch/Boston Symphony Orchestra
Recorded in 1955

Low Absorption Dielectric
storage to preserve intertransient silence

Available in fine audio
and record stores or direct mail order.

Braided Positive Conductor
Same composition and electrical char-

Send check or money order plus $2.00 postage and

Smtered teflon provides minimal energy

acteristics as the negative braid so that
the two form a Symmetrical Coax -the
only design that achieves constant in ,
pedance of all audio frequencies

handling (add 81
4 % tax in New York State)
/

Chesky Records
Sund to. Radio (.it

Sial un

Box I2(18

New York. New York 10101
De21er inquiries invited

STRAIGHT WIRE
THE MUSIC CONOUCIOR

a

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig
What's this—cartridges?
Well, to tell the truth, I'm marking time. I'm
not yet ready to write about abatch of CD
players. And I'm waiting on some promising
power amps, preamps, and integrateds. You'd
miss me if Ididn't appear and write about

just like the press release said—the one Ithrew
away with the kitty litter. Moving-coils, as a
class, tend to be more detailed than movingmagnets, and the X5-MC is more detailed than
most moving-coils I've heard. It's quite exciting, because the more detail there is, the

somethin', right?
Unfortunately, Idon't yet have the Len-

more you're involved in the music. Paradox-

ingradskii Ortofon to write about. But I've

be able to sit back and relax abit more It's like

been promised several samples—as soon as
someone from Ortofon goes over to Leningrad

the new vs the old Carnegie. Hall, that is.
All right, what do you want to know about

and brings some samples back. Ican't wait to

the X5-MC? It's high-output. Greater than

try the Leningradskii Ortofon on my old
Melodiyas. Stay tuned. Maybe I'll become a

2.0mV, according to what physicians and pharmacists call the "package insert." Iwould say

cartridge importer—buy 'em for five rubles,
sell 'em for ten, and dealer charges twenty-five

greater than 2.5mV. You should have no prob-

Isn't capitalism grand? (No, friends, Iam not
aCommie. Iam really into greed. And Iknow,
first hand, how miserably people actually live
in the Soviet Union. I'll tell you more sometime. I'll also tell you about my magnificent

ically, though, if there's less detail, you might

lem with virtually any preamp—even if you
choose to reduce the resistive load to 100
ohms or so to take away some of the brightness. Only problem is, the cartridge is rather
light at 4grams and may not balance out in
some arms—it barely balanced in my Rega

cat. A Russian Blue—natch.)

RB300, with standard counterweight. The cartridge is anice squared chunk—easy to align—

Ortofon X5-MC

and the body is made of plastic tough enough

Meanwhile, from Ortofon, and not by way of
the Sovietsky Soyuz, comes the $300, highoutput X5-MC moving-coil. You may recall

to withstand aggressive tightening.
Back to the sound. Like many other 'coils,
the X5-MC is alittle forward-sounding, although Iwould not accuse it of being too hot

the other cartridges in this series: the Xl-MC
and the X3-MC (recommended in one of my

on the high end (especially with the resistive

earlier columns). The X5-MC is the top of the

load taken down to 100 ohms or so). This may

high-output Ortofon line and features aFritz
Geiger stylus. What's aFritz Geiger stylus? I

make the cartridge ideal in systems that sound

lost the press release, but basically it's alinecontact job, similar to the van den Hul stylus
shapes—I call them needle-nose styli.
You can think of the stylus as along, narrow

somewhat recessive in the midrange—a cure
for what JGH calls the midrange suckout
(slurp, slurp). On the other hand, if you have
aforward-sounding system to start with, the
sound may be abit too forward and aggressive

nose that traces the grooves, making alot of

Frankly, Idon't think this is the cartridge to use

contact with the groove walls. All sorts of good

with your Spendor SP- ls or Monitor Audio
R952s—especially the Monitor Audios.

things are claimed for line-contact styli: better
detail, less record wear, and other stuff that I
forget at the moment. Line-contact styli tend
to be found on top-of-the-line cartridges,
being more expensive to produce than your
standard elliptical styli.

That is my only quibble with the cartridge,
and it's amatter both of system balancing and
of personal taste In other words, Irecommend
the X5-MC highly, but ... Iadd a "but" to
every cartridge recommendation.

Much as Iliked the X3-MC, with its elliptical
stylus, Ilike the X5-MC even more. There's

Back to the good points: Detail is excellent—you can't get much better. Soundstage

more detail—quite abit more. The Geiger

is deep and wide—almost as deep and wide
as such celebrated (and expensive) moving-

stylus gets the information out of the grooves,
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coils as the Shinon Red! Put this cartridge in
aRega RB300 arm and feed it into aSuperphon
Revelation Basic, and wow—your souncistage
will be 100 yards wide and 50 yards deep!
Probably the most remarkable thing about
the X5-MC, though, is the bass. Ihave not
heard better—by which Imean that the bass

Gray (for market). It's good that someone is
importing this cartridge. Audio Technica USA
apparently has no interest. It is avery fine lowoutput (0.3mV, not that low) moving-coil. And
while it is not exactly abargain at $325 suggested list, it's not arip-off either. Music Hall

is both extended and very well defined. It's
tight. Real tight. Most cartridges are not. A real

also provides are-tipping service for twothirds the price of the cartridge.
Who was it who said that cartridges are the

winner, then. Overall, if you're in the market

retailer's last bastion of profit? Was it Roy,

for ahigh-output moving-coil and your sys-

halfway into abottle of Laphroag? Never mind.

tem could use a little brightening up, you
couldn't do better.

Vit all know that everyone makes abundle off
cartridges—including the manufacturer. Think

Incidentally, Ortofon has packaged the
X5-MC quite modestly—no treasure chest
with bronze plaque. Icommend their restraint.

it costs alot more to make a$300 cartridge
than to make a$100 cartridge? Ask Joe Grado!

But perhaps they simply ran out of teakwood.

It is—or perhaps Ishould say, was—a nice
racket.

The Audio Technica AT-F5
by Music Hall

has anew source of profits: interconnects and

Audio Technica's new line of low-output
moving-coils has been getting raves from the
British press. The AT-F5, second up from the
bottom in aline of five cartridges that extends
from the AT-F3 to the AT-F9 (no even numbers), is aKen Kessler Faye. It's also favored by
one Mr. Roy Hall, aka Music Hall, former
manufacturer of Linn Isobariks (in the US),

But don't feel too sorry for the retailer. He
cables, which frequently carry the same kind
of markup as cartridges. Fifty points. Sixty
points. I'm going to get killed for writing this.
Sixty points means the dealer pays $40 and
charges you $100!
One cartridge distributor actually told me,
"Someday, someone is going to make agood
$100 cartridge and price it at $100 retail and
not $300." Actually, such acartridge exists: the

boyhood chum of Ivor the T, and now importer of Revolver turntables, DNM and Creek

Shure V15 Type V MR, on which adealer may,
if he's lucky, make $8 to $10. And you wonder

electronics, and Epos ES14 speakers.

why Irecommend the Shure with such glee?
(One dealer has actually pleaded with me to

Ihad amemorable phone conversation with
Roy awhile back—some weeks before he sent
me this cartridge Seems Roy was looking for
apair of speakers that would be smaller than
his Isobariks—his wife wanted something
more domestic for their living room. Roy, in
arare display of weakness, actually asked me
for asuggestion. (Usually, Roy insists that I
know absolutely nothing.)
"I've been thinking about apair of. .." (I
won't mention the brand, but you can guess.)
"Why not a pair of Epos ES-14s?" Iexclaimed. "You're the importer. You can give
yourself aterrific accommodation price. Besides, they're among the best speakers you can
buy. Did you know that?"
At that point, when Roy first started bringing

stop recommending Shures. And you should
see the letters Iget. This from the minister of
asmall Baptist church in Georgia: "My dealer
won't sell me aShure V15 lype V MR. Can you
tell me where to get one?" Igave the nice
reverend J&R Music World's toll-free number
in New York. (800) 221-8180. Ifelt really
good—as if Ihad put 50 bucks in his collection plate!)
Audio-Technica's AT-F5 is agood cartridge,
even though you can buy aShure Ultra 500 for
$100 to $150 less. And not need astep-up. Like
the good moving-coil it is, the AT-F5 has more
detail than aShure moving-magnet.
And the AT-F5 is anice little 'coil. It is actual-

in the Epos ES-14s, Idon't think he realized

ly somewhat laid-back, not at all forward
through the midrange or peaky on top. If the

how good they are. He was still hung up on

sound is peaky, Khrupslcaya the cat usually

.. Ithink he knows now what afine speaker
he's selling—he's raised the price.

leaves the room; she really liked the AT-F5.

Roy also imports, albeit unofficially, the
Audio Technica AT-F5, now called the AT-F5

well with my Monitor Audio R952s. Soundstaging was good—although not as wide or as
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Unlike the Ortofon X5-MC, the AT-F5 mated
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deep as the aforementioned Ortofon. Bass,

RC850 preamp ($249), aterrific little cheap

though full, was abit overripe—not as tight
and well-defined as the Ortofon. Few car-

gain, but too much noise. Drat! Are you sure

tridges are, including the Shures.
The AT-F5 has what the Linnies and the

you wouldn't rather have aShure?
Ido have another, and more serious caveat.

Heretic crowd call slam. It plays tunes—it
bopped right along through the orchestral ar-

After 20 hours or so, Istarted to notice that I

rangement of Tchaikovsky's Vremina Goda.
(Ever wonder what those Linnies listen to?)
The AT-F5 is not wimpy. On the other hand,
it is not overdone, with too much bass energy,

preamp!!! But not for moving-coils—enough

was experiencing more than the usual number
of pops and ticks—so much so that Ihad to
stop listening to the cartridge At first, Ithought
this might be attributable to my use of Static
Guard on records, but Itried some virgin vinyl

the way afew cartridges are If your dealer has
an AT-F5, give it an audition. If you have a
good step-up or moving-coil section, it's well

right out of the sleeve and had the same prob-

worth considering.
The AT-F5 is agood enough cartridge that

One was an early Dynavector 10X (no problem
with adifferent sample of the same cartridge).

you start to notice that some moving-coil step-

Isurmise that this is the kind of fluke or audio
gremlin that occasionally intrudes. Anyway,

up devices and built-in moving-coil sections
are not so great. For instance, with my Counterpoint SA 3.1, Inoticed that the cartridge
sounded quite abit better—more open, more
detailed—straight in. Ihad enough gain, but
there was too much noise. With an inexpensive transformer, Ihad no noise but the sound
quality was compromised. Ialso tried the car-

lem. Ihave encountered asimilar problem
twice before, both times with moving-coils.

buy the cartridge from agood local dealer, and
if you have a problem simply make it his.
That's what agood dealer is for. That's why it
can be worth paying the dealer his xnumber
of points. (There—I said it. Good dealers earn
their money with support, set-up, and knowledgeable advice.)

tridge with the moving-coil section of aRotel

MC-2

Only $595 apair

Building on Success:
"• Ihave no hesitation in
recommending that you go and
listen for yourself to the
MC-2
Then buy"
—Alvin Gold
Dec. 87 Hi-Fi Answers
" one of the finest loudspeaker
designs available today at any
price. "
—Paul Crook
Oct. 87 Hi Fi News &
Record Review

BRITISH FIDELITY
Distributed in the U.S. by:

RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400

US dIstrIbutors for Brdrsh Fldeldy (Muslc ndeldy nU K ), Spendor Log ,c
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Advertisement

NEUTRALITY
CLARITY
PRECISE FOCUS
Exclusively In Audio Cable From ,All Tj
In less than adecade, highperformance cable has emerged
as acritical component in any
quality audio system. Since the
early-1980s, MIT has been the
acknowledged leader in
superior audio cable. This
audible superiority results
directly from leading-edge
computer design capability,
rigorous testing and aunique
understanding of the physics of
cable performance.
MIT cable delivers neutrality,
clarity and precise focus
because it is designed to
virtually eliminate "phase noise".
Phase noise includes all forms
of frequency and phase
instability, and is an inevitable
by-product of audio cable that
is not phase correct. In fact, all
other audio cables suffer
significantly from phase noise.
Only MIT cable is designed to
be truly time aligned, phase
coherent and thus, noise free.
The result: MIT cable does not
alter the sound as do other
audio cables.

In adramatic comparison of
MIT's superiority, MIT ran
head-to-head tests of one-meter
lengths of MIT MI-330 vs. solidcore straight wire, employing a
sequence of music tone bursts.
Despite past regard for straight
wire, and some observers
actually recommending its
direct application in audio
cable, comparable lengths of
straight wire simply cannot
compete with MIT cable on
crucial phase noise
performance.
These test graphs, which
illustrate only one of aseries of
music tone bursts, provide visual
proof of MI-330's overwhelming
phase noise superiority. From
the instant each music tone is
retriggered, MI-330's defined
transmission is obvious. Equally
important is what occurs before
each music tone starts. This
brief but critical time segment
(to the left of the arrow in the
exploded view) is supposed to be
absolutely quiet.

Advertisement

Note that MI-330 is essentially
quiet just before each music
tone starts, as any audio cable
must be for sonic accuracy. The
length of solid-core straight
wire, like other cables which are
not phase correct, is noisy when
it should be quiet. It is
victimized by phase noise—
stored energy which overrides
and literally destroys quiet
passages. Simply, true quiet
passages cannot survive through
incorrectly designed cable!

A=10 mV dA=62 mV T=0 ps dT=34.132 ris

Music Signal
Starts Here
Solid- tore straight %ire lin length) .
This graph shows one of aseries
of tone bursts. Note the
significant phase noise to the left
of the arrow which is before the
tone burst starts.

I
I

*I

hasel
noise

A=-8 mV dA=18 mV T=0 ps dT=46.746 ris

1

Music Signal
Starts Here

MIT MI-330 I
1m lengtht:
This graph also shows one of a
series of tone bursts. Note that
the MI 330 is noise free to the left
of the arrow which is before the
tone burst starts.

noise
free

By comparison, MI-330's quiet
passages and clearly defined
wave form mean that the music
starts and stops exactly when it
is supposed to, yielding amore
holographic sound stage,
intertransient silence and
minimal distortion.
MIT now offers unequalled
neutrality, clarity and precise
focus in two cable families:
MIT and PC-SQUARED.
MIT is simply the finest
audio cable money can
buy, and includes the toprated MI-330 interconnects
and MH-750 Music Hose
speaker cable, MH-650
Junior Hose and the
remarkable limited edition
MI-330 Shotgun arid
MH-750 Shotgun cable
series. PC-SQUARED
provides exceptional
performance, approaching
MIT, but at areduced cost
in PC-2 interconnects
and PC-18 speaker cable.
Minimal phase noise is
but one significant
advantage of all MIT
products. For more
information on MIT and
PC-SQUARED product
lines, and amore technical
discussion of phase noise,
please write for data to:
Transparent Audio Marketing
Route 202, RO. Box 117
Hollis, ME 04042

Music Interface Technologies 4/1
Distributed by Transparent Audio Marketing •Rt 202, Box 117

Hollis, ME 04042 •(207) 929-4553

C
Ken Kesski
hybrid- emn

tdiità

with

ma'am

Rarnion

mplifier designer David Berning

witb FEn, the result being one hopes, an

fe as aphysicist, but sort of

amplifier with the virtues of both devices and

got waylaid into an audio career

the disadvantages of neither One of his first

when afriend of his expressed an interest in

successful hybrid products was the TF-10, a

a tube amplifier he bad built back in 1071 or

preamplifier that impressed I Gordon Holt

72 and wanted the circuit diagram so that be

enough that be made it his reference back in

could build one for himself David was one

the early '805. At the Winter CES in Las Vegas,

of the first designers to venture into the world

David unveiled a lineal descendant of tbat

of hybrid circuitry, where tubes are combined

seminal design, his TF- 12 remote-control
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preamplifier whichJGH revieu ,
selsewhere in

make avery clean straight-tube circuit—this

this issue Imet with David in Las Vegas and
asked him bow he bad branched out from

is not ahybrid—based on cancellation of cur-

making amplifiers for friends to actually
going into business.

It's adifferential-type circuit that presents the
power supply with apositive current load, so

rents in power supplies and things like that.

that the sound of the power supply does not
DB: Iguess it was about 1974 that Idecided
to make atest run of five samples of an early

get impressed on the signal. After building a
very carefully done circuit that did this, Itried

version of the EA2-150, atransistor amplifier
with atube output stage AudioGram, amaga-

the preamp out on the CD player and did a

zine in the Virginia/Washington DC area, took
an interest in it but also reviewed alittle twopiece box Iwas using as apreamp to demonstrate the amplifier. Well, they went wildly
enthusiastic about the little preamp (later
named the P1), and talked me into making it.
Without asking me they wrote their review
and named my company the David Berning
Company. So Ijust had to keep that name.
It grew very slowly from then. Idid two
runs of five of these little power amps, and

bypass listening test (which Ido alot of).
The thing still ended up sounding like adifferent performance! Ihadn't, after all this fancy
audio circuitry, fixed the problem. Ihad made
asomewhat better amplifier, but it still wasn't
there. Ifound that the conventional volume
and balance controls were responsible for the
degradation and had to be removed from the
circuit. And they were!
The pots Iwas using were good. Materialwise, they were as good as anything. They

made 25 of the little P1 which Isold direct to

were conductive plastic, though not refined
in terms of tracking between channels and

individuals for $325 or so. It was the first of
the hybrid stuff using tube/transistor com-

things like that, but still they degraded the
sound. The obvious thing to consider, there-

binations.

fore, something other manufacturers had done

IOC: Your new preamplifier, with its remote

before, was to use astepped-attenuator switch,

volume control, represents quite a radical
departure from existing tube preamps. What
led you to incorporate computer technology
on a large scale in what is basically an
anachronistic product?
DB: Actually, the first time 1put computer

with precision resistors and all that kind of
stuff. However, agood switch like that has only
24 positions, and that's about the best you
could do. Well, with CD, we're talking about
material with awide dynamic range; you want
alot of control, you want to be able to set

technology in aproduct was back in 1976,

reasonably fine steps, and with 24 positions,

when Iintroduced aversion of my EA2-150
which had adigital automatic-biasing scheme
This had amemory for each output tube, and

how are you going to split that up into giving
you both wide range and fine steps?

it measured the idling current in each output

proach: let's make aprecision resistor network, but instead of controlling it mechanical-

tube, storing the bias information in these little
memories; between cuts on arecord, it would
take measurements of what that current was
and correct the bias to bring the current into

You can't do it. So Iconsidered another ap-

ly, let's do it with some fancy digital stuff. And
that was the big breakthrough in this preamp.
The resistors are aseries of precision resistors,

the exact value it should have. Ilater licensed
that circuit to Audionics.
It was 10 years before Idid it again. Though

switched in and out under control of digital

it does have aphono stage, the new preamp
was basically an attempt to satisfy the need for

using this approach, Icould split the places in

ahigh-level stage that did not mess up CD
reproduction. Numerous reviewers had found
that running the signal from a CD player
through a preamp degraded the sound
significantly, so the TF -12 was an attempt to
make something that didn't do that. And the
digital part of it, the radical stuff, certainly
wasn't planned from the start. The idea was to
Stereophile, July 1988

signals; the resistors are used in different combinations, depending on the gain required. By
the preamp where gain reduction was applied
in more than one place, unlike with apot or
aconventional switch which can only act at
one point on the circuit to get your attenuation. With this digital thing Icould do lots of
fancy things: Icould have alittle bit of attenuation here, alittle there, and split it up.
ICK: And this complex circuitry doesn't intrude in the signal path at all?
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DB: Right. I'm not digitizing the signal or

ahot item right now, made by other people.?

anything like that. There're no series switches,

I've shied away from that and have gone back

it's all shorting resistors to ground, shorting

to all tubes. What I've got now with differential
stuff is alittle bit better. The other ones are certainly very good, but as Ifeel this is alittle bit

the right ones to get the resolution. Iended up
with aresolution of 80 steps in precise 1dB increments. Idon't think ldB increments are too
large. In fact, of people who have used stepped
attenuators, the finest increments I've seen are
about 1.5dB in selected areas of the center
range, with much wider steps at the extremes.
KK: That's always been one of the practical

better, I've decided to go in this direction.
KK: Were there any sacrifices you bad to
make by backtracking to an all-tube circuit?
DB: Not really. The previous tube-FET combination eliminates the Miller capacitance effect; in its present form, the all-tube circuit

or operational reasons wby some people don't

doesn't. Miller capacitance can manifest itself

like stepped attenuators; the steps tend to be

as areduction in the high-frequency response.

too large. I'm sure that, even in steps of IdB,

Its not really aserious problem provided you
design it to cover the audio range You may get
alittle more capacitive cartridge loading; the

there are going to be those settings where a
user is going to want something just in
between.
DB: Well, that's always the chance. But we

other preamp has lower input capacitance on

found that you can go two or three steps either

since most of the capacitance is in the input
cable anyway, it's not that big of adeal.
One of the important things this new

way without drastically altering the level. In
fact you can sit there and change it, and unless
you're listening carefully you won't even
notice you changed it by one step. And we
could now do the balance digitally as well as

the first stage by virtue of the hybrid FET, but

preamp uses that nobody, to my knowledge,
has used in production before, is aTeflon circuit board. This is avery expensive item: $300
asheet for the raw material, and you get only

the volume, you just program these two
gains—I call them gain matrixes—differently

six to eight boards out of asheet. After you

for the two channels. The result is that you

add the cost of processing and whatnot, you're

pass the signal through only one "resistor
switch box," if you want to call it that, instead

talking about avery expensive board.
KK: From a cost standpoint, that almost

of two.
This switched-gain circuitry made it possible to implement remote control. And why
not? It's not done like other remotes, it doesn't
mess up the signal because it's already digital
in that domain, so let's throw that in; it gives
the user the opportunity not only to change
the volume, but to balance the channels from
his listening position. That's avaluable facility.'
KK: But you didn't include Source Select on
the remote.
DB: No, Iwas alittle bit concerned about
using relays for switching the signal—they're

makes bard-wiring feasible.
DB: Cost-wise, it would probably be similar
to hard-wiring, and that was considered.
However, acircuit board does gives the parts
positioning a precision you wouldn't have
with hard-wiring, so you can make your two
channels identical. The Teflon board gives you
the best of both worlds. Teflon is avery lowloss material, and has the sonic characteristics
of hard-wiring.
And hard-wiring would be awkward with
the TF -12 because there are an awful lot of
parts. For example, where other manufacturers

magnetic. Ifelt that the user had to get up

use one large output coupling capacitor to

anyway to change the source Granted, there

block DC and get their signal out of the pmunp,
Iuse direct coupling. However, Istill need to

are afew times where it would be nice to have
the source selectable that way, but Iwas afraid
of what it might do to the signal integrity. Ileft
the Mono/Stereo and Tape Monitor switching
manual as well.
The preamp circuit itself is radically different
from my previous preamp, the TF-10. That was
the well-known patented tube-FET hybrid. It's
1Counterpoüa also manufactures atube preamp with remote
control.
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get rid of the DC so Iuse about 50 other parts,
op-amps and transistors and whatnot, to get
rid of it.
KK: Doesn't this affect the signal?
DB: No, the signal doesn't go through those
2For ashort discussion about the circuit similarities, or the
lack of, between the TF -10 and Audio Research's SPI I, see
"letters," June 1988, s25, and)GH's TF-12 review in this issuc
—JA
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Berning EA-2100 amplifier
parts. You eliminate one capacitor; you have
all these parts that the signal doesn't go

because they aren't going to like it. Well, alot
of people did replace them, and alot of pre-

through, so you come out ahead sonically, but
the complexity goes way up. And there are a

amps were advertised for sale shortly after

lot of instances of that in my products over the

tune the circuit to aparticular capacitor, so I
stress to people when they buy one of my

years. The TF -10, for example, also had direct-

they were modified. Anyway, Ifound Ihad to

coupled outputs with servo loops to correct

products: Don't change the capacitors!

for DC. In fact, I've been criticized for using
cheap parts in my products. People look inside

KK: Ithought that random substitution of

them and see little tiny capacitors. They don't

because so many people hadfound that it was

see these big fat yellow polypropylene capacitors that other manufacturers use all over the
place. Well, the reason they're not there is
they've been replaced by wires! So there're a

a mistake.
DB: If they have, that's good. Oddly enough,

brandname ingredients bad been discredited

the original design of the preamp used very
good polypropylene capacitors all the way

lot of hidden things I've done; some people

through. Then, based on apanel listening ses-

who aren't knowledgeable say, "Well, he uses

sion, it was found that we had to go back to

cheap parts, tiny capacitors, whereas my Brand

Mylar capacitors for two places in the phono
stage, keeping the polypropylenes everywhere
else. The complaint about the polypropylenes

X preamp uses big capacitors so it's alot better." This is aproblem I've faced for years.
ICK: Ithink what you're touching on here is

was that the preamp sounded alittle bit two-

fashion; it's very easy for anyone to open up
aproduct and see all the designer components,

dimensional; the Mylar capacitors substituted

famous brandnames—it does impart acertain credibility.

depth of field. Itchnically Idon't know what's

in two critical areas resulted in tremendous
going on. Whether the Mylars gave the preamp

DB: Yeah.

depth and imaging that were being suppressed

KK: Is the addressing of things like the sounds

elsewhere, or whether they caused them to be

of wires, sockets, and capacitors akey part of

enhanced, Idon't know. This is something that

your design practice?

cannot be measured on the output of the

DB: Yes, that's quite important. Ah, there are
also matching resistances, matching impedances
inside the preamp with different kinds of

preamp, but subjectively this was found to be
the case.
IOC: You mentioned that the primary role of

capacitors. Very important. In fact, one thing

this preamp was for line-level sources. Did

Ido with all my products, starting with the

you do anything special with the phono stage
other than selecting particular capacitors, or

TF -10, the 2100 power amp, and this preamp,
is to tune the sounds of different kinds of
capacitors by using series resistors. Iwrote a

was it an afterthought?
DB: Well, it's funny. The phono stage in the

little article along time ago to convince people
that they shouldn't get abox of Wonder Caps

back equalization, the works. You know, just

and replace all the capacitors in their TF -10s
with these technically superior capacitors
60

preamp is very conventional. It's Dynaco feednot different from the Maranta 7or the Dynaco
or whatever. Clearly the cost in this preamp
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was in the line-level stage. However, in retrospect—and Ithink it's because of putting the

DB: Absolutely. Bricks, in fact, any steel, will

thing on the Teflon board—the phono repro-

tion. The Japanese have measured this; it extends down into the audio region, and is not
simply ahigh-frequency effect although it's

duction has exceeded my wildest dreams. It's
got transparency and dynamics that Iwasn't

introduce measurable as well as audible distor-

even looking for. But it surprised me, Iguess.

most pronounced in high frequencies. VPI

Ihate to say it's aconventional circuit now,
because that may make people who like analog

bricks do this, injecting distortion and soften-

more than compact disc be afraid to get this

these fields to soak up, which is one of the

preamp because they think I've shortchanged
them on the phono stage. Certainly in design

reasons for using the bricks, Irecommend
against using anything like that with all my

time Idid, but Ireally think my use of the

products. Iuse nonmagnetic chassis in every-

Teflon board has made it exceed more complicated phono designs. It exceeds the phono

thing.

design in my TF-I0, for example. And that was

ing the sound. And since there are none of

KK: Have you contemplated using an outboard power supply for tbe preamp? Or

amuch more sophisticated phono stage.

would the gains not be justifiable?

KK: Regarding line-level only preamps, isn't

DB: Absolutely not. With the high-frequency

it better for the listener not requiring aphono

power supply there's absolutely no reason to

stage to go with an all-passive preamp?
Assuming that he's not running long cables

do it. Iused a remote external-box power
supply in an early preamp Imade in the mid

or trying to match it with the wrong amplifier

'70s, and it had the kind of problems asso-

DB: Well, based on what Ifound out about
pots, probably not. And alot of sources need

ciated with it. All kinds of RF pickup: you had
aradio station in the area and the thing would

gain to drive the power amp. Most of the time

simply pick up too much interference. It was

from CD you can't drive an amp to full output
except on rare occasions.

very poor, and it's ashock hazard to use those
supplies as well. That's one of the reasons

KK: }bu 've said in the past that reliability is

for developing the high-frequency supply.

one of your priorities, hence your use of a

You do get rid of the problems, you can put
the thing inside the preamp; it's small, it's ef-

very understressed power amplifier design.
How have you applied this to the design of the

ficient, and you're over and done with the

preamp?
DB: In the preamp Ifollowed my past prac-

problem. It just takes alot of engineering time
to learn the technology to be able to build

tices of lowering the filament voltage 10%

these things.It takes several years. You don't

from the recommended value. Keeping the

pick it up overnight.
KK: When can we expect to see the next Ber-

heat down—this extends tube life tremendously. Another thing Ido which other people

ning product? You're not exactly prolific

don't is to use high-frequency power supplies,

DB: No. Once every four years Iintroduce a

starting in 1979 with the TF -10's switcher

new product. Imay do another power amp.

power supply, which ran at 240kHz. The big

People are hounding me to bring out this

power amp that Imake, the 2100, followed

modified CD player that Idid last year. However, the unit that Ibased the mod on doesn't

through with atechnology even newer than
that, and used what is termed "resonant"
power conversion. The 2100 uses all regulated

have ahigh enough quality player mechanism
for me to remanufacture the unit and bring it

voltages including DC on all the filaments;
even the power tubes have regulated DC. The

out as aBerning product. Ijust feel uneasy

new preamp has ababy power supply like the

at-a-time modification when Ihave time. I
think it's agood modification, but I'm not in

2100. These power supplies have some in-

about it. So Ifeel I'll probably do it as aone-

teresting characteristics in that there's no line-

the modification business anyway. I'm alittle

frequency transformer in the unit to generate
or radiate fields. The audio-frequency hum

uneasy about getting into it.
KK: Is it hard to locate supplies of tubes that

components you normally get from the trans-

meet your sonic standards?

former simply aren't there.
KK: So owners of your preamps shouldn't

DB: Yes, it's getting hard. You call various people who bring tubes in from the Eastern Euro-

need "magic" bricks.

pean countries—they may have them, they
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may not. They seem to be uncooperative
about letting you know when they have them.

whole preamp. We were going through the
preamp and the tube configuration or the FET

You have to call them periodically, and every

configuration and could compare both with

other call you might hit the jackpot and be
able to find them. The TV repair industry for

astraight wire. The tube configuration was

many years used alot of tubes, but people
aren't keeping those sets any more, so the
American manufacturers are drying up. How
long the East Europeans and the Russians will
have them, we don't know.
KK: Do you see it getting to apoint wbere
you're going to bave to turn to all-solid-state
manufacture?
DB: Certainly that's been considered by

closer to the bypass where the signal didn't go
through anything. You can't argue that, "WeII,
the transistors are more accurate, but you like
the colorations of the tube." That's not the
case. The question was, "Which is closer?"
That was the criterion for deciding to go FET
or tube. The tubes were simply closer.
I'll tell you astory about how Igot back into
tubes when Iwas into solid-state. Iwas working with tubes and was doing one-of-a-kind

numerous manufacturers over the years. The

units, amplifiers for my own use. And then I

receiver manufacturers and Dynaco and all

got into transistors and was building all-

those people have to consider it, and most of

transistor designs. In the early '705, Ihad built

them did drop tubes and go to all solid-state.

afantastic (so Ithought) transistor preamp—

And yes, Ican see that happening. But I'm not
going to go ahead and do a"me-too" preamp.

discrete op-amp, wide-band, DC-coupled,
FETs, bipolar transistors, the works. It was

Before Iintroduce asolid-state whatever, it's

quite elaborate and, Ifelt, very good. (This was

going to be radically different.
All Ican say is that the solid-state devices are

addition to building these one-of-a-kind

before Iknew that there was ahigh end.) In

not up to the quality that Ineed yet. They're

things, Iwas fixing stuff for other people Igot

coming. But Ican probably say that it won't

an old 1950 Fisher preamp with its original

be a linear amplifier in the sense that you
know. Since Iam ahigh-frequency power-

tubes; it had ahum in it—a filter capacitor was

supply specialist, it will use techniques that
I've learned in designing power supplies, but

up to my system to see if Ihad corrected the

they'll have to be extended in ways that Idon't

tal seashore sounds, part of awhole series

even realize at this point in time. It's along way
off, and Ireally can't say much except that it

released on Atlantic, arecord Ihad listened to
many times on my super-transistor preamp.

will have to be done in away that definitely is

The overwhelming feature on this record is the

faulty. Ireplaced the capacitor and hooked it
problem. Ilistened to arecord of environmen-

not dependent on the sound quality or linear

pounding of the surf, but very faintimu can

qualities of the transistors, since they don't
have linear qualities! They're switching devices, and they work very well that way, but ...

hear the sound of foghorns from ships out at

ICK: Is there still an inherent weakness in
solid-state technology that binds your allegiance to the vacuum tube?

sea. There were three foghoms on that record,
two soft ones and one loud one Ijust had that
record on and tried the Fisher preamp, and
heard, not three foghorns, but more than
three!

DB: There is. In this new preamp, for exam-

Anyway, Ibacked the record up and counted

ple, Ireally wanted to make the high-level stage

them. With that Fisher preamp Iheard 26

solid-state! Ibuilt some FET modules that
plugged into the tube sockets and duplicated

foghorns. My wonderful transistor preamp
could resolve only three! That was my turn-

the operating conditions of the tubes. We did

ing point from doing transistor stuff to looking

blind listening tests with abunch of people,

again at the tubes Ihad dropped because tran-

and, virtually uniformly, they preferred the

sistors were easier to design with and meas-

tubes. Sonically the transistors were not quite

ured so fantastically. Funny enough, the last

as smooth, they didn't have the bloom around
them, the richness, the resonant quality you

time Icounted foghorns on this record, acouple years ago, Iwas up to 133! I'll have to

sometimes attribute to agood symphony hall.

try it with my new preamp. But it may be that
this record is a quasi-quantitative way of

There was something missing, and this was
also tied in with abypass test. Actually, we

did

a three-way switch, bypassed around the
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measuring resolution in listening to asound
system.
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IfftMIMIC
OVENMil
Ralph Glasgal' proposes amethod of
"obtaining sonic realism in the _ho_me
, ,

an

thas long been the dream of audio alche-

processing chips and techniques), agreater ap-

ists to transmute the ambient dross of

preciation of the overwhelming importance of

he average home listening room to the
exciting richness of concert-hall realism. Re-

ambient sound-fields, and the advent of digital
recording systems such as CD and DAT, bring
practical means to achieve and automate this

cent technical developments in the field of
microprocessors (particularly in digital signal-

audiophile's dream using the conventional
two-channel recording systems within our

IRalph Glasgal is President of Glasgal Communications, Inc.,
alarge data connect company that designs and installs digital
data communication networks. He is aCornell University
Engineering School graduate, and has aMasters Degree in Electrical Engineering.
He has done stints with RCA and Fisher Radio, and holds
the patent on the first practical stereo dimension control (incorporated in the Fisher 400 CX preamplifier), and, at one
time, marketed aremote-control unit and stereo effect and
phase meter under the name Stereosonics. In recent years,
although no longer commercially involved, he has remained
adevoted audiophile.

grasp. The methods and principles discussed
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below, when implemented with care, can produce an illusion of space realistic enough, in
my opinion, to fool the ear-brain system.
With a combination of room treatment,
digital sound-processing units, proper placement of the main channel, and four ambience
loudspeakers with specified positions and
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radiation patterns, ahome listener can be im-

ference of only 22us (even less for people with

mersed in a soundfield as realistic as that

narrow heads).

generated by binaural reproduction means,

William B. Snow, apioneer in stereophonic

particularly if the suggested recording techniques and CD standards described herein are

sound research, reported in the November
1953 SMPTE Journal that "for impulsive

adopted.

sounds such as clicks or speech, differences

The importance of ambience

as small as 1or 2degrees can be perceived.
These angles correspond to arrival time dif-

In monophonic days, equipment reviewers

ferences of about 10 to 20us." (While we are

used words like distorted, harsh, smooth,
sheen, shrill, fuzzy, restricted, screechy, mushy,

decidedly not concerned with continuous
sinewaves here, it helps to put things in

strident, heavy, dull, resonant, etc. to describe

perspective to realize that Ilus represents a

the sound they heard. Today's high-end reviewers use words like souncistage, depth,

phase change of only 2° in a500Hz tone, and

clarity, realism, airiness, space, presence, articulation, three-dimensional, etched, detailed,

miniscule sinewave phase shifts makes it easier

relating transient interaural time shifts to such

ethereal, full-bodied, exciting, staged, focused,

to understand why apparently minor variations in differential delays in two-eared sound-

palpable, rock steady, accurate, expansive, height-

fields are so audible to some individuals.)

ened lyricism, richness of texture, clarity of articulation, distinct, projecting, authoritative,

The evidence is overwhelming that, in the
illogical ambient fields typical of home systems

dynamic, expressive, solid, engrossing, etc.

where all recorded reverberant sound ema-

The new adjectives describe ambience characteristics, and this change in emphasis is due to

nates from the same loudspeakers as the direct
sound but where early reflections and later

the almost complete elimination of clearly

reverberation depend on the listening room

audible distortion, noise, and poor frequency or transient response, leaving ambience

and speaker placement, thus contradicting the
recorded ambience, relatively minor group-

distortion and unreality more exposed and

delay nonlinearities or timing differences be-

obvious.

tween channels, or between frequencies within

Many of the differences that high-end

channels on the order of microseconds, be-

reviewers of equipment hear when compar-

come excessively audible because of the basic

ing such components as amplifiers, intercon-

impropriety of the sound-image reproduction
method. That is, the ear-brain system is pre-

nects, preamplifiers, speaker cables, and the
like, are related to how the ear-brain system

sented with apatently impossible mixture of

senses space, and its incredible sensitivity to
changes in the interaural delay of transient and
ambient signals. The ear must be remarkably

direct and delayed transient signals from the
recording and the room.
The brain makes the best assessment it can

sensitive to be able to sense angles, distance,

of what the performing space must really be,

and even distinguish between the sound of the

but this tentative spatial image decision is

old and the newly renovated Carnegie Hall. lb

unstable, and shifts easily to adifferent per-

quantify the ears' sensitivity to delay differences in transient signals between the ears

ceived space with little provocation (changes
in amplifier, interconnect cable, or room

is possible by considering that the human ear

temperature, for example). A further factor in

has an angular acuity of better than 3° for

this analysis is that auditory nerve discharge

sounds in the front quadrant. For an object 10'
away, 3° corresponds to achange in the dif-

occurs at the first compression peak of atransient. Thus, especially at higher audio frequen-

ferential path length to the ears of only about
0.3 0.
(If we assume that the sound source is not

cies, small differential delays or equipment
phase inversion can result in transient wave-

far from the vertical median lane passing

form changes that cause compression peak

through the nose, the sound source having a
clear view of both ears, there is no significant

delay by the ear, which further heighten a

delay, and therefore transient-edge detection

difference in the intensity or quality of the

listener's sensitivity to seemingly insignifi-

sound reaching the ears, and these effects can
be safely ignored.) At aspeed of sound of

cant changes in equipment transient-response
characteristics.
Thus in the absence of alogical (realistic)

1130ft/s, 0.3° represents an interaural delay difStereophile, July 1985

ambient soundfield, minor differences in high-

tion through just two recording channels is

end equipment are magnified as the brain tries
to rationalize conflicting ambient clues. But

capable of simulating aperfectly realistic listening experience in smaller listening environ-

the differences can only be described in terms
of changes in ambient realism, since that is

(as judged by today's high-end standards). It

what they sound like. That this is so can be

ments, using relatively atrocious equipment

verified by performing equipment comparisons,

is clear that arealistic ambient field must be
created at the listening position if stable and

using just one loudspeaker or headphone,

realistic sound reproduction is to be achieved.

listening with one ear plugged and using as test
material asolo instrument recorded in asmall,
dry environment, or uncorrelated pink noise,
to eliminate any effect of recorded ambience
on the result. Under these circumstances, it is
much harder to hear significant differences in
high-quality wide-range electronic equipment

Techniques to improve ambience
in the home
Perfection is, of course, never attainable.
Although we may not be able to simulate an
exact replica of aparticular concert hall in a

and cables. The counterpart of this phenomenon

given home environment, the techniques
outlined below show it is possible to simulate

is that realistic (even if synthesized) ambience

spaces that could exist and that the ear-brain

allows the ear to be more forgiving of minor

system will accept as real. Then, if this space

component imperfections, since such small

is big enough to house the musical ensemble,
and is not otherwise too eccentric in terms of

discrepancies simply move the listener to adifferent hall or seat, or change the apparent size,

reverberation or frequency response, the
realism created is, in practice, musically very

shape, or liveliness of the perceived hall, but
are not so large as to destroy the illusion. The

pleasing and even exciting. The problems with

best example of this forgiveness of the ear-

aconventional listening room include the fact

brain system is the astonishing apparent real-

that all the recorded reverberation information

ism and fidelity of binaural recordings listened
to through headphones which are usually less

originates from the front (largely the wrong
direction); that this wrongly sourced reverberation, once launched, reflects from walls so

than ideal. The relative perfection of the
binaural soundfield suppresses the ears' sensitivity to low-level imperfections.

dose together that the density of the reverbera-

Before we get into the details of how best

very important early reflections reflect from

to achieve ambient realism in the home, Iwant

nearby walls too soon; and that these early

to offer afew further proofs that good ambience can hide amultitude of minor equip-

reflections come from too many directions,
and are often followed by astrong recorded

ment sins. Gilbert Briggs's (of Wharfedale
loudspeaker fame) multichannel live vs tape

frontal early reflection, causing brain confusion.

programs at Carnegie Hall in the '50s took

to recordings, loudspeakers, playback equip-

place well before the age of golden interconnects or Dolby noise reduction, though still

ment, and listening rooms to achieve truly

in the tube era (he used Quad amplifiers and
multiple Wharfedale cone loudspeakers). Correct ambience (the real Carnegie Hall) forgave
all other imperfections, and most listeners, including myself, were quite fooled by Briggs's
sonic legerdemain, as he switched between
live and recorded music without warning.

tion echoes is unrealistically increased; that the

The following things ideally should be done

realistic sound reproduction in the home from
two-channel recordings:
• The early reflections, and indeed the entire
reverberant field, should be electronically synthesized from the information contained in a
standard or dry (see below) two-channel recording and reproduced by at least four additional loudspeakers.

(Even listeners in rear balcony seats who could

• The listening room should be acoustically

not hear any stereo effect were fooled, confirming my own experiments that the lateral stereo-

treated to eliminate its influence on the elec-

phonic effect is not essential but only desirable
in realistic sound-reproduction systems.)
Similar demonstrations by Edgar Villchur,
founder of AR, were effective in demonstrating
that accurate ambience control with reproduc68

tronically generated soundfield.
• The left and right recorded stereo signals
should be prevented from interfering with the
electronically generated ambient field as much
as possible.
• The front-channel speakers should be
Stereophile, July 1988

selected to optimize their radiation pattern to
eliminate their contributions to early reflec-

for this purpose. Soundproofing behind the
front speakers is often essential to prevent

tion confusion as much as possible, and to
make room treatment and size less critical.
• Recording engineers should be encouraged

and side loudspeakers.
One could argue that the ideal listening

spurious early reflections from both the front

to make two-channel digital recordings that

room would be an anechoic chamber, and

contain aminimum of recorded ambience (or
aknown specifiable pattern of reverb so as to

this would be true if we used many more than
four ambient speakers, but with only two am-

sound OK on standard stereo systems, but be

bient speakers in the rear and two at the sides,

easily subtracted or matched to generate ambience when required). The recording site

we need the upper side, rear, and ceiling walls,
or sound diffusers on these surfaces, to in-

characteristics, or the recommended ambience
parameters, should be printed on the program
notes of each release to make it easier for the

crease the effective dispersion of the late

home listener to program an ambient-field

can say that the dispersed reflections do not

reflections. This is an area that needs more
research and experimentation. However, one

generator.

materially increase the reverberation decay

• To automate this process in the future, a

density, since they are quickly absorbed by the

coding standard for digital recordings should

lower half of the room that has been treated.

be adopted as soon as possible, so that the
recording itself can program the ambient-field

Ihave also achieved quite economical but

generator. It would not then be necessary to

good results in small rooms by using Watkins
Speaker Muffs around the front speakers and

manually adjust the ambient-field generator

Sonex squares on the wall immediately behind

for each recording or segment (unless one

the listening position, leaving the rest of the

revels in fine-tuning for ultimate perfection,

room live.

or wishes to second-guess the recording
engineer).

For those building cost-no-object listening
rooms from scratch, the room should be as

• For best results, the front-channel sound

large as possible, no walls should be parallel

must be corrected for the crosstalk unfor-

(including the ceiling and floor), and slanting

tunately inherent in stereophonic reproduc-

the walls is not abad idea. (The construction

tion via loudspeakers (see appendix). This cor-

of such an audio room as an addition to an

rection may be made electronically (a la Carver), in the speaker (a la Polk), or, most ef-

existing house could cost alot less than some
high-end loudspeakers or amplifiers.)

fectively (albeit in an ungainly fashion) by erect-

Another goal in designing alistening room

ing asound-absorbent panel (Sonex or RPG)

is to keep the signals reaching each ear as

at the listening position such that the right ear

dissimilar as they were when generated (see

is completely shadowed from the left speaker

below). The shape of alistening room should

and vice-versa.
First, let us consider the ideal listening room

not destroy the simulated concert-hall sound-

in terms of ambience. The more sound-

field that we will so painstakingly establish. For
instance, if the listening room is wide and the

absorbent the ceiling, walls, and floor, the bet-

ceiling relatively low and reflective, it is con-

ter the result. However, Ihave found that the

ceivable that the early left and right lateral (or

right choice of speakers (see below) and a

proscenium reflections) could arrive mixed

modest amount of sound-absorbing wall treatment is sufficient to absorb both the direct
sound and the synthesized ambient field.

together, after spraying down from the low
ceiling, thereby producing identical early
reflections at both ears. This effect would

(Remember, the reverberant tail of the ambient

diminish the quality of the simulated lateral

soundfield is going to be generated electronically.) In aconcert hall, one is surrounded

early sound reflections generated by the side

by people and upholstered seats, therefore,

ceilinged rooms with low reflectivity, par-

most reverberant sound arrives from above ear
level. Thus, it is advisable to put sound insula-

ticularly in front, are more appropriate for
home listening than wide, low-ceilinged

tion or absorption panels completely around

rooms with excessive diffusion.

the lower part of the listening room. Sonex,
fiberglass panels, or the equivalent can be used

reverberant soundfield should be omnidirec-
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ambience speakers. Thus, narrower, high-

The loudspeakers that generate the rear

(-)9
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tional or dipole types to disperse the sound as

This refers to the similarity of asingle signal

much as possible. (Perhaps someone will produce aspeaker for reverb sound that comes in

when compared to itself at every instant over
aperiod of time, usually less than three sec-

acontinuous flexible strip perhaps eight inches
wide that can be run around the sides and

onds for musical sounds. For example, an organ
played in church will have asignificantly larger

rear of alistening room and also be tacked to

autocorrelation value than asolo guitar playing

the ceiling to provide realistic but economical

outdoors. The autocorrelation value of music

dispersion of late-decaying sound.) Since the
echo density is electronically controlled, the
diffuseness or directivity of the late rear

determines what type of reverberant field will
make it sound best. By contrast, the IACC

reverberant field in the listening room is not

or the subjective sense of realism. In the am-

as critical as one might expect.

largely determines the quality of aconcert hall,
bience world, the IACC largely represents

The side and front speakers should radiate

what happens in the milliseconds after the ar-

directly to the listening seat, and be so located
that any side or rear radiation is fully absorbed
to prevent spurious early reflections. The front

rival of the direct sound of amusical transient.
Concert-hall design research has shown that

speakers should be as narrowly directional as

the IACC should be kept as small as possible
(greatest signal difference between the ears)

possible, and of atype that avoids reflections

for the most pleasing concert-hall sound.

from the ceiling, floor, or nearby walls. Also,

To quote Professor Yoichi Ando (Concert

by using directional loudspeakers and having
the lower half of the room sound-absorbent

Hall Acoustics, Springer Verlag, 1985), "The

(and the middle front ceiling if necessary), un-

which the early reflections arrive at the listener

IACC depends mainly on the directions from

wanted recorded reverberation coming from

and on their amplitude. IACC measurements

the front speakers is absorbed quickly by the

show aminimum at asound source angle of

listening room.

55° to the median plane." At 55° for an average
ear spacing, the IACC =0.36. By contrast, if an

Significance of interaural
cross-correlation

early reflection arrives from straight ahead, the

In mathematical terms, the correlation be-

sound at the same time. For direct sound and

tween any two signals depends on whether

good frontal localization, the IACC should be
at its maximum. That is, the direct sound

they are functions of truly independent
variables, or are largely functions of the same
variables and, therefore, are similar in some

IACC =1 since both ears hear exactly the same

should be more correlated than any reflective
signals that follow in the first 10ms or so. As

way. Time considerations are also very im-

reflections build up in the hall, the IACC of the

portant in calculating correlation values. For

reverberant field will increase substantially.

instance, the round "Row, Row, Row Your Boat
Gently Down the Stream" sung by two voices

The shape of the IACC curve, with time, largely
determines how aconcert hall sounds when

is uncorrelated if we only measure the correlation over the short time it takes one voice to

tion value is being performed.

apiece of music with aparticular autocorrela-

sing "Row Row" and the other voice to sing

To quote Ando again, on early reflections,

"Merrily" On the other hand, if we look at the

"The time delay between the first and second

relationship over aperiod of several minutes,

early reflection should be 0.8 of the delay between the direct sound and the first reflection.

we would discover ahigh value of correlation,
since over along period of time, each voice
sings exactly what the other voice has just
sung. The Interaural Cross-Correlation (IACC)

If the first reflection is of the same amplitude
and frequency response as the direct sound,
then the preferred initial time delay is found

is anumber between 0 and Ithat measures

to be identical to the time delay at which the

how much alike (1) or different (0) the sound
reaching one ear is compared with that
reaching the other ear. Its value depends on

envelope of the autocorrelation function
(coherence of the direct sound) decays to a
value of 0.1 of its initial value." Ando found that

the direction from which sounds arrive and
the amplitude and frequency response of the

were preferred with the exact listener prefer-

sounds at each ear.

ence directly proportional to the duration of

Autocorrelation is another useful concept.
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first-reflection delays of from 35 to 130ms

the autocorrelation function. That is, listeners

Low Price Accessories
For CD Players

1. Audioquest (AO) CD Stabilizer Rings
Starter kit 15 Rings wrtocator
19 95
Complete kit 25 Rings wrtocator
29 95
Bonus kit 50 rings w/free locator
49 95
2. AO Sorbothane CD Isolation Feet NEW .
(4)19.95
3 DB Passive CD vol control w/5 inputs
99 95
4. Interconnects:
As-One, Cardas, Distech, FMS,
Livewire. MIT, Monster. Van den Hul
Call
5. Magnavox CDB470 CD Player
Only 149 95"
CD8472 Player w/remote
199 95"
C0f3473 Player w/vol on remote
269 95"
CO8650 CD Player — Closeout"
299.95 6 Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23 50
7 VPI Magic Brick CD Chassis Damper
34 50

For Turntables
1. Audiophile Records/CD's: Chesky. Reference
Call
Chesky RC11(Ronert 13 99 RC 10(LI Kiel
13 99
Sheffield Labs: Moscow Sessions
(set) 39 95
2 AO Automatic Tonearm Lifter
39 95
3 AO Sorbothane Feet (4)
34 95
4 AO Electronic Stylus Cleaner
49 95
5, AR ES-1 Turntable W/AQ Tonearm
639 95'
AR ES-1 Turntable Only
399 95'
Precut Metal AR Armboards MMT/AR/RB300 34 95
6 DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
24 50
• Dennesen Metal Cart Alig Protractor
149 95
Grado Phono Cartridges XTE +
15 00
Signature 8MZ. MCI, TU
Call
8MX Stylus
95 00 MCX Stylus
139 95
9 Headshells:
A0-16 (MC)
49 95
Sumiko HS-12
29 95 VandenHul S300 27 95
10 Headshell Wires:
AO/Livewire
695
Surniko HL -29
995 SME Silver Litz
21 95
11. LAST Record Care Products
al Power Cleaner 11 95 #4 Stylus Cleaner 695
a2 Preservative
14 95 /05 Stylast
16 95
a3 Record Cleaner 795
12 Nitty Gritty First Record Cleaning Solution
24 95
6oz
14 95 16 oz
13 Record Brushes:
AO Carbon Fiber
9
505
Nitty Gritty Brush
995 VPI Record Brush 19 9
14 Record Clamps:
AO Ref Clamp
39 95
45 00
SOTA Rel Clamp 85 95 VPIHW-1911
15 Record Cleaning Machine Solutions:
19 95'
14
95 •
brumal T61-7XH Fluid
VPI RC Fluid 8oz 495 1gal
31 95
16 Record Mats:
AO/Sorbothane
SOTA Acrylic Mat 129 95 Sunk() Acrylic
79 95
5
149
17 Stylus Pressure Gauge:
Shure Gauge
Electronic Gauge with LCD readout
99 95
18 Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster MC Demag
209 95
Sumiko/Premier MMT PI13-1 adapter box
69 95
VTA-16—adds VTA achustment to MMT arm 69 95
19. Tip Toes/Counterfeet For Turntables
C3 For AR
795 C-17 For VPI
895
C-37 For Sota
895 C-10 For Delphi
895
C 12 For Oracle Alexandria
895
20. Tonearm Cables: DIN to RCA
11995
AO Quartz Tonearm Cable 411
Monster Genesis Lightspeed Tonearm t5M 15995
Van den Hul TSF TAC 15M
8995
21. Turntable Stands: ARCICI-Lead Balloon
23995'
Sound Anchors—SSTA stand with shed
65995'
22. Turntable Wall Shelves: Target IT-1
9995"
Target TT-1L For Large/Heavy Tables
149 95"
23 VPI Record Cleaning Machines
Call
24 VPI PLC Power Line Conditioner
Call

For Amps & Preamps

1. AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet For Amps .
(4) 34.95
Smaller Sorbothane Feet For Preamps
(4) 19 95
2 AO Sorbothane Sheet w/adhesive backing
6"x6"x1/4"
12 50 12"x6"x1/4"
24 95
3 Cable Termination AO Wonder Solder .1.5 oz. 9.99
wir 0820 250g (Silver Solder)
29 95
Tiffany RCA's 4mm/5 5mm/7mm/9mm (pr) 13 50
WBT RCA 00101 (9mm)
(pr) 36 95
4 Interconnect Cables: As-One. Cardas. Distech,
FMS. Livewire, MIT, Monster. VandenHul
Call
5 Mod Squad Y-adapter cables
Call
6. Target Equipment Stands/Racks:
TT3 33" stand with 3shelves
199 9511 *
TT5T 40" stand with 5shelves
7 Tubes: RAM/Gold Acto Premium Grade
Tube Damper Rings lsorbothane)

259 95'
Call
250

8 VPI
9
Tweek:
Magic
electronic
Brick -contact
vibration
treatment
damper

34
14 95
9151

Power Filters & Line Conditioners
Datagard 6-outlet power strip
14
Deluxe 6-outlet w/spike/noise filter
49
2 Tripplite Computer-Grade Power Line Filters
IB 4 4-outlet. 2-stage line filtering
69
IB 8 8-outlet. 4-stage line filtering
99
LC-1800—line stabilizer/conditioner 6outlets
4-stage filtering. 1800 watt output
289

95
95
95
95
95'

For Speakers & Room Dampening
2
1 Sonex
ASC Tube
Juniors
Trap 2'x2'x2"
Acoustic Room
SquaresDampers

(4) 49C9
a5
l

3 Speaker Stands:
Hercules 12"
129 95
15"
134 95*
Hercules 20"
134 OW 25"
139 95«
ARCICI Rigid Riser—adiusts 20" to 36"
119 95'
Sound Anchors tor Vandersteen 2C
219 95*
Sound Anchors for Spica TC-50
199 95*
Target Speaker Stands
Osad Stand from ARCICI
169 95
4 Speaker Cables: Aural Symphonies, Cardas,
FMS Livewire. MIT. Monster VandenHul
Call
5 Banana Connectors King Size (8ga) Dual
795
Monster Cable X-terminators
6 Speaker Switching Boxes
OED UHSS2 2p
r w/head p
hone l
ack

el 2
79
49
95
5

QED UHSS4 4pr for Heavy Cables

114 95

7 Tip Toes: 1/2"
450 1-1/2"
For Speakers 1-1/2" w/wood screw

650
895

Prices are subiect to change without notice
Yes we also sell—electronics, turntables, speakers.
etc .etc
Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured. 48 States)
Accessories One Item
Each Extra Item
•Turntables/S
'•Electronics
Express Delivery Available We Ship Worldwide!
24 Hour FAX Order Line 616-451-0709

3

19
25
5
12
895

Charge It! Amex/Discover/MC/Optima/Visa

(616) 451-3868
OUCIO

advisor, Inc

225 OAKES SW • GRAND RAPIDS MI 49503

prefer later initial reflections for organ music
or a Brahms Symphony than for a Mozart
Violin Sonata. Such apreference is perhaps intuitively obvious, since for most organ music,
if the first reflection arrives too soon, it would
be lost, since the same note is probably still
sounding.
Finally, to summarize, Ando states, — To obtain asmall magnitude of the IACC in the most
effective manner, the directions from which
the early reflections arrive at the listeners
should be kept within acertain range of angle
from the median plane, te 55°+2°. 90° is not
better because the almost identical paths
around the head (front and back) cannot
decrease the IACC effectively, particularly for
frequencies higher than 500Hz. The side walls
are the most important surfaces [sources in our
case] in supplying useful early reflections to

Fig. 1Suggested

Listening Room Arrangement

listeners in aconcert hall. To minimize the

volume was actually measured, at this seat or
its equivalent, while the recording was being

IACC, the directions of the reflected sound

made This would permit manual or automatic

[loudspeakers in our case] must be adjusted

calibration of the reproducing system and,

and centered on 55°. The frequency response

therefore, enhance realism.
2) Delay time of the early reflections and

of the reflected sound should be similar to that
of the direct sound." If the walls are symmetrical and if the sound source is located at
the center of the stage, then the IACC for a

their arrival angle. The early reflections must
be electronically synthesized. Four of them
normally suffice with each succeeding reflec-

listener sitting on or near the center line is in-

tion coming closer to its predecessor, but with

creased (bad), because identical sound sources

decreasing amplitude. The two loudspeakers

arrive at both ears simultaneously. This can be

generating these early reflections should be

rectified by asymmetrical room shape acous-

placed 55° to the right and left of the listener,

tical treatments, or slight asymmetrical place-

so that they subtend an angle of 110° with the

ment of the front ambience speakers or asym-

listener. Their distance from the listening position should be the same as the direct speakers

metric ambience signal generation.
"On the other hand strong reflections from
the ceiling and rear walls should reflect sound
to the side walls, so it comes from adirection
that minimizes the IACC." Ando wrote these

(f18. 1).
The type of speakers used at the sides and
front is not too critical if the area behind the
speakers is absorbent, although tall, narrow,

words to describe how to optimize concert-

directional, time-aligned speakers will perform

hall design. Let us now see how to apply all of

better than short wide ones. To improve the

Ando's ideas to a listening room with syn-

IACC of the soundfield as Ando suggests, the

thesized ambience.

synthesized early delays can be set differently

Applying concert-hall
design criteria to the
home listening room

for the left and right channels. As suggested
herein, it is hoped that these parameters can
be set by the recording itself, or at least be
listed on the record jacket for manual setting.

The parameters essential to arealistic sound-

3) Subsequent reverberation field. The

field at both ears in ahome listening environ-

reverberation field is described by the variety,

ment consist of the following:
1) Listening level: An average SPL of

density, amplitude, frequency response, and
rate of decay of reflections or echoes that oc-

79 ±1.5dB at adistance of 48' from the stage
is preferred by most concertgoers. It would be

cur after the discrete early reflections. Again,
these parameters could be entered into the

useful if CDs and DAlb included atest tone or

system from the recording or listed on the

adigital code to say exactly what concert-hall

record jacket. Much work has been done in
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Singer."
Proof positive that the way a
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only the first step. At Sound By Singer we
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They
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Came To Us!
That's why expert installation services are
available to all of our customers.
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Adcom
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CWD
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Fosgate
Grado
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Koetsu
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Lurne
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Monster Cable
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ProAc
PS Audio
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Revox
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SiItech
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Sonance
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Talwar
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measuring preferred reverberation times for
various types of music, and perhaps these rules
of thumb will help. For chamber music, a
range of 0.4 to 1.3 seconds is suitable. For
orchestral or opera music, 0.75 to 3seconds is
common, with 2.5 to 4 seconds for organ
music. In order to keep the IACC of the reverberant tail as low as possible, it is agood
idea to position the rear speakers so that their
sound reaches the listener from the upper sides
without mixing too much across the ceiling.
4) Value of the IACC. Since those concert
halls that are rated the best minimize the IACC
of the ambient field, the ambience generator
and the listening room should do no less. As
indicated above, the IACC is minimized by having asymmetry in the delays and reverberation

localization factor cannot be counted on since
we are proposing that dry recordings become
the norm and, therefore, any ambience we
subsequently add would affect all soundsource positions equally. However, Ido not
hear any such loss of depth in my system, and
Ibelieve that in the average concert hall, the
stage and its shell are so reflective that all instruments, whether front or back, have about
the same ratio of direct-to-reflected sound.
Thus depth, particularly for abalcony listener,
is not easy to perceive in the average concert
hall. Also, in some recordings, multiple microphones are placed so close to their sound
sources that little difference in the ambience
ratio is heard by these microphones, ambience
pickup usually being regulated to other re-

of the left and right channels, and by controlling reflections in the listening room. That is,

motely placed microphones. It is unlikely

the listening room should be dry enough so

home production system we propose will

that the ambience computer overwhelmingly

affect the illusion of being there.

that any lack of depth in the two-channel

determines the soundfield character. The IACC
of the direct sound can be enhanced by using
narrow directional loudspeakers, all of whose

Generating the
ambient soundfield

elements appear to be point sources equidis-

A DSP (Digital Signal Processor) is aspecial-

tant from the listener's head. Front speakers

purpose microcomputer especially adept at

that do not radiate from the rear or toward the
ceiling or floor, and control edge-diffraction

processing data samples at high rates. Specialpurpose DSP chips can perform functions
such as sound synthesis, digital filtering, or
FIFO (first in first out) buffer delay, faster, more

effects, are also less likely to produce spurious
early or late reflections.

accurately, and at lower cost than ordinary

What about depth and height
localization?

microprocessors. DSP chips also often include
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog con-

The ear is relatively insensitive to changes in
height. This is because changes in arrival time

verters. The ultimate DSP unit for generating
early reflections and reverberant fields should

and sound quality are very small as asound
source moves up and down in front of alistener.
Fortunately, most listeners in aconcert hall are

operate on the digital data stream directly, thus
saving one D-to-A and A- to-D conversion. A

at more or less the same level as the performers,
and so are the microphones. Depth localization depends on:
1) Absolute Loudness
2) Quality Differences (roll-off of high
frequencies)

probably be part of the CD or DAT player, and

DSP should be used to generate three or four
adjustable, discrete, early reflections, with independent reflections for the left and right
channels. It should also generate the later left
and right reverberant fields, including pro-

The first three factors are entirely under the

grammable reverberation time, reverberation
density, a reverberation decay shape, and
reverberation frequency response and initial
amplitude. The same DSP unit should include
circuits to dry out the front-channel signals

control of the recording engineer, and, with
reasonable microphone placement and delay

signals. This is only practical if the recorded

3) Time of arrival differences of two sources
separated in depth
4) Ratio of direct to reverberant sound

compensation, should not be difficult to maintain. Nothing in our proposed playback ar-

and cancel any recorded side or rear ambience
hall ambience has been generated electronical-

rangement should alter depth perception based

ly by the recording engineer. Hopefully, some
day all record jackets will list both recom-

on these three factors. The fourth depth-

mended ambience parameters and those in-
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cluded in the recording (so one can match the

national, Yamaha, and the now defunct Bench-

rear home-generated reverb to the frontal
reverb). Fig.2 shows idealized recording and

mark, though rudimentary, have shown the

replay chains for such asystem.
If dry recordings become available, aCD

tion. The Yamaha DSP-1 is so far the most ambitious design readily available, but since it

potential of computerized ambience genera-

player should be able to add reverberation to

uses the sum of the right and left channels to

the front channels, so these dry recordings can

generate the early reflections and the reverberant field, it is necessary to use two of them,

be played comfortably on non-ambient systems. For headphone listeners, aCD-player
processor should do the transformation of
stereophonic sound to binaural sound, or add
suitable headphone ambience. Finally, aDSP

feeding the left channel into both left and
right inputs of one unit and the right channel
into both left and right inputs of the second
unit (fig.3). In this manner the interaural cross-

soundstage by providing delayed crossfed

correlation (see above) can be maintained
or improved by setting slightly different am-

signals to the front channels a la Carver's

bience parameters in each channel.

could correct the stereo image and widen the

Sonic Hologram, but including second- and
third-order corrections. This can also be accomplished with an absorption panel at the

CD/DAT digital ambience
coding standard required

listening position (see appendix).

One of the key advantages of an electronically

New ambience-signal generators are being
announced almost monthly, not including the
Dolby TV Surround units which usually are
not sophisticated enough fqr this application.
Units from Lexicon, Roland, Sony, DOD InterStereophile, July 1988

created concert hall is that the ambient field
can be custom-tailored to the musical selection. Obviously, the optimum ambience for a
Haydn symphony is not optimum for Malfler's
Eighth. In this sense, recorded sound repro-

The Magic of Music

Audio Research
(#1 U.S. dealer)
Adcom, Alphason
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
California Audio Labs
Eminent Technology
Koetsu
Martin-Logan
Magnum, Monster
Nitty Gritty
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Revox, Rote!
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Fig. 3Practical Present-Day Implementation Assuming Use of Yamaha and Carver Equipment

duction may ultimately prove to sound better

brain system is easy to demonstrate.

than many alive performance For the average
listener, it would be tedious to have to change

With ambience, the ragged frequency response and constriction of the orchestral ac-

all the ambience parameters for each record-

companiment was much less apparent, and

ing; what is needed is for the recording engineer
to include in the recording his recommenda-

was now no worse than the annoyance of

the annoyance caused by distortion and noise

tion for all the significant ambient field parameters. These parameters would then be digitally encoded as apreamble to each indexed

paper rattling, coughing, and snuffling ex-

selection on a CD or DAT. When the am-

ear-brain system can be fooled into believing

perienced at alive concert. The voice itself
was now forward, clear, and palpable. If the

bience processor recognized adigital com-

that asoundfield is real, it rejects those aspects

mand sequence, it would adjust its parameters

of the field that are unreal, such as sharp

accordingly. It should also be possible to

frequency-response notches, needle scratches,

calibrate such recordings so that they can be
played back at exact concert-hall volume,

noise, or other distortions that no real concert
hall could possibly generate. As in binaural
listening, the hearing mechanism concentrates

assuming a preferred seat. Of course, any
parameters could be tweaked by alistener who

on the perceived soundfield and suppresses

wanted to change his seat, or who otherwise

consciousness of extraneous disturbances to

disagreed with the recording engineer's ambience parameter selections.

aremarkable extent.
The advent of digital recording media and
the increasing availability of low-cost, special-

Summary

purpose digital signal processors make it feasi-

While it is difficult to find modern stereo-

ble to create arealistic concert-hall sound at

phonic recordings that have been recorded
without rear and side hall ambience, Ihave

home. Using electronic ambience generators

found that by setting the electronically
generated ambience parameters to match the
recorded ambience, quite realistic soundfields

ment, stereophonic soundfield correction, and
four additional speakers to handle the ambience signals, remarkable results can be ob-

can be created, provided speaker type and
placement is recommended and the room has

speaker type, placement, and recording selec-

combined with some sound-absorbing treat-

tained, particularly if attention is paid to

ever, by the dramatic improvement these tech-

tion. Ultimate ambient realism depends on the
ability and willingness of the digital recording

niques made in the sound of old monophonic

industry to set standards for recordings that

been sound-treated. Iwas impressed, how-

vocal recordings ca 1932, which are usually

include adigital preamble, to directly control

painfully dry. Using CD versions of early
Lauritz Melchior recordings, the thesis that

ambient sound synthesizers, and to delete
recorded side and rear ambience from the

concert-hall ambience is more significant in

front channels. Audio alchemists unite! The

achieving realism than directionality to the ear-

end of the search for audio nirvana is near.
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Sound Source

Fig. 48 Sound Reaching Ears in Stereophonic System

Fig. 4A Centered Direct Source

Appendix:
Optimizing Directionality
While it is possible to have realism without
separation, the combination of ambience and
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corrected stereophonic effect is truly earboggling. Let us now examine what can be
done to widen and correct the stereo soundstage when no sound sources can be heard
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beyond the positions of the front loudspeakers.
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Some readers may be familiar with what
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Reaching Ears After Stereophonic
Signal Adjustment

Carver calls sonic holography, but since others
may be confused about the problem it solves,
abrief review is in order.

two rays instead of one impinge on each ear.

From fig.4 one can observe the difference
between the direct sounds one would hear in

The effect of these second rays is to introduce
spurious early reflections which cause a

aconcert hall and what one hears through two

general loss in realism and, specifically, a

microphones and loudspeakers. Two cases are
illustrated: covering asound source toward the

reduction in central image amplitude for frequencies over 2400Hz, and spurious pairs of

front of alistener, and far off to the side of a
microphone. Looking first at the centrally
located sound source (fig.4A), asingle sound

media, and loudspeakers interposed (fig.4B),

side images at many specific higher frequencies. By introducing about a400us delay (if the
speakers are very widely spaced, this required

ray arrives at each ear from aslightly negative

interaural delay could approach 700us), invert-

angle to the vertical median plane through the

ing this delayed signal, and cross-feeding the
result to the left and right speakers, the extra

nose.
However, with microphones, recording
Stereophile. July 1988

sound ray can be approximately cancelled at
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each ear. The result is shown in fig.4C. Note,
however, that anew, delayed out-of-phase
component has been introduced at each ear,

ly low level, and do the usual delayed crossfeeding to cancel the right-channel signal in
the left ear, we end up with virtually no right-

and that the angle of incidence of the sound
at the ears is not the same as in real life. These

ear sound at the left ear and a normalamplitude right-channel signal at the right ear.

are weaknesses of electronic holographic

To the ear-brain system, this situation corresponds to asound source at 90° to the me-

reproduction, whose subjective effects have
yet to be studied. Moving the speakers closer
together minimizes the incidence error;
Carver, for one recommends such anarrowing
of the traditional listening triangle. Too-wide
speaker spacing also increases diffraction effects around the head, causing quality differences, difficult to cancel exactly at all

dian plane because that is the soundsource
direction in which the greatest difference in
amplitude between the ears occurs; the head
is then at its most effective as asound barrier
between the ears.
Thus, eliminating the crosstalk in stereophonic listening has the pleasant side-effect
of enlarging (or, some will say, exaggerating)

frequencies.

the souncistage. With ambience this effect is
quite dramatic and especially realistic. Note
that the effectiveness of the extra sound-ray
cancellation depends on the spacing between
one's ears, and the angle the listener makes
with the speakers. It would, therefore, be
useful for the DSP to have acontrol to adjust
for these variable parameters. While the presently
available Carver products, in my opinion, do
this job in exemplary fashion, they do lack this
fine adjustment control. Advanced units of this
type would need to provide additional crossSava Ilse.

fed signals to cancel the second-, third-, and
higher-order error signals, as well as fine adjustment, and may, therefore, not really be
practical.
In the interim, acompletely effective lowcost solution to this stereophonic image problem is to place asound-absorbent panel between the front speakers that extends right up
to the listening position. 2 Indeed, this panel
must be shaped so that it is possible to sit at
the end of it with the top foot or so of the
soundproofing material extending dose enough

Sulemen.siet
...na wee •Imporil

Fig. 4E Far Off .Center Sound Reaching Ears
After Stereophonic Signal Enhancement

to the face so that the right eye sees no part of
the left speaker, and the left eye sees no part
of the right speaker, thus putting one's nose to
the sonic grindstone.
While no sacrifice is too great for perfection,
this technique leaves something to be desired

When the sound source is between the
microphones, after cancellation of the cross-

when room decor and listening comfort are
considered. The panel can be moved aside

talk ray, the louder sound, at least, comes from

when small ensembles or monophonic sound
sources are listened to, but, possibly in future,

approximately the correct direction, and the
illusion is realistic. For sounds that originate
beyond the microphones, the souncisource
position extends beyond the speeds, because
at extreme angles (fig.4E), if we ignore the leftchannel microphone pickup, which is at afair-
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some type of helmet or sound-transparent
headphone might be abetter solution.

S

2Also proposed by Don Keefe of Crown at the Slat. ASS Convention in November 1986.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
ROWLAND RESEARCH MODEL 7
DIFFERENTIAL MODE POWER AMPLIFIER
Lewis Lipnick
.......................

,i3WLA,G `p*SEA

Rowland Differential Mode 7power amplifier
Mono power amplifier with balanced input. Output power: 350 RMS continuous into 8ohms,
700W RMS continuous into 4ohms, 1100W RMS continuous into 2ohms. Power bandwidth:
0.2Hz-160kHz, -3dB. Output current: 50A peak, continuous; 150A peak, 0.1 ohm, 20ms, 1kHz.
Slew rate: 50V/us, 100V p-p. THD and noise: less than 0.01%, 1kHz, 8ohms, 20W; less than
0.06%, 1kHz, 8ohms, 100W; less than 0.08%, 1kHz, 8ohms, 200W. Damping factor: greater
than 300, 20Hz-20kHz, 8ohms; greater than 90, 100kHz, 8ohms. Overall gain: 28dB. Sensitivity:
115mV, 1W, 8ohms. Input impedance: 100k, 20k, 3k ohms, user selectable. Dimensions: 19"
W by 83
4 "H by 24" D. Weight: 135 lbs. Finishes available: gold, grey, black. Price: $9800/pair.
/
Approximate number of dealers: 26. Manufacturer: Rowland Research, 20-C Mountview Lane,
Colorado Springs, CO 80907. Tel: (719) 528-8388.
The Rowland Research Model 7Differential
Mode amplifier is no newcomer to the high-

(in addition to the already existing singleended inputs).

end audio scene. Anyone familiar with the
available large solid-state monoblocics over the
past few years will have probably heard of, or
actually heard, the Model 7in an earlier incarnation. (DO and JGH reviewed an early version
in Yo1.9 No.1.) And, not unlike many other

Technical Highlights
The Model 7 Differential Mode amplifier is
very large and very, very heavy. If you don't
want to end up in the hospital with ahernia

manufacturers' products in the super high-end

or aslipped disk, please do not attempt to
carry one of these by yourself. Ireceived the

amplifier market, this product has undergone
significant design changes and improvements

which caused my wife, Lynn-Jane, to declare

since its introduction. Many of the improvements replicate those of the Model 5stereo
amplifier Ireviewed in Vol.10 No.8. Since that
time, both products have been further revised,
with the inclusion of optional balanced inputs
8#

review samples in enormous wooden crates,
upon returning home from work that it was
Iwho had actually raided the Lost Ark. Even
with the gracious assistance of one of my National Symphony colleagues (Bob Kraft, bass
trombonist), getting these humongous brutes
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out of the crates, down the stairs, and into my
system elicited significant grunting, groaning,
and expletives deleted from both of us.
The dimensions of the Model 7are identical
to those of the Model 5, except that there are
two of them. The Model 7 runs very warm
(actually hot to the touch), since cooling is
achieved solely by convection from the two
full-length heatsinlcs mounted on either side
of each unit. There are 26 bipolar output transistors, and 132,000uF of reservoir capacitance
per channel. The front-end power supply is

vantage of the lowest input-impedance setting
(3k ohms), it is best that the driving preamplifier be direct-coupled, since this can present
adifficult load (tube preamps with output
coupling capacitors definitely do not like this
low an impedance). The input-impedance adjustment is made by setting afour-position
DIP switch on the main circuit board. On the
Model 5, setting this switch is aroyal pain,
since it is placed on the top ends of the vertically mounted circuit boards, just underneath
the rows of output devices (which run very

fully regulated, the output section is not. The

hot indeed!). This has been simplified in the

Model 7, just as with all of Jeff Rowland's
designs, utilizes no negative feedback, nested

Model 7: the switch is placed to the right of the
horizontally mounted circuit board.

or global. All front-end circuitry is epoxy-

The only feature my sample Model 7had

encapsulated, and remains powered at all

that the 5did not was the addition of balanced
inputs. The balanced input is accomplished via
afemale XLR receptacle located on the chrome

times. There are two advantages to this design:
thermal stability is maintained by the "constanton" condition and epoxy encapsulation, and
field replacement of the front-end circuit is

rear plate of the unit. Balanced technology has

possible, in the event of afailure or available

been around for several years, but has only
recently attracted any significant attention

upgrade from the manufacturer.
The unique design features and updates car-

from the high-end audio manufacturing community. For any readers not familiar with this

ried over from the Model 5are: First, as men-

nomenclature, "balanced" refers to the use of
two signal-transmission lines rather than one,

tioned above, the front-end power supplies remain powered at all times, shortening warmup
time; the power switch controls only the out-

independent of ground. Each of the two lines

put stage.
Second, the amplifier is prevented from turning on again and possibly creating damaging

opposed phase to the other. Therefore, the
balanced input of the receiving amplifier is
only sensitive to, and responds to, the relative

passes signals in mirror-image (balanced)

transient spikes after an AC interruption (this

changes between the two opposing phase

has come in handy afew times during my stint

signals, without any reference to ground.

with the review samples). Once the unit has

According to Jeff Rowland and other

been shut down after apower interruption, it
will remain shut down until the user depresses

designers with whom I've spoken, there are
several advantages to balanced technology.

the front power switch.
The third feature can really come in handy

side interference (including RF) in intercon-

if you are one of those who like to try different
speaker cables with various terminations, or
are bi-wiring your speakers (as Iam doing with
my B&W 801 Matrix Monitors). Two sets of
output connections are available at the rear of
the units: large screw terminals as well as stan-

First, there is much greater immunity from outnects, and the noise-producing interactions
between low-level circuits and strong magnetic fields within the power amplifier itself
are greatly lessened. Second, longer interconnects can be used without any sonic degrada-

dard five-way binding posts. These not only
allow the user to find some convenient way to

tion. Still another advantage that comes with
balanced operation is a6dB increase in signal
level, since the available voltage swing is

connect his speaker cables, but also make bi-

doubled with the use of two mutually out-of-

wiring with multiple spade lugs much less of

phase signal lines per channel.

ahassle than usual.
Fourth, and possibly the most sonically ob-

Not all balanced operations are accomplished

vious, is the user-adjustable input impedance.

in the same manner, however. As Rowland
points out, in order to save time and money,

Jeff Rowland believes that the lower the

some designers configure existing amplifier

interconnect-cable termination resistance, the
better. But he claims that in order to take ad-

circuits that route the incoming absolute outof-phase signal directly into the same point as
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the negative feedback signal. He claims that

5(while also being smoother), giving it amore

this approach will cause some time-and-phase

immediate and engaging quality. There was a

errors, thereby compromising some of the

total absence of any grain or hash, and the

sonic advantages possible with balanced

overall impression was one of aclear, liquid

operation. Since he uses no negative feedback
in his designs, asingle gain stage comprises the

quality of sound, just as in live music. Overall,
avery satisfying amplifier to listen to.

entire gain block for all balanced circuitry.

But then came my first venture into balanced

As far as visual impact is concerned, the

operation. And asignificant difference. The

Model 7's beautiful internal and external finish

soundstage moved out into the room and ex-

helps offset some of the "boat anchor" syndrome common to all large, domestically intrusive pieces of audio gear. My review pair

tended well behind and beyond the speakers.
The front of the soundstage was moved forward, the rear backward. There was much
more feeling of space and dimension, almost

was finished in a beautiful charcoal gray,
which, Iunderstood through aphone conver-

as if there had been some type of surround-

sation with the marketing department at

sound system engaged. The bottom end ap-

Rowland Research the other day, will soon be

peared to gain at least half an octave's exten-

deleted. The heatsinks are nicely rounded off,

sion, and the weight and impact of deep transients took on much more authority. Anyone

so any hazard from sharp edges is minimized.

Sonic and Musical Impressions
In order to effectively review the Model 7, Ifelt
that comparisons with another well-known,
similarly priced, high-power mono amplifier
would help. One obvious choice was the Krell
KMA-200 (which sold for $8800). ,And since
Iwanted to also give afull-system approach
to this review (I already had the Rowland C-1
preamplifier), Dan D'Agostino at Krell was kind
enough to loan me aKRS-2 preamplifier in addition to the KMA-200.

who thinks that Rowland amplifiers have no
deep-bass capabilities should take alisten to
the balanced Model 7. If you're not satisfied
with this bass, consider renting space inside
the bass drum of your local symphony
orchestra.
But all was not roses. On very loud transients, the Model 7had the audacity to shut
itself down. Jeff Rowland said that this was
purposefully done in order to protect speakers
(ie, tweeters), and that this overload point was
arbitrarily set during their listening tests. Their

Mated with the Rowland C-1, in singleended operation, the Model 7easily outper-

settings were much too low. Just when things

formed the same manufacturer's Model 5

way to abig climax, everything stopped. 2Jeff

stereo amplifier in frequency extension, soundstage dimensionality, and ambience recapture.
It sounded more free, open, and unstrained

did mention that serial numbers subsequent
to my review pair were set to shut off at much

than the Model 5, which is certainly no slouch
(150W into 8ohms). There were no obvious
tonal colorations, and different ensembles and

really got cookin', and the music was on its

higher levels, but that didn't help me at the
time. I also noticed that the soundstage
became slightly compressed and dynamic ex-

recording venues with which Iam familiar

pansion suffered in some very loud, heavily
orchestrated passages. But Idiscovered that

were accurately reproduced. Like the Model
5, the Model 7/C-1 combination sounded best

this was the fault of the C-1 preamp, not the
Model 7. The Krell KftS-2, though incapable

with the input impedance set at 3k (the 20k
and 100k settings sounded all right, but the
spectral balance seemed to tip unnaturally up-

of feeding abalanced signal to the 7s, sounded
clearer, more open, and less congested in full

ward, some ambience was lost, and the overall
sonic presentation became constricted and
slightly brittle). Bass extension was excellent,

orchestral climaxes. The KRS-2 appears to be
much more dynamic than the C-1, somewhat
leaner harmonically, and places the listener further back into the hall.

without any unnatural midbass fullness. The

The Krell KMA-200 differs significantly in

midrange on the 7was more forward than the

design (pure class-A) from the Rowland Model
7, but shares many of the same sonic attributes,

Il use the term "sold," because, at the time of writing. Krell
had just deleted the KMA-200 from their product line. Even
with this in mind, the similar price, superb musicality, and
proven track record of this amplifier make it aviable candidate
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2 One of my National Symphony colleagues termed this
phenomenon "Audius Interruptus"
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and excels in some. It is more transparent than
the Rowland, and, like the KRS-2, places the
performers further back from the soundstage.
The Krell also retrieves more hall ambience,
which helps in presenting more of a"sonic
overview" of the music vs the Rowland's
closer, more immediate perspective Individual
instrumental and vocal lines are more easily
delineated with the Krell when textures become loud and heavy. The Rowland more ac-

similar product. Transparency, soundstaging,
and all the other sonic parameters by which
we judge equipment are certainly important,
but the ability to emotionally draw the listener
into the performance, rather than simply looking at the proceedings from adetached viewpoint, is something sorely missing in most
audio equipment. Some listeners may find the

curately reproduces the complex harmonics

Model 7overly warm-sounding and initially
unexciting, but live music simply does not
have the clinical, overly etched, technicolor

present in live music, but tends to become
slightly congested and thick-sounding where

as accurate.

the Krell remains open and clear. The KMA200 has faster and deeper perceived-bass transients, but does not reproduce the individual
characteristics of different types of bass instruments as well as the Model 7. On objective
sonic terms, the Krell deals more successfully

quality that so many audio enthusiasts accept
Harmonically, the Model 7is neutral. Most
other amplifiers Ihave heard either add an artificial fullness to instruments and voices, or
take away some of the natural warmth, making the performers sound like cardboard facsimiles of the real thing. The combinations of

with the material aspects of musical reproduc-

Krell KRS-2 /Rowland Model 7and Rowland

tion, while the Rowland reveals more of the
less obvious and introspective qualities of the

C-1/Model 7produced some interesting musical artifacts. Both combinations sound excellent. The all-Rowland setup places the

performance.
Ialso played with various combinations of

listener practically on the podium, while the

power line cables, and came up with some in-

Krell preamp/Rowland amp team moves the

teresting results. Ifirst tried the Model 7with

listener well back into the concert hall. In

the Distech Power Bridge II cords that Irecently reviewed (Vol.11 No.4). The top end ap-

other words, with the C-1/Model 7you hear
more instrument and less room, and with the

peared slightly extended, and the midrange
became leaner. However, the overall sound of

KRS-2/Model 7you hear more room, less in-

the amplifier grew pinched and constricted.

strument. Which combination is better? It's
strictly amatter of taste. Iwould have to say,

The same basic results were obtained with the
Krell/Distech combination. Next Itried the
Krell power cords on the Model 7, which

fewer colorations and musical editorializations
than the C-1. Of the two Rowland products,

significantly improved the overall performance

the Model 7 seems the more honest and

of this amplifier over the stock Rowland cords.

musically transparent.

Deeper bass, amore open soundstage, and a

however, that the KRS-2 injects into the sound

The KMA-200 is another matter. Although

better-defined midrange became apparent. It

it does many things better than the Model 7,

almost sounded as if Ihad turbocharged the
Model 7. Ithen tried the only combination left,

complex harmonic structures such as those

Krell with Rowland cords. Not so good. This

cellos, and piano are not as accurately repro-

setup took some of the guts and weight away

duced as with the Model 7. The differences
between muted horns and muted trombones,

from the Krell, but didn't have as profound an
effect as the Krell cords with the Rowland
amp. Not being an engineer, Ican explain none
of the above, but would suggest that anyone

produced by oboes, horns, bassoons, violas,

trumpets, and cornets, and various other instrumental groups, are not as clearly defined
with the KMA-200 as with the Model 7. The

who feels that AC cords can't make aprofound

Model 7also reproduces low-level transients

difference in agood system could be barking

such as plucked harp strings and string instrumental pizzicati 3 with more realism than

up the wrong tree.
Just as with the Model 5, Jeff Rowland has
produced an amplifier that does much more
than just play music. While it may not do
everything that the KMA-200 can, it does do
some things that Ihave heard from no other
Stereophile, July 1988

the KMA-200. The Rowland also passes on
3Harp strings are plucked with the flesh of the finger, not
with the nail or apick. The same goes for the orchestral string
family. The Rowland Model 7is the rust amplifier I've heard
that reproduces this accurately.

8—

much more information about the materials
of which some instruments are constructed.

on stage"; "the Rowland sounds like I'm on the

For instance, Ican clearly hear the differences

AA"; and "the Rowland has more meat on the

between calfskin and plastic timpani and bassdrum heads with the Rowland. Icannot with
the Krell. Harmonic textures of bass in-

bone. ..
the Krell sounds thin by comparison."

struments, such as tuba, contrabassoon, dou-

podium, and the Krell puts me back in row

When someone suggested (not I) that the
Model 7unquestionably reproduced our or-

ble bass, bass drum, and organ pedal are more

chestra more accurately, Ithought Kelly was
going to throw abeer bottle at him. "My tapes

easily discernible with the Rowland product.

sound much clearer than that.. .
that's not

While the Krell gives the listener deeper bass
extension, the harmonic textures that give col-

what Ihear up in the recording booth." He felt
that the Model 7sounded "unfocused" and

or and character to the two lowest octaves of
music are more completely reproduced with

"dull." But the Krell didn't satisfy him either,
adding what he termed a"thin and phasey"
quality to the sound.

the Model 7.
But a lot of this instrumental harmonic

Ken Harbison and Al Mea, the two percus-

richness and color one hears as aperformer
is not audible to the audience in the hall. In

sionists in our group, felt that the Krell combination did abetter job of reproducing the

this respect, the KMA-200 is clearly superior.
The closer to the instruments one gets, the less

ments, but were split in making ajudgment of

transients of the various percussion instru-

transparent, more opaque, broader, heavier,

which amplifier sounded more realistic. Ed

and richer the quality of sound becomes. In-

Skidmore, double bassist, not being alunatic

dividual instrumental lines are also not as clearly delineated as they are 40' out in the house,

audiophile like the rest of us, shyly suggested
that the Krell combination sounded more ac-

because the resonant envelopes surrounding

curate, since the low instruments of the orchestra had more clarity and focus, and the
nasality of the double basses came through

the instruments do not "clear" and focus until
they reach well out into the audience. So,
while the Model 7more accurately represents
the harmonically rich and immediate quality
of sound experienced by the performers, the

more honestly.
From my point of view, while neither amplifier sounded 100% accurate, the Krell more

transparency and focus of the KMA-200 pre-

honestly recreated the characteristics of our

sents the audience perspective more honestly.

orchestra from the audience (where Ispend
many hours listening when Idon't have to

Since Imake my living by playing music, I
would naturally be drawn to atype of sound
that more accurately reproduces what Ihear
as aperformer. As areference for performers,
the "on-stage" perspective of the Model 7, with
all of the immediate and vivid sonics one gets
at this vantage point, is unmatched. But it is
not what the audience hears. If this is your
preference, then the KMA-200 would probably be the better choice (but since it's not
produced any longer, this is amoot point).
This difference of design philosophy almost

play). The Model 7 retrieved more of the
characteristics of specific players (ie, who was
playing first oboe on which piece), and made
me feel more involved with the performance.
The KMA-200, while sounding more detached
and less full, definitely reproduced more of the
unpleasant "honky" qualities inherent in the
Kennedy Center Concert Hall. By the end of
the evening, Ididn't know what Idid or did
not like. Neither one sounded totally convincing.

caused an all-out brawl the other evening dur-

After this enlightening evening of listening,

ing one of our musicians' listening group ses-

Ipulled out some commercial recordings with
which 1was artistically involved (also in the

sions. Ed Kelly, the recording engineer who
makes the broadcast tapes for the National
Symphony, had brought over a couple of
digital recordings of recent concerts. After

pointed out more of the sonic atrocities committed by DG on the National Orchestra's CDs

several minutes of listening to our performance
of Stravinsky's Firebird Suite with the Model

of Shostakovich's Symphony 5and Prokofiev's
Suites from Romeo and Juliet. The Rowland,

7, we switched to the KMA-200. The com-

while reproducing some of the compressed,
thin, two-dimensional quality of the record-

ments started coming. "Well, the Krell really
sounds clearer, but lacks the balls that Ihear
88

Kennedy Center). The Krell unmistakably

ing, left out a considerable amount of inStereophile, July 1988

teresting effects, such as artificial ambience

and weight; it's no weakling. But it is not aprod-

added to certain instrumental voices and not

uct to satisfy the Amplifier-of-the-Month

others, along with the recording engineers'
manipulation of soundstage width and depth.
In this case, what you don't hear might not

Club. If you're more interested in transparency
detail, and ultimate frequency extension than
musical finesse, look elsewhere. Of all the peo-

hurt you, but I, for one, would like to know
everything that went on in the control room

ple who have heard the Model 7with whom
Ihave spoken, the musicians have been the

while Iwas sweating blood on the stage during

most vocal in their admiration of this product.

the recording sessions.

That should not be surprising. But, as Imentioned before, musical accuracy from the per-

Conclusions
The Rowland Model 7is, in some ways, the

former's point of view is not everyone's cup
of tea. The Rowland Model 7is one of those

most musically satisfying amplifier Ihave had

products that requires extensive auditioning.

the opportunity to audition. But musical
satisfaction does not necessarily equate with

$9800 is alot of money and I, for one, wouldn't
drop aload like this until Ihad achance to

deadpan accuracy If you value the introverted

hear the results with my own system. Unfor-

and emotional aspects of musical performance
more than objective sonic reproduction, you

tunately, too many audiophiles trust reviews
such as this more than their own ears. Big

will probably like the Model 7. While the

mistake. When it comes to such matters of

Model 7is not asonically colored product per

personal taste, there is no absolute right or

se, its overall sonic presentation represents a

wrong (regardless of what some gurus might

perspective that looks "into," rather than "at,"
the musical performance.

tell you). Or, in the words of Bob Kraft, "That's
why they make chocolate and vanilla" S

The Model 7doesn't lack for sonic authority

BERNING TF -12 PREAMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

David Berning TF12 preamplifier
Hybrid stereo preamplifier with remote control. Frequency response: high level +1dB from 4Hz
to 50kHz; phono within +0.25dB of RIAA standard from 20Hz to 20kHz. Gain: high level 32dB;
phono 32dB. Sensitivity: 0.6mV phono or 26mV high level for 1V out. Noise: Phono 60dB below
1mV in; high level 84dB below 1V. Input impedance: 47k ohms phono, 60k to 80k ohms high
level, depending on volume setting. Output impedance: 3k ohms, tape and main. Max input:
Phono 200mV at 1kHz, high level 9V. Max output: 6V. Harmonic distortion: 0.03% 2nd & 3rd,
0.002% 4th and above at 1kHz. Remote control: Infra-red, controls volume, channel balance,
and mute. Power consumption: 40W. Dimensions: 19" W by 31/
2"H by 13"D. Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $2950. Approximate number of dealers: 10. Manufacturer: The David Berning Company,
11007 Candlelight Lane, Potomac, MD 20854. Tel: (301) 299-8970.
Ever since it was recognized that the "tube

while avoiding the weaknesses of both. Still,

sound" and the "solid-state sound" each had

it took asurprisingly long time for anyone to

definite, characteristic strengths and weaknesses, electronics designers have sought ways

realize that the best way of doing this might

of getting the best sound each had to offer
Stereophile, July 1988

be hybridization—using tubes in combination
with solid-state devices.
89

The first commercial attempt at this was, I
believe, David Berning's EA2-150 power ampli-

ment. Instead, all signal-amplifying stages are
tubes, while the transistors are used only in

fier, introduced during the early 1970s. This

"supporting" roles, as such things as voltage

used solid-state devices in the voltage-

regulators and electronic switches. The pre-

amplifier and driver stages, and tubes for the
output stages, the reasoning being that, while

amp has asingle phono input fixed at 32dB

solid-state devices were "better" than tubed

gain, and five 32dB-gain line-level inputs plus
atape loop.

ones in general (a contention still argued),
tubes were better suited for delivering the

of both halves of a 12AX7 tube in parallel,

voltage signal required by electrostatic speakers. But true hybridization, where tubes and
transistors were, literally, used in acomplementary fashion, did not arrive on the audio-

In each channel, the phono stage consists
followed by half of a12AT7. (Its other half is
acathode-follower isolation buffer for the
'Ewe output.) RIAA equalization is all in afeed-

phile scene until Berning's TF -10 preamp.

back loop between the first and second stage.
Phono input termination is 47k ohms, but a

In the TF -10, every amplifying "stage" consisted of atube and aFET arranged in acon-

pair of tiny plug-in receptacles, of the kind
used in mockup breadboards, allows other

figuration so that their nonlinearities tended

resistors to be added to obtain lower termination values.

to cancel one another. (The transfer characteristic—output current vs input voltage—of

The line section is apair of 6DJ8s in adif-

atube and aFET is agradual curve, rather than

ferential configuration, to minimize powersupply modulation by the signal, and to cancel

the ideal straight line. But as the curves are
complementary to each other, when the two
devices are used together correctly, the result
is adesirable straight line.) The TF -10 was introduced in 1979, and became Stereopbile's
reference preamplifier for some years after we
reviewed it. Subsequently, Audio Research
"discovered" this hybridization trickl and incorporated it into what has become their most
successful preamplifier—the SP-11. 2
The new Beming TF -12 also uses tubes and
solid-state devices, but not in ahybrid arrangeIBerning's literature refers casually to their "patented tubeFET hybrid networks, which only now other manufacturers
are cops ing.'' Some patent!
2The situation seems more complex than this According to
aletter published in June (p.25), whereas the Audio Research
SPI Iuses atube and an n-channel FET in Casco& the original
Kerning patent shows the two devices used as each half of a
differential amplifier. Actually the circuit in the Henning patent
shows ap-cbannef FET with its drain connected to V-, its
source connected via aresistor to the cathode of atriode tube,
the grid of which is grounded. The input is to the FET gate
and the output from the tube plate, this being connected by
aload to V. It is not, strictly, a caseock:, neither is it atrue
differential amp, though feedback can be taken to the tube
grid, which can be used as an extra inverting input.
JGH's "Some patent!" remark in footnote Iagain oversimplifies matters. As Iunderstand it, the US patent system.
unlike those of the UK or West Germany. where athorough
search for prior art is carried out by employees of the Patent
Office, fundamentally allows anybody to obtain apatent for
anything. If this new patent does infringe an old one, the US
Patent Office assumes that the owners of the rights being infringed will take to the courts to contest it. This may be efficient, regarding the costs of granting the patent in the first
place, but results in the litigants often expending large sums
to protect their rights, as in the recent Magnepan/Apogee case
(see Stereopbile May 1988 p.49). It is also worth reading the
biography of Major Edwin Armstrong, Man of High Fidelity which includes afull discussion of the decades-long case
between Armstrong and RCA over the latter's cavalier infringement of the former's FM patents, to see how the US system works in practice.
—JA

nonlinearities without having to resort to the
use of negative feedback. There is no output
capacitor; the output is DC-coupled, servocircuits being used to minimize DC offset, and
the output impedance is an unusually high
3000 ohms. This limits the permissible length
of output interconnects to about 30' of standard shielded cable or 50' of low-capacitance
(15pF/foot) cable, which is hardly asevere
limitation. (Either of these lengths will knock
20kHz down by 1dB.)
All circuit boards are made of DuPont 'Mon,
which is claimed to have dielectric properties
second only to polypropylene for audio applications. (It is the poor dielectric properties
of most circuit-board materials which accounts for the oft-told stories of circuit designs
which sound great when connected with wire
and lousy when is duplicated onto apcb.)
The TF -12's power supply uses an improved
version of Berning's unique "switcher" technology, here called a "Resonant Regulated
Power Conversion System." Instead of using
the 60Hz power source straight, it is rectified
and chopped to produce a70IcHz pulse stream,
which greatly simplifies several other design
elements. The "power transformers" can be
made much smaller because they are handling
arelatively high frequency; the power-supply
storage capacitors get recharged 140,000 times
asecond instead of 120 times, and there are no
stray hum fields to foul the sound. All tube
heaters are DC-powered, and are run at a
Stereophile, July 1988

slightly reduced voltage to greatly extend tube

TF -12 is unique, too. It is rotatable through a

life. (My TF -10 never needed tubes during the

full 360°, with no physical stop points. One full

four years Iused it.)
The TF -12 is claimed to be adual mono

change, and it takes five revolutions in either

design because there are separate storage
capacitor banks, but this is not what is usually

direction to span the 80dB range of attenuation settings. The knob operates an optical

thought of as dual mono. Dual mono means
total channel isolation, from the AC line on.

"encoder," which tells the digital controller
how many y
16 -revolution increments it has
rotated through, and in which direction. Even

Asingle power supply for both channels does

revolution of the knob causes 16dB of level

not qualify, no matter how well it is regulated

more unusual, the same control serves for

or isolated. Let's keep our terminology straight
here, people!

volume and channel-balance adjustment, the
function selectable by anearby toggle switch.
Flipping this up causes the knob to adjust

This preamp is unique in that it does not
contain asingle potentiometer. Volume and

balance, in the ergonomically correct direc-

channel balance are achieved by means of two

tion; that is, rotating the knob clockwise
lowers the left channel while raising the right.

digitally controlled matrices of electronically switchable resistors. (Each resistor can be

Unlike the volume-control function, though,

connected to ground via adiscrete bipolar

the channel balance function affects the chan-

transistor.) One of these matrices, using four
different-value shunt resistors which can each

nels alternately rather than simultaneously. As
you rotate the knob slowly, one channel changes

be connected to ground, is located at the in-

in level by 1dB while the other remains un-

put to the high-level section; the other, with

changed. Further rotation in the same direction changes the other channel by ldB in the

seven different resistors, precedes the preamp's
output stage. All high-level inputs pass through
avoltage divider consisting of a20k series
resistor and a39k resistor to ground, with their

opposite direction. This allows for exquisitely
fine balance adjustment, yet when the switch
is returned to its Volume position, the same

junction feeding the first array of four switch-

balance settings are once again maintained

able resistors. The second array of seven has
asimilar configuration. When acertain amount

through the entire range of volume settings.

of volume change is required, different com-

attractive is that it is anatural for remote opera-

What makes this arrangement all the more

binations of resistors are switched in or out by

tion. The usual way of remotely controlling in-

the transistor switches, which are controlled

cremental parameters like volume and channel

by external voltage sources. Although there are

balance is by means of VCAs—voltage-con-

only 11 switchable resistors in each channel,

trolled amplifiers, in which abias voltage is
varied to change the gain of the amplifying

by selecting different combinations of them
it is possible to achieve again-control range

device. The problem with VCAs is that their

of 80dB in ldB increments, and to maintain

changing parameters affect their distortion as

channel balance within ldB over that entire
80dB range. On the other hand, channel bal-

well as their amplification. The more you turn

ance can be adjusted in the same fashion, and

rise. To date, though, the only alternative to
VCAs has been to use the remote control to

remain constant at the new setting through as
much of that range as is still available at either
end. (With one channel higher than the other,
it will "bump" the wide-open point before the
other. If the volume is increased further, the
gain of the two channels will start to "slip,"
relative to one another, until at the full setting,
both channels will have the same gain again.)

them down, the more their distortion tends to

operate asmall bidirectional motor which
rotates aconventional volume control. This
has no more effect on the sound than the control would anyway, but it is hardly what one
would consider an elegant solution. Beming's
is. In fact, it is the first truly innovative development in the control of analog signal level since

show decibels of attenuation in each channel,

the less successful (for audio, anyway) VCA
came along. My hat is off to David Berning—

from 0(full up) to -79 (fully down), making

this is brilliant design!a

Two front-panel alphanumeric LED arrays

it alead-pipe cinch to return later to any setting or combination of settings.
The front-panel volume control on the
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3The Linn LIU preamp and the Mission PCM7000 CD player
use switched-resistor remote volume controls similar to the
Deming's, although both these use MOSFETS to accomplish
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The TF -12's remote unit has adiamond-

sound did not change during the ensuing 12

shaped array of four buttons, for volume Up

hours of listening, but it was evident from the

and Down and balance Left and Right, and a

start that something was amiss with the left

small red LED adjacent to them lights up when

channel. It had significantly more hiss than the

any button is depressed, to show that the unit

right, and produced rather pronounced clicks

is transmitting. The remote also has afeature
the preamp itself lacks: aMute On and Off.

each time its attenuation incremented through
a10dB point, as well as slight clicks between

There's even aMute Status indication: A row

all increments above -10dB. At full gain, the

of small red dots lights up under the preamp's

muted rushing noise was formidably loud, but

LED array when Mute is on.

at normal listening levels with analog discs, the

The remote behaves unusually, too. To begin

noise was well below the disc surface noise.

with, it's the only one I've ever encountered

(The other channel was dead quiet at full
volume.) Inotified Berning of the problems

that has awindow of useful operating distances.
With other infra-red remotes, maximum dis-

and he agreed to send me asecond sample,

tance is the only limitation; you can get as
close to the main unit as you wish. But the

which has still not arrived as of this writing,

TF -12's controller won't work if you get it less

enough at normal listening levels, though, that

than about 6 feet from the receiving sensor
(located between the LED readouts). It seems
the receiver goes into overload, and ignores

Ifelt it would not compromise my listening
tests, so Iproceeded. 4

the incoming signal. Beming's remote system
also has aform of error-correction built into

sound was its incredible liquidity. There is no

it (for reasons which escape me), and this requires that the sensor receive three bursts of
the same command before it responds. You
don't have to press the button three times; just

five days later. The noise was unobtrusive

The first thing Inoticed about the TF -12's
spurious texturing whatsoever; the sound has
all the limpid clarity of adewdrop in the morning sun. It reproduces an impressively wide,
spacious soundstage, while stage depth and
front-to-back perspectives are rendered as

holding it down causes the signal to keep

well as from any preamp I've ever heard. But

repeating. But because of the required triple

unfortunately (sigh!), it isn't perfect.

redundancy, it takes amoment for the preamp

Beming's literature supplied with the TF-12

to respond to any remote command. You can't

makes a strong point of the preamplifier's
neutrality. Ibeg to disagree My first and subse-

just tap abutton and expect it to respond;
it won't.
Equipment used for my listening tests in-

quently enduring impression was that it
sounded somewhat "tubey." Listening to the

cluded the Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge in the

line section only, Ifound the bass to be slightly

Well-Tempered Arm, the SOTA Star Sapphire

emphasized, the midrange slightly forward and

turntable, aSony CDP-705 ESD CD player, a

very alive-sounding, and the treble definitely
on the soft side—albeit beautifully sweet and

Revox A-77 15ips open-reel tape deck, the
Threshold SA-1 power amplifiers, and Sound
Lab A-3 full-range electrostatic speakers. Audio

musical. Lower-midrange instruments were
reproduced with great power and naturalness,

interconnects were Monster M1000s, speaker

and massed violins were smooth and silky,

cables were MIT Music Hose, and the listen-

even if deficient in guttiness. There was much

ing room is extensively treated with ASC Tube

in the way of delicacy at the top, but little
airiness or openness. Cymbals were ashade

Traps. Program material was some of my own
tapes, and CDs and analog discs from Sheffield, Opus 3, lèlarc, and Reference Recordings.
My review sample TF -12 was allowed a
48-hour quiescent warrnup before testing. The

deficient in sheen, triangles were shy of their
usual razor-sharp attack, and that last bit of
gustiness from bowed strings was absent.
With the phono preamp in-circuit, the bass
and treble colorations were more pronounced.

the switching. And a DIY preamp design from my ex.
colleague Ivor Humphreys, published in HFN/RR in 1980. used
a32-stcp volume control implemented mainly with switched
series resistors (though this used op-amps as the gain devices
rather than tubes and CMOS chips as the switches). What is
ingenious about the Berning design is both the way it uses
ilISI IIshunt and 4series resistors to obtain 80 identical steps
and the fact that the audio signal does not travel through the
shunt resistor,: and their associated transistor switches. —JA
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Through the high-level section, the LF heavi-

4 The replacement TF -I2 arrived the day after Ifinished this
review, Both channels were as quiet as the right channel had
been on the first
and the level-switching clicks were
now negligible, but the sound of the second sample was no
different from that of the first.
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ness and HF softness were relatively slight;
when the bypass test included the phono

down at 50kHz, Ifail to see how the TF -12

preamplifier stages, the colorations were

of cable on the outputs, so Icouldn't attribute

judged to be about twice as severe, which is
to say quite noticeable. But the bass heaviness
did not extend to the midbass, which is unusual

the softness to cable rolloff. (I rarely measure
the frequency response of products any more;
even five years ago, not one ever failed to meet

for tubed components, and the lows had
superb detail and heft—again, something
rarely heard from tubes. In fact, heaviness or

that spec.) As for the fulsome low end, Ican
only speculate that it relates to somehow-

not, the TF -1 had by far the best low-bass per
formance of any tubed (or hybridized) preamp

can be more of achallenge with tubes than

Ihave heard.

ages and currents involved.

With the Well-Tempered Arm, the LF emphasis had one positive result: For the first
time, the low end from analog discs was
deeper and stronger than that from CDs. A
quick look at the schematic showed why:
there is apparently no low-end turnover at
50Hz where the RIAA characteristic calls for

could have either, and Iwas only using 1meter

inadequate power-supply regulation, which
transistors because of the much higher voltIt must be emphasized that these deviations
from absolute neutrality are very slight
through the line inputs and only moderately
noticeable from phono sources. This is,
overall, asuperb-sounding preamp; it's just not
as neutral as some others, such as the
Threshold FET-10, which is priced in the same
ballpark as the Beming. Since the TF -12 is not

the bass boost to cease Iwould hesitate, though,
to recommend the TF-I2 for use with the SME

entirely without coloration, it must join the

V arm, because that does not need any LF

ranks of the many which Ican strongly recom-

augmentation. When Itried it, with the same
cartridge Iuse now, bass from black discs had

mend only on the basis of apersonal audition.

as much heft as CDs. With the TF -12, Idoubt

that tubes still do best, the Beming TF -12 will
probably be exactly what you're looking for.

if Icould live with the result.

If you're attuned to and admire the things

Icannot explain these colorations. A soft

If, on the other hand, you seek the best of

high end usually indicates extremely low

both the tube and solid-state worlds, you may

distortion along with adrooping HF response
or aphase lag through the upper middle range,

as they are, to be less than satisfying.

find the tubey qualities of this preamp, slight
$

or both. With an upper-range spec of 1dB

THE THREEPENNY OPERA
Thomas J. Norton reviews budget British loudspeakers
British Fidelity MC-2. Two-way ducted-port loudspeaker. Drive-units: R75" bass-mid, 1" metaldome tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Frequency response: 58kHz-18kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms (7 ohms min.). Amplifier requirements: 20W
min. recommended. Dimensions: 19" H by 10" W by 11" D. Weight: not specified (est. 20 lbs
each). Finish: black vinyl. Price: $595/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer:
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OTF, UK. US
Distributor: RCS Audio International, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW, Washington, DC 20007.
Tel: (202) 342-0400.
Heybrook 0.5. Two-way sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 6.5" paper-cone bass-mid, 0.5"
hard-dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Frequency response: 44Hz-20kHz, +3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 10W min. Dimensions: 15" H by 9" W by 9" D. Weight: 16 lbs each. Finish: black textured vinyl. Price: $280/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd., Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon, UK. US Distributor D'Ascanio Audio, 11450 Overseas Highway. Marathon.
FL 33050. Tel: (305) 743-7130.
Goodmans Maxim 2. Two-way ducted-port loudspeaker. Drive-units: 45" paper-coned bass-mid,
Stereophile, July 1988

0.5" plastic-dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: not specified. Frequency range: 65Hz-20kHz
(wall-mounted, deviation not specified). Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms.
Amplifier requirements: 15W min., 70W max. Dimensions: 10" H by 7" W by 7" D. Weight: not
specified (est. 8lbs each). Finish: black vinyl. Price: $245/pair. Matching stands: $109/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 21. Manufacturer: Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited, 2Marples
Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant, Hampshire, P09 1JS, UK. US Distributor: Goodmans, 1225
17th Street, Suite 1430, Denver, CO 80202. Tel: (303) 293-9737.
The allusion in the title of this piece may be

pointed out before) in asmall room. None of

abit obscure, but according to my New Penguin Dictionary of Music (terrific for break-

Goodmans (the only true mini-speaker of the

ing writer's block when searching for ahead-

group), sounded uncomfortable trying to fill

line), Kurt Weill's opera of the same title is a

alarge space at reasonably realistic levels. All

modernization of The Beggar's Opera. It's an

were of moderate sensitivity—in the same
ballpark as the three reviewed last month (with

apt lead-in to my invasion this month of the
Cheapskate's territory (sorry, Sammy T).

the three loudspeakers here, not even the tiny

the Goodmans bringing up the rear by acou-

Two kinds of manufacturers serve the lowprice end of the loudspeaker market: those try-

ple of dB), and none appeared to offer loading

ing to make abuck and those trying to make

able to handle them. All were of decent con-

music. All three of the loudspeakers in this
survey (and, in fact, all of those in my last two

struction, although one of the Goodmanses
seemed noticeably less solid on the "knuckle-

surveys) appear to fall into the latter camp. But
there's areal challenge in producing avery
low-cost loudspeaker, and it becomes doubly

prisingly, used any type of sealing gasket on
their woofers to prevent air leaks, but I've

difficult when faced, as all three of these are,

problems; any competent amplifier should be

rap test" than the other. None of the three, sur-

the "import penalty." Products from the UK

recently discovered that neither does the B&W
801F Matrix; maybe weather stripping is expensive in the UK.

(especially) ,seem, typically, to double in price
by the time they reach our market. Iwould

tests was as last time: Cal Audio Labs Aria CD

like, up front, to commend British Fidelity and

player, Klyne SK-5A preamp, Luxman PD-300/

with the additional challenge in overcoming

The associated equipment used in these

their distributor, in particular, for their pric-

ET II/Monster Alpha 2 turntable system,

ing of the MC-2. It costs just abit under $500/

Aragon 4004 power amp, and Monster interconnects and speaker wire (M-1000, Interlink

pair (in its home market) when you delete the
15% British Value Added Tax (which is not
levied on exports). In that light, the US price

Reference A, and M-1). All abit pricey for this
class of loudspeaker (and more power than

of $595 is remarkable. Heybrook does nearly as well with the Point Five (just under

you ought to consider for full-time use with
them), but chosen to minimize possible nega-

$200/pair in the UK, $280 in the US). Good-

tive contributions from the rest of the system.
Note, however, the comments by JA and LA in

mans has amore typical ratio (about $130/pair
there, $245 here). These pricing policies,
especially in the first two instances, permit

Vol.11 No.5 on using expensive electronics
with modest loudspeakers—although the

these products to slug it out with the home-

nearly 20:1 ratio (at worst) here may be abit

grown variety at very competitive price points.

more than they had in mind!

Iwas ready to move the auditioning of these
loudspeakers to asmaller listening room if they

Ihad afew things to say last time about the
stands and placement used in the evaluation

appeared to be lost in my larger, normal listen-

of the loudspeakers assessed then; the same

ing environment. They did not, although in
the cases of the Heybrook and the Goodmans

comments apply here. The stand used was a

you might expect abit more low-end output

Hercules), spiked and sand/lead-shot loaded.

(although a more uneven one, as I have

(It was, by the way, a near-perfect match,
cosmetically, to the Heybrook). If you get
nothing else out of this series of reviews, pay

1The Japanese keep their prices down through their large
scale of production. The continental Europeans charge an arrn
and aleg in their own markets for locally produced audio gear
Or so it seemed when Ilived in West Germany from 1982
to 1984.
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24'' model from Chicago Speaker Stands (the

attention here. Don't be afraid to experiment
with placement, even placement which seems
awry. All of these and the last set of three
Stereophile, July 1988

loudspeakers sounded best well out into the
listening room (5'—in my room that's nearly
athird of the way into the room, on the long
wall), with the listener positioned fairly close
to the opposite wall. The latter is the unorthodox part; as Istated last time, sitting too close
to arear wall is generally arecipe for sonic
failure due to reflections from the wall; Igot
away with it because I was sitting on a
shoulder- (not ear-) high, overstuffed couch.
This placement generated, on the best of the
loudspeakers, asuperb soundstage with sometimes stunning depth. It may or may not work
in your room, but do experiment. Ihave also
found that the high stands (higher than most
manufacturers use for their own, dedicated
stands) consistently and significantly enhance
the openness and overall sonic balance Again,
don't be afraid to move things around. You
might just find qualities in your present speakers you didn't know they possessed, and
decide you don't need new speakers after all!
(Visions of avast collective wince from all the

British Fidelity MCS2 loudspeaker

loudspeaker speaker manufacturers out there.)

British Fidelity MC-2:
$595/pair

horizon 2:cabinet by particle board (with
roughly finished rear edges), finish by vinyl

British Fidelity (or Musical Fidelity, as they are

wrap, cone bass-mid and dome tweeter fac-

called in their native UK) has been known in

ing front and center (well, almost, as we shall

the past primarily for their electronics, especial-

see). The only obvious identifying features are

ly their small class-A A-1 and A-100 integrated
amplifiers. Now they've introduced two

the Day-Glo blue stripes and logo on the front

loudspeakers, the MC-2 (tonight's first topic)

baffle trumpeting "Musical Fidelity MC-2"
(they may have changed their name for the US

and the larger, more expensive MC-4.

market, but not their cabinet logo).

Apparently Martin Colloms, reviewer and

But acloser inspection tells agreat deal

contributor to this and other magazines, made

more. The rear panel is inset slightly into the

asignificant contribution to the design of both
the MC-2 and the MC-4 (now you know what
the MC stands for!). Idon't know exactly how

cabinet (said to improve rigidity), the front
panel nearly flush to reduce diffraction. Dual
sets of inputs, all five-way binding posts, are

to approach this situation, except that it's not

provided on the rear for optional bi-wiring

exactly asecret in the industry that MC has

(virtually unheard-of in aspeaker of this price).

considerable experience (and expertise) in

The rear-firing port is filled with aplug of

loudspeaker engineering and that he set the
baseline for the British Fidelity loudspeaker

foam damping material (which was not

designs [but not any of their electronic prod-

secured into place but kept wanting to slide
in or out at atouch). Back up front, afoam

ucts—Ed.]. Ithink it only fair to state up front

grille is provided (a low-diffraction design)

that Ihave met Martin only once—a pleasant

with aslightly more subdued design than the

dinner conversation at a pre-Summer CES

naked baffle, but Istill auditioned British

(1987) Stereophile staff get-together, and feel
able to impartially judge the MC-2 on its own

Fidelity in its birthday suit (and even grew

merits.
On casual inspection, the MC-2 resembles

somewhat attached to its 1131cyo-by-blue-neon
visage). The tweeter is rebated flush with the
front panel and mounted slightly offset from

any one of anumber of superficially similar
boxes which stretch for miles and miles to the
Stereophile, July 1988

2I've been reviewing too many small loudspeakers lately!
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dead center (the pair is mirror-imaged). This

music ebbs and flows) and in agiven slice of

offset is another anti-diffraction ploy. It doesn't

time, as various instruments make their varying

prevent diffraction, but spreads it over time

contributions to the overall mix. Unlike many
loudspeakers, the HF of the MC-2 blended,

(while reducing its magnitude) because of the
different travel time from the tweeter to each

chameleon-like, into whatever form the pro-

baffle edge. In setting up, the MC-2s were con-

gram required. No tweeter does everything,

figured with the mirror-imaged tweeters

however, and if the MC-2's has aweakness, it's
in its ability to let it rip when the music re-

toward the inside, which (though intuitively
"wrong") is usually the best way to orient offset HF drivers. 3
Inside, the complex, eight-element crossover is split into separate sections for the

quires it. Some loudspeakers want to do this
all the time, and get in trouble for it. This one,
while unfailingly detailed, does tend to remain
polite, to soften the edge when (but only

woofer and tweeter—carrying the bi-wire

when) an edge should be there. It also seems

concept to its logical, final step. Solid-core

just abit reticent in the uppermost octave But,

wire is used for internal hook-up. Although

overall, the high-frequency reproduction of
the MC-2 is, in my opinion, right up there with

most of the well-braced cabinet is composed
of particle board, the front panel is MDF
(medium-density fiberboard), considered by

that of any other dome-type tweeter in current production. 3

many to be superior to particle board for

It would be worthy of banner headlines if

loudspeaker enclosures but, Ibelieve, more ex-

the performance of the British Fidelity through

pensive and more difficult to work with.

the rest of the audible range equalled its HF
response. It did not. But neither was it disappointing in aloudspeaker of this price At the

The MC-2's woofer seems decent enough—
polypropylene cone and all that—but the real
story here is its I" metal- (aluminum-) dome

low end, there was apalpable and convincing

tweeter. This is the same (or virtually the same)
device" being used by TDL, by Monitor Audio

illusion of deep bass, although no real extension into the bottom octave-and-a-half. Organ

in their top-of-the-line R852MD and R952MD,

had afeeling of real weight (though without
genuine, gut-wrenching reach), and percussive

and by new British manufacturer Acoustic
Energy in a new, very expensive mini-

bass had impact. But the overall low end of the

speaker—the AE-1—first referred to in these

MC-2 did have atendency to warmth and soft-

pages by JA in his Mark Levinson review in

ness depending, to acertain extent, on the pro-

Vol.11 No.5, and previewed in "Pure Gold"

gram material. CD reproduction was, in general,

next month. The MC-2 is the least expensive

tighter, leaner, and cleaner, from the low bass
through the lower midrange, than that from

loudspeaker Iknow of currently using this
tweeter. And that, dear readers, is definitely
newsworthy.
What we have in the MC-2 is anear-stateof-the-art dome tweeter combined with a
good, though not exceptional, 8" woofer. That

LP. My current (still being updated) turntable/arm cartridge combo does tend abit
toward warmth, and such aplayer won't get
the best out of the MC-2. Although it had a

much was obvious from the first audition. The

very respectable extension, Iwould describe
the low end of this loudspeaker as moderately

high end proved to be exceptional, with a

warmer than neutral and slightly soft, rather

remarkable transparency. Equally important,

than taut and punchy.

it rendered fine graduations of HF detail in an

Midrange perspective appeared to be just

utterly natural fashion. Live music is never
either totally bright or totally subdued, but

slightly forward of neutral. Some blurring was

varies in an almost continuous fashion between these two extremes both in time (as the

audible on what appeared to be the upper portion of the woofer's response, especially evident as some loss of definition on complex,
large-scale program material. There was an oc-

3It is claimed (a claim Ifirst became aware of through the
writings of one Irving M. "Bud" Fried in describing his then
IMF Elearonics line of British transmission-line loudspeakers)
that such an orientation "skews" the dispersion toward the
center, away from nearby walls and the image-confusion
reflections from the same causes.
4The tweeter is aMonitor Audio &sip manufactured by ELIc
(UK). See "Manufacturers Comments" in this issue.
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casionally (though not consistently) detectable
5JA has indicated that it may be somewhat fragile. Ididn't
find that to be the C2SC, but I'm na hard on loudspeakers, having never, to my recollection, blown adriver of any description. It certainly is not as rugged as. say, the Dynaudio
tweeters.
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discontinuity between the very detailed and

of my observations were made in the normal

fast tweeter and the typical, slower bass-mid.

mode.

The nearly 8" woofer appeared to be reaching
to mesh sonically with the metal-dome

Once again—superb tweeter, decent but
somewhat "slower" woofer. Excellent value.

tweeter. It made it, but the effort was audible

The MC-2s' most obvious competition is the

as aslightly less than seamless response. But

Spica TC-50, which sells for almost the same

boxy colorations, with the usually attendant
honk and nasality, were very low.
The MC-2 demonstrated an effective, convincing soundstage Depth was well-developed.

price and also requires good stands and freespace mounting for best results. It's been a
long time since Ihave heard subwooferless

Of the loudspeakers I have reviewed in

as the MC-2s. On the other hand, the Spicas

Stereopbile, only the Epos 14 beat the MC-2

had atauter, leaner, less warm sound and a

Spicas, but they definitely did not go as deep

in its rendition of the depth and general three-

more open, coherent, seamless upper mid-

dimensional milling about in the cave in the
first cut of Andreas Vollenweider's Caverna

range. The MC-2s move up to pass the TC-50s
in high-end cleanness and reproduction of

Magica (CBS CD 37827); the same may be said

subtle detail. Soundstaging would be atough

for the layering and general detail of the

call without being able to compare the two

superbly recorded audience sing-along on
"The Leaving of Liverpool" from 7ivo Gentle-

side-by-side. Isuspect the Spicas may have the

men Folk (Telarc CD-84401).
The general balance of the MC-2s—sweet

but Iwould not bet money on it. Different
strengths, different tradeoffs. It's also your

yet detailed highs, reasonably extended and

decision which balance of virtues best fits

edge there (it is, after all, their particular glory),

slightly warm bass—made it especially attrac-

your expectations in amodestly priced loud-

tive for reproduction of classical music, even

speaker. I'll say one thing: the MC-2, like the

of the reasonably large-scale variety. Strings

TC-50, deserves the best associated equipment

were sweet, and brass had effective weight.
But Ialso found it to be effective on popular

you can mate it with. It might then prove to
be aloudspeaker you'll find easy to live with

material, at least of the less than heavy-metal

until your audio ship comes in.

variety. "Caislean Oir" from Claruiad's Macalla
(RCA LP NFLI-8063) and "Dimensions" from
Patrick O'Heam's Between 73vo Wbrlds (Private
Music 2017-1-P) had adepth and soundspace
which, while undoubtedly studio artifacts,
were stunningly effective nonetheless. Paul
Simon's Graceland (Warner Bros. LP 25447-1)

Heybrook Point Five:
$280/pair
Readers of the British audio press are likely to
be familiar with Heybrook. A relatively small,

and Simply Red's Picture Book (Elektra LP 9

UK-based loudspeaker manufacturer, they
have marketed their products in the US for

60452-1) were, through the MC-2s, much

several years, making little fanfare but appar-

sweeter and less tizzy than they have sounded
to me on other occasions with other loud-

ently enjoying modest success. Chief designer

speakers. And while all four of these analog

Peter Comeau was once (10 years ago) a
mainstay of Hi -Fi Answers' reviewing staff.

discs exhibited the slight warmth alluded to

The Point Five is the latest addition to their line

earlier, at no time was it more than amild

and is, by aconsiderable margin, their least ex-

distraction.

pensive model.

Isee that Ihaven't yet touched on bi-wiring.
Iwasn't entirely happy with its results through
these loudspeakers; there was an additional in-

The Point Five is arelatively straightforward
design. A 6.5' paper-coned, bass-mid driver
(made by Elac, UK) crosses over to a 0.5'

crease of warmth and asubtle loss of HF detail.

tweeter at about 3kHz, the latter an Audax

But it may have been simply abalance shift

design with a custom Heybrook diffusion

due to my use of dissimilar wire (see my

plate. A capacitor and padding resistors on the

review of the Snell Q in June-1 used the same
wire here: Monster M-1 on top, Esoteric Audio
on the bottom). In any event, the option is

is driven full-range). The only unique feature
is in the design and construction of the sealed-

tweeter form the only crossover (the woofer

there for the trying; but you don't have to bi-

box enclosure. Most inexpensive loudspeaker

wire to get the results Ireceived, since most

cabinets are constructed by forming the top,
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Internal wiring is solid-core, and the external five-way binding posts, while not goldplated, are among the best I've seen; the holes
in the posts are big enough for the heaviest
wire likely to be used with this class of loudspeaker, and the mounting-post caps can be
removed completely to provide easy access to
the posts. The supplied grilles are constructed
of round metal rods with lightweight, slipover
cloth and appear to be designed for very little diffraction. Istill did all of my listening with
them removed. Even in the buff, the driveunits look more expensive than they probably are.
With an "economy" loudspeaker you hope
for a reasonably listenable, nonirritating
sound—a sound that will get in the way of the
music as little as possible. The Point Fives comfortably deliver what is expected of them, and
Heybrook 0.5 loudspeaker
bottom, and sides of one long piece of material, usually particle board, which is veneered
or (more usually) vinyl-finished. A milling

more.
If asmall loudspeaker per se necessitates
sacrifices in low-end extension, what about
an inexpensive small loudspeaker? While I
recognize that there is awhole world out there

across this board where the corners will be

that thinks $280 is alot of money for apair of
loudspeakers, the fact remains that in the context of loudspeakers normally reviewed in

(cutting completely through the particle board
but not the veneer/vinyl). Straight-sided

economy model. So it will come as no surprise

grooves are also routed, perpendicular to the
V grooves, for the front and back baffle and

that it doesn't exactly rattle the windows, or
even flutter your trouser legs. On most pro-

perhaps an internal brace or two. The latter are

gram material it sounds decidedly lean. Mid-

machine is programmed to cut "V grooves"

these pages, the Point Five is definitely an

put in place, the whole liberally slathered in

bass is also abit reticent; male voice and in-

glue and the grooved front, back, and sides

struments with substantial energy in this
region sound abit thinned out. But, in com-

(now held together in one piece only by the
flexible veneer or vinyl) are literally wrapped
around the front and back. Heybrook takes a

pensation, the entire low end is clean and taut,
never boomy or flabby. And the bottom end

slightly different tack with the Point Five. The
front, back, and sides form the V-grooved,

off more slowly in the bass than aported box

particle-board carcass, the top and bottom are

(although its overall low-frequency limit may

is not entirely absent. A sealed enclosure rolls

separate sheets of I" Medite. Heybrook claims

often be higher), and atight, open midbass

that this is more difficult to do, but results in
amore rigid structure. It is not exactly clear to

(which the Heybrook possesses) allows a
loudspeaker to make the best use of its avail-

me why this should be so, assuming that the

able response in the lowest octaves by not

baffle and rear panel are properly glued into

masking it. Push it hard enough and the Point
Five will deliver more low end without ob-

place using the usual technique, but it does
result in an agreeably unique-looking cabinet,

vious distortion than you might expect from

finished off in an attractive textured black vinyl
(not your usual vinyl wood-grain simulation).

abox of this size. Organ may be missing the
deep and near-deep pedal which provides

The Point Five definitely looks more expen-

much of its power to move one emotionally,
but sufficient weight remains to flesh out the

sive than the typical budget loudspeaker,
which may be more than enough justification
(from amarketing viewpoint) for the new construction technique.
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instrument and make musical sense of the proceedings. The same goes for string and percussive bass.
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The Heybrooks also have asurprising ability
to play loud, even with material with strong
low-frequency content. (This isn't entirely surprising; asealed-box woofer is less sensitive
to extreme LF garbage in the program than a
ducted-port system.) That may not be an unmixed blessing; it might encourage playback
levels which put the loudspeaker at risk. Iad-

to of late), and announced their presence just
abit too enthusiastically. The slightly bright
high end made the Heybrooks sound airy and
open, but without the genuine transparency
of more costly designs. The midrange was
slightly boxy and laid-back. None of this was
as serious as you might expect. The good news
is that the Heybrooks have abalance (and a

mit that Iwas on constant lookout for signs of

balance of virtues) that will likely appeal to a

woofer distress when playing organ or drum

wide spectrum of audiophiles, even the im-

recordings at room-filling (but hardly cata-

pecunious. Yes, that high end was slightly
bright and dry, but it wasn't hard. The mid-

clysmic) levels with ahigher power amplifier
than should normally be used with asystem

range may have been abit boxy, but the col-

such as this. To the Heybrooks' credit, they

oration was by no means obvious or distracting;

took the whole affair in better stride than Idid.

in fact, it compared very favorably with any

But, knowing the type of playback levels pur-

of the small loudspeakers Ihave reviewed in

sued by many audiophiles (levels higher than
Ifavor, although my listening proclivities have

the past several months.
The overall balance presented by the Hey-

been known to irritate non-audiophile friends,
relatives, and neighbors!), Ifeel bound to point

brooks is, in fact, avery typical "audiophile"
sound—lean lows, laid-back mids, and a

out that the Point Fives do not seem designed

slightly tipped-up (but never offensive) high

for abuse; the drivers do not look as rugged

end. There are good reasons to criticize such

as they sound. Ivery likely approached their
limits. Still, Iwas impressed by their apparent

abalance, but in aloudspeaker in this price
range it's defensible. A lean low end at least

dynamic capabilities.

avoids aboomy, uncontrolled bottom two oc-

But the Heybrooks are unlikely to satisfy

taves, and "opens up" the sound somewhat

bass or SPL freaks. Since Heybrook recom-

(giving an illusory but appealing sense of

mends a near-wall position with the Point

transparency). Alaid-back midrange minimizes

Fives, Ifelt that experimentation with this
placement was called for. Moving them, with

the audibility of colorations in this area. The
combination unfortunately entails asacrifice

stands, close to the rear wall proved, in my

in the natural weight and drive of much

room, to be astep in the wrong direction.

musical program material, resulting in (as it

There was asmall degree of lift in the low end,
but it was obtained with asacrifice in mid- and

does here) asmaller scale and less forceful
presentation.

upper-bass clarity. Soundstaging was definitely
degraded, and highs were less smooth. Dif-

It is very difficult to design apunchy, deep
low end and gutsy midrange, even where price

ferent rooms might produce better results; in

is less of an obstacle. To attempt to do so in an

mine the original placement proved, on

economy model often creates atechnicolored

balance, to be the best one.

parody of the real thing. The Heybrook avoids

So the bass was clean and taut as far as it

that trap, and its slightly elevated top end part-

went, which was abit farther than you might
expect but hardly enough to call to mind the

ly compensates for the lack of genuine transparency and transient speed in inexpensive

midnight cry of Paul Revere. What of the re-

cone and dome drivers. Granted, we want it

mainder of the frequency range? What of

all, but at this price you just can't have it. Make

soundstaging? There is, of course, more to

no mistake, we're talking about departures

musical life than pipe organs and bass drums,

from accuracy, but at this price point the ques-

as desirable as those may be. Deep bass is the
most expensive commodity in aloudspeaker,

tion is not whether or not we make sacrifices, but which ones. The Point Five's trade-

and the first thing to be sacrificed in economy

offs are, Ifeel, well-chosen and intelligent.
Although the Heybrooks never totally disap-

designs. Higher up the frequency band, the
tradeoffs, while still evident, were less obvious.
The highs were abit fizzy (largely in comparison with the smooth, clean response of
the metal-dome tweeters Ihave been exposed
Stereophile, July 1988

peared into the soundspace (that slightly bright
high end appeared to be the culprit here) or
developed adepth better than adequate, the
soundstage did have arespectable sense of
99

three-dimensionality. It was short of the best
Ihave auditioned of late, lacking the depth
(and inner detail within that depth) of the Epos
14, the spaciousness of the Snell Q, and the
better qualities of the British Fidelity MC-2.
But it costs one-half to one-quarter the price
of any of those. Idid not feel overwhelmed
with the soundstage of the Point Fives. Neither
did Ifeel cheated. You definitely get more than
you pay for.
Unfortunately, the Heybroolcs are more than
likely to be used with associated equipment
which will not realize their full potential. That
slightly sparkling but moderately elevated upper octave won't respond well to cheap, bright
electronics or tipped-up, slightly misaligned
or (worse) mistracking cartridges. I'm also not
sure of the intended marketplace for the Point
Fives. They have alot going for them, as Ihave
indicated, but the fact remains that the required tradeoffs in this very low end of the
market are significant. The improvements
available by holding on until you can afford

Goodmans Maxim 2loudspeaker

another two, or, even better, three hundred
dollars per pair may well be worth the wait to
amajority of our readers. You need only compare them with the MC-2 (reviewed here) or
the Spica TC-50 to understand what Imean.
But, he

just might make them the oldest loudspeaker
manufacturer still in existence (if anyone else
claims otherwise, speak up). They don't claim
to have been manufacturing loudspeakers

you need sounds now, or the pros-

since that time (they were probably into

pect of saving up another three hundred
bucks or so is depressing and it's likely to take
all year. Or Aunt Hattie, the family musician

crystals and cat whiskers—I'm pretty certain
the moving-coil loudspeaker had yet to be invented), but they picked up on agood thing

who gives piano and harmonic lessons, deserves

when they saw it, and have been in the

anice present. All good reasons. Iwon't quib-

business ever since. But they have not, for

ble. You have four choices. Find acheaper

some years, produced much that has attracted
serious attention in the audiophile market.

hobby, build your own loudspeakers (rewarding but potentially frustrating), buy used (but
the best of the economy loudspeakers are hard
to find secondhand at areasonable price), or
find acheap but honest pair offering good
value. The Point Fives may not be sonic Nirvana for $39.95, but in several listening sessions with them Inever felt an urgency to
finish up and get on to auditioning "better"

When designer Steve Scaife moved over to
Goodmans from Wharfedale (another company which might lay claim to longevity in the
loudspeaker business), he brought, in his
resume, membership on the design team for
the Wharfedale Diamond, a mini-speaker
which has received agreat deal of favorable attention in the British press, and, apparently,

(inevitably more expensive) loudspeakers. If

in dealer showrooms. Scaife immediately set

the Heybroolcs lacked the ability to raise goose

about designing aloudspeaker for Goodmans

bumps, neither did they seriously detract from

aimed at the same market. There was, in ad-

my enjoyment of the music. They were bet-

dition, astrong precedent at Goodmans for

ter than Iexpected them to be. A lot better.

such asystem. Some time between the in-

Goodmans Maxim 2: $245/pair
If Goodmans' claim in their literature is cor-

troduction of the hula-hoop and the popularity
of the Twist, Goodmans designed one of the
first (perhaps the first) true mini-speaker.

rect (and Ihave no reason to doubt it), they
were t...tablished, in England, in 1925. Which

loudspeaker had aremarkable woofer for its
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Known in this country as the Maximus I, this
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day. In fact, it was alandmark design at least
in principle—a nominal 4" driver with a
radiating diameter of less than 3", a3.5 pound
magnet structure, and afree-air resonance of
45Hz. All that in amarket where anything less
than an 8" driver was considered strictly low fi. It wasn't, apparently, atremendous marketing
success (at least in the US), but ushered in a
slew of mini-woofers in the following decades.
lb my knowledge, however, none ever equalled
its small diameter/large magnet ratio.

tension of the latter. Iused both my standard
well-out-into-the-room positioning for most
of the auditioning, and the 12" recommended
placements to cross-check Goodmans' recommendation. Goodmans' optional stands were
not furnished for the review; Iused my standard 24" Hercules stand from Chicago Speaker
Stands for all of the auditioning.
Auditioned at the recommended 12" from
the rear wall, toed in slightly toward the listening position, the Maxims were rather under-

The subject here, however, is the Maxim 2,

whelming. There was no illusion of deep bass,

Goodmans' current entry in the mini-speaker

and, more importantly, the midbass through
the upper midrange was definitely colored—

derby. There's nothing especially unusual
about the design of this system, certainly
nothing as revolutionary as the original Maximus woofer. The market today is too sophisti-

soft and noticeably blurred and boxy, with a
lack of transient impact (note my comment in

cated and competitive for such abreakthrough

the Point Five review vis a vis the possible
contributions of midbass tautness to the illu-

at the price point of the Maxim 2. 6 The current
model has a4.5" paper-coned woofer and 0.5"

sion of deep bass). Soundstaging was satisfactory in the lateral plane, but depth of field was

hard-plastic dome tweeter. The crossover net-

noticeably foreshortened and two-dimen-

work is first-order on the tweeter, second-

sional—something that experience has taught

order on the woofer. A large capacitor (450uF)

me to expect from near-wall placement. It's
partly an illusion 7 (the visual presence of the

in series with the woofer gives afifth-order
preventing very-low-

wall, beyond which you know there can't be

frequency overloading of the reflex system. My
samples were reasonably well finished in black

any instruments), but partly due to the
presence of avery large structure—the wall

wood-grained vinyl. Rear connections are by
five-way binding posts. The Maxims are also

adding early reflections. All was not entirely

ultrasonic roll-off,

itself—in close proximity to the loudspeakers

available in a powered version—called the

negative, however. Higher up, the midrange

Maxamp—with small, built-in amplifiers at

seemed reasonably well controlled, and the
high-frequency response, while not truly open

$325 /pair. These were not tested.
Goodmans claims that the rear-firing port

and airy, had respectable detail and clarity and,

of the Maxim 2enhances its operation in a

more importantly for abudget model, was

near-wall location, and to that end recommends placement within 12" of awall. Near-

clean and free of fizziness or other distractin£

wall placement will, of course, usually increase
the quantity of low-end output because of
boundary reinforcement, but that should have
nothing to do with the location of the port in
the enclosure; frequencies radiated by the port
should be non-directional. Perhaps they are
relying on some sort of slot-loading between
the rear of the cabinet and the wall surface.
This will vary significantly with the distance;
it is unlikely that aspacing of 12" will have

tendencies. Overall, however, the sound generated by the Maxims in this location was, at
best, listenable and unobtrusive and no larger
in "size" than the size of the loudspeakers
would lead you to expect. Pleasant enough
sound for the casual listening masses, but no
magic for the audiophile on atight budget.
But there's abit more to the story. Iobviously gave up quickly on the near-wall location
and moved the Maxims well out into the room,
with the listening position now back near the

such an effect, and really close placement-1"

far wall as described in the survey introduc-

or so—will detune the enclosure by using the
space between the wall and the port as an ex-

tion. This improved matters significantly.
There was still virtually no deep base—the big

6 The original Maximus Isold for around $120/pair. That
doesn't sound like much, but in those days agood, full-sized
bookshelf model (such as the AR2a) would run you around
$200/pair, and atop-of-the-line cartridge (probably aShure)
less than $50.
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7Depth, and stereo itself, are of course illusions. But I'm not
about to get into adiscussion of that paradox!
8 Goodmans intended to announce asubwoofcr for this
system at SCES '88, which will have occurred by the time you
read this.
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drum on KODO (Sheffield Labs CD-KODO)

special. Given their expectations, they are

sounded like asliver of its 700-pound self But

unlikely to be disappointed.

the woofers of the Maxims at least didn't bottom or distort trying to reproduce it at a

Overall Conclusion

reasonably (large) room-filling level. Midbass
was significantly improved relative to the near-

Two of these loudspeakers ought to be added

wall location, the blur and coloration decided-

to your shortlist if you are searching in the
economy end of the market. The Heybrook

ly reduced (though far from eliminated, unfor-

Point Five makes necessary compromises to

tunately). The midbass was, surprisingly, slight-

keep the price low, but Ifound the tradeoffs

ly warm rather than lean in this near-free-

to be well chosen, the balance in line with the

space mounting position, but there was still
alack of real definition. The plucked double-

preferences of many audiophiles, and the fit,

bass running up and down the scale at the

finish, and appearance to be above the level
expected at the price Not astunning presenta-

beginning of "Tiden Bara Gar" on Test Record

tion, but definitely a competent one. But

1, Deptb of Image (Opus 3CD 7900) varied in

watch out for bright-sounding ancillaries!

clarity from one note to the next. "Innsbruck,"

The MC-2 does some things astonishingly

on the same disc, demonstrated alack of inner detailing within the chorus, especially the

well (HF performance), others less well (mid-

male section. And, as often happens, the

range coherency and detail near the top of the
woofer's range), and most others competently

reduction of mid- and upper-bass energy

(LF foundation). It equals overall, in my estima-

generated in the new setup made the midrange

tion, the Spica TC-50, its most obvious com-

and HF colorations of the Maxim more obvious, including afair amount of bœdness and
atrace of hardness in the brightness (lower tre-

petitor, but presents adifferent set of virtues.
And the things it does best are so well done

ble) region Ihad not noted before. But the
Opus 3test disc also demonstrated quite clearly that the Maxims, in the near-free-space
positioning, developed areasonable (if still
slightly small-scale) soundstage with more
depth than before (though they remained

that an audition is mandatory if you're in the
market anywhere near this price range—even
if you ultimately find that its weaknesses don't
mesh with your psyche With the MC-2, avoid
matching with overly warm-sounding associated components.
That leaves the Goodmans Maxim 2, acom-

slightly foreshortened in the front-to-back

petent performer in its niche, but one that 1

dimension). The top octave remained clean (if
slightly lacking in openness) and nonabrasive.

find difficult to recommend to the serious

Now Istop beating around the bush and tell

audiophile readership of this magazine They

you what Ireally think. Ihave reviewed the
Maxim based on its possible interest to serious,

were easy to listen to, however (if you aren't
too critical), and may find ause in amodest
video system as rear-ambience loudspeakers,

but strapped, audiophiles. Idon't think it

extensions, or in other non-analytical appli-

stacks up. But despite my audiophile-oriented

cations.

nitpickings, it is still alistenable loudspeaker.

None of these loudspeakers approaches the

None of its failings were obtrusive or irritating

audiophile qualifications of the Snell Q or,

for the semi-casual listening situation in which
it will likely be used, although it sounds at its

especially, the Epos 14, both reviewed last
time, though the MC-2, in my opinion, has the

overall worst (in my opinion) in the near-wall
mounting position which casual users tend to

best high end of the bunch (equalled only by
the Monitor Audio, with the same tweeter). I

favor. Even worse, Isuspect 90% of Maxims

won't repeat the rest of the list of sub-$1000

will be placed on bookshelves, aposition Idid

loudspeakers recommended here last time—it

not try but am not at all optimistic about. The
Maxim may be aquestionable proposition for

hasn't changed. Neither has my observation
that, even if you are restricted to this price

adedicated audiophile, but with its pleasant,

category, you should find aloudspeaker on

reasonably detailed, nonirritating sound, it

this list which will satisfy, if not your every

seems ready-made for the public which feels

whim, then at least your musical cravings until

that $245 is alot to pay for apair of loud-

you can afford that Nelson Reed 8-04/B, B&W

speakers and entitles them to something extra-

801, Apogee, or ...
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CABLE BOUND
Presenting Dick Olsher's Comprehensive Loudspeaker Cable Review
It had become aroutine occurrence. About

Because they are derived from aconsiderable

once aweek for the past three months, JGH

base of listening, I'm quite confident of their
general validity. However, as with all general-

would stick his head into my listening room
and survey the growing tangle of cables with

izations, they should be taken with agrain of

mounting alarm. "When will they stop com-

salt. As Oliver Wendell Holmes once remarked:

ing?", and Will you ever finish?", he would
ask. My feeble attempts at arational response

"No generalization is worth adamn, including
this one."

would be brushed aside with adoubting stare

The main message of this review, however,
is that speaker cables are capable of effecting

and asympathetic shake of the head. The door
would then close and there Iremained to peck
away at what eventually grew into amountain
of conductors.
The past three months have indeed been intense, but before you feel too sorry for me, I
should also tell you that they have been inter-

significant sonic differences. And to tantalize
you for a while, Iwill add that the bestsounding cables are not always the most expensive or exotic designs money can buy.
Because of the possibilities of cable interactions with the amplifier and speaker load, the

spersed with periods of exciting discovery—

listening tests were conducted in anumber of

sufficient to make the entire project personally

rounds—as in aboxing match. Round 1consisted of Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor loud-

gratifying.
Cable samples representing essentially all
major manufacturers were obtained so that a
significant chunk of the speaker-cable universe
ended up at my doorstep. This is arare position to be in, and it allowed me to effectively
contrast competing technologies and design
philosophies. Issues such as conductor material and crystalline structure, conductor strand-

speakers driven by the Don JCochran Delta
Mode monoblock amplifiers. The Quads were
essentially stock, with only acouple of minor
modifications. The grille cloth had been removed, and ahigh-quality luF capacitor was
used to bypass the large electrolytic at the inputs. The findings of Round 1were corroborated by using the Wingate 2000A amplifier

ing, gauge, and geometry were allowed to

with the Quads (Round 2). Finally, the speaker

debate their relative merits in an open-minded

load was changed to adynamic load (Round

environment. For at the start Ihad no clear

3). Both the Ohm Walsh 5and my own DahliaDebra speakers were used during this round

feeling as to what the crucial design factors
were, and Iwas determined to give each sam-

of listening tests. There was also apreliminary

ple afair hearing no matter how fancy or plain

round involving afew of the cables and Stax

the packaging.

ELS-F81 electrostatic loudspeakers driven by

Several other cables were thrown into the

the Cochran amps. ("Preliminary" because this

pile, primarily as controls. These consisted of

round was prematurely aborted when the
Staxes started chewing up amps like so much

two samples of Romex house wire and some
Hitachi 18-gauge solid-core wire obtained

bubblegum.)

from Precision Audio in California. To be

In this fashion, by varying the amount of

recommendable, Ifelt that acommercial cable

amplifier feedback from high to low and the

product had better be sonically superior to

load from 8-ohm capacitive to 4-ohm induc-

anything you and Icould buy for pennies a

tive, Ihoped to identify any interface synergism or antagonism. And, in fact, some find-

foot at the local hardware store. In fact, an
understanding of the sonic strengths and
weaknesses of large-gauge wire proved to be
amajor key in the process of pinning down

ings turned out to be interface-related, with
acable going from merely good to great with
achange in load, or in one case from great to

the crucial factors of successful speaker cable

just OK. When aparticular cable was felt to be

design. At the end, and after several surpris-

especially system-sensitive, this is mentioned

ing findings, afew important common factors
did emerge, which Iwill share with you.

in the sonic findings section of this report and
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in any subsequent recommendation. What this
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means is that some cables can be expected to

speaker cable with his interconnects. Idid.

shine in specific applications, while being less

Several manufacturers expressed the desire to

than optimum in others. Such cables may be

have their complete cable systems evaluated.

just what the doctor ordered for your system,

Again, Iaccommodated. But the best intercon-

but will require acareful audition in order to

nect overall for my front end turned out to be

ascertain compatibility. As ageneral observation, it appeared that high-capacitance cables,

the Kimber Kable KCAG. This cable impresses
me as being at least the equal and quite like-

say on the order of 100pF/foot or greater, ex-

ly the superior of the van den Hul MC Silver.

perienced the most significant compatibility

More simply put, it may very well be the best

problems. But Iwould not automatically rule

interconnect money can buy—but you'll need

out such cables from consideration; in the

money, because it's moderately expensive

right context, with acompatible amp/speaker
interface, some of these cables were capable

($350/meter pair).
Ihad originally intended to use Monster

of excellent performance.

Cable M1000 interconnect but this time

To keep aproject of this scope within a

around it proved quite disappointing com-

reasonable time frame, Idecided to limit the

pared with my auditioning for the intercon-

amount of program material with which to
evaluate the samples. The Lesley Test, which
many of you will recognize as involving PCM

nect survey (Vol.10 No.2). Having lived with
this interconnect for over ayear, Irecently
became conscious of adeterioration in treble

tapes of my spouse's soprano voice, was used

quality. The upper octaves grew somewhat

to assess timbre accuracy, harmonic cohesive-

rough and grainy, and treble transients took on

ness, clarity, transparency, and soundstage
focus. This was followed by a handful of

an edgy, irritating quality. These distortions
grew and solidified over several months to the

selected LPs. The Opus 3 Test Record Iwas
used to assess bass quality, control of treble

point where Ifinally had to do something.
Substitution of several other interconnects

transients, tonal balance artifacts, low-level

revealed that the problem lay with the M1000.

detail resolution, and spatial portrayal of the

Iswitched to abrand-new sample of M1000
representing current production, and, sure

soundstage Laudate! (Proprius 7800) was used
primarily to assess resolution of massed voices
and retrieval of hall ambience. Wilson Audio's
recording of the Beethoven Sonata in G Major,
Op.96, for piano and violin was used to
evaluate violin and piano timbre integrity and
soundstage resolution. Also used sporadically
to either confirm or elucidate aspecific finding
were Pedro Aledo: Cantos Antiguousy Cantos
Nuevos (Pierre
rany PV12793), and The Per-

enough, the character of the treble changed
radically. Gone were the edginess and grain;
the character of the treble could now be best
described as well-defined but slightly closedin and lacking in air.' Because the midrange
was now also slightly veiled and fuzzy, there
was also ageneral impression of mild sluggishness or loss of speed. All of this adds up
to asound quality that is no longer worthy of

suasions' No Frills (Rounder Records 3083).

Class B, and is likely to worsen over time 1am,

The Front End

recommendation of the M1000.

therefore, forced to withdraw my previous
My analog system consisted of the SOTA

Low-Level Noise: A Dead End?

vacuum 'table with all of the latest enhancements, the SME V tonearm, and the Monster

Just how important is low-level noise to the

Cable Alpha Genesis 1000 MC cartridge. The

sonic performance of speaker cable? Here we

system was positioned on top of an Arcici

are talking about arealm of voltage and cur-

"Lead Balloon," which as of this writing strikes

rent several orders of magnitude below amps

me as an exceptional isolation platform. It is

and volts. We have to reach down to millivolts
and microamps, or beyond. My gut feeling is

intelligent in design and perfectly complements the bass capabilities of the SME V. The
preamp was the Threshold FET-10, which has
been astandard item in my reference system

that any such effects, at least in speaker cable,
are easily masked by the music signal itself and
thus don't matter at •‘-.1. Yet one well-known

for many months.
Ialso experimented with interconnects.
One manufacturer insisted that Iaudition his

IMonster Cable points out, however, that the design of MI000
changed during the interval between DO 's receipt of these
two samples
—JA
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manufacturer appears to have attached great

copper oxidizes, the resultant copper-copper

importance to the low-noise performance of
his cable. He has gone so far as to coin anew

oxide junction is 5000 times worse in terms
of thermoelectric voltage generation.

technical term called "phase noise" which includes "all forms of frequency and phase in-

Because aKeithley model 617 electrometer
was available to me at the time, Idecided to go

stability" —whatever that means.
Having recently been involved in low-level

ahead and measure the low-level noise cur-

current and charge measurements in an effort
to quantify the charge produced in air by the

Measured values ranged typically from 2to 30
picoamps for about a4-meter length. The key

rents of some of the cables under review.

passage of an X-ray beam, I've become acutely

finding, however, was that there was no cor-

aware of the noise effects of cables. My work

relation between low-noise current and sound

involved current measurements of afraction

quality. Some of the worst-sounding cables

of apicoamp, apicoamp being amillionth of

scored quite well on this measurement; clearly

amillionth of an amp. Down in this region,
several noise mechanisms can in fact over-

asign to look somewhere else.

whelm the signal one is trying to measure The

Beauty Is Skin Deep:
The Skin Effect Revisited

Keithley Manual on Low-Level Measurements
discusses the various current- and voltage-

The skin effect describes the tendency of AC

noise producing mechanisms, some of which

current to crowd more and more toward the

Iwould like to briefly highlight. Triboelectric
currents are generated by charges created be-

surface of aconductor with increasing fre-

tween aconductor and an insulator due to friction. Free electrons rub off the conductor and
create acharge imbalance that causes acurrent
flow. This can happen in acable once it flexes

quency, and arises from the electromagnetic
field within the conductor. Let's consider for
the moment asingle solid conductor carrying
an AC current. This solid conductor is electrically equivalent to abundle of very thin,

so that the conductor and insulator rub

parallel filaments in intimate contact. So let's

together. Piezoelectric currents are generated

take alook at the current distribution in such
abundle. At the center, acurrent-carrying fila-

when mechanical stress is applied to certain
insulating materials. The effect occurs in

ment will have agreater flux linkage than afila-

ceramics as well as in some plastics. Inter-

ment on the outside surface This increases its

estingly, Teflon or PTFE (polytetrafluoroethy-

inductance and inductive reactance. Because

lene) is much more piezoelectric than polyethylene, although the former is more chemi-

all of the filaments are in parallel, they must

cally inert and better resists water absorption.

all have the same voltage drop. Thus, the current in the central filament will be reduced

Two other effects are worthy of mention,

proportionately to its increased reactance, and

although they have little to do with cables per

the current density will increase in the outer

se. Electrochemical effects can also produce

portion of the conductor. Because the entire

noise currents when ionic chemicals create
weak batteries between two conductors on a
circuit board. For example, epoxy PC boards

cross-section of the conductor is not being
used uniformly, the net effect is to increase its
AC resistance.

that have not been thoroughly cleaned of

How does one minimize skin effects without

etching solution or flux can generate currents

resorting to exotic tubular conductors; that is,

of afew nanoamps between conductors. Final-

while using conventional round wire? Acom-

ly, thermoelectric voltages can arise when different parts of acircuit are at different temper-

mon misconception is to provide more surface

atures or when conductors made of dissimilar

area. Actually, the key is to maintain asmall
conductor diameter. This can be done by pro-

materials are joined together. Constructing cir-

viding asingle small-diameter conductor per

cuits using the same conductor material

cable leg or by providing anumber of such in-

minimizes thermal voltages. In this respect,

dividually insulated conductors per leg. The

cadmium-tin solder is much better than leadtin solder. Copper-silver and copper-gold con-

latter begins to approximate aLitz wire con-

voltage generation is produced by acopper-

struction, but you'd better be careful—with
alarge bundle of such individually insulated
wires simply bunched in parallel, the central

copper connection, but unfortunately as the

strands will be in the same position as the cen-

nections are equally good. The lowest thermal-
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tral filaments of our hypothetical conductor
discussed earlier. The end result will be a
nonuniform current distribution along the

The results shown in Table 1are quite startling. For example, at 10kHz the AC-to-DC
resistance ratio for 8AWG is 1.491, or a49% rise

cross-section of the cable, which means in-

in impedance. At 20kHz, the impedance rise

creased AC resistance. Mite Litz wire is braided

is over 100%! This is far from negligible, and

so that each insulated strand occupies as much

should be readily audible as arolled-off ex-

position along the conductor surface as every

treme treble when driven from afinite source
impedance; because of the attendant nonlinear
phase shift of the upper harmonics, the high

other strand. In this way, each strand will have,
on the average, the same flux surrounding it
as any other. As aresult, the cable will have a
better current distribution and alower AC-toDC resistance ratio.

end should also appear somewhat "phasey."
As the diameter of the wire increases, so does
the skin-effect ratio. You can imagine the futili-

Does stranding help mitigate the skin effect?

ty of using alow-gauge wire for reference pur-

Well, if you've got alarge number of strands

poses. Yet some folks out there, in their zeal

in intimate contact, you're no better off than
asolid conductor of equivalent cross-section.

maxim of "the fatter the better." Iknow of

Actually, measurements have shown that, for

some cases where welding rods or solid cop-

frequencies above IkHz, the stranded-conductor
resistance increases more rapidly than that of

per bars have been used as references.
Having now spent aconsiderable amount

the equivalent solid conductor. Besides,

of time listening to 10- and 12-gauge Romex

stranded conductors may have other problems
(see next section).

and other large-diameter cables, Ifeel qualified

So why should the skin effect be an important design parameter? It's common knowledge that at audio frequencies—even at
20kHz—the skin effect is minute, right? That's
exactly what Ithought, too, until Isat down
to calculate the AC-to-DC resistance ratio. For
round solid wires, the mathematics of skineffect resistance ratio were rigorously solved
by Lord Kelvin almost 100 years ago. Using
calculations published by the National Bureau
of Standards, 1was able to compute the resistance ratio at both 10kHz and 20kHz for aseries

to minimize DC resistance, resorted to the

to generalize about their sonic attributes. As
afamily, fat cables—and here Irefer to cables
made up of large individual conductors—
while possessing excellent bass, screw up the
treble. What happens is that the treble becomes harmonically detached from the rest of
the range. It is simply not integrated with the
remainder of the harmonics, and gives me the
impression of floating above the main body
or spatial outlines of the instrument. To put it
another way, the treble is disembodied from
the main body of sound sort of like afuzzy lit-

of wires. Keep in mind that the results shown

tle black cloud floating overhead. The result,
any way you look at it, represents aloss of

in Table 1are for the idealized case of asingle
solid, round wire.

soundstage focus or tightness. On the other
hand, thin conductors have the familiar ability
to tightly focus harmonics and present musical
textures in acohesive fashion (though some

Table 1: Skin Effect Resistance Ratios
AVVG

Dia. (in)

DC Resistance per 100f1
at 20 °C(ohmsi

8

0.1285

0.065

1.491

Skin Effect Ratio:
at 10kHz at 20kHz
2.023

do it better than others).
How thin does each individual conductor
have to be? It appears to me that 18AWG
(roughly linm in diameter), with an impedance

10

0.1019

0.104

1.247

1.648

12

0.0803

0.18

1.109

1.348

rise of only 3% at 20kHz, is about as thick a

14

0.0641

0.26

1.046

1.168

16

0.0508

0.42

1.019

1.072

conductor as one would want to use. Actually,

18

0.0403

0.66

1.008

1.030

20

0.0320

1.05

1.003

1.012

22

0.0253

1.68

1.001

1.005

24

0.0201

2.67

1.000

1.002

Note that the American Wire Gauge (AWG) designations cover the
wire diameter range from 0.46 -to 0.005". Number 0030 (or 4/0)
solid conductor corresponds to a0.46" diameter. and No.36AWG
to 0.005" diameter. There are 38 intermediate steps. This Table.
though by no means exhaustive, covers afair sampling of AWGs

there is danger in going much below lmm in
diameter because of the attendant rise in
ohmic resistance. At some point, the cable/
loudspeaker begin to act as avoltage divider,
the cable dissipating asubstantial portion of
the amplifier's power output. The problem is
not merely one of power loss. The percentage
lost to the cable is afunction of the impedance
of the speaker; because the impedance curve
Stereophile, July 1988

is usually awidely varying function of frequency, the cable dissipation is also frequency-

of an amp, provided the wire is thin enough.

dependent, in effect coloring the speaker's fre-

with thin wires because their heat capacity is
small; the temperature change in the wire is
more rapid, and the heat produced in the in-

quency response.
In actuality, the situation is even abit worse
than that presented by Table 1above because
of the proximity effect (oh no, not another effect). Remember that acable is normally made
up of two legs, send and return. When two
conductors are spaced closely to one another,
their mutual induction affects the current
distribution in each wire. This results in crowding of the AC current at the near sides of the
conductors when the currents in the conductors are flowing in opposite directions. Just as
in the case of skin effect, this nonuniform cur-

Actually, the whole process is most efficient

terior is quickly conducted to the surface.
William Henry Preece of the English General
Post Office not only described the first practical application of this effect in 1880, but also
correctly explained its underlying physics. It
occurred to him that if along wire of small
diameter and high resistance were attached to
asounding board and formed part of acircuit
conveying telephonic currents, sound ought

rent distribution leads to an increase in AC

to be produced. He experimented with a
number of materials and concluded that a6"
length of 1-mil diameter platinum gave the best

resistance. The proximity effect is directly
proportional to the magnitude of current flow

results. That the effect was due to heating and
cooling was shown by the fact that it was

and inversely proportional to the spacing be-

possible to increase the current to such an
amplitude as to render the temperature of the

tween conductors. For apair of 18-gauge wires
in intimate contact, I've calculated this effect
to yield a10% increase at 20kHz over the impedance rise shown in Table 1, while for apair
of 10-gauge conductors in intimate geometry
the correction is as large as 20-40% at 10kHz,

wire sensible to the touch, and then to make
its elongation and contraction by low frequencies visible to the naked eye. The thermophone was subjected to intensive analysis
around 1920 by Arnold and Crandall at the

and 60% at 20kHz.

research labs of AT&T and Western Electric.
These gentlemen developed athermophone

Therinophonics Rediscovered

for use as aprecision sound source. One of
their findings was that the acoustic frequen-

The fact that athin conductor produces sound
from the passage of an alternating current has
long been known. The first mention of this I

cy of asinging wire is double the frequency
of the applied alternating current because the

served that an iron wire emitted sounds when

heating is proportional to the current amplitude squared. (It heats up twice every cycle.)

rapid discontinuous currents were passed
through it. Similarly, Alexander Graham Bell
found in 1874 that asimple helix without an

of several amps will not generate sufficient
heating effects to produce any audible sound

found was by aFrenchman in 1843, who ob-

For ordinary speaker cable, even the passage

iron core emitted sounds when passing cur-

radiation. But our real concern is not with

rent. The sound produced is directly related

such parasitic acoustic effects but rather with

to the periodic heating of the wire by the alter-

the mechanical vibrations set up at amolecular
level by the program signal. It is quite con-

nating current. The resultant thermal expansion and contraction of the wire generates
vibrational resonances that travel the length
of the wire. However, this is not the primary
mechanism of sound production. When the
temperature waves set up by the periodic
heating of the wire are rapidly conducted to
the surrounding air, asmall layer of air surrounding the wire is expanded and contracted

ceivable that these vibrational resonances,
while traveling the length of the cable, can
mechanically modulate adjoining conductors
or strands in amulti-strand cable. The end
result would be an adulteration of the program
signal with spurious low-level resonances.
Granted, prom first principles there is no reason

to produce sound waves.
The amplitude of these thermally produced

to expect such effects to be above the audibility
threshold, but the success of the Cardas designs argues otherwise. You see, the major pro-

sound waves is quite feeble until the wire is

ponent of mechanical resonances in cables is

rendered almost incandescent. This is easy to

George Cardas of Cardas Audio. He claims to

do with currents even on the order of atenth

have discovered, quite by accident, that in a
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multi-strand conductor the effects of mechanical resonances can be mitigated by stag-

integers at random, either positive or negative,
and start asequence where each additional

gering the strand size in avery specific way.
US patent No.4,628,151, issued to Mr. Car-

number is the sum of the previous two num-

das in 1986, claims that optimum performance
in this area is achieved when the progression

ing sequence would be -3, +4,1,5,6, 11, 17,
28, 45. ..1f we proceed far enough and take

of strand diameters follows the golden-section
ratio. That is, the diameter of each larger strand

the ratio of two consecutive terms in the series,
we get the golden ratio! From the series above,

bers. Say we start with -3and +4. The result-

in the series is 1.618 times that of the preceding

the ratio of the 25th to 24th terms is 160996/

strand. Put another way, each smaller strand
in the series possesses adiameter 0.618 of the

99501, or 1.618.

preceding strand. Each of his designs employs
at least three different sizes of conductive
strands, each individually insulated from the
other strands in the cable. Cardas further
asserts that the closer this ratio is approached
in the design of the various strand sizes, the
better the performance. This, in essence, is the
"golden-section stranding" employed in all
Cardas products.
Other cables have used different-sized strands,
but not for the same reasons and not exactly
in the golden-section ratio. Multiple strands
of different size have been used to increase the
tensile strength of steel cable; Bruce Brisson's
multiple strands are intended to control the inductance of the cable as afunction of frequen
cy. The rationale of the Cardas cable is that,
once you decide to use small-diameter conductors to minimize the skin effect, several
conductors will be needed to keep the cable's
DC resistance low. Combining several strands
to form alarger cable is not atrivial problem,
according to Cardas. He postulates that mechanical resonances in the strands modulate the
music signal in a way analogous to the interference of plucked guitar strings. The least
sonically offensive way to bring several strands
together, as determined empirically by Cardas,
is by using golden-section stranding. Why this
should be so is not obvious.
The golden ratio has been known since antiquity. There seems to be no doubt that Greek
architects and sculptors incorporated this ratio
in their work. Phidias, afamous Greek sculptor, made use of it. Another example is the Parthenon in Athens, built in the fifth century BC.

The surprise is that this is the case for any
two integers chosen at random. If we had
started the series with the numbers 0and 1, we
would have obtained the following: 0,1,1,2,3,5,
8,13,21, and so on. This series is known as the
Fibonacci series, and the numbers within it are
known as Fibonacci numbers. These numbers
lie on an exponential curve in its higher
reaches. Because biological growth is exponential, as clearly illustrated by the equiangular-spiral growth of anautilus shell, it is
possible to superimpose the Fibonacci numbers over the outline of the chambered nautilus. What we end up with is the Cardas Audio
trademark.
In 1876, the German psychologist Gustav
Fechner was the first to seriously investigate
claims that the golden rectangle has aspecial
aesthetic appeal. Fechner made literally thousands of ratio measurements of commonly
seen rectangles such as playing cards, windows, paper pads, book covers, and so on. He
found that the average was close to the golden
ratio. He also extensively tested personal
preferences, establishing that most people
prefer arectangle whose proportions lie between those of asquare and those of adouble
square. Later researchers confirmed Fechner's
findings.
But what is the connection between golden
rectangles and music? According to Helmholtz,
there are four emotionally potent musical intervals which stand out from all others by virtue of their consonance, the unison, the octave, the fifth, and the major sixth. They are
pleasing because these pairs of tones produce
no beats between their harmonics. (Beats are

While its triangular pediment was still intact,

characteristic of dissonance, which offends the

its dimensions fit almost exactly into agolden
rectangle (a rectangle whose length-to-width

ear as discord.) The unison, with afrequency

ratio is the golden ratio, or approximately
1.618). The golden ratio is ubiquitous in
mathematics, and was dubbed the Divine Proportion during the Middle Ages. 'Fake any two
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ratio of 1:1, corresponds visually to asquare.
The octave, with afrequency ratio of 2:1, corresponds to adouble square; and the major
sixth, with afrequency ratio of 8:5, to agolden
rectangle. It is further claimed that experience
Stereophile, July 1988

has shown that the most pleasing of these in-

dependency, is capable of essentially flawless

tervals is the major sixth equivalent to the

performance in the right system context. From
another viewpoint, one might say that it screws

golden rectangle.
Is it possible, then, that golden-section
stranding adds resonances to the program
signal that are at least consonant with the
music? The excellent performance of the Cardas cable would certainly argue for just such
a hypothesis. However, the situation here
reminds me of adiscussion between apriest
and arabbi. The priest relates how recent archaeological excavations have uncovered a

up the sound less than the competition. For
in general, speaker cables can significantly
degrade the music signal, and there is awide
margin in performance between Classes A
and D.
A Class-B cable, in comparison with the top
class, consistently interferes with the music in
one or more minor ways. Usually, these are
sins of omission, like slight losses in spatial

long piece of wire in catacombs inhabited by

resolution or souncistage transparency. On oc-

early Christians. This, he claims, is proof that

casion, there might be such minor sins of com-

Christians were the first to invent the tele-

mission as slight treble grain or dryness.

graph. The rabbi, not to be outdone, describes

Class-C cables feature at least one significant
sonic shortcoming that is invariant under

how at the site of the Dead Sea scrolls, ashaft
30' deep was dug without ashred of wire
being discovered in it. This, he said, proves
that, because the Jews had not even an inch of
wire, they were the first to discover the wire-

various load conditions. By significant Imean
areadily noticeable reduction in some parameter of reproduced sound such as soundstage focus, transparency, clarity, or cohesive-

less. It is indeed difficult to refute such logic.

ness of harmonic textures.
Finally, Class D is reserved for products

Sonic Impressions

whose sound quality represents alevel of per-

In the following descriptive assessments I'll be

formance that is just adequate or acceptable

categorizing sound quality in terms of aclass

in high-end terms. To be recommendable

system, from A to D. Class A represents the
cream of the crop. AClass-A cable, at least with

within Class D, aproduct must also qualify as

some speaker loads, is capable of the best
sonic performance money can buy. Such a

abargain-basement special.
Table 2gives the addresses of the manufacturers and distributors whose products are

cable, although it may evince some system

covered in this survey.

Table 2 Manufacturers' &
Distributors' Addresses
Cardas Audio

Kimber Kable

976 W. Foothill Blvd.. Suite 539
Claremont, CA 91711
Tel, (714) 391-4293

2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden. Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

Discrete Technology
Labs. Inc.

LiveWire by Audioquest

3-152 5th Street
Oceanside, NY 11572
Tel: (516) 764-1121

DNM
Distributor: Music Hall
108 Station Road
Great Neck, NY 11023
Tel (516) 487.3663

Hitachi Linear-Crystal
Distributor: Precision
Audio Supply
Box 96
Downey, CA 90241
Tel (213)869-6804
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PO Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672
Tel: (714) 498-2770

Madrigal CPC Ribbon
Madrigal Audio Uboratories
PO Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457
Tel: (203) 346.0896

Monster Cable
Products Inc.
101 Townsend Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel: (415) 777 •1355

Siltech
Distributor:
SOTA Industries
PO Box -0-5
Berkeley, CA 94707
Tel (415) 527-1649

Straight Wire
909 Harrison Street, Suite 208
Hollywood, FL 33020
Tel: (305)925-2470

Music Interface
Technologies (MIT)
Distributor: Transparent
Audio Marketing

TARA Labs Space & Time
Phase II
Vampire Wire
van den Hul
Distributor:
Sound Connections

Rt. 202, Box 117
Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

ihrnpa, FL 33612
Tel: (813)961-3319

14932 N. Florida Ave.

Klaiber ICable

and marginally bettered overall by the 12-2

To my knowledge, Kimber Kable is the only
audio cable company that manufactures its

Romex by Homewire at 8cents/ft. The 12-2
features indifferent copper and insulation

own wire. This is an enviable position to be in.

quality, but much simpler solid-core construc-

While everyone else is at the mercy of some

tion. Its treble was just as lousy as that of the

large wire producer, 'Umber can directly con-

4PR, and its bass just as good, but the middle

trol the quality of its raw wire through an in-

octaves were abit more transparent and better
focused. Incidentally, the 10-2 Romex by

house QA program. Wire vintages are apparently
almost as common as they are with wine And
what is asmall cable company to do when it's
stuck with alarge batch of poor-quality wire?

General Cable (39 cents/ft at my local hardware store) did not fare as well as the 12-2,
being more veiled and grainy.

You guessed it, the consumer pays. Obviously,

Neither was Ienamored of Kimber's model

the quality of the stock material is important.

4VS (UM). Its construction is similar to that

But the quality of the die through which the
metal stock is pulled and the number of passes
made to reduce the stock to agiven gauge of

of the 4PR except that there are seven variablediameter strands per conductor; the design
representing the Kimber Variable-Strand tech-

wire are also critical. The final wire strand

nology (I assume that the "VS" denotes this).

should be shiny in finish and its cross-sectional

Harmonic overtones were more cohesive than

density should be as uniform as possible If this

with the 4PR, but Iwas still bothered by aloss

is the case, I'm not convinced that high-purity
contaminant-free copper, better known by the

of focus, aslight veiling of the soundstage, and

buzz-phrase Oxygen-Free Copper, is in any
way inferior to similarly finished low-granularity
or "Linear-Crystal" copper. In fact, the Cardas
and Space & Time cables described below are,
in my opinion, Class-A examples of what can
be accomplished by the application of optimum geometry and excellent, though ordinary
copper wire.

grainy highs.
The next step up, the model 4TC ($4.40/ft),
is clearly abetter cable than the 4VS and is my
favorite in Kimber's regular lineup. Construction is similar to the 4VS down to the variable
stranding, except that the insulation is Teflon
and is applied in amanner that does not damage
the surface finish of the copper. Soundstage
focus was good, and harmonic cohesiveness

Kimber offers two lines of cables: the cop-

exceeded that of the 8TC. Sibilants were slight-

per series, or regular line, and the AG series of
silver cables. The 4PR (S 1/ft) represents the
bottom of the regular line. It was Kimber's

the frequency extremes as the 8TC. Bass was

seminal product, and the one on which they
built their reputation. Eight individual conductors are used, four per leg, with each conductor made up of 10 equal-diameter strands.
In its day, the 4PR was considered agood
cable; many moons ago, it even found ahome
in my reference system. In comparison with
today's best cable, the 4PR was sorely dated.
The soundstage was slightly veiled, and image

ly out of control, and it was not as refined at
not as well-defined, and the treble was not as
clean as that of the 8TC. There was aslight
degree of treble grain and brightness that,
while not overbearing in the long run, was
nevertheless distracting. At least with the
Quads, the 4TC appeared quicker and more
convincing than its fatter brother in terms of
transient definition.
With eight conductors per leg, the 8TC
($7.80/ft) is hampered by twice the capacitance

specificity was noticeably vague, spatial information being consistently smeared. Sibilants
were slightly etched and zippy sounding. In

of the 4TC and is therefore more system-

general, the treble struck me as closed-in and
slightly fuzzy and rough. In defense of the

good, the treble was not. Besides a slight

4PR, and in contrast to the gloomy picture I've
painted so far, Ican tell you that bass reproduction was good and the essential musicality of
the midrange was preserved. Also, Kimber
claims that the cable effectively rejects RF and
other EM interference. Be that as it may, I
found the 4PR irritating over the long haul,
110

sensitive. Its greatest virtue was very good
midrange focus. While the bass was also very
overlying fuzz, the treble tended toward adark
electronic flavoring that Ifound unnatural.
Most distressing was the fact that the upper octaves were not well integrated with the rest of
the range in afashion typical of large-gauge
designs, where the treble appears as aseparate
entity—sort of going through an out-of-body
experience.
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stitutes excellence in cables had been wellrefined, and Ihad formed apretty detailed
mental image of what aClass-A cable should
sound like. On the Quads, the 8AG stretched
those perceptions to the bursting point. Iwas
on the verge of elevating it to aclass beyond
Class A; in other words, to aclass by itself.
How else could Ireact? Background noise was
essentially absent. The music appeared to
spring forth from asilent and velvety black
Kimber Kable 8TC

background. The soundstage was exceptionally well focused and transparent. Resolution of

A way to reduce the capacitance of the 8TC
is to use adouble run of the stuff with 16 con-

low-level detail and of massed voices was incredible. Bass detail and sibilant control were

ductors per leg. Because the physical intimacy
of the two legs is reduced, the distributed

vincing spatial fusion of harmonic overtones.

capacitance is much lower. Unfortunately, the

Lesley's voice never sounded more pristine.

almost beyond reproach. And always, that con-

price also doubles to $15.60/ft. However, the

These impressions persisted late into the

sonics improve dramatically. The gain in
soundstage focus was impressive and elevated

evening, but Ialso became aware of aslight
tonal-balance deficiency. The presence region

this performance aspect almost to Class-A level
(though a slight residual graininess in the

thing the Quads needed. At 86pFift, Iwould

was consistently recessed, which is the last

upper registers keeps the double 8TC out of

expect the 8AG to show some system interac-

Class A). No wonder the folks at Conrad-

tion, and Isurmised initially that the problem

Johnson like this combo so much.

was one of system compatibility. And sure
enough, with a 4-ohm dynamic load the
character of the 8AG changed again. The up-

According to Kimber !Cable, their AG series
is analogous in automotive terms to what
would be a"racing division." These cables are
"Formula 1" products that represent Kimber's
no-compromise approach to cable design.
Distribution is very limited, and they're obviously very expensive. The series designator,
which happens to be the chemical symbol for
silver, leads one to expect silver composition.
But how about 99.9999% pure silver! In along

per octaves were alittle recessed, and while
the soundstage remained very transparent,
spatial outlines lost considerable focus, and
harmonic cohesion deteriorated to below
Class-A performance level. Based on my experience, the 8AG will have atough time finding ahappy home, and I'm therefore not going
to recommend it. Iwas tempted to try adouble-

phone conversation, Ray Kimber explained

run configuration with 16 conductors per leg

that four 9s are needed after the decimal point
before silver will not tarnish, and that the extra

in order to reduce the capacitance, but Ilacked
the nerve to ask Kimber for another sample

nines eliminate the sonic "brightness" that
silver cables have been prone to in the past.

of the 8AG. Besides, at the time Ihad over
$20,000 worth of cable in my listening room

The conductors are drawn to yield uniform
skin-to-core density, and are braided in the

and was getting nervous about safeguarding
this small fortune.

same fashion as other Kimber cables. Variable-

Another reason not to recommend the 8AG
is the 4AG. The 4AG was every bit as clean and

diameter stranding is used with seven strands
per conductor. The pearly white ltflon insulation used proffers asensuous slinky quality (if

pure, but it was better balanced through the
upper octaves. Tonally, it was more alive and

you can imagine this possible of acable—or

forward-sounding, that is to say more neutral-

is it simply acase of being around cables for

sounding, than the 8AG, and more accurately portrayed the inherent balance of the

too long?).
Iclearly remember my first impression of
the SAG (eight conductors per leg and $180/ft).

Quads. At amere $100/ft it is even abit of a
bargain next to the SAG.

contenders for Class-A honors. At this point

Unfortunately, even the 4AG is not immune
from system interactions. There was no prob-

in the testing, my perceptions of what con-

lem with an 8-ohm dynamic load, but with

Chronologically, the 8AG came after ahost of
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the 4-ohm Ohms, performance suffered considerably and both the Cardas and Space &

was outstanding: quick, tight, and concussive.
Resolution of midrange detail was excellent.

Time cables bettered it. Even though it is

But the upper octaves were problematic, with

system-sensitive and thus cannot be recom-

symptoms that sounded very much like those

mended as auniversal choice, I'd like to em-

of aheavy-gauge conductor design. First there

phasize that, in the right context, it is capable

was the familiar disembodied treble that stuck

of the best performance level I've yet to hear
from acable: true state-of-the-art.

out from the rest of the harmonic envelope.
The upper octaves were slightly opaque,
grainy, and tinged with an unnatural darkish

van den Hul (Sound Connections)

coloration.

Let me first deal with the MC silver technology

Until recently, the vdH cables had afair shot
at the top spot. However, they can now do no

offerings from van den Hul. Both the SCS-2
and SCS-6 are single-wire designs; each leg is
physically separate and priced per pair foot.
The SCS-2 is $100/pair foot, but, as crazy as

better than atop Class-C ranking. The upperoctave problems and the loss of soundstage
focus are that serious. These are certainly

it sounds, this is not even close in price to the

decent cables, but at the asking price they're

most expensive speaker cable made. The

apoor value. Class Bis reserved for cables that

SCS-6 (545/pair foot) is aTeflon-insulated

just miss out on top honors, no matter how

6-gauge wire consisting of abundle of 133
strands of "matched crystal copper" with a
clad of "matched crystal" silver. I'm not quite

ridiculously priced they are But Isimply cannot recommend any cable in Classes C and D
unless they are clearly agood value for the

sure what "matched crystal "means in this
context, but Iassume it refers to alow gran-

dollar.

ularity crystalline structure. The SCS-2 is

CS-122 at $2.95/ft. This is alow-capacitance

similar in construction except that its 2-gauge
bulk encompasses 665 strands.

Ialso tested the budget vdH, the model
twin-ax design with a 12-gauge effective
diameter. Each conductor consists of 19 silverclad "matched crystal" copper strands and an
outer PVC jacket. The character of this cable
changed little with changes in load and amps.
It consistently placed aslight veil over the
soundstage Along with the loss in transparency, the mids and upper octaves were always
somewhat grainy. There was an increase in
background noise and grundge, which detracted from the purity of harmonic overtones. Sibilant control was good. The bass

van den Hul SCS-2

reproduction, along with soundstage focus

On the Stax electrostatic, where neither the

and spatial resolution of massed voices, were
all good. So the end result is amixed bag of

MIT 750 or the Monster Cable M1 sounded

good and bad. A Class C ranking seems ap-

very good, both vdH cables received very
favorable first impressions. The SCS-2, and to

lot of enthusiasm for this cable.

alesser extent its smaller brother, blew away
the MI and MIT 750, tonal balance, transparency, cohesiveness, and spatial resolution all

propriate given the price, but Ican't muster a

Music Interface Technologies
(Transparent Audio Marketing)

being superior. But this was before the Cardas,

Transparent Audio Marketing was unwilling to

Space & Time, and the other cables Ifound to

provide us with any samples of MIT speaker

be Class-A made their entrance. And as my
listening base broadened, the vdH cables' for-

cables for this report. Ican understand why:
With strong endorsements already at hand and

tune took atumble. Because of their very low
capacitance and DC resistance, they were little

brisk sales in progress, why rock the boat?
From our point of view, however, this was too

affected by various speaker loads. They con-

important aproduct to omit. Questions were

sistently allowed aspacious but slightly diffuse

bound to come up concerning the ranking of

soundstage to materialize. Bass reproduction

this cable in any survey we published. As you
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MIT MI-I -750
may know, I've owned MIT-750 speaker

Monster Cable M1000 and M1

cables for acouple of years now, and have consistently used them as areference. But rather

with an outer jacket, but that's not the whole

than test outdated samples, we opted to buy

story. Monster Cable claims to have discovered

asample representative of the latest produc-

that, second only to cable windings, dielectric
insulating material is the most influential factor
in how an audio cable sounds. To that end the

tion from adealer.
The MIT-750 got good marks in the areas
of harmonic cohesiveness and transparency.

"MicroFiber" process is used to wrap each in-

Purity and clarity of midrange textures were
very good. Background noise was quite low,

dividual strand within the conductor with a

but not in the league of our Class-A recommendations. My findings failed to corroborate

width" construction is used, whereby finegauge strands are wound around aheavier-

MIT's statements that their cables offer "precise

gauge solid-strand and the six multi-gauge

focus" Instrumental outlines were consistently

bundles are then wound on asolid dielectric

brcradbrush in comparison with Class-A stand-

core.

ards. This lack of spatial incisiveness was most
apparent on massed voices, where blending
of spatial outlines made it difficult to identify

the MIT-750. In the end, however, Idecided
Iliked the MI even less. The treble was con-

individual voices. Bass registers were airy and

sistently on the zippy side, which is to say that

quick, but not sufficiently full-bodied. The upper octaves were beset by slight levels of grain
and an overly sibilant presentation. The degree

transients had aslight glare and irritation to
them. There were also significant losses in

"special" dielectric. Monster's "Balanced Band-

At times Ifelt the MI to be asonic clone of

out to be system-dependent, ranging from

focus, soundstage spatial resolution, and transparency—at least compared with the best
cables money can buy. The bass was very

mild to serious depending on the load and

good, but that is not enough to save the day.

amp combination, and may be due to its
moderately high capacitance (84pF/ft).

Too bad, for it is obvious that an awful lot of

of sibilance exhibited by the MIT-750 turned

This is agood cable, but what am Ito do
with aClass-C cable with almost aClass-A

effort went into this design.

Siltech Cable (SOTA Industries)

price tag ($17.40/ft)? A recommendation is not

The focus of my attention here was Siltech's

in order. MIT also sells a more expensive

4-80 speaker cable, or, as it has been dubbed

"shotgun" configuration, but it was not possi-

in the US by SOTA, The Inevitable Link. At

ble to audition this.

$800/meter this cable captures the dubious

flagship speaker cable. (I also wanted asam-

honor of being the most expensive speaker
cable made. Actually, you get abreak for the
second meter or if you prefer no termination—a mere $700/meter. The cable is manu-

ple of the new Powerline II, but could not get
one in time.) MI is acomplex cable. There's a

factured in Holland by some very tight-lipped
people Ido know that pure oxygen-free silver

Monster Cable Products Inc.
The Ml, at $9/ft, represents Monster Cable's

thick outer jacket within which the two legs
are twisted side by side, the remaining space

is used, and pains are taken to produce alarge-

filled with a foam that prevents the entire

crystalline structure. But that's all Iknow. I
know nothing of the geometry and stranding

assembly from moving. Each leg is provided

used. According to Robert Becker at SOTA,
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Vampire Wire 826C
frequency performance will be essentially
no better than solid-core 10 and 12-gauge
wires.
Other than acute family name and very

SOTA SlItech 4-80

good bass, these cables have little else going

the design goal is to produce fewer crystalline

zippy, smeared, and veiled. Overall, these are

for them. They're best described as bright,
junctions, with the hope of reducing "junction

pretty obnoxious cables. If you're even tempted

noise" or gnmdge, thus maintaining the purity

by the price, why not consider Romex instead?

of the signal.
To be sure, Ihave no quibbles with the
purity of the cable. Timbrai accuracy was con-

DNM Speaker Cable (Music Hall)

sistently exceptional, and harmonic textures

The DNM is most definitely athin solid-core
cable. 'Pero thin strands are laid down about %"

were smooth, pristine, and liquid. At times,

apart in aparallel twin-ax geometry. I'm not

though, textures were abit too liquid or soft,
reminiscent of vintage tube gear. My main beef
had to do with aslight blurring or defocusing

sure what the insulation is, but it looks
distinctly cheap. In fact, this does not sound

of the soundstage and aslightly 2-D presentation of images within the soundstage. These

is a nice sense of focus and harmonic co-

at all like a$3/ft (unterminated) cable. There

were consistent observations; what bothered

hesiveness about this cable, so confusion
about the spatial outlines and location of an

me most was that loss of spatial palpability. A

instrument is minimized. However, it is not

slight degree of treble grain crept in with the
Quads, but was not noticeable with the Ohms.

& Time. The impression remains that its full

This is clearly acable that makes just slight

potential in these areas is not being realized.

concessions, which, for lack of abetter ex-

It merely hints at the greatness of which thincore cables are capable. All of which goes to

planation, may be due to geometry effects. In
any event, it just misses aClass-A ranking.

nearly as good in these areas as, say, the Space

show that not all thin-core cables are created
equal. Iwould suggest choice of wire, surface

Vampire Wire

finish, or uneven cross-section as possible

The top two cables in the Vampire lineup are
the 826C and the 2100C. The 826C (80

culprits. There was always soundstage veiling

cents/ft) is apparently the most popular line

present, and the treble was consistently grainy
and coarse.

sold by Vampire. This is a12-gauge cable with
413 strands of oxygen-free copper per conductor The strands are bunched in parallel rope-

a20' run. On the Ohms, however, the DNMs

lay configuration inside a PVC jacket. The

generally performed far worse, and even strong

2100C, a10-gauge cable ($1.75/ft), is similar
in construction except that awhopping 1050

suits like focus and harmonic cohesiveness suffered. If you must use this cable, at least use

strands per conductor is used. These designs
claim to generate more surface area and thus
minimize skin effects. But the whole argument

short runs and restrict its usage to 8-ohm
nominal or higher speaker loads. Overall, I

is fallacious. Because the strands are in parallel
and bunched intimately together, their high-

but its asking price is just abit too steep for
recommendation.
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Despite the relatively high resistance, bass
reproduction on the Quads was fine, even with

believe the DNM performs at aClass-D level,
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Madrigal CPC Ribbon
You may have seen the ad: "convincing

treble improved slowly as the break-in proceeded. At the end, Istill had just aslight

evidence that solid conductors of rectangular
cross-section would do abetter job of carrying

the treble In all other respects this is an excep-

musical signals." I'd sure like to see some of
that evidence. Because if the intent here is to
minimize skin effects, it's not just surface area
that matters, but rather the effective diameter
of the conductor. In case you haven't seen the

reservation about the purity and extension of
tional cable. The soundstage was consistently
alive, transparent, and palpable, though spatial
resolution was atad below the standards set
by the Cardas, Space & Time, and the 'Umber

ad, Ishould tell you that each leg of CPC Rib-

AG cables. Midrange textures were very clean
and very well resolved. The resolution and ex-

bon (MOO/meter) is in the shape of aflat copper strip or ribbon about 2%" wide Two strips

This cable just missed getting into Class A.

are laid down side by side; aTeflon dielectric
completes the design.

Straight Wire

There was much to like here. The bass
registers were excellent, mids were detailed

Wire: the Music Ribbon, or MR-32 Min and

tension of the bass registers were outstanding.

Two samples were received from Straight

and well-focused, and spatial resolution of

The Music Conductor, or TMC (MOM). These

massed voices was very good. But all of this
was spoiled for me by upper-octave problems.
The highs were deficient in air, and sounded

are two very different designs. The Music Ribbon is effectively a9-gauge cable consisting
of 16 OFC strands laid down side by side, in-

grainy and muffled. The treble appeared

dividually insulated with a polypropylene
dielectric—a total of 32 strands per channel.

lackluster and rolled-off to the point of emphasizing the mids. This cable might be agood
match for aspeaker with an aggressive high
end, but in view of the treble sins, no recommendation is forthcoming.

Distech Platinum Plus
The Platinum Plus is a complex and, at
S42.75/ft, expensive cable. Isay complex,
because that's basically all the information I

The TMC, on the other hand, is what David
Salz calls asymmetrical coaxial design.
First, the MR-32. Midrange transparency and
clarity were quite good. The soundstage was
slightly defocused, and the treble was not well
integrated with the rest of the range The highs
were consistently somewhat grainy, zippy, and
slightly dark in character. The bass registers

managed to get out of Sal DeMicco at Distech.

were adequately reproduced, with just aslight
loss of impact. What bothered me most was

Ido know that the cable, ahybrid of stranded
and solid wires, uses Teflon-insulated silver-

the lack of spatial incisiveness and the treble
errors.

clad OFC strands of various sizes. Iwas ad-

Although the bass of the TMC was better

monished by Sal to break this cable in for at
least 100 hours with aconstant signal. Ilogged

than that of the MR-32, overall Iactually liked

in over 150 hours, listening at several points
along the way. Prior to the burn-in, the cable

it less. It is more forward, bright, and aggressive
With the TMC interconnects also in the

treble was slightly grainy and bright. The

system, the quality of the treble did improve
noticeably, but at the cost of afurther erosion
of harmonic cohesiveness.

Discrete Technology Platinum

Straight Wire Music Conductor (TMC)

already sounded very good, except that the
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LiveWire/Audioquest

problem with the Black is that it's simply not

Samples on hand included the Type 12 and the

as good as the top cables in the Series, and a

LiveWire color series: Brown, Black, Green,

bit too pricey for inclusion in Class C. The

and Clear. On the whole, Ifound the color

Black scored better on the Ohms than on the

series most enjoyable, but let me first tell you

Quads, but even here losses in transparency

about the Type 12 ($3.50/ft +$40/pair prep

and focus and aslightly bright character were

fee). Twelve individually insulated OFHC conductors are used in ahelical array for an effec-

noted. The dynamics were abit compressed
in comparison with the Green and Clear. The

tive IOAWG. Three different-size strands are

bass, however, was consistently very good.

used in each conductor. The soundstage presen-

Both the Green and the Clear use alow-

tation was always slightly veiled and blurred,

granularity copper, dubbed FPC for Func-

and instrumental outlines were broadbrushed

tionally Perfect Copper. The Green ($20/ft +

and 2-D in presentation; all of which naturally
led to significant losses in spatial resolution.

$40/pair prep fee) is otherwise identical to the
Black. The Clear ($40/ft +$75/pair prep fee)

The mids were clean and easy to listen to, but

uses 16 surface-only conductors to produce

Idid not much care for the dull presence

an 8AWG cable. Both are excellent cables, but

region and slightly murky bass. So far nothing
to write home about. But the Color Series ...

quite system-sensitive. Despite the price differential, on the Quads the Green clearly bet-

The Color Series is about surface-only conductors. A surface-only conductor is an at-

tered the Clear, primarily because of the latter's slight treble gain and transparency losses.

tempt to minimize the skin effect by spiraling

Here, the Clear was clearly Class Bwhile the
Green was aClass-A winner. However, on the
Ohms, these roles were reversed. The Clear

asingle layer of strands around apolypropylene core. The resulting conductor, by virtue
of being ashell with no core, minimizes skineffect produced phase shifts. It is also claimed
that, because the strands are all in asmooth
arc, with astrand on each side, the problem
of physical modulation of the cable is reduced.
The Brown ($1.75/ft) uses two 16AWG
OFHC surface-only conductors. The legs are
run in parallel with a1
2 "spacing. Sonically, the
/
Brown does everything pretty well. It is
generally easy to listen to. Focus and transparency are decent, as well as harmonic cohesiveness and tonal balance. Its major shortcomings are aslightly dry, grainy, closed-in
treble and aslight constriction of dynamic
shadings. A clear Class-D recommendation.
The Black ($6/ft +$40/pair prep fee) is the
only cable in the Series that failed to capture
my fancy. It uses six surface-only conductors
in ahelical array to make a13AWG cable. The

was revealed to possess exceptional clarity and
focus, the music emerging from an utterly
quiet background, while the Green did not
sound as natural through the upper octaves.

Cardas Hex
The Hex ($411/terminated meter pair, $161/
each additional meter) represents the top of
the Cardas line. It consists of six conductors,
hence the hex designation. Actually, my sample was labeled "Ozone Blue," apparently the
name of arock band George Cardas used to
sponsor, but future production will be designated as Hex or HexLink. Each conductor
contains aseries of strands along the goldensection stranding principle. Ialso like the
rhodium-plated spade lugs.
This was the first Class-A cable Ilistened to
Cardas Hex

Live Wire Black

I
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during this survey, and the experience was a

know what massed voices should sound like
until the music signal passes through these

shocker—totally pristine harmonic textures,
vanishing levels of grain and grundge, more inner detail and inter-transient silence than ever
before, and incredible clarity. Ijust could not

cables. Instrumental outlines were so convincingly located within the soundstage that
relistening to tired and familiar program ma-

believe the focus of Lesley's voice, the cohesive,

terial became an exciting proposition.

sweet harmonic integration through the upper octaves. Truly a revelatory experience.
Only ahandful of cables has since equalled the

I've left the best news for last. The retail
price is amere $6.95/ft. How about that! Class-

standard set by the Hex. With acapacitance of
about 88pF/ft, some system sensitivity is possi-

greatest bargain in cable Iknow of. A triumph
of simplicity and solid-core technology.

ble. In fact, some mild system interactions
were noted as amps and speakers were

Asound for abudget price. This has to be the

substituted. But the differences were quite
mild. (The Cardas interconnects, by the way,

Hitachi Linear-Crystal
Stranded 18AWG
(Precision Audio Supply)

are also exceptional and complement the
speaker cable very well. If you can't afford the

It pays to experiment, and this inexpensive
18AWG cable, even with only one conductor

}Umber KCAG interconnects, buy the Cardas.)

TARA Labs
Space & Time Phase II
What asurprise! Ijust did not expect that
much from these cables from Australia's The
Absolute Reference Audio labs. For one thing,
they look so unassuming: apair of solid-core
18AWG copper conductors per leg. The copper, according to designer Matthew Bond, is
fresh Australian copper, but otherwise is not
exotic in any way. The two conductors are

per leg, easily makes it into Class C. The price,
as best Ican recall, is 75 cents/ft, which places
it within reach of any audiophile's pocketbook. It is more transparent and more alivesounding than the DNM. The soundstage was
nicely focused, harmonic textures were quite
clean, and the bass was good. But don't use it
for very long runs; about 20' should be about
it. The upper registers were slightly rough and
dry sounding, but that was about the only
serious flaw. You may want to try aquasi"shotgun" type of construction with two con-

twisted as apair, and even the insulation is not

ductors per leg. 2 Please let me know if you

exotic, just good old polyethylene. There's a

have any luck with it.

homemade flavor about these cables, and they
certainly do not give the impression of having

Recommendations

afighting chance against the high-tech cables

M you can see, very few cables survived to this

of Class A.

point, after the filtration process took into ac-

Depending on the system configuration, the

count both sound quality and value for dollar.

Phase II either equalled the performance of the

Based on these results, JA remarked that it is

Cardas Hex or was only slightly inferior. There

not very likely we'll be doing any more cable
surveys—we won't be able to get any more

was even one instance in which the focusing
abilities of the Phase II exceeded those of the

samples!

Cardas. The TARA Labs cable sounded very

The Class-A recommendations represent

clean and exceptionally cohesive, but its greatest

the best money can buy—cost no object. The

asset was an amazing ability to delineate spatial

fact that the Space & Time Phase II made it

information. It consistently did this better than
any cable Iknow of, portraying asoundstage

into Class A makes life difficult for alot of
cables that would otherwise have been recom-

with amazing 3-D palpability. You just don't
TARA Labs Space 81 Time Phase II

mended. Class-B recommendations reflect
cables that almost made it into Class A and
generally represent terrible value. Class-C and
-D cables represent decent cables that meet

,„„tifeema

''
,
1•••••

p•11

strict budgetary guidelines: nothing over $5/ft
in Class C and nothing over $2/ft in Class D.

.111111

2MIT's "shotgun construction is more complex than this.
we believe.
— JA
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Class A
Kimber Kable 4AG. An expensive

m), but if your system needs asoothing tranquilizer, this may be the cable for you.

(MO») hyper-pure silver cable that can offer
aglimpse of heaven. Significant system sen-

Distech Platinum Plus. Just slight conces-

sitivity, so be sure to check for system com-

sions to the best cables money can buy. Ex-

patibility before you buy.

cellent focus and transparency. ($42.75 /ft)

Cardas HexLink. Excellent clarity and focus.

Kimber Kable 8TC "shotgun." A double

Only mild system sensitivity. Very expensive

run of 8TC greatly improves the sound. Ex-

($411 first terminated meter, $161 each additional meter).

cellent bass. ($15.60/ft)

TARA Labs Space & Time Phase H. Amazing

Class C
Kimber Kable 4TC. The best bet in

spatial resolution capability at an even more

Kimber's regular series. ($4.40/ft)

amazing price ($6.95 /ft). Minimal system
sensitivity.

van den Hui CS-122. Good focus and sibilant

LiveWire Clear. Excellent all-around per-

($2.95/ft)

control,

but

slightly veiled and grainy.

former. Best with low-impedance loads. Some
system sensitivity. ($40/ft)

Hitachi Linear-Crystal 18AWG. Check this

LiveWire Green. Very clean and quiet, but
best with higher-impedance loads. Some

out from Precision Audio Very good focus and
harmonic integrity at a budget price. (75
cents/ft)

system sensitivity. ($20/ft)

Class B
Siltech 4-80, The Inevitable Link.
Linear-crystal silver and very expensive (1800/

Class D
LiveWire Brown. Surprisingly listenable.
Does nothing seriously wrong. ($1.75 /ft) S

dbx 14/10 GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER/ANALYZER
J. Gordon Holt

—

dbx 14/10 Analyzer/Equalizer
Manufacturer's specifications: 14-band 2-channel graphic equalizer. Controlled bands: Center
frequencies (Hz, ISO standard) at: 31.5, 45, 63, 90, 125, 180, 250, 360, 550, 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k, 16k.
Constant-Q bandwidth. Equalization range: ±12dB. Frequency response w/ controls set at OdB:
±0.5dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Real-time analyzer: 25dB range on screen, auto-ranging. Internal pink
noise generator, L/R uncorrelated. Gain: OdB at OdB. THD: below 0.03%, 20Hz-20kHz. Maximum
input, output level: 6V. S/N ratio: 119dBA. Impedances: Input 51k ohms; output 470 ohms. Dimensions: 17 1/
8"W by 31
/
2"H by 11 7
/
8"D. Weight: 11.2 lbs. Price: $1299. Approximate number of
dealers: undisclosed. Manufacturer: dbx, 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195. Tel: (617) 964-3210.
Although most audio perfectionists look down
with scorn on equalizers, there are times when
118

the benefits of such devices can outweigh their
disadvantages. Idiscussed the pros and cons
Stereophile, July 1988

in my review of the Accuphase G-18 in Vol.11

listener, however, may observe that arecording

No.4, but abrief recap here won't be amiss.

has too much midbass and not enough deep
bass, or has amid-treble peak and anormal

Properly used, asuitable equalizer can often
improve the listenability of mediocre recordings,' and can offset some of the deficiencies
of many loudspeakers. Improperly used, an
equalizer can undo all of the potential for fidelity that your system has to offer, and even
when not used at all—with all its controls set
for Flat—all of them cause acertain amount
of veiling and loss of depth. With agood one,
though, the signal degradation is small enough
to be outweighed by the benefits it can bring,
and—if installed in the preamp's 'Pape Monitor
loop—it can always be switched out when it
isn't needed. ,
There are two basic kinds of equalizers:
system equalizers and program equalizers.
Because real-world loudspeakers in real-world

extreme-high-end balance Clearly, no conventional tone controls can cope with either.
It is generally conceded that program equalization is best accomplished with aso-called
octave equalizer—one that offers 10 or 12
octave-wide controllable bands. On aunit having separate controls for each channel, that's
still 20 to 24 knobs to operate when you
change records, but when you consider that
only six or eight of those per channel may
have to be changed from one record to the
next, it becomes reasonably manageable The
ideal, of course, would be to use ganged controls, where one knob affects both channels
simultaneously, but that sacrifices the ability
to make different adjustments in the two chan-

rooms tend to generate lots of narrow fre-

nels. Or at least, it usually does. In the case of

quency-response peaks and dips, the first re-

the dbx 14/10, it doesn't.

quirement for asystem equalizer is that it have
high resolution. That is, it must have enough

graphic equalizers on the consumer market to-

controllable bands, of sufficiently narrow
width, to allow it to pull down apeak without
unduly affecting the adjacent areas. The best
ones (very rare) have '/, 0-octave resolution,
which means about 100 bands for each channel, while an excellent one will typically have
30 S-octave bands per channel. And this is
precisely why agood system equalizer doesn't
make agood program equalizer. Two hundred
controls, or even 60, are just far too many to

The 1
4/
10is one of the most sophisticated
day. It is sort of ahybrid device, combining the
functions of asystem equalizer and aprogram
equalizer. It divides the lower half of the audio
spectrum (where most loudspeaker/roominduced response irregularities occur) into
half-octave bands and the upper half into oneoctave bands, and has 14 knobs which can
either control both channels at once or either
channel individually. The knobs are actually
small lever switches which raise or lower the

have to contend with every time you change
records.

gain of their controlled band electronically,

For program equalization, the resolution requirements are far less stringent. In fact, for

down. The front-panel LED display shows (as
+or - dB) where each control is set, and the

most audiophiles (except, of course, those
reading this magazine), apair of well-designed

slow to fast if you hold the knob for more than

depending on whether they are pushed up or

rate of change in each band switches from

tone controls—bass and treble—will do a
more than adequate job of program correc-

acouple of seconds. At one end of the display

tion. Most of the problems afflicting record-

whole LED panel can also be switched to

is acontinuous signal-level monitor, and the

ings are spectral aberrations, affecting awide

display a14-channel real-time analyzer (RTA)

range of bass and/or treble frequencies, and

readout, with vertical bargraphs showing

ordinarily tone controls are best at compen-

signal amplitude within each band. A switch

sating for these problems. A more critical

allows the RTA to monitor either the line signal
coming into the equalizer, or the output from

IThe philistine audio purist's view is that an audiophile has
no business listening to mediocre recordings. The artistic. sensitive, music-knees view is that some recorded performances
are good enough to listen to from Edison cylinders, even the
monophonic ones, and that any device which can make the
experience less onerous is worthwhile.

its own microphone (supplied). The RTA offers two display-response speeds: slow and

2All equalizers, however, introduce time-domain distortion.
Though this is conventionally held to be inaudible. Ido not
like the idea of using something which interferes with the purity of the signal.
—JA
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fast. The former makes it easier to observe
response readings, the latter is for checking
peak signal levels. A hold button can be used
to put either display into astorage mode which
"freezes" the highest-amplitude reading in
119

each band until the button is depressed asec-

the sound was dramatically improved. This

ond time to release them.
Connected to its calibrated condenser

may not be the best way of compensating for
mediocre speakers, but at $1300, it may be the

microphone, and supplying its own pink-noise

cheapest. But, you may ask, doesn't asystem

signal to the system, the 14/10's RTA can be
used to measure and display the audio system's

equalized to measure flat at the high end sound

frequency response in the listening room.

fully taken that into consideration too, by pro-

Then if you push the appropriate buttons, the

viding aHigh-Frequency-Rolloff (HFR) button that adds the necessary HF correction.

device will automatically equalize the system
for the flattest possible amplitude response,
and show the resulting EQ curve on the display. Because pink noise has continually varying level in each octave, each eventually averaging out to fiat, it takes upward of 30 seconds
for the computer to ascertain exactly what the

tipped-up? Yes, it does, but dbx has thought-

Note also that the equalizer will always try to
flatten out the low end too, as indeed it should,
but that if your system has little output below
40Hz, the auto EQ will boost that bottommost
octave to the 14/10's +12dB limit. If this happens, do not take its advice in this regard; 12dB

auto-ranges over afairly wide range in normal

of boost at 31Hz will very definitely overload
and possibly damage your woofers, your

use; that is, it adjusts its sensitivity to the signal
level so that the display is always more or less

amplifier, or both. Pull that control down to,
say, +3dB, then, if you wish, push it up adB or

vertically centered. For auto EQ, though, the

so at atime until you start to hear the woofers

device requires that the pink-noise signal be
above acertain threshold. There's avolume
control for the pink-noise signal, and if this is

bottoming out (or the amplifier overloading
occasionally) on deep bass; then back it down
acouple dB and leave it there, putting the

not set high enough, ared light next to the
Average button will flash on and off for afew

revised curve into storage.
There is no advantage to doing the system

seconds after you depress the button. If the
level is adequate, the red light stays lit until the
auto EQ is completed.

EQ manually. The automatic EQ gives the
same results in afraction of the time, and sets
the level properly as well. (Manual EQ usually

The RTA or the auto-equalization function
can work on either channel or in both simul-

or louder than the straight-through signal.)

RTA is reading and to equalize for it. The RTA

taneously, and once you have the EQ curve
you want, you can assign it to any one of 10
numbered front-panel buttons for later recall.
Another button restores the equalizer to flat
response, but all stored curves remain in its
memory, even when it is turned off or unplugged from the wall outlet. A lithium battery
preserves the stored data during power-off
periods, for up to aclaimed seven years.
And that's not all. There's even an averaging

results in the equalizer sounding much softer
Also, pay attention to the fact that one mike
position will not give you an accurate assessment of what's going on response-wise. You
must take several EQ runs, from different mike
positions near where your ears will be, then
average them; the more different mike positions you use, the better the EQ will be.
What about carrying out system EQ by ear?
This is not recommended, unless you're a
much better judge of recorded sound than

function, which allows you to call out several

most audiophiles. And consider: You don't

stored curves, as might be made from anumber of different microphone positions, and

really know what any of those favorite recordings of yours are supposed to sound like—
certainly not well enough to EQ your whole

average them out into one. And if you want
one or two of those curves to carry more
weight in the averaging process than the
others, there is even provision for doing that.
Averaging can be done with the automatically
derived curves, or from ones you set up
manually on the basis of listening, or from a
combination of both.
Itried EQing two speakers Ihad on hand

system with them. It's best to do. the room EQ
(if at all) using the mike and the RTA or the
auto-equalizer, and then store it in Register I.
The HFR correction, by the way, can be added
to your final EQ and stored along with it, so
the corrected curve comes up with your No.1
button. You can then call this up as the "default" each time you fire up the system, and

that have sounded as if they had frequency-

use it as the starting point for any program EQ-

response-related problems. In both instances,

ing you wish to do.
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Of course, there's nothing that says you must
use the system-EQ feature It's just there if you

eliminate, most of the time, the necessity for

need it. A better approach would be to use
other means, such as loudspeaker-driver balance adjustment, to get the response as fiat as

ferent recordings. Each time you encounter a
recording that needs correction, do it by ear
(starting with the system-EQ curve if you

laboriously resetting the EQ manually for dif-

possible, using the RFA as ameans for monitor-

choose) and store the result in one of the

ing your progress. In fact, this is awise thing
to do first even if you do plan to EQ the system

vacant memories. Then, next time abad recording comes along, you can try each stored

with the 14/10. But the unit does cause some

curve before manually doing another and stor-

signal degradation, even though it is slight.

ing it. There are 10 memories, and 9plus your
start-up button Nol should be enough for just

The previous 10-band, 1-octave 10/20 version
of this equalizer had aslightly murky quality
to its sound; this does not. Yes, it does add a
small amount of veiling—probably more than
you would care to tolerate when listening to,

about any recorded response aberration. You
can even copy acurve from one memory into another, by calling it up into the equalizer
from one and then storing it in the other.

say, aSheffield or Wilson Audio or Reference

This well-thought-out and well-engineered

Recordings disc, but you shouldn't need to EQ

product has got to be one of the most versatile

those if your system is pretty dose to being flat

and usable graphic equalizers of them all.

to begin with. If it isn't, you may prefer its
sound with the equalizer in, veiling or not.

Some others will EQ a system with more
refinement, and some will do almost as well

For program EQ you must rely on your ears,

for program equalization, but Idon't know of

because music never has a fiat frequency
response But you don't necessarily have to do

another that is this effective and this easy to

it for every record that needs it. Apart from
storing different curves for averaging, the
curve-storage registers and callout buttons

anyone whose audio religion it doesn't offend.

use. The dbx 14/10 is highly recommended to
But do use it with discretion, or it will do more
harm to your sound than good.

have another very useful function: They can

FOLLOW UP
Hafler XL-280 amplifier

ness. We were forced to conclude that, per-

This budget-priced ($650) power amplifier has
been the center of some controversy over the

haps, real-world loudspeakers don't like nearly
perfect amplifiers.
Readers' letters in response to that review,

validity of anulling test that Hailer devised,
wherein an amplifier's output is fed, in reversed phase with its input, to yield an overall
signal cancellation. Hafler contended that any
amplifier that gave a perfect null must, by
definition, be aperfect amplifier, and that,
since the Hafler XL-280 gave by far the most
nearly perfect nulling, it must be the most

however, suggested that some of the problems
we heard may have been direct results of the
measures Hafler had to take to eliminate the
effects of phase shift on nulling errors. (The
very slight time taken for signals to pass through
atypical amplifier can cause incomplete null-

nearly perfect amplifier in existence.

ing, even though they may have no effect on
the sound of the amplifier.) Fidler, on the other

The argument sounded airtight, but the add
test—listening—burned holes in it. When

speakers don't like perfect amplifiers, it is the

reviewed in Vol.10 No.1, although the XL-280
was avery good amplifier, it did not sound like

hand, took the attitude that if "real" loudloudspeakers that should be changed, not the
amplifier. We couldn't disagree with him, but

what Ithought the most nearly perfect ampli-

the options here would have been to change

fier should sound like Its low end was slightly

every loudspeaker in existence or to change

bloated and deficient in impact and control,
its soundstaging was alittle cramped, and its

which was more practical.

highs were dry almost to the point of grainiStereophile, July 1988

one amplifier. There was little question as to
A few months ago, we received another
121

sample of the XL-280, which was in effect
claimed to be even more nearly perfect (ie, it

stayed where it was originally. The result? A
disparity between visual and audible images.

produced adeeper null) than the first. Whether

The 8-04s would be overkill for asmall

this is because it has lower distortion, less

video room, but they are the best thing I've

phase shift, or both, was never revealed to us,

found to date for use with big-screen projec-

but Igave it alisten.
Idon't have that original XL-280 on hand

tion systems in large rooms.

—JGH

for direct comparisons, but from what Ire-

Threshold SA-1 amplifier

member of it, and after rereading my com-

The original version of this has been my

ments about it, there is no question that the

reference amplifier since Ireviewed apair of

latest one is substantially better. The high end

them two years ago (Vol.9 No.1), and although
it has since seen anumber of small but signifi-

is much less dry than it was, with none of the
grittiness Iheard from the first one, and although it's still not quite as sweet as that of,

cant changes, Ifelt Icouldn't part with mine
for long enough to get them upgraded. Finally,

say, the B&K ST-140, it now has about as nice

when Isaw that Iwas going to be out of town

ahigh end as any solid-state amplifier in its

for aweek, Isent them back.

power class. The low end is abit more under

What Igot in return was, for all intents and

control, having somewhat more heft and impact than before, and even the soundstage
seems to have opened up. Only at the low end

purposes, apill' of different amplifiers. On first
listen, right out of the box, they sounded quite
bad—harsh, rough, and thin. But so do most

does it yield to higher-current designs in terms
of control and apparent extension. A very
good buy, highly recommended (putative

other amplifiers right out of the box. Ilet them
warm up for 48 hours and took another listen.
The roughness was completely gone, replaced

Class C, lower end).

—JGH

by amuch smoother, sweeter high end than

Nelson -Reed 8-04/B loudspeaker

my original units. But there were other, less expected differences. The new SA- ls were some-

Subsequent to my initial tests of this system,
reported in Vail No.3, Imoved the speakers
into my video room and tried them for reproducing film soundtracks. Iwasn't too surprised
to find them superb for this application. Dialog
intelligibility was better than it has ever been

what tighter but sparser through the low
end—almost too much so for my Sound Lab
A-3 speakers at their Flat LF setting. They were
also more bright and alittle more forward than
before (by brightness Ido not refer to extreme
high end, but to middle highs). That change,

before, their tremendous dynamic range gave

too, was something that did not sit well with

unprecedented impact to blockbuster sound-

the A-3s. Low-level detailing was much greater

tracks, and their outstanding imaging capability revealed something Ihad never noticed

than before, but—again in the context of the
A-3s—sounded like an exaggeration of detail,

before, nor even thought about before: The

in that Iwas hearing from most recordings

sounds of moving objects often don't track
their visual locations. For example, an auto-

more such detail than Icared to. Like the rustle

mobile will come from the right and stop in
center-screen, but its sound will move all the
way off-screen to the left before coming to a
stop. How come? Because, while all widescreen films are panned and scanned to place

of clothing, and assorted sniffs, snuffles, and
grunts from the performers.
This is still definitely aClass-A power amp,
even more so than it was before But as of now,
Ican't really recommend it for use with speak-

the center of visual interest on the narrower

ers having the A-3's spectral balance It is better
suited to speakers that are alittle warm through

video screen, the soundtrack is not panned.

the bass and abit withdrawn through the mid

In the example above, the widescreen version would have had the car stopping at the far

treble. This may not be the last word on the
SA-1, though, if my experience with the first

left, with perhaps aperson watching from the
right. Both could not be shown on avideo

of months, that first pair gradually grew

screen, so the video-transfer (telecine) oper-

warmer and richer-sounding, like afine violin

pair is to be repeated with these Over aperiod

ator chose to pan to the more important ele-

that blooms with playing. The latest pair may

ment in the scene, the car, placing it in the mid-

do likewise. Stay tuned.

—JGH

dle of the small screen. Its sound, however,
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Concert sound... budget price *

The FT-11 analog FM tuner
For free copy of 'Rediscover FM Stereo" (our booklet on improving your FM
reception), please call or write

MAGNUM

ÓLnalab

"The FM Specialists"

1-800-448-8490

255 Great Arrow Ave., Buffalo, NY

(716) 873-9475

*MSL $429

Distributed in USA & Canada by:

ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.

P.O. Box 1165 Champlain, N.Y. 12919 (514) 631-6448

AUDIOLAB .PRISMA CABLE .J.A. MICHELL .GYRODEC .ZETA .TENDERFEET
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The
Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
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Many audiophiles who desire high
quality audio systems are misled by
well meaning—but misinformed—
friends, salesmen, and enthusiast
journals whose understanding of
sound reproduction is superficial or
incomplete. As aresult, many expen-

sive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala
Sound, founded by pianist/acoustician James Gala, has earned the trust and confidence of the audiophile community throughout the
world. The musical and technical expertise of its
founder and distinguished staff has established Gala
Sound as the preeminent high-end audio dealership
in the United States.

Audiophiles, musicians and music lovers throughout
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Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony
ChristoPher Bre'unig

j
arlicr this year all the current recordF—sif
ings of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony

Chamber Orchestra. The scherzo in the transcription is cut down from the original form

were compared on BBC Radio 3's "Record Review" program by Richard Osborne—

(with two trios) to the single A-B-A menuetto
structure, and in his own characteristically ob-

not infallible, but by some measure the English
record critic most worthy of respect. The out-

tuse way, this is how Stolcowslci made his PhaseFour orchestral recording with the New Philhar-

come was not surprising: Toscanini the first
recommendation; then Klemperer; and, with
some reservations over detail, Roger Nor-

monia in 1975.

rington.
In the case of Beethoven's Seventh we have
not yet had acomparable period-instruments
version (Hogwood and Norrington are pursuing acomplete cycle each), but—to deal with
the "outsiders" first—we bave had the Octophorus recording for Accent of the 1816 nineparts wind transcription said to have been
supervised by Beethoven, and Tilson-Thomas's
scaled-down CBS recording with the English
Stereophile, July 1988

Stokowski's conception of the scherzo was
of aslow, lyrical dance—the coda he protracted rather, then ran straight into the finale
—broadly paced in the Klemperer manner.
There is arich, weighty double-bass section
to be heard at the beginning of the development section: nowadays the Welsh conductor
Wyn Morris (making an LSO cycle for the
cheap CD label IMP) favors amassive 10-player
bass complement, adeliberate rejection of the
trend to leaner textures in classical music.
But Iam getting ahead of myself. Beethoven's
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Seventh Symphony has inspired all sorts of

phony, a cánductor can compensate for a

comments, from Wagner's description "the
very apotheosis of the dance" to Weber's

minimal-repeat scheme. The older school
generally eschewed repeats. Karl Bohm, for example, actually went on record saying that an
orchestra would be too tired for the finale

declaration that the composer was "ripe for
the madhouse." Clara Schumann's father said
of the prevalent feeling at the first perfor-

repeat in Beethoven 7(a view rejected by Jef-

mance, that it seemed to have been written "in
adrunken state." This notion was poetically
transcribed by musicologist Romain Rolland,
who felt the composer was "the Bacchus who

frey Tate, who coached the Berlin Philhar-

crushed delicious nectar for mankind, giving

monic through his stern, rigorous reading of
the work for his debut concert there: flying in

le

e face of one of Karajan's party-pieces).
rnstein is aconductor who has long sup-

divine frenzy."
Beethoven was supported by Viennese

ported ample repeats in this repertoire, eg, his

patrons, anxious to keep him from leaving the
city. By 1810 his hearing had deteriorated again

all repeats in their recordings, and so did Franz

VPO Mozart. Carlos Kleiber and Solti observed
Konwitschny (Masur's predecessor at Leipzig).

and he began visiting Bad Teplitz, where he

Konwitschny's Seventh with the Gewandhaus

hoped the waters would help cure his deaf-

Orchestra was amighty affair, but was then
butchered by Philips, who recoupled 7and 8,

ness. In agreeable company there he began
sketching the Seventh, and it was completed
early in 1812. The premiere, on 8th December
1813, was at abenefit concert in aid of those
injured in the wars against Napoleon. The
principal novelty was the Battle Symphony,
Wellington's Victory, which was immediately acclaimed amasterpiece; the concert was
organized by Maelzel, inventor of the metronome (and thereby inspiration for the ticking
Allegretto of the Eighth). The following November Beethoven conducted the Seventh again;

excising all those important repeats. If only the
original could be rescued!
Where lbscanini set the example was in his
reaction to the conventional very slow trios
in (iii). The theme is based on an Austrian
pilgrims' hymn, and is frequently drawn out
down, in his debut recording with the VPO for
Decca). The marking is assai meno presto and,
as Professor Denis Matthews points out, the
absence of dynamic shadings on the long held

his orchestra included Spohr, Dragonetti,
Hummel, Salieri, and Meyerbeer. There's

violin notes surely indicates abrisk tempo.

agraphic description by LOWS Spohr of Beethoven's stances—stooping in piano episodes,

proved asticking point with English critics. In
the long-play era, his original Camden 78s

flinging out his arms from the chest at sforzandi accents, shouting in forte passages. The sec-

Seventh, the current NBC version judged as

ond movement was encored (Schumann later
said he was convinced this Allegretto was "the
marriage ceremony of avillage couple").
Basically, there are two approaches to con-

Ironically, Toscanini's fidelity to the marking

with the NYPSO were upheld as the model
harsh-sounding and lacking flexibility.
last year RCA remastered that 1951 Carnegie
Hall Seventh for CD (coupling it with No.2 in

the second with broad, steady speeds 2,..d

D), demonstrating that for sheer power and
dynamism it still knocked spots off the competition. If you can't find an unadulterated
analog LP pressing—avoid the VL "stereo"

cumulative momentum in the two outer move-

transfer—get the compact disc. You'll be sur-

ments. Karajan has worked his way from one
to the other, from the traditional German way

prised by the sound!
Toscanini's 1936 Seventh did appear on LP,

to aquick, light style. Where he remains out
of step with contemporary practice is in his

and justified all the adulation it had prompted
while unavailable. 'Then, two years ago, EMI

too-frequent avoidance of repeats.

unearthed apreviously unpublished live per-

ducting the Seventh: the Toscanini manner,
and the Klemperer—the first with swift tempi,

Some years ago the now defunct UK magazine Records & Recording carried an interesting
sequence of letters on the relationship be-

formance made on avisit to Queen's Hall London in 1935. The orchestra was the BBC SO

tween pacing and observance of repeats. It was
argued that even if, in principle, we need to

(3 LP set 29 0930 3—with Syms.1, 4, 6, etc.).
When Walter Legge invited Otto Klemperer
to work with the Philharmonia, they made a

hear the repeats prescribed for aclassical sym-

handful of classic Beethoven recordings

Stereophile, July 1988
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in dirge-like fashion (this is where Abbado fell
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together: the Leonore overtures, and Symphonies 3, 5, 7. Those led, of course, to the

distressingly small-scaled about his whirlwind

complete stereo cycle; there was athird Seventh
too, generally dismissed as plodding—but
count me among its admirers.

authenticists? (We have had arecording with

Now, Legge didn't think much of stereo
engineering: he used to tolerate parallel experimental stereo recordings of his projects,
with engineers hidden in the basement, to
whom he offered no special retake facilities.
The 1955 Klemperer Seventh was taped thus,
and issued for awhile on atwo-channel reel,
but the "authentic master" was first in mono,

finale—is this how it will sound with the
period instruments, by the Collegium Auretun
under Maier, which has alovely mellow string
sound in (ii), but theirs is aversion which
seems to try to sound as unshockingly traditional as could be.)
CD has brought a proliferation of radio
transfers from the past, not all of them as exciting as the cover names might suggest.
The Seventh is not the Beethoven symphony most adaptable to the wilful style of

then affectionately remixed by Suvi Grubb as

Furtwangler, and although his BPO concert

electronic-stereo, then digital mono, and last
year issued in both LP/CD formats in the true

performance from 1953, in remarkably good
account, is interesting (DG 415 666-2), the

stereo form (with alater Prometheus overture).

conductor's innate solemnity goes rather

Sonically, Iwould rank these in reverse order,

against the extrovert grain of the piece. The
Allegretto is afew seconds shorter than 'Pate's,

rating the Legge mono as the best; but the convenience of the CD cannot be denied (CDM
769 1832), and it comes at mid price.
It is the quintessential Klemperer Seventh:
for many his finest Beethoven record of all. It
is something of asurprise to be reminded of

but more than two minutes slower than in Abbado's new DG, and three longer than in Karajan's fifth commercial recording (also DG).
Even here the music seems overloaded,

the quick tempo for the introduction to (i); the

notably as it approaches the major-key section—especially when compared with Jeffrey

scherzo is asteady, songful reading but spiced

Tate's unencumbered song-like Dresden ac-

with Klemperer's bitter humor, with aseamless link to a logically paced trio, and the
playing of the vintage Philharmonia has a

count (EMI CDC 747 8152).
Coupled with the Consecration overture,

marvelous liquid flow, yet is rugged in forte

there the producer he had first worked with
when harpsichordist on some Negri/Philips

passages.
Ihave not heard the CD of the later, 1959,
Philharmonia remake, but in analog stereo it

this was aVEB coproduction and Tate met

projects. It was Kempe's old orchestra, and a
warm rapport was set up—Kempe had been

sounds quite superb by the standards of most
recent EMI digital recording. There's asmall

'Pate's Covent Garden mentor. This is avery
Klemperer -like reading, and the antithesis of

textual point at the very end of (ii) where

the Karajan. The sound is rather thick and

Klemperer, and Erich and Carlos Kleiber, dis-

heavy, yet the simplest of all miking arrange-

count the arco at 275, maintaining the strings'
pizzicati to the end of the movement.

ments was used. To be frank, the Dresden
glow is missing, and this Seventh is ashade

When Carlos Kleiber gave the Seventh in
London several years ago (he has never returned

marmoreal.
Abbado's VPO Seventh lacks the freshness

to the concert platform there), the coldhearted
brilliance of his reading was savaged by the

stems

of his first youthful encounter with them. It
from

live

performances

blended

gifts, but when Itook out his DG recording
with the VPO, in preparation for this article,

together, and to my ears denies the listener a
thorough experience. Icannot hear the presumed edits but Ifeel there's no real continuity—
maybe that is best secured by the traditional

Ifelt at aloss to understand the acclaim the LP

studio buildup after all!

received in 1976. It has all repeats, divided

Much more to my taste is the Haitink /Concertgebouw Seventh, part of anew complete

critics. My bitter disappointment was tempered
by admiration for his analytical and technical

violins, great discipline and vigor in the playing, but it doesn't communicate much. Kleiber
oversaw the remixing of the CD (415 862-2),
and this may sound better than the dull but
spiky analog original. There's something
Stereophile, July 1988

Philips cycle (or with Symphony 5 on 420
540-2). If you jump from Karajan to Haitink
in (iii) the drop in "voltage" is noticed, but
within seconds the warmth and concentration
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of this Amsterdam version, bubbling along
joyously, full of observant detail, captivates.
This is perhaps my favorite modem recording,
certainly in the first three movements, though
the trios are rather too grandiose and overblown. (They are aproblem!) The finale is fast
and furious, almost too much so for the players,
and it yields to Toscanini/BBC in real musical
interest. A pity the Toscanini is brutally edited

Webster defines
MAGUS (ma-jus)
as magician.
sorcerer.
You may
define it a,s
pure enjoyment.

at the close, because he alone on records, it
seems, brings the work to atruly orgiastic ending. Karajan's 1985 BPO finale is superior in
finish to Haitink's—again, avery fast speed,
but without the exposition repeat. Ifeel that
Karajan's inner ear is attuned to astill unattainable, faster, more "perfect" marriage of articulate detail and velocity.
It's only necessary to drop the tempo a
shade, and the music gains in involvement, as
Kempe illustrated in his Munich PO recording
(from aquadraphonic cycle from EMI, later
reissued on Classics for Pleasure LPs). Maybe
it is more to do with the fact that Kempe put
the music before anything else (such as image -

2
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making, or star projection). Listen, if you can
find it, to the 2-LP Orfeo album of Dresden
rehearsals, full of laughter, animated discussion; the Dresden sounding at their best for
their greatest conductor.
One of my mundane pastimes while traveling used to be counting up records Ihad of
standard works. Ican remember 52 Sevenths
on my shelves, but checking reveals seven
others Ihave forgotten: no one more obscure
than Ferencsik or Hickox.
Ihave space just to name other Sevenths I
have liked: those of Szell, Cantelli, Monteux,
Ashkenazy. Iprobably won't ever listen to
those of Previn, Muti, Sanderling, Masur,
Mravinsky, Soit! (Chicago), Jochum (LSO), or
Dorati (RPO) again. Certainly not all the way
through. Idid buy and enjoy the Walter/

For nearest
dealer contact:
MFA Systems
3178 Fowler Road
San Jose
CA 95135
408-274-5679.
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Columbia SO this year, albeit in the bland
CBS/Sony remixed LP. Ican't help thinking
that recorded sound per se is getting worse
than ever. And that goes for EMI's historic
remastering, too, not just new digital issues.
But, like all collectors, Istill look forward to
new versions coming along. There can be no
ultimate Beethoven 7: for each of us the ideal
is the amalgam of the best of what we've experienced in concert and on disc.
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egregious in this regard. His rhythmic rectitude
in the first movement is admirable, but
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5 & 7
Christoph von Dohnanyi, The Cleveland Orchestra
lèlarc CD-80163 (CD). Jack Reiuter, eng.; Robert Woods,
prod. DDD. Tt 6318
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5 & 7
Bernard Haltink, Concertgebouw Orchestra
Philips 420 540-2 (CD). TI 7138

elsewhere it seems slick and proves wearisome, the finale, especially, losing its implicit
glandeur, power, and stature in the almost
frantic rush to the close.
Haitink avoids these traps, his slightly
broader tempos permitting the second move-

Both of these releases are part of projected

ment of the Seventh to unfold with amore

Beethoven cycles, Bernard Haitink's being the

aptly sustained long crescendo and to sound

first installment of what will ultimately be his
second traversal of the Nine, Christoph von

less episodic. Similarly, his greater breadth in
the first movement of the Fifth and in the finales

Dohnanyi's the fourth installment in aseries

of both works permits them to develop considerably more cumulative drama and impact.

that already encompasses admirable performances of the Symphonies 3, 6, 8, and 9. Both

In fact, only an affected, sentimentalized oboe

conductors produce readings that feature

cadenza in the first movement of the Fifth, an

relatively fast tempos, minimal rhythmic inflection, and afreedom from mannerisms. And

occasional rhythmic slackness in the first
movement of the Seventh, and ablurring of

both have at their disposal virtuosic ensembles

texture, most apparent in the recessed horns

recorded in reverberant halls. Such similarities

at the close of the Seventh, prevent Haitink's

notwithstanding, key differences exist, in near-

performances from being as good as any

ly every instance revealing Haitink as the more

available.
My preference among current CD editions

persuasive Beethovian.
The high point of the Dohnanyi disc is the

rests with Herbert von Karajan's 1962 Beetho-

first movement of the Seventh Symphony,

ven Fifth (just reissued on amidpriced DG

which is vibrantly animated by asharp profil-

disc) and with both of Leonard Bernstein's
accounts (CBS and DG) of the Seventh. Never-

ing of the dactylic motif that comprises its
rhythmic backbone and acoda that literally

theless, Haitink's latest efforts comprise

seems to explode as the high A of the horns
pierces the sonority with thrilling effect.

distinguished readings that can be recommended to anyone who wants this particular

Elsewhere, however, Dohnanyi's fleetness

coupling. Sonically, these new Telarc and

sounds superficial, particularly in the second

Philips releases are first-class, with rich, natural

movement, which moves so quickly it lacks

string tone and considerable presence. Telares

even a hint of the music's quasi-andante

engineering features aslightly closer perspec-

character. And in the finale, tension dissipates
where it should build as aresult of the conduct-

tive, without the depth that Philips' more distant acoustic suggests. Both recordings have

or's breakneck speed. Indeed, only the tech-

ahalo of resonance that occasionally blurs

nical brilliance of the Clevelanders prevents the

detail. Haitink and Dohnanyi favor the Urtext

coda from becoming amessy smear. Dohn-

in the Fifth Symphony, using abassoon rather

anyi's account of the Fifth is even more

than ahorn in the first-movement recapitula-
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tion. Haitink opts for exposition repeats in
both first movements, Dohnanyi only for that

dwell on its tragic despair. In fact, Serkin

in the first movement of the Fifth. Both con-

shows this work to embrace worlds of emotions ranging from that famous despair to in-

ductors (wisely) ignore Beethoven's exposition
repeats in the finales of each work.

effable joy.
His minute turns of rhythm and tempo in

—Mortimer H. Frank

movement one present adeep sense of nobility. The melancholic repose of movement two

MOZART: Piano Concertos No.I8, K.456 and No.24,
K.49I
Rudolf Serkin, piano; Claudio Abbado, London Symphony Orchestra
Deutsche Gramrnophon 423 062-2GH (CD), 423
062-1GH (LP). Klaus Memory', eng.; Gunther
Breest/Hanno Rinke (K.456), Rainer Brock (K.491),
prods. DDD. TF: 64:49

is evocative of Eliot's "infinitely gentle/Infinitely suffering thing," and the final movement has
poignancy graced with exuberance—a sense
that there is gold in the small details Serkin and
Abbado explore together.
Engineer Klaus Hiernann's work contributes
enormously to the success of this music. It is

Iwrite this on March 28, I988—the 85th

ablend of full orchestral texture and attention

birthday of Rudolf Serkin. Claudio Arrau and

to individual voices that maintains an exquisite
overall balance and perspective For once, the

Vladimir Horowitz will also be celebrating
85th birthdays soon, and you will no doubt
hear more about theirs than Serkin's.
Serkin has always seemed to toil in the

differences between CD and LP are small
enough to base achoice almost completely on
convenience or playback equipment. The LP

shadows of aSchnabel, aRubenstein, or a

is slightly warmer and has greater air, with just

Horowitz. He has never celebrated himself or

the smallest loss of detail. On neither format

tried to seize attention away from the composers in whose devoted service he has worked

is the sound state-of-the-art, but it is asign that

throughout his 7I-year career. Yet Serkin
is deserving of the highest praise, though it
would be lavished on asupremely unaffected,
self-effacing man.
Serkin, of course, is used to persistent charges
of reticence and intellectualism in his playing,
but these performances of Mozart concertos

DG may be on the road to recapturing past
glory.
This recording is highly recommended.
Serkin, as revered for his teaching as he is for
his playing, gives us alesson in the youthful
discoveries of age. Aeschylus said, "Old and
ready to learn is always young." If so, Rudi
Serkin is still akid. Happy birthday.

prove that if he uses his head more than other
pianists, it is only to get to the heart. In Claudio

—Robert Hesson

Abbado and the LSO, he has found collabora-

VERDI: Requiem, Operatic Choruses
Susan Dunn, soprano; Diane Curry, mezzo-soprono, Jerry
Hadley, tenor. Paul Plishka, bass; Robert Shaw, Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra & Chorus
Telarc CD-80152 (2 CDs). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 111:24

tors perfectly in tune with his aims.
These pieces are played in a ruminative,
reflective manner that, far from stripping them
of spontaneity, gives them vibrance through
newly disclosed nuance and surprises. In

Despite—or because of—the absence of

K.456, Set-kin's unique voice calls us to the

superstar performers, this latest entry in the
Requiem sweepstakes has agreat deal going

music in ways previously unexplored. Fullbodied in grace and poise, the emotion in the
pianist's crystal-clear tone is pristine and
genuine It is clearly the product of meticulous
study. But that minute examination of every
note gives us aglowing, seemingly causa sui
second movement as well as afinale of childlike ebullience, complete with awink and a

for it. As an example of ensemble togetherness,
it ranks high on the list of available recordings
as musical values have been allowed precedence
over egos. Often, presumably to insure large
production investments, record companies
endeavor to combine the services of acharismatically commercial conductor with at least

smile. Ironically, less "intellectural" perfor-

one glamorous, proven record-selling singer.

mances seem contrived in contrast.

Although understandable from a business
standpoint, this sometimes leads to artistic im-

K.491 is alandmark composition, the culmination of Mozart's progress toward bringing the concerto to symphonic proportions.

balances and performances that are considerably less than homogeneous. Even the

Almost without exception, commentaries

celebrated Giulini interpretation of the Re-

Stereophile, July 1988
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quiem suffered. Recorded over 20 years ago

that could become aproblem; but he con-

and now available on CD, it features the justly

tributes afirm bass line, except in the lowest

famous soprano Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, then

reaches.

at the peak of her fame, despite her vocal unsuitability. Of course, she also just happened

Iam impressed with the young spinto soprano
Susan Dunn. The voice is round, rich, and

to be the wife of the despotic recording
producer.

capable of great beauty; her dolcissimo high

The casting of the vocal team for this Telarc

chimerical results. The Libera me is exquisitely

notes are ethereally poised on the breath, with

release proves effectually attractive, particular-

drawn, with overtones of seeming spontaneity

ly the three young singers. Robert Shaw, one
of the finest choral directors extant, is, of

and devotional humility. Isincerely hope that
Dunn nurtures this gift of nature and resists the

course, a talented and sensitive musician

temptations of heavier roles in the immediate

whose name has long been synonymous with

future; there are already some indications of

idiomatically tasteful interpretation. Neither

an incipient wobble in forte dramatic passages.

Shaw nor Paul Plishlca, veteran performers in
their respective crafts, can be considered as
commercially beneficial as the record com-

In the meantime, her voice sounds large, lush,
and lovely; furthermore, her application of it
to Verdi's music is sensitive, musical, and im-

panies generally prefer. The three remaining

mensely promising. Mezzo-soprano Dianne

soloists, all young Americans, have achieved

Cury is another artist with infinite possibilities.

very positive recognition but are still in the

The wide-ranging, mellow, and well-produced
voice is intelligently used and projects a reward-

early stages of what promise to be successful
careers.
Snide observers refer to the Requiem as
"Verdi's greatest opera." While it's true that
many conductors approach the dynamic composition operatically, adding spurious overemphasis that underlines the inherent drama too
theatrically, the ecclesiastical relevance should,
at least, be recognizable. With Shaw's direc-

ing synthesis of music and text. In the Recordare, when the two ladies sing in duet, they
mesh magnificently.
For some Requiem fanciers, the performance of the tenor, especially in Ingemisco,
is the criterion for selecting arecording. Well,
tenor lovers, although Jerry Hadley is hardly

tion, it is. With tempi sometimes on the slow

ahousehold name, his singing on this recording is admirable. Bearing in mind that the Re-

side, but not excessively so, he contours
phrases with obvious affection and emotional

occasionally self-effacing contribution is

overtones that strike an equitable balance between maudlin sentiment and reverence. The
syncopations of the Dies irae thunder out
with admirable precision, but the descending

quiem is not Verdi's greatest opera, Hadley's
musically on apar with the big two (even with
the very big one, who still excels in this work).
As the singers are miked a little distantly,
Hadley's essentially lyric voice does appear to

string passages are alittle untidy. Although one

be on the smallish side, but he is perfectly

can virtually feel the drumskin vibrating in

audible and projects apure tenor with fine

those mighty syncopations, for my taste the
engineer overdoes both the dramatic effect
and the decibels. My assistant reviewer, aWest

high notes, firm breath support and control,

Highland lbrrier who sleeps peacefully through
Tchaikovsky's 1812 and even Wagner's mighty
Ring, snarled at those ferocious drumbeats,
glared at the subwoofer, and crept grumbling
from the room.
There are afew occasions when Ifelt that
Shaw was too accommodating to the singers.
For example, in the powerful Confutatis
maledictis, Plishka is allowed lengthy breath
pauses—especially before "Oro supplex et acclinis" —that diminish the overall impression.
Veteran basso PlishIca, asolid rather than inspired soloist, now displays awidening vibrato
136

and acommendably smooth legato line. The
Ingemisco flows beautifully—even though the
introductory oboe in the "Inter oves" section
suffers intonational problems. Particularly
memorable is the Hostias, sung dolcissimo as
marked, in atrue mezzo voce rather than the
breathy crooning often encountered these
days. Even if Shaw had not generated such a
praiseworthy performance—and his attention
to Verdi's marking in the score is scrupulous—
then he and Telarc deserve our gratitude for
highlighting three very promising American
singers; particularly as there is a muchlamented universal shortage of young, talented
vocal artists.
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As filler, the CD offers rousing choruses
from five Verdi operas: Don Carlos, Macbetb,
Olello, Aida, and Nabucco—the last now immortalized by British Airways in one of their
commercials. Apart from the aforementioned
miking of the solo singers in the Requiem,
which is preferable to excessively close miking, and the thunderous timpani, the engineer-

phonies, are more like Weber's own later overtures: miniature tone poems strong enough to
stand on their own as concert works.
With the LPO, Sir Adrian Boult demonstrates
again his urbane, lean, athletic Beethovian
sympathies; he is stirring and unpredictable
here, leaving little to be desired. The LPO appears as the Philharmonic Promenade Or-

ing is very good, with musical balances cleanly

chestra of London, apseudonym used by such

projected throughout the whole program.

minor labels as Westminster (Niza) and Vanguard.

—Bernard Soli

WEBER: Symphonies I& 2
Neville Marriner, Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
BEETHOVEN: Overturn: Coriolan, leonore No.3
Adrian Boult, Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra of
London
Vanguard VCD 72008 (CD). Michael Sheady, eng.; Anthony Sargent, prod. Weber, DDD; Beethoven, AAD.
TT: 64:25

Between December 4, 1806 and January 28,

Though Vanguard's liner credits don't tell
you, the Weber symphonies were recorded
with the JVC digital system by the British label
ASV (Academy Sound and Vision, Ltd.) in 1982.
Despite the absence of aSPARS code on the
packaging, the issue is DDD. The sound is of
the closely miked variety, with ambience, and
it is clear. Recording locale was St. Jude-onthe-Hill, Hampstead. The Boult Beethoven is
credited with a1966 date, but in fact appeared

1807, Weber wrote these two rarely performed

nearly ten years earlier. The sound has an early

symphonies, his sole essays in this form. Having just turned 20, he was serving in the Court

stereo perspective with plenty of distance, air,

of Duke Eugen von Wuttenberg in Karlsruhe

like, it is very fine and better than most multimiked mono stereos.

(now Pokoj, Poland). 'ber's two symphonies
turned out in the mold of the Duke's favorite
composer, Haydn (the Duke's small orchestra
was also Haydn-sized: one flute; two each of
oboes, bassoons, horns, and trumpets; tympani; and strings).

and ambience While not as clear as one might

This same recording has appeared on a
deleted Vanguard LP and cassette (25018), and
is now available on aMusical Heritage Society
CD (11034M), but, in both cases, without the

Despite the Haydn influences, one finds in-

Beethoven.
Musically and sonically, this CD is highly

dications of the mature Weber to come. Here
is the strong Weber melodic style, individual

recommendable, particularly as acomplement
to the endless stream of Haydn, Mozart, and

and powerful, in its infancy. There are also the
beginnings of Weber's ingenious orchestral

Beethoven symphony recordings pouring
forth today.

—William A.C. Purtwangler

colorings (he was to revolutionize the traditional notions of instrumentation handed
down from Haydn and Mozart, paving the way
for Berlioz and Wagner). Both in C major and
each in four movements, these works, full of
color and mood, display an original and direct
musical communication.
Marriner and the ASMF perform with avigor
and zeal that sweeps the listener along from
the first bar, Marriner's crispness propelling the
music. His recent forays into the larger-scale
Romantic repertory aid him in providing a
vibrant and vivacious interpretation.
However, Weber's symphonies are in no way
comparable to the broad and radical concepts
of Beethoven's "Eroica" of several years before
In fact, the two Beethoven overtures heard

Classical Collections
BACH: Fantasies for Keyboard. BWV. 903, 904, 944,
906, 922, 894
Alfred Gross, harpsichord
Das Ohr (no cat. number) (LP, analog). Klaus Renner,
prod. Wilfried Zahn, cog.
FROBERGER, FISCHER,J.S. & C.P.E. BACH: Stages
of German Harpsichord Music
Alfred Gross, harpsichord
K Edition Open Window 0W-001 (LP, analog). Wilfried
Zahn, cog.
VARIOUS: Italian Violin Music
Chiara Banchini, baroque violin; Gerhart Darmstadt,
baritone cello; Alfred Gross, harpsichord
K Edition Open Window OW-002 (LP, analog). Wilfred
7.ahn, eng.
All above available from Audio Advancements, Box 15,
Verona, NJ 07044. Tel: (201)857-1422.

here, Leonore No.3 (1806) and Coriolan (1807),

Ido not subscribe completely to Holt's Law

while contemporaneous with the 'ber sym-

of Recorded Sound (the better the perfor-
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mance, the worse the recording), nor does
JGH, to judge from his recent reviews; never-

out-of-print record of an even older violin, a

theless, Iwill admit that it is still rather rare to
hear an audiophile recording that can be

da Salo of about 1580. Iam not certain whether
any of Andrea Amati's instruments of that
period are still playable.)

recommended on performance alone. To
receive three of them at once would appear to

tributes an excellent review of this record. In

be unprecedented, but that is exactly what has
happened.

it, he points out that the pieces on Side One
represent the pre-Baroque, while those on

lb paraphrase Richard Strauss, Alfred Gross
may not be afirst-rate harpsichordist, but he

Side Two are exemplary of the high Baroque

is certainly a first-class second-rank harp-

to Banchini, et al for having recorded the

In the Winter issue of TAS, Jack Orbach con-

idiom. To this, Iwould like to add my thanks

sichordist. His playing has arefreshing quality

earlier material. There are any number of

of freedom, which enlivens but never ob-

delights in this all-too-rare late Renaissance

scures the music. There are afew rhythmic
idiosyncracies, but they are more the mark of

music, and Iam glad to have them so well per-

a personal style than a distraction. Gross

formed and recorded.
A well-known photographer (it may have

studied with Gustav Leonhardt (which may explain the foregoing), and he sounds alittle like

only when aprocess is no longer commercial-

his teacher, but by no means unduly so.
Imight not choose Gross's Fantasies as my

been Paul Caponigro) once remarked that it is
ly practical that its artistic possibilities are fully
exploited. So it may well be with the analog

only recording of that music, but audiophiles

LP Certainly Idefy anyone to find three finer

who do so for sonic considerations will not
be led astray musically. (They, and others,

examples of recording, in any medium, than
those reviewed here.

should be aware, however, that some of this

The violin disc is the most accurate record-

music is doubtfully attributed to Bach.) On the
survey disc, we are on even firmer ground,

ing of aperiod stringed instrument Ihave yet
heard. Details of bowing are as though seen

since there are not the legions of competitors.

through crystal; dynamics are fully conveyed

Gross may never quite reach the heights, but

and the harmonic character of the gut strings

he is always listenable and involved with the

is pure and true Nor are the accompanying in-

music Analog aficionados will certainly want

struments slighted: the cello throbs with a

these LPs, but those who collect on musical
grounds are advised to consider them as well.

warm woody glow, and the metallic sonorities
of the harpsichord ring vibrant and clear. Im-

The violin recording is something else

aging is superb, and ambience is vivid and
realistic This recording won aGerman Critics'

again. Chiara Banchini is ayoung woman of
whom Ihope to hear agreat deal more. She
may lack abit of verve and expressiveness (I
could wish her atouch more sprightly in the
Vivaldi, for example), but she makes up for it
with what may be one of the loveliest singing
tones in period violin playing. It is rich, varied,
and—particularly in the slow movement of
the Corelli —absolutely exquisite Anyone who
believes that Baroque instruments are invariably astringent and tonally weak ought to
hear this recording.
A brief digression on the violin used here:
it is attributed to the school of Maggini, ca
1600. Consider for amoment what this means.
We are listening to an instrument built little
more than adecade after the Spanish Armada;

Prize; Ican only say that Germans are perceptive critics.
The harpsichord survey recording is equally
fine. We are given three instruments (all
modern copies): an Italian, aFlemish, and a
French. All are faithfully recorded with their
national peculiarities intact. As such, this
represents an instructive tour of harpsichord
sound recommended to all students of the
keyboard. Ihave said agood deal about harpsichord recording of late; these recordings
meet or surpass any standard Icould reasonably set.
The Bach disc, however, is the most extraordinary of the three in terms of recorded sound.
Das Obr is aGerman audiophile quarterly, and

it was very likely being played while Shake-

this LP was produced by their staff as arefer-

speare was writing Hamlet! And yet it sings
still, as strongly as it must have done 80 years

ence for their readers. Ihave nothing but

before Bach was born. (I believe there is an

Iwould very much like to read Das Obr. They
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praise for the results; judging by this record,
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sound like our sort of folks.
The instrument used in the Bach is a

recording of such antiphonal works, the 18th
century's version of "special effects" or "stereo

magnificent example of French instrument
building, ca 1660. It is recorded in loving

spectaculars," it makes sense that the soloists

detail —close-miked to be sure, but with a

seem as telepathically in tune with one
another's playing as possible. So why not use

wonderful sense of the space around the instrument. Abrief but very informative note (in
good English) on recording technique is in-

the same single player?

cluded on the jacket. (NW are refened to selected
issues of the magazine for details. Has some-

arranger, and producer than by any substan-

one out there got them?) Most notable, perhaps, is that the master discs (DMM) were
under the direct supervision of the recording
engineer and producers, using manual feed-

Appropriately, then, if unfortunately, one is
more impressed by the virtuosities of soloist,
tial musical content. (Aficionados of audio a
la Cecil B. DeMille will be reminded of CBS's
famous LP of Gabrielli antiphonal brass music
of 20 or so years ago.) Just as appropriately,
Marsalis's awesome technique defies nitpicking

rate control. This attention to detail has paid

in its effortless control of tone dynamics, and

off in arecording of absolute reference quality
It may be a cliche to say that it sounds as

attack. This is particularly evident in the two
Telemann concerti, musically the most worth-

though the harpsichord were in the room with

while works recorded here: the confident

the listener, but by God it does.
In conclusion, and at the risk of sounding

consistency build up atension of waiting for

like an advertisement, you ought to buy these
records. K Edition and Das Ohr are hardly
major labels, but they have done superb work
which no major label would even attempt, and
they need and deserve our support.
—Les Berkley

BAROQUE MUSIC FOR TRUMPETS: Wynton
Marsalis
Vivaldi: Concerto for 2ihunpets, RV 537; lblemann:
Concertos for 3ltumpets, in B-flat and D; Pachelbel:
Canon for 3ltumpets (arr. Leppard); M. Haydn: Concerto for Trumpet; Biber: Sonata for 8 Trumpets &
Orchestra
Wynton Marsalis, piccolo trumpets; Raymond Lcppard,
English Chamber Orchestra
CBS M 42478 (LP), MK 42478 (CD). Bud Graham &
Steven Epstein, engs.; Steven Epstein, prod. DDD. Tr
47:18

There are very few musically satisfying compositions for solo trumpet. Agreat deal of the

legatos, precise attacks, and astonishing tonal
the false step that never comes. My only complaints are of Marsalis's too-Romantic vibrato
and often overly sweet tone.
lèlemann continues to astound me with the
never-ending inventiveness of his compositions; the finale of the concerto in D sports a
series of rising trumpet fanfares as stirring in
their heroics as they are unexpected. On the
other hand, Raymond Leppard's arrangement
for three trumpets of Pachelbel's famous youknow-what is merely a frame on which to
hang an otherwise unrelated grab-bag of
trumpet exercises; God knows it isn't very musical. Leppard here takes aRomantic, JeanFrancois Paillard approach, but the ECO lacks
the richness, or sheer numbers of strings, to
support such an interpretation. It is the only
extended Adagio here, however, and Marsalis
can play with his own sonorities to an extent

standard repertoire is Baroque, and that
primarily of the Paradestuck (parade, or

not afforded him elsewhere on the disc.

showoff piece) school. Of Wynton Marsalis's
five Masterworks releases, at least three fall into

as either of the Telemanns, the Michael Haydn
concerto stands out for several reasons: it is the

this category, the present one most of all.

only work for single trumpet included here;

There are gimmicks galore here, of composi-

Though not, in itself, as substantial awork

himself ad infinitum through digital wizardry

it is slower-paced, lacking an opening Allegro;
and it is the album's only Classical work. This
adds up to an impression of ademure, artless
maid among be-ribboned Baroque bomb-

The fact is, given the music, such an approach

shells, and reminds anew of how thorough a

is probably the most appropriate; certainly no

revolution Classicism must have seemed to the
18th century. By virtue of its relative under-

tion, arrangement, and recording—Wynton
Marsalis, genius of all trades, overdubbing

one listens to the Biber Sonata for 8Trumpets
for profound spiritual insight, and none of this
music was written to stretch the boundaries
of anything but the trumpeter's chops. In the
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statement in such acontext, it steals the show.
Also, and far from incidentally, it is the one
place where Marsalis seems to concentrate

".

.
set to become the choice for

audiophiles in 1988...

—Ken Kessler Hi Fi News 8, Record Review, January 1988
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solely on statements musical, not technical or

mended here; the LP, though well-mastered

sonic.

enough, is euphonically too dark for this many

But the Biber Sonata for 8Thunpets requires

trumpets; the higher harmonics simply do not

an inkspill of adifferent sort. The music is as
much a novelty as the studio gymnastics

sing as they should—and do—on the DDD CD.
Steven Epstein should be commended for

themselves. Not content to let well enough

the trouble he has taken to create arealistic,

alone, Raymond Leppard has rearranged this

believable recording where many other pro-

ungainly little 51
2 -minute work into an an/

ducers—most notoriously, his own predeces-

tiphonal fantasy for no less than 24 trumpets,

sors at CBS—would have taken the easy, pan-

in three ranks of eight each, at three different
depths in the hall. After orchestra and Marsalis

potted way out. There's hope yet.
—Richard Lchnert

recorded the piece "live" with the firsttrumpet part, 23 additional takes were required, with Marsalis moving afew more feet

Spoken Word

to his left for each of the first rank of eight,
then back behind the orchestra (or where it
had been) for the next eight, and yet further
back for the final rank. The venue for all takes
was North London's St. Barnabas Church; the
orchestral sessions used five main mikes (omnis all) and one spot for the soloist. (Simplified
versions of this technique were used for all the
multi-trumpet works.) To CBS's credit, atotal
of only six spots was used for the 23 solo takes,
one for each quartet of trumpets (right and left
front, It&L middle, R&L rear). Marsalis, recording with headphones in the very reverberant
acoustic, had to play slightly before the prerecorded music to match entrances when play-

Pecos Bali
Robin Williams, narration; Music by Ry Cooder
Windham Hill WH-0709 (LP), WD-0709 (CD). Howard
Johnston, Cookie Matrnco, ergs.; Mark Sottnick, prod.
AAD. TT: 33:07
The Tales of Peter Rabbit, Mr. Jeremy Maser, and
»no Bad Mice'
Meryl Streep, narration; Music by Lyle Mays and Art
Lande. Lyle Mays, keyboards; Marc Johnson, bass; Billy
Drewes, sax; Art Lande, piano'
Windham Hill WH-0708 (LP), WD-0708 (CD). Gragg
Lunsford, Rob Jaczko, Randy Sellg,ren,* eng,s.: Lyle
Mays, Steve Cantor, Mark Sounick, Cookie Marenco,*
Mark Sounick, prods. AAD. TT: 30:32

Igrew up with the Beatrix Potter tales, and

ing at the greater distances from the orchestra.

found myself mumbling the words along with
Meryl Streep on Peter Rabbit; they're classics

Exhausting work. Notes, seating charts, and
miking maps are included with the recording.

for very young children. Streep is considerably
more animated here than on The Velveteen

It all sounds fine on paper, and it actually

Rabbit, her previous Windham Hill Storybook
Classics outing (reviewed in Vol.10 No.9). Her

works. The illusion is convincing, and complete; given the single trumpeter, ambience,
acoustics, and soundstage are as realistic as one

readings are much more literal, complete with
vocal sound-effects and Streep's performance

could expect (though, throughout the disc, the

of arather wide range of characters. But for

center does tend to drop out of the sound-

both Peter Rabbit andieremy Fisher, she main-

stage; this could be due to Leppard's odd

tains the mock-British accent that rang so false

orchestra layout, with only timpani deadcenter, directly in front of the conductor). All

on the earlier release, and ends up sounding

in all, these do sound like choirs of trumpets

prissy and brittle, dragging about a bag of
shopworn English mannerisms (surprising—

playing together in areverberant hall, albeit

she's abetter technician than this). In Poo Bad

choirs of trumpets with an unprecedented

Mice, however, she relaxes entirely, telling the

unanimity of tone and interpretation. If the HF

story in ageneric American accent that steps

busyness of the recording is reminiscent of too
many of CBS's past failures in this area, and
considerably greater than on Marsalis's last

neatly out of its own way. In the first two tales,
I'm very conscious of listening to Meryl Streep;
in the last, Ihear the story.

Masterworks release (of music for trumpet and

Lyle Mays, Pat Metheny's keyboardist and

band: Carnaval, CBS M/MK 42137), remem-

co-composer, turns in some remarkably un-

ber that you are listening to many, many pic-

remarkable music—sort of Vince Guaraldi out
of Burt Bacharach—for Peter Rabbit. Things

colo trumpets in areverberant space; such
music is often as hard on the ears in person as
many will find it on record. The CD is recomStereophile, July 1988

only get going when Peter R. is supposed to
be running; aconvoluted little bebop motif
143
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scoots things along nicely. His music for Jeremy
Fisher is much more palatable, in the Bucolic
English Film Music School; the scores of Geoffrey Burgon (Brideshead Revisited and others)
come to mind, though here the warm woodwinds and strings are synthesized.

ward pauses abound. But the sound is appropriately clear and open, and quite warm
and cozy on the Beatrix Potter tales, as befits
the context of Once-upon-a-time. And, like
the rest of the series, these are available as
videos.
—Richard Lchnert

Art Lande, however, steals the show in livo
Bad Mice, and with asimple acoustic piano.

Popular

Lande always manages to uniquely combine
wryness and poignancy; here, with admirable
concision and elegance, he evokes in afew
phrases of solo piano the spirits of Scott Joplin,

JON! MITCHELL: Cbalk Mark In A Rain Storm
Geffen 24172-1 (LP), 24172-2 (CD). Dan Marnien, ens.;
Joni Mitchell, Larry Klein, prods. AAD. TT: 4627

Randy Newman, and the very young Beetho-

When Ipicked up this album, Ireminded

oven. All "sound effects" are produced on the
piano—scratching of wires, case thumps, etc.

myself that, ever since Blue, I've liked none of

But just when the Storybook series seems

Joni Mitchell's records on the first few listenings. It's always taken a while for them to

to have gotten abit stuffy and anglophilical-

establish their invariably new and challenging

ly smug, along come Robin Williams and Ry

musical languages before Ican actually hear

Cooder to kick up some very American dust.
Thirty seconds into ¡'ecos Bill Iwas laughing

what's being said musically. It's always been

out loud. Williams's only problem, as usual,
is containing and channeling his own awesome creative energies—he seems to be exploding all over the mike. His characterizations

well worth the effort. But for the first time in
almost 20 years, Ilike an album of hers less
with each listening. There's a bittersweet
tragedy here, that of ameticulous craftsperson
whose inspiration has flown; she offers us

a cougar with an urban black accent, and

ornate presents, not simple gifts.
Mitchell's musical development has been

various old duffers a la Walter Huston and

inexorable, with nary afalse step or digression.

Gabby Hayes, are sure and rock solid. Know-

No album has been like any other. Many
thought, particularly in the '705, that she car-

of first Bill, then aJohn Wayne-esque cowboy,

ing Williams's improvisatory style, it's hard to
say where Brian Gleeson's script leaves off and

ried self-expression in the name of art to solip-

Williams's inventions begin, but who cares?

sistic, humorless extremes (she lost many

Pecos Bill is hilarious, and not just for kids.
Ry Cooder plays piano, banjo, fiddle, tack

listeners with Hissing of Summer lawns, even

piano, and, of course, bottleneck slide guitar.

more with Mingus), but those who stuck with
her (yers truly) were seldom disappointed.

Cooder is probably the most dependably rich
and inventive instrumentalist in pop music
today and his work on Pecos Bill proves it once

Though no one has ever questioned her seriousness or commitment to her art, it's also true

again. The only problem is that there's not
nearly enough of it here. Pecos Bill is right up

last 15 years have been covered—as she's slow-

there with the Jack Nicholson/Bobby McFerrin
Rudyard Kipling tales as the best of this series.

that few, if any, of the songs she's written in the
ly edged into full-blown rockdom, she's also
left standard meter and melody behind.
Pervasive in her work is asteadily encroach-

At 30:52 and 33:07, however, the CDs and

ing impressionism. Over the last 20 years, her

LPs are pretty skimpy. The music of the two
last Potter tales, at least, is interesting enough
to have been "suite-ed" after the tales, and

behind the rigors of established song structure,

music, words, and painting have slowly left

impressive job of mastering in both formats

meter, and outline, resulting now in Chalk
Mark In A Rain Storm; the very title speaks
of blurred lines washing away, Monet-like. We

on both releases: Iwas hard put to find any dif-

are left with an intensely sensual aestheticism,

should have been. Windham Hill has done an

ference at all between LPs and CDs, and the

the work of adilettante of awesome sophisti-

LPs sound quite good, with flawless surfaces

cation.

and, for achange in this series, no master-tape
print-through. The narration and music of

The "songs" are painterly collages, spacemusic driftings: highly processed guitar and

Pecos Bill were engineered by different technicians, however, and do not mesh well; awk-

dance avocalise in space, aword or phrase is
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keyboard sounds waft in, one to five Jonis

lace the musc
That is what every
audio product must
ultimately do because
he only true confirmation
of atechnology is done
by listening to the music
That belief is what brings
the superb van den Hul
cables, the time-honored
Tiffany Connectors, and
the valued Vampire Wire
together at
Sound Connections
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The first cleaning machine for
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he list of Nitty Gritty "firsts" just got one
longer. Now it is possible to achieve
perfect record cleaning and state of the art
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bums—the metallic rhythm section kicks in.
Even the impressive cameo appearances are

looking like. ..
amovie star, tres Garboesque.
Mitchell, as much amedia commodity herself
as any food processor you could name, was a
lot more honest when she sang, on the title

sampled and keyed in, more borrowed colors

song of 1972's For the Roses, "I guess Iseem

from Mitchell's global Synclavier than actual

ungrateful, with my teeth sunk in the hand that

duets.
That long list of guest singers—Willie

brings me things Ireally can't give up just yet."
Graceless, perhaps, but pretty self-challenging

Nelson, Peter Gabriel, Wendy and Lisa, Tom

for amajor music entity: at least it's social
responsibility worked out in her own life, not

whispered, shouted, moaned, sometimes even
sung, and then—as on her previous two al-

Petty, Billy Idol, Don Henley, Iron Eyes Cody
(!), Benjamin Orr—seldom get even awhole
line to sing; usually just aword or two at a
time. Cody, like so many Native Americans
before him, is reduced to local color—a little
red thrown in to darken the relentless pastels.
Regardless of her, I'm sure, good intentions,
it's hard to hear rich, white, Southern Californian Mitchell sing "I am Lakota!" The hell she

aself-righteous attack on the easy targets of
huge institutions everyone knows are beyond
hope. As she questioned herself in the same
song—"Now Isit up here, the critic!" —
irresponsible criticism is the easiest thing in
the world. (Don't Iknow it!) Having written
and sung the intricate puzzlework of "Reoccurring Dream," the germane question is: Has

is. I'm well aware of the convention of the

Mitchell trashed her own TV? Ihave. Revolu-

dramatic monologue, but in the context of the

tion begins at home.

song's sumptuous sonics, and Mitchell's

Chalk Mark is, on the whole, entertaining

notoriously self-referential writing style, Ijust
can't buy it. How easily could she have gotten

and well-meaning enough, but "significance"
and "relevance" are here just so many com-

away with singing, say, "I am black!"? She also

modities. Without paying attention overmuch

presumes, in "The Beat of Black Wings," to tell
the story of aVietnam War vet: "This is his

to "Black Wing" 's words, you might think her

story; It's atough one for me to sing," she
sings. Isubmit that doing anything well is

singing of nursing aMai-'Eti on some Hawaiian
lagoon. Irony? Iwonder. Iron Eyes Cody starts
out "Lakota" with afew seconds of unaccom-

tough; that comes with the territory. For the

panied chant, but is then just another track

first time, Ifind Mitchell's confessional tendencies offensive, intrusive, condescending, and
unnecessary.

sweetening the usual programmed-drum
rhythm track. There is no silence or stillness
left in Joni Mitchell's music. There used to be

And what to do with such lines as "Stuck in

alot. What's she afraid of? Chalk Mark adds

the romantic tradition of acting rough and

up to quite abit less than the sum of its many
parts. (Check out Jane Siberry's recent The

tough" (from "Dancin' Clown," describing
Rawhide's Rowdy Yates)? It scans like oatmeal.

Walking, Reprise 25678, for some of the

Increasingly, Mitchell tells without showing,
and her work is the weaker for it. True, most

vulnerability Inow miss in Mitchell's work.)
Don't get me wrong—texturally, the music

of the time she's agood enough singer to make

is extremely fine, even rarefied—you'll hear

these lines work, but her advances in vocal
technique seem entirely at the cost of her

tone colors and juxtapositions of voice and in-

songwriting skill. Other than that, though,

strument that you'll hear nowhere else. Mitchell's formidable intelligence, here determinedly

"Dancin' Clown" is alot of fun, with Petty and
Idol tossing in their two cents' worth from

contemporary and relentlessly tasteful, is evident in each voicing of throat and string.

time to time.
Mitchell takes on the media in "The Reoc-

Though Baroquely assembled, there is no fat
on Chalk Mark; the uninteresting rhythm sec-

curring Dream," the most deliberately collagelike assemblage here. Snippets of TV and radio

what she's left out as much as what she's in-

ads are cut in to an equally fragmented pastiche
of such lines as "If you use this shampoo, true

cluded. Mitchell's voice is loose and fluid
throughout, many times improved over the

love will come to you; If you had that house,

pinched, nasal, breathless instrument it often
was in the '60s, though here she uses it more

tion excepted, you hear—and appreciate—

car, bottle, jar, your lovers would look like
movie stare Joni Mitchell discovers corporate

dramatically than musically. Except for the fact

hypocrisy as she graces the cover of her album

that there are no original "songs," as such, the
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music is stunningly played and arranged,
worthy of Weather Report or Elvis Costello;
the album is a sonic treat. Husband Larry

SINEAD O'CONNOR: The Lion and the Cobra
Chrysalis BFV.41612 (LP), VK-41612 (CD). Kevin Maloney,
eng.; Sinead O'Connor, prod. A-D. TT:42:21

Klein, late of Wayne Shorter's band, is afluid

The first thing you notice about Sinead

if unremarkable bassist, and shares compo-

O'Connor is her shaved head. The second

sition credits (to little effect one way or another,

thing you notice is that she's got agreat voice

as far as Ican tell) on three songs. The soundstage, though of course entirely synthetic, is

Sinead (pronounced "shin-nayd") is a
21-year-old Irishwoman who writes and sings

much more convincing on LP; the CD flattens

her own songs. After spending her early teen-

it out considerably. The LP sounds more ro-

age years in and out of reform schools, she

mantic, its slightly darker patina more fitting

worked as acleaning woman, waitress, and

to the music.
Yes, alot of hard work has gone into Chalk

even a"Kiss-O-Gram" messenger dressed in

Mark. But you know you're in trouble when

covered by arecord executive and moving to

the two best songs on aJoni Mitchell album

London to record this album.

a French maid's uniform before being dis-

are covers, fcrissakes; in this case, "Corrina

Some say she reminds them of ayoung Kate

Corrina" (called here "A Bird That Whistles")
and Bob Nolan's old Sons of the Pioneers

Bush (Sinead hates the comparison). Some

chestnut "Cool Weer." "Water" opens seduc-

think of her as aprotege of the Irish rock band
U-2 because of her work with them on the

tively, in classic Mitchell/Metheny/Hejira style,

soundtrack of Tbe Captive (she's not crazy

but "Corrina," the final cut, is particularly

about U-2 either). To me she sounds like a

welcome. Like Dylan's harmonica-and-guitar
"Dark Eyes" coming at the end of Empire

cross between Laura Nyro and ayoung, unrefined Sandy Denny (listen to "Never Get
Old" or "Troy"). She's got agutsy voice, with
an incredible ability to raise and lower it an octave at atime in almost yodel-like fashion.

Burlesque's 45 minutes of big-beat synth-pop,
"Corrina" 's trio of acoustic guitar, bass, and
Wayne Shorter (god bless'im) on all manner of
twittering, fluttering saxes is abreath of creek-

Sinead produces ayoung-girl vocal sound

cooled mountain air. Idon't get it—can't these

on "Just Call Me Joe," croons with abite on the

people bear how good something like this
sounds? Why not awhole album's worth? So

sobering "Drink Before The War," and rocks
on the radio hit "Mandinlca." There are times
you can hear her Irish heritage, but "The Lion

often, it's the seemingly breezy throwaways we
toss off in unguarded moments, uncaring of

and the Cobra" defies classification.

the readers/listeners over our shoulders, that

Production quality is good (despite the

are real and true. "Corrina" works because it's
vulnerable. And Joni can almost sing the blues
now. Sort of.

overuse of strings on one or two cuts). No dues
are given as to how the album was recorded,

It seems rank ingratitude to jump on Joni in

but there is alittle background hiss evident;
Ifigure it's analog all the way. As for LP or CD,

a world of Madonnas, Tiffanys, and other

it's up to you. Ioriginally heard the LP and

bimbos. But we expect little from the latter,

was annoyed by the one or two scratches/

and they've never given us reason to expect

pops interfering with the music. No such

more. Mitchell has given us agreat deal in the

problems of course, with the CD.

past—perhaps too much of what Les Berkley

An auspicious debut album by afabulous
young talent. Recommended.

calls her "almost frightening intimacy." Unfortunately, her favorite step is still the Boho
Dance It's all very post-modem (whatever that
means) and ultimately trivial. Again, from "For
the Roses": "Remember the days when you
used to sit and make up your tunes for love,
and pour your simple sorrow to the soundhole

—Gary S. Krakow

THE POGUES: ¡fi Should Fall From Grace With
God
Island 7 90872-1 (LP). Chris Dickie, et al, mg.; Steve
Lillywhite, prod. DDA? TT: 4331

and your knee."

Some might be offended by the cover of this

Yes, Iremember. Mitchell apparently does
not. The star-maker machinery behind the

album, with its photo ofJames Joyce as center-

popular song has triumphed over the woman

piece, and the band members' heads superimposed upon the great novelist in clones of that

who gave it aname.

photo. This presumption, however, shows the
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—Richard Lchnert
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Pogues' aspirations in making this album. This
most Irish of bands has earned the conceit, for
they play music worthy of their heritage.
The Pogues' music is rock'n'roll which continues the centuries-old Irish popular idiom—
the reels, jigs, and ballads, themes of poverty and expatriation—in amedium which is

sense Iwish my Irish forbears had bestowed
on me By singing these songs the Pogues reinforce just how broad and how great rock can be.
The previous Pogues record—the LP Rum,
Sodomy, and the Lash and the EP Poguetry in
Motion—were produced by Elvis Costello.

alive and powerful today. There is no chance

This probably made for good box office, but,
as is often the case with producers who are

of the music degenerating into ethnic curiosity,

strong performing personalities, Costello's

for the Pogues share in the literary prowess of
their tradition. Only soulful Irish artists could

sounded spare and proletarian, in tune with

concept of the band was stilted. Those records

portray the bitterness of failed romance and

the grinding of Costello's particular axe. In

lost hopes by contrasting two Christmas Eves

short, they were sometimes more Elvis than

in the lives of an Irish-American couple, with

Pogues. In Steve Lillywhite the band has found

achoir singing Irish songs as backdrop.' Only

aproducer who allows them greater range of

an Irish band could realize the Yeatsian sense
of historical necessity of "Streets of Sorrow/
Birmingham Six." To such bittersweet, some-

expression, and amore individual sound. The
Pogues of If IShould Fall from Grace with

times ugly themes, reminiscent of Behan or

God will be mistaken for no other group.
Sound is poor: congested, flat in perspec-

O'Casey, the Pogues add lilt and assonance

tive, and chopped-off in the treble No matter,

rarely heard in postwar popular music alyrical

this is still my candidate for best pop record

IThis is not to be confused with another famous Irish story.
set on aholiday Eve.
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Seventeen
Years
of
Equipment
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Accessories:

ABX Comparator UGH)
Acoustic Research SRC remote control UGH)

V-5-11

VIII-2-63
Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer (LL)
XI-4-136
AKG K-140 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28
AKG K-141 headphones (BS)
X-9-130
AKG K-240 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28
AKG K-240 DF headphones (BS)
X-9-129
AKG K-340 headphones UGH)
IV-5-18
Amble° V-0602 IR Receiver system (DAS) ..X-8-141
Arcici Quad stands (Cheapskate)
X-1-35
IX-3-66
ASC hibe haps UGH,LA)
Audio Control SA-3050A Analyzer (BS)
X1-6-144
Audioquest CD rings (Cheapskate)
XI-4-41
Audiotec electrostatic headphones UGH)
III-7-8
Audio-h.chnica AT-666EX Disc Stabilizer UGH)
VI-6-14
Audio-Itchnica ltchniclean Record Cleaner UGH)
VII-5-57
Beyer Dynamic DT990 headphones (BS) .. .
X-9-128
Beyer Dynamic DT220 headphones (BS)
.
X-9-I29
CD CarryDisc UGH)
X-8-I42
CD Organizers (Cheapskate)
IX-3-31
CD Saver UGH)
X-8-143
Center-A-Disc UGH)
IX-8-125
Cramolin Contact Cleaner (GG)
X-6-125
DB Systems DBP-6 Cartridge EQ Kit UGH)
.
IV-4-23
DB Systems DBP-10 Cartridge Protractor UGH)
IV-7-23
DB Systems Attenuators UGH)
IX-8-125
Decca Record Brush UGH)
X-8-I42
Dennesen Soundtractor UGH)
IV-7-20
Discrete lechnology Power Bridge Cords (Cheapslcite,LL)
X-3-37,XI-4-137
Dudley Glass Mat UGH)
VII-5-57
Euphonic itchnology CD rings (Cheapskate)
XI-4-41
FMI Fat ilimtable Mat (AE)
IV-2-22
Griffin Anacoustic itimtable Mat (Cheapskate)
V1-6-53
Gruv-Glide (Cheapskate)
IX-8-41
HeathIcit AD-1308 Spectrum Analyzer (BS) .. IX-3-84
Infinity ES-1 headphones UGH)
III-12-8,IV-1-47
Ivie Octave Analyzer UGH)
IV-3-24
Jecklin Float Electrostatic headphones UGH,BS)
III-8-10,X-9-125
Jecklin Float II headphones (BS)
X-9-129
Keith Monks record cleaner UGH)
IV-4-28
Koss ESP-9 headphones UGH)
III-3-8
Koss PRO-4X headphones UGH)
V-4-11
Koss portaPro 1headphones (BS)
X-9-131
LAST Record Preservation heatment (LA)
V-3-5
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Levitation loudspeaker stands (BS)
V1-4-14
Magneplanar stands (AG)
IX-2-66
Meitner Translinks (AB)
XI-6-106
Mobile Fidelity Geo-llipe (BS)
VIII-5-107
The Mod Squad CD Damper (AE)
IX-5-130
Monster Cable Cable Helpers UGH)
VIII-8-89
Monster Cable/Soundex Stereo Imager UGH)
IX-8-124
Nagaoka CD Cleaner UGH)
x-8-143
Nalcamichi T-100 Audio Analyzer (BS)
V-8-21
Neutrik Audio Tracer UGH)
1V-6-27
Nitty Gritty 2.5 & 3.5 record cleaners UGH,BS,AHC)
V-2-10,VII-5-47y111-1-23
Nitty Gritty Pro II record cleaner (AFIC)... .VIII-1-23
Oracle Groove Isolator turntable mat (Cheapskate)
VI-6-55
The Pig Record Clamp (DO)
VI-6-21
Record Clamps UGH)
X-8-142
Recoton CD Converter (DAS)
X-3-169
Robac Acoustic Tiles UGH)
IV-8-11
RPG Diffusors (Keith Yates)
XI-4-58
Sennheiser HD 540 Reference headphones (BS)
X-9-128
Signet TK33 headphones UGH)
1V-9-18
Signet TK44 headphones (BS)
X-9-126
Signet Contact Cleaner Kit (GG)
X-6-125
Sims CD rings (Cheapskate)
X1-4-41
Sony FW-90 Soundbase UGH)
V-3-16
Sony MDR-CD6 headphones (BS)
X-9-130
Sony MDR-S101 headphones (BS)
X-9-132
SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
IX-2-85
SOTA Supermat (SWW)
VIII-3-73
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
IX-2-85
Souther Clever Clamp (DO)
V111-3-73,4-57
Scuc SR3 headphones UGH)
111-3-6
Stax SRX Mk.III headphones UGH)
IV-1-47
Stax Lambda Pro headphones (DOJGH) ....VII-5-45
Stax Lambda Pro 3headphones (BS)
X-9-121
Stax SR-5 NB headphones (BS)
X-9-125
Stax SR-34 headphones (BS)
X-9-127
Straight Wire Power Purifier 8(LL)
XI-4-138
Sumiko Week Contact Cleaner (AHC,GG)
VII-6-35,X-6-125
Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster (BS,AHC). 1X-4-102,X-5-170
Tiptoes for Cartridges (AHC)
VIII-7-78
Tiptoes (AHC)
IX-I-96
Ibrumat Superfluid UGH)
VII-I-43
VPI Brick (Al)
V-4-13
VPI HW-16 record cleaner (Al)
V-7-14,9-21
VPI 1-1W-17 record cleaner (AHC)
VIII-1-43
Waterloo Platter Pad UGH)
VII-5-57
Watkins Echo-Muffs (AHCJA)
X-3-170
Yamaha HP1 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28
Yamaha YHD-1 headphones (BS)
X-9-131

Amplifiers (integrated)

Accuphase E-204 (Cheapskate)
VIII-7-40
Advent 300 receiver UGH)
IV-1-12
Amber 50B UGH)
VII-7-38
Audiolab 8000A (Cheapskate)
IX-1-43
British Fidelity Synthesis (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-33
British Fidelity A-1 (Cheapskate)
IX-1-43
British Fidelity A-100 (AG)
IX-6-55
Creek CAS4040 UGH)
VI-1-9y11-8-88
Creek CAS4140 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-40
Harman/Kardon PM655 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-37
Luxman Brid LV105 (GG)
X-3-157
Marantz PM84 (Cheapskate)
v111-5-36
Mission Cyrus 2UA)
X-7-103
Naim NAIT (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-32
NEC A10 Mk.II (Cheapskate)
v111-5-33
Onkyo A-8067 (Cheapskate)
v111-5-36
Proton D540 (Cheapskate)
V111-5-36
Proton P520 (DO)
v111-5-94
PS Audio Elite UGH)
v11-7-38
Rotel RA-820BX (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-30
Yamaha A-I000 (AHC)
VII-5-39
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Amplifiers (power)

TNT-200 UGH)
V-5-14,9-22
Acoustic Electronics 2.2 (AE)
VI-4-22
Adcom GFA-535 (Cheapskate)
X-8-30
Adcom GFA-555 (AHCJGH)
VIII-4-46,7-99
Amber Series 70 UGH)
VI-1-7
Aragon 4004 (TJN)
X-9-103
Audio Design 20A UGH)
VI-6-19
Audionics CC-2 UGH)
IV-6-35
Audionics CC-3 UGH)
VI-6-25
Audio Research D-75 UGH)
III-3-16
Audio Research D-76 UGH)
III-7-5
Audio Research D-100 UGH)
III-12-9
Audio Research D-150 UGH)
III-11-12
Audio Research D-160B (AHC)
VII-3-36
Audio Research D-250 II (AHC)
VII-8-23
Audio Research D-25011 Servo UGH)
IX-5-100
Audio Research M300 UGH,MC) ....X-9-91,X1-1-132
B&K ST-140 UGH,Cheapskate)
VII-4-20Y111-8-80,X-7-39
B&K ST-202 (Cheapskate)
X-8-31
Beard P35 (DO)
X-5-144,6-129
Bedini 150/150 Mk.I1 (DO)
X-7-111,XI-2-126
BEL 2002 (LA)
VII-7-24
BEL 1001 (SWW)
VIII-I-52
Belles One (DO)
VIII-5-93
Beming EA-230 UGH)
V-I-11
Beming EA-2100 UGH)
VII-3-38
Berning EA-2100M (AHC)
VIII-3-71
BRB 120 UGH)
VII-6-91
British Fidelity P170 (AG,Cheapskate)
VIII-5-42,IX-4-23
Boulder 500 (DO)
IX-5-105
Carver M-1.0t UGHJA,LA)
X-3-117
Classe DR-3 (W)
VIII-8-69
Conrad-Johnson MV50 (AHC,Cheapskate)
IX-2-89,X-8-35
Conrad-Johnson MV75A UGH,LA)
VII-7-26
Conrad-Johnson Premier One UGH)
VI-5-12
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four (AHC)
VII-3-36
Conrad-Johnson Premier Five (AHCJGH)
VII-8-20yIII-7-80
Counterpoint SA-4 (AHC)
IX-4-99
Counterpoint SA-12 (AHC,Cheapslcate)
IX-4 -97,X-8-37
Crown D-40 UGH)
III-1-15
Curcio (BS)
IX-8-115
Denon P0A-1500 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Discrete Technology LS-2 (AHC)
X-2-I03
Don JCochran Delta Mode (DO) ... X-8-116,XI-1-133
Dynaco Stereo 400 UGH)
III- 7-11
Dynaco ST70 (Cheapskate)
XI-5-51
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire II (LA)
VI-6-29
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 100 (AHC)
IX-1-105
Electron Kinetics Eagle 7A UGH)
VII-1-29,7-51
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2(SWWJGH)
VIII-4-44,5-28,7-99
Esoteric Audio Research 509 UGH)
VI-3-11,5-33
Forte Model IUGH)
X-4-86
Hafler DH-I20 (AHC)
VIII-7-31
Hailer DH-220 (BS)
VI-5-25
Fidler XL-280 UGH)
X-1-100
Harman/Kardon 870 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Infinity Hybrid Class-A UGH)
IV-5-20
Jadis JA-30 (DO,Cheapsicate)
X-2-96,7-35
Kinergetics KBA-100 (LG)
VIII-5-88
Krell KSA-50 (AHC)
VIII-5-84
Krell KMA-100 (AHC)
X-2-86
Linn LK2 (AG)
IX-2-64
Luxman M-05 (W)
IX-8-110
McIntosh MC 7270 UGH)
X-2-88
Marantz 8B (incorrectly identified as Model 9) UGH)
VIII-7-118
Mark Levinson No.20 UA)
XI-5-87
Meitner MTR-100 (AHC)
X-2-100
Meitner MTR-I01 (AB)
XI-6-106
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Mirror Image 1.1S UGH)
X-6-106
Motif MS100 (TJN)
X-9-88
NAD 2600 UGH)
X-2-92
Nestorovic NA-1 (SWW)
IX-8-108
NYAL Moscodc 600 (AHC)
VIII-5-82
NYAL Futterman OTL-1 (AHC)
IX-6-100
NYAL Futterman OTL-3 (AHC)
VII-8-17
Octave Research ORI UGH)
XI-1-106
Onkyo M-504 (Cheapskate)
X-8-33
Onkyo M-508 Grand Integra UGH)
X-4-87
Onkyo M-510 Grand Integra (LG)
VIII-8-73
Paoli 60M UGH)
III-7-8,8-11
Paoli Son of Behemoth UGH)
VII-1-40
Parasound D/AS-1000 (TJN)
XI-1-110
Parasound HCA-800 (TJN)
XI-2-116
Phase Linear 400 UGH)
111-7-9
Precision Fidelity M-7A UGH)
VI-1-13
Precision Fidelity M-8 (SWW)
VII-7-28
PS Audio 2C-Plus (AHC)
VIII-7-30
PS Audio 200C (AHCJGH)
V1II-8-76,8-79
Quad 306 (Cheapskate)
X-3-33
Quad 405 UGH)
II1-11-20
Quad 405-2 UGH,Cheapslcate)
VI-4-9YIII-4-20
Quicksilver MX-190 (JGH,Cheapslcate,D0)
VII-3-41y111-2-24,4-108
Radford STA 25 Renaissance (DO,Cheapsicate)
X-6-104,7-37
Robertson 4010 (AHCJGH)
V11-5-36
Robertson 6010 (AHC)
VII-5-36
Rowland Research Model 7/11 (DOJGH) .1X-1-88,1-90
Rowland Research Model 5(LL)
X-8-122
Sima W-3050 (TJN)
XI-2-114
Sonic Developments D-235 UGH)
IV-8-10,V-I-15Y11-1-13,3-70
Sony Esprit TAN-900 UGH)
V-3-15
Spectrascan BPA-101B (DO)
VIII-5-90
Sumo Andromeda (LO)
VII-6-42
Sumo Polaris (Cheapskate)
X-7-39
SWTP Universal Tiger II UGH)
III-7-13
Tandberg 3006A (Cheapskate)
VII-6-86
Technics SU -A6 Mk.11 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-18
Technics SA-E5 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-19
Threshold S/500 UGH)
VI-5-23
Threshold S/500 Mk.11 UGH)
VII-7 -SI
Threshold SA-1 UGH)
IX-1-85,3-108
Van Alstine Stereo MOSFET-120B UGH). VI1-1-27,7-51
VSP Trans-MOS UGH)
VI-5-28
VTL 30/30 (DO)
X-2-104,6-102
VTL Dual 75/75 UGH)
XI-1-104
Wingate 2000A (DO)
XI-2-110
Yamaha B-1 UGH)
111-11-14
Yamaha M-60 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-18

Amplifiers (preamps)

Ace Basic UGH)
III-2-13
Acoustat RP-2 (DOJGH)
V-2-I4
Acoustat Trans-Nova UGH)
VI-3-8
Adcom GFP-555 (AHC)
IX-7-135
Advent 300 Receiver (used 23 preamp) UGH) ..1V-1-12
Analog Engineering 520 UGH)
IV-1-12
Audible Illusions Modulus (SWW)
VII-6-51
Audio Arts Bravura UGH)
IV-1-12
Audionics BT-2 UGH)
IV-2-12,6-34
Audio Research SP-3A UGH)
III-5-10,7-13
Audio Research SP-4 UGH)
IV-1-12
Audio Research SP9 UGH)
X-8-111
Audio Research SP-10 (AHC) .VII-3-29,7-30,1X-7-129
Audio Research SP-11 (JGH,AHC)
IX-4-I21,7-129
B&K Pro IOMC (Cheapskate)
VIII-8-50
Berning TF -10 UGH)
IV-5-11
British Fidelity, The Preamp II (Cheapskate) . IX-4-23
Conrad-Johnson PV3 kit UGH)
V-10-11,VI-3-30
Conrad-Johnson PV4 (SWW)
VII-6-52
Conrad-Johnson PV5 UGH)
VII-3-15
Conrad-Johnson Pv6 (Cheapskate)
VIII-2-22
Conrad-Johnson Premier Three (AHCJGH)
VII-3-39YIII-2-42,4-106
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Convergent Audio Itchnology SL-I (AHC) .1X-7-129
Counterpoint SA-7 (SWW)
VII-6-53
Counterpoint SA-3.I (Cheapskate)
XI-5-51
DB Systems Model 1UGH)
IV-I-12
Denon PRA-200 UGH)
IV-7-1I
Denon PRA-1000 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Denon DAP-5500 (GG)
X1-1-128
DNM (AG)
VIII-6-70
Dolan DM-1 (SWW)
XI-4-115
Dynaco PAT-5 UGH)
III-7-7,9-4
Electrocompaniet Prearnpliwire I& II (SWW)V111-2-49
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la (AHC) ... IX-1-105
Electrocompaniet EC-I (SWW)
X-9-106
GAS Thaedra (JGH)
I1I-11-18
Harman/Kardon Citation 11 UGH)
III-4-II
Harman/Kardon 825 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Kinergetics KPA-I (LO)
VIII-5-85
Klyne SK-5 (JGH,AHC)
VIII-2-42,5-68
Klyne SK-5A UGH)
X-6-88
Krell PAM-3 (AHC)
VIII-5-68
Krell KRS2 (AHCJA)
X-4-82,X1-3-139
Lazarus Cascade Basic (Cheapskate,D0) .
IX-2-28,2-90
Linn LK1 (AG)
IX-2-64
1X-8-112
Luxman C-05 (Le)
Mark Levinson ML-7A UGH)
IX-5-108
Mark Levinson NŒ26 UA)
XI-5-87
Meitner PA6i (AB)
XI-6-106
The Mod Squad Line Drive (AHC)
X-3-I53
Motif MC-7 (AHC)
1X-1-82,1X-7-129
Nova CPA-I00 (SWW)
VIII-3-66
NYAL Minuet-in-A (GO)
X-6-96
NYAL Moscodc Superlt (GG,AliC). ...1X-6-103,8-131
Phase Linear 4000 UGH)
III-7-4
Phoenix Systems P-100 (LO)
VIII-2-52
Precision Fidelity C-8 (SWW)
VIII-I-58
PS Audio IVH (AHC)
V1-1-48,V111-7-30
PS Audio Source kit (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-15
PS Audio 4.5 (AHC)
IX-7-135
Quad 34 (JGH,Cheapskate) .V1-4-10/111-4-20,X-3-35
Rappaport UGH)
1V-2-32
Rowland Research Coherence I(LL) X-8-122,XI-1-134
SAE Mk.I UGH)
III-I-9
Spectral DMC-10 (LO)
VII-2-16
Sumo Electra (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-16
Superphon Revelation Basic (Cheapskate,AHC)
VI1I-1-15,5-28,7-31
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono (Cheapskate)
VIII-4-24,X-6-45
Tandberg 3002A (Cheapskate)
VII-6-86
Threshold FET 10 UGH)
X-6-92,X1-1-134
Yamaha C-1 UGH)
II1-11-11
Yamaha C-80 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-16

Amplifiers (MC Headamps)

Audio Research MCP-2 (AHC)
VIII-5-78
Audio Research MCP-33 (AHC)
VIII-5-76
Conrad-Johnson HV-1A (AHC)
V11-3-29
Conrad-Johnson Premier Six (AHC)
VIII-5-77
Counterpoint SA-2 (DO)
V1-2-12,3-29
Dynavector PE-2 (BS)
IX-1-110
EAR, The Head transformer (DO,AHC)
VI-5-24y111-5-81
Electrocompaniet MC2 (AHC)
VII1-5-80
Fidelity Research XG-5 transformer (AHC) VIII-5-80
Klyne SK-2A (LA,AHC)
V1I-3-17Y111-5-77
Koetsu transformer (AHC)
VIII-5-82
Mark Levinson JC-1 UGH)
111-7-12
Music Reference RM-4B (AHC)
VIII-5-79
Onyx 1100 (SWW)
VII-8-28
Ortofon T-5 transformers (AHC)
VIII-7-33
PDG Cartridge Stabilizer (AE,BS)
IX-1-108,3-103
PS Audio MC Amplifier (DOJGH)
V-2-11
RWR MCT-1 transformer (DOJGH)
V-2-11
SOTA (SWW)
VII-8-29
Vendetta Research SCP-2 UGH)
6-104
Verion SPT transformer (JGH)
IV-2-I6
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Cable

Audio Interconnects (JGH,AHC,AHC,D0)
VI-6-27,V111-2-85,1X-1-95,X-2-136
Loudspeaker cable (AHC)
VIII-2-85,1X-1-91
Polk Cobra Cable UGH)
Iv-3-13
Solid-core Cable (AG)
X-4-73

Cartridges

A&R E77Mg (ICK)
X-4-I35
A&R P77Mg (KC)
X-4-I35
Adcom HC/E II (AHC)
VII-8-43
Adcom HC/MR 11 (AHC)
V1I-8-44,X-5-114
Adcom HC/vdH II (AHC)
VII-8-44
Adcom SXC/vdH (AHC)
VII-8-44,X-5-114
Apature MC-150 (AHC)
VIII-3-76
Apature ICoce (ICK)
X-4-134
Argent Diamond (AHC)
VIII-I-68,X-5-115
Argent 500H (AHC)
V11-8-45
Argent 500HR (AHC)
V11-8-46
Argent 500HS (AHC)
V11-8-45
Astatic MF -100 UGH)
V-7-12
Audioquest T-5M (AHC)
VII-8-46
Audioquest T-7M (AHC)
VII-8-55
Audioquest 404M (Cheapskate)
IX-1-37
Audioquest B-100L (AHC)
VIII-4-66
Audioquest B-100M (AHC)
VIII-7-74
Audio lèchnica AT-F3 (ICK)
X-1-139
Azden GM-P5LP (AHC)
VIII-4-67
Clearaudio *rims (AHC)
VIII-4-73,5-105,7-75,X-5-115
Decca Mk.V UGH)
III-6-4
Decca Garrott (AHC)
VII-8-56Y111-1-68,3-78,X-5-116
Decca Super Gold (AHC)
V111-4-67,X-5-117
Decca vdH (DOJGH,AHC)
VII-4-21,5-60,8-47
Denon DL-103 UGH)
III-9-14
Denon DL-160 (Cheapsicate,KK)
IX-8-37,X-1-141
Denon DL-301 (KK)
X-4-136
Denon DL-303 UGH)
IV-8-19
Dynavector Karat DV-17D (BSJGH) ...V-8-15Y1-1-47
Dynavector Karat DV-17DS (BS)
VII-8-70
Dynavector Karat DV-17D2 MR (AHC)
V111-1-69,X-5-117
Dynavector Karat DV-23R (BS)
VII-8-71
Dynavector Karat DV-23R5 MR (BS,AHC)
IX-4-90,X-5-117
Fidelity Research FRI Mk.3F UGH)
IV-7-18
Fidelity Research FR7 UGH)
IV-7-14
Fidelity Research MC-44 UGH)
VII-8-67
Fidelity Research MC-45 (SWW)
V111-8-91
Goldring G900 IGC UGH)
V-9-14
Goldring Electro II vdH (AHC)
vit -8-49
Goldring G1020 (Cheapskate,KK) ...IX-4-20,X-2-131
X-1-141
Goldring Epic (ICK)
Grace F9E (AHC)
VII-8-49
Grado Gl+ (LA)
IV-5-42
Grado F3+ (LA)
IV-5-42
Grado GTE+I (AHC)
V11-8-50
Grado Signature 8M (AHC)
VII-8-50,8-57
Grado Signature 8MR (MC)
V111-3-78,4-70
Grado Signature 10M (AHC)
VII-8-50
Grado Signature IOMR (AHC)
V111-3-78,4-70
Grado Signature 8MX (AHC)
X-5-117
Grado Signature MCX (MK)
X-5-118
High-Phonic MC-A3 (AHC)
VIII-3-77
High-Phonic MR-R5 UGH)
IX-8-105
ICiseki Purple Heart (AHC)
VIII-3-77,X-5-119
Kiseki Blue Silverspot (AHC)
X-5-I19
Koetsu Black Gold Line (MC)
VIII-3-78,4-71,X-5-120
Koetsu Rosewood Signature (AHC)
VII1-7-76,X-5-120
Linn Basis (AE,K1C)
V-3-10,X-1-142
Linn K9 (KK)
X-1-143
Linn Auk (AHC)
VIII-1-70
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Linn Karma (AHC)
X-5-121
Linn Troika (IA)
X-6-98
MAS Econocoil (AMC)
VII-8-52
Mayware MC-2V UGH)
VI-3-14
Mission Solitaire (KK)
X-2-132
Monster Cable Alpha I(JGH,AHC)
V1I-8-68,V111-1-70,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha 2(JGH,AHC,AHCJGH,AHC)
....V11-8-69,V111-1-71,3-75,4-72,1X-4-84,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000 (AHC) ...X-5-122
Nagaoka MPIO (1CK)
X-4-138
Nagaoka MP11 Gold (KIC)
X-4-138
Nagaolca MPII Boron (KK)
X-2-132
Ortofon MISE Super UGH)
III-6-13
Ortofon MC10Ou (Cheapskate)
VII-5-74
Ortofon MC-2000 UGH)
VII1-2-38,4-106,7-99
Ortofon MC-3000 UGH)
XI-1-94
Ortofon MC-10 Super (ICK)
X-2-I33
Ortofon MC-20 Super (AHC)
IX-6-113,X-5-123
Ortofon MC-30 Super (JGH,AHC) ...X-1-121,X-5-124
Ortofon X3-MC (Cheapsicate,KK). ...1X-8-37,X-1-144
Ortofon XI-MC (KK)
X-I-144
Pickering XSV-3000 (LA)
IV-5-42
Promethean Green (DO)
VI-6-20
RATA RP-20 (KK)
X-2-133
RATA RP-40 (KK)
X-I-145
Robertson EK1 UGH)
VI-1-48,2-8,3-27,5-34
Satin Model 14 UGH)
III-6-20
Shinon Red Boron (AHC,Cheapskate)
VIII-4-72,IX-1-37,X-5-124
Shinon Saphic (AHC)
VIII-3-76
Shure M-97E UGH)
IV-9-16
Shure VIS III UGH)
III-6-10
Shure VIS IV UGH)
IV-5-23
Shure V15 V UGH)
V-5-I0,9-22
Shure V15 V MR (Cheapskate,AHC)
•
VII-5-74,8-53,X-5-124
Shure Ultra 500 UGH,AHC,Cheapslcate,AHC)
V111-4-63,7-77,1X-1-37,X-5-124
Shure M104E (KK)
X-2-134
Shure MIOSE (KK)
X-4-I39
Signet MK-220E UGH)
VII-8-69
Signet TK-I0ML UGH)
V11-5-51
Signet TK-10ML-II (BS)
1X-4-89
Signet MR5.0 lc (Cheapskate)
1X-1-37
Signet MK40 ML UGH)
IX-4-85
Sony XL-MC3 UGH)
V-9-I2
Sony XL-88D (BSJGH)
V-1-13Y1-3-15
Sumiko LMS (LA)
IV-5-42
Sumiko Talisman Alchemist Ills (AHCJGH,AHC)
V1I-8-54,8-61,X-5-125
Sumiko Virtuosi DTI (SW`017,AHC) ...
IX-4-87,X-5-125
Sumo UGH)
1V-5-15
Supex 900E UGH)
111-7-5
itchnics EPC100C Mk.IV UGH)
VII-6-36
ltchnics EPC205 Mk.Ill (AE)
V-2-11YI-3-26
vdH MCIO (AHC)
IX-6-115,X-5-126
vdH MC One (CB,AHC)
IX-8-103,X-5-126
Vitason VSI000 UGH)
VII -1 -17
Win Labs Jewel MC (DO)
IX-2-87
Yamaha MC-1000 (LG)
v11-8-35

CD Players

Accuphase DP-80/DC-81 (LAJA) ....tx-8-4,x-6-109
Adcom GcD-300 (AHC)
IX-I -80
ADS Atelier CD3 UGH)
IX-8-97
American Audio Laboratories P-12 (TJN) ... XI-3-111
American Audio Laboratories P-9 (TJN)
XI-3-111
Audio Concepts/MSB (TJN)
XI-3-111
BaO CDX UGH)
IX-8-100
California Audio Labs Ttmpest UA,AHC)
1X-6-120,X-1-135
California Audio Labs 'It mpest II (MC)
X-3-136
California Audio Labs Aria (DO,LL,TJN)
X-7-94,X1-1-98,3-III
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Cambridge Audio CD1 (MC)
X-3-140
Cambridge Audio CD2 (AG)
X-7-83
Denon DCD-1500 II UGH)
X-2-125
Denon DCD-3300 UGH)
X-7-98
Discrete ltchnology LSI Mk.II (AHC)
X-1-136
Euphonic ltchnology/Magnavox FD-1040 (Cheapskate)
IX-7-65
Kinergetics KCD-20A (MC,D0)
X-3-143,4-147
Kyocera DA -01 UGH)
VII-1-20
Kyocera DA -910 UGH)
VIII-7-82
Magnavox FD-1000 UGH)
VII-2-38
Magnavox FD-1040 (Cheapskate)
1X-7-65
Magnavox CDB-473
m-3-111
Magnavox CDB-560 (Cheapskate)
x-6-37
Magnavox CDB-650 (Cheapskate)
X-6-37
Meridian MCD (1GH,GG)
v111-2-56,4-55
Meridian MCD Pro (AHC)
VIII-6-105,7-99
Meridian 207 (MC)
X-3-146
Mission PCM7000(GG,MCJA) .—X-2-127,4-91,7-103
Nalcamichi OMS-5 (DO)
VIII-5-97
Nalcamichi OMS -5 II (MC)
x-4-96
Nakamichi OMS -7 II (MC)
X-4-96
NEC CD-705E (DO)
IX-2-93
Philips CD-650 (AG)
IX-5-95,8-89
Philips CD-960 (AG)
X-2-79
Pioneer PD-5010 (DAS)
VIII-5-98
PS Audio CD-1A UGH,AHC,MC)
11X-6-117,X-1-137,4-93
Sansui "Vintage" DX-901 (DO)
X-8-127
Sanyo CP700 (Cheapskate)
IX-3-28
Shure D-5000 UGH)
IX-5-118
Shure D-6000 UGH)
X-7-101
Sonographe SD-IA (AHC,MC,Cheapslcate)
X-1-137,3-149,6-39
Sony CD-PIOIUGH,LA)
V-10-6,VI-3-27
Sony CD-P701ES UGH)
VII-2-34
Sony CD-P520ES (SWWJGH)
VIII-2-59
Sony CD-P55 UGH)
1X-6-124
Sony CD-P650ES II (JGH,MC)
IX-8-94,X-4-98
Sony CD-P505ESD (Cheapskate)
X-6-39
Sony CD-P705ESD UGH)
X-7-92
Sony D-7S (BS,Cheapslcate)
IX-5-120,7-65
Stair CDP Quattro (JAJGH)
X-6-109,7-132
Tandberg TCP 3015A (14-bit) (AHC)
X-1-138
Tandberg TCP 3015A (I6-bit) UGH)
XI-2-118
TRAC ZD-5000 UGH)
X-3-I54
Itchnics SL-P1200 (MC)
X-4-102
The Mod Squad Prism (TJN)
XI-5-94
Yamaha CD-X1 UGH)
VII-6-32
Yamaha CD-2 UGH)
V111-2-54

(1e)

Loudspeakers

Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat

X UGH)
IV-3-16
Monitor 4UGH)
Iv-6-36
One (AHC)
IX-4-94
1+1 Improved (AHC)
VII-7-15
2+2 UGH)
VII-2-21
Four UGH)
V-2-6,VI-3-30
Six (BSJGH)
VIII-3-80
"Medallion" Transformer update (BS)
VIII-3-84
Acoustat "C" Transformer update (BS)
IX-5-147
Acoustat Spectra III UGH)
X-5-147
Allison CD-9 UGH)
VIII-6-98
Altec Lansing 301 UGH)
IX-7-126
Angstrom Reflation (BS)
X-3-I63
Apogee Caliper UA)
IX-7-121
Apogee Duetta (AG)
IX-3-58
Apogee Duetta Mk.II (AHC,MC,AG,GG)
IX-7-112,X-I-108,2-79,X1-5-115
Apogee Scintilla (AHC)
VIII-3-92
AR Connoisseur 19 (DO)
1X-6-96
AR Connoisseur 20 (Cheapskate)
V111-3-22
AR Connoisseur 35T UA)
X-7-117
AR TSW 410 UA)
X-7-117
AR Subwoofer (DO)
1X-6-96
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AR MGC-1 (AG,AHC)
VII-8-74,VIII-6-82
AR Powered Partner (BS)
XI-2-108
ARC CS2 OA)
X-7-117,9-133
Arcam 'No (AG)
1X-7-55
Audio Concepts JC-CM (DO)
VII-4-47
Audio Concepts Quartz (TJN)
X1-2-101
Audioltch HC-1 UGH)
1V-8-9
B&W DM6(AE)
1V-1-30
B&W 801F Special (W)
VII-6-30
B&W 801 Matrix Series 2(LL)
X-9-109
Beveridge 2SW UGH)
IV-2-30,4-30
Black Rainbow UGH)
V-9-8
Bose 901 UGH)
III-2-17
Boston Acoustics A-40 (Cheapsicate,AG)
VII-8-91,1X-7-55
Camber 1.5 UA)
X-7-117
Castle Clyde (DO)
V11-4-48
Castle Durham (TJN)
XI-2-101
Celestion System 6000 (MC)
X-2-106
Cclestion SL6S UA)
X-5-I53
Chartwell PM210 (AE)
IV-6-29
Dahlia Kit UGH)
IX-1-103
Dahlquist DQ-10 UGH)
111-7-11
Dayton Wright XG-10 UGH)
1V-6-35
Dayton Wright LCM-1 (AHC)
VII-2-25
Dayton Wright ICBM-1 subwoofer (SWW)
VIII-1-54
Dayton Wright System C UGH)
VIII-4-85
Dayton Wright XAM-4 (SWW)
V111-3-103
DCM Time Frame TF1000 UA)
XI-6-128
dbx Soundfield IA (JGH)
X-4-108
Desktop System UGH)
VII-7-43
DX Labs 17S OA)
X-8-131
Dynaco A50 UGH)
111-2-15
Electrovoice Sentry UGH)
III-12-16
Eminent lèchnology LFT-III (ABC)
X-3-127
Enigma Subwoofer (DO)
VIII-8-82
Epicure 10/11 UGH)
111-12-13
Epos ES-14 (TJN)
X1-6-117
ESB 7/06 UGH)
VIII-6-101
ESS/Heil AMT-1 UGH)
111-7-12
Euphonic Nymph UGH,AE)
VIII-2-65
Fanfare Tempo (DO,AHC)
V11-4-49,V111-7-34
Fanfare Prelude (TJN)
1X-8-117
FMI Model 80 UGH)
11I-6-16
FMI J-Modular UGH)
111-7,9,9-13,11-4
Fourier 6(LG,D0)
V1I-3-21,4-50
Frankman System UGH)
111-12-15
Fried Model BUGH)
IV-2-31
Fried Beta UGH)
V11-4-39
Fried Q/2 (BS)
V1-4-19
Fried Studio IV UGH)
VIII-4-91
Fried G/3 (DO)
IX-7-104
Fuselier 3.3 (AHC)
V11-5-31
Gale GS402 (DOJGH)
VIII-4-88
Genesis 44 (Cheapslcate,D0)
V111-3-20,4-98
GNP Valkyrie (TJN)
X-3-160
Greg Acoustics Little Entertainer (DO)
IX-3-81
Hartley H-200 UGH)
V-4-12
Hartley SPI -I UGH)
VI-1-48,2-15
Hegeman Model IUGH)
111-5-5
Heybrook HB1 (DO,AG)
V11-4-51,IX-7-55
Hill Plasmatronics UGH)
IV-4-24
IMF Studio Monitor UGH)
111-2-10
Infinity Servo-Statik IA UGH)
111-9-15,10-10
IV-1-33
Infinity Monitor Junior UGH)
Infinity QRS UGH)
IV-2-31
Infinity RS-4.5 UGH)
IV-5-28,6-33
Infinity RS-IB (JGH,AHCJGH)
VIII-4-76,4-82,7-100,IX-2-95,3-108
Infinity IRS-III (ABC)
IX-2-95
Innovative Technology 11C-I UGH)
VII-2-36
JBL 250Ti UGH,AHC)
VIII-6-90,6-93
JBL I8Ti UA)
X-5-156
JSE Infinite Slope Model I(Cheapskate) ....VIII-3-20
KEF R107 (AG,DO,MC)
IX-4-81,7-108,X-2-106
KEF Cara (AG)
IX-7-53
Kevek ES6 UA)
X-5-I59
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Kindel P-200 UGH)
IX-3-77
Kindel P-100 II (TJN)
X-4-I22,6-127
Kindel Purist LT (13N)
X1-2-101
KLH 33 UGH)
III-2-4
KLH ISO UGH)
V-8-16
KLH 160 UGH)
V-8-16
Linn Index Mk.I (AG)
VIII-3-26
M&K Satellite/Volksbass UGH)
IV-9-7
Magneplanar SMGa (GG)
X-7-129
Magneplanar lympani IUGH)
III-4-6
Magneplanar MGII UGH)
III-12-17
Magneplanar MGM UGH)
VII-4-33
Magneplanar MGIIIA (AHC,MC)
IX-4-91,X-1-108
Magnepan MG2.5/R OGHJA)
XI-6-114/128
Magnepan Tympani IVA (SWW)
VIII-6-79
Mariah LS-2 UGH)
V-10-16
Mark Levinson HQD UGH)
1V-4-30
Martin-Logan Monolith UGH) ....V111-3-87,1X-3-108
Martin-Logan CLS (AGJA,MC) .1X-6-54,7-116,X-1-108
MCM Model .7 (DO)
VIII-8-87
Mirage 200 UGH)
V111-6-94
Mirage 350 UGH)
VIII-6-94
Mission 780 Argonaut OA)
X-7-103
Monitor Audio R352 UA)
X-7-117
Monitor Audio R652/MD UA)
X-5-159
Monitor Audio R852/MD (TIN)
XI-6-117
Monitor Audio R952 /MD (JA,Cheapskate)
XI-1-120,2-127,5-51
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short MS20 (Cheapskate)
V111-3-21
Mordaunt-Short MS100 (AG)
VIII-3-26
Mordaunt-Short System 442 (MC)
XI-3-101
Morel MLP-202-II UGH)
V1-6-23,V111-3-98
Music & Sound 925 UGH)
1X-3-75
MZ Mod 3UGH)
IV-2-13
Nelson-Reed 5-02 Satellite/Subwoofer UGH)
VIII-3-107
Nelson-Reed 6-02B UGH,D0)
V-3-17,V11-1-25
Nelson-Reed 8-02 QA)
XI-1-123
Nelson-Reed 8-04/B UGH)
X1-4-117
Nelson-Reed 1204 subwoofer UGH)
X1-4-122
Nestorovic Labs lype SAS (DO)
IX-5-115
Norberg BCS-16 (DO)
IX-5-114
OEM Omnipotent MXLIIV UGH)
VIII-4-93
Ohm FUGH)
III-7-6
Ohm Walsh 5(DO)
X-4-115
Orpheus S-505 UGH)
V-8-12
Orpheus 808 OA)
X1-6-128
Paradigm 5se UA)
XI-1-128
Pentagram P-10 (SWW)
V11-6-27
Phase Itch PC-60 (DO)
VII-4-52
PKR&D Acoustat 1+1 modification (DO)
X1-4-132
Polk Model 9UGH)
III-9-12
Power Research 3-C UGH)
IV-2-25
Pres Classic II UA)
X-5-160
ProAc Tablette (DO)
VII-4-32
PSB Stratus UGH)
X1-5-106
Pyramid Metronome II (BS)
VII-4-40
QLN Model Iand Subwoofer (BS) ..VIII-3-101,5-134
Quad ESL (original) (DO)
X-5-164
Quad ESL-63 UGH,AHC,Cheapskate,MC,Cheapskate)
VI-4-6,5-33,V11-2-60,7-15,V111-3-17,X-1-119
Quadrant Q-250 OA)
X-8-13I
RA Acoustics 802 (DO)
VIII-4-99
Rauna Tyr UGH)
VII-4-44
Rauna Tyr II UGH)
IX-2-99
Rauna Balder (JA)
X1-6-128
Rogers LS3/5A UGH)
111-12-5,IV-1-47
Rogers LS% (AE)
V-6-I4
RTR ESR-6 electrostatic tweeter UGH) ..111-7-13,8-21
Saras Model 44 (DO)
IX-3-80
Sequerra Model 7UGH)
V-4-10
Siefert Maxim III UGH)
VIII-3-109
Siefert Maxim IIID (17N)
X-4-120
Siefert Magnum III OA)
X-5-161
Snell 'Pee AUGH)
IV-3-26
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Snell lype A/III (LGJGH,TJN)
V11-6-23,IX-3-107,X-6-127
Snell Type C (AG)
IX-6-54
Snell Type C/i (TIN)
X-2-I21,6-127
Snell lYPe Q (TJN)
X1-6-117
Sound Lab A-3 UGH)
IX-6-88,X1-6-146
Spectrum 108A (Cheapskate)
VII-8-89
Spectrum 208A UGH,CheapsIcate) ..V-10-17YIII-3-22
Spectrum 410 (BS)
X-3-163
Spendor BC1 UGH)
IV-3-10
Spendor LS3/5A (DO)
VII-4-53
Spendor Prelude (AE)
VI-2-17
Spendor SP-I (Cheapskate,D0)
VIII-3-20,3-99
Spica SC-50i (LA)
V-7-1
Spica TC-50 (AHC,MC)
V11-2-25,X1-1-113
Spica TC-50/Servo Woofer System UGH,LA,AHC)
IX-5-111,7-149
Spica Angelus UA)
XI-2-96
Stax ESL-F81 (ABC)
VII-7-15
Stax ESTA 4U Extra (BS)
VIII-4-95
Sumo Samson subwoofer UA)
X1-4-124
Synthesis LM-20 (ABC)
IX-2-10I
Synthesis LM-210 OA)
X-8-131
Synthesis LM-250 (ABC)
IX-2-103
Synthesis LM-300 (TJN)
X-7-114
Tennessee Sound Company Symphony I(DO)
X-3-132
Thiel CSI UA)
X-5-162
Thiel CS2 (ABC)
V111-6-86
Thiel CS3 UGH,AHC)
V1I-3-24,5-59
Thiel CS3.5 (ABC)
X-1-104
Thiel 04A UGH)
VI-4-15
Toshiba SS-33 Mk.11 (AG)
1X-7-53
Truc Image HR-6.5 UA)
X-7-117
Vandersteen 2C (ABC)
IX-6-92
VMPS Subwoofer (DO)
VIII-4-100
VMPS Super TOwer Ila/R (ABC)
IX-3-71
VMPS Super lbwer Ila/R SE UGH)
XI-5-97
VMPS lbwer II/R (TJN)
XI-5-101
Watkins WE-1 UGH)
V1-5-14,V11-1-13,5-59
Watkins WE-1A UGH)
IX-7-147
Wharfedale Diamond UGH)
VIII-3-96
Wharfedale 708 (AG)
VIII-6-68
Wilson Audio WAMM (LA)
VI-3-17
Wilson Audio WATT (MC)
X1-2-88
Yamaha NS-1000 UGH)
II1-11-17
Yamaha NS-200 UGH)
VIII-7-118

Recording Equipment

Advent 201 cassette deck UGH)
III-4-13
AD-F990H cassette deck (ABC)
VII-6-64
Aiwa AD-F770 cassette deck (GG)
IX-7-142
AKG C34 stereo microphone UGH)
V-I-8
B&O 9000 cassette deck (LG,AHC) ....
VII-1-54,6-62
Beyer M-160 microphone UGH)
III-4-3
Beyer M-260 microphone UGH)
III-4-3
Beyer M-360 microphone UGH)
III-7-10
Beyer M-500 microphone UGH)
III-5-3
Crown 319 PZM microphone (BS)
VIII-5-108
dbx 700 PCM processor (BS)
X-5-I38
FMI 1400 microphone UGH)
III-7-10
Fostex M22RP/S M-S microphone UGH) .. .XI-3-118
Harman/Kanlon CADS cassette deck UGH)
III-1-10
Harman/Kardon HKI000 cassette deck UGH)..111-7-9
NAD 6300 cassette deck (GG)
X-6-117
Nalcarnichl 700 cassette deck UGH)
III-7-7
Nakamichi 680 cassette deck (BS) ...
V-10-24,V1-1-34
Nakamichi ZX7 cassette deck (LG,AHC)
MI-1-62,6-62
Nalcamichi Dragon cassette deck (ABC)
VII-6-62
Nakarnichi DMP-100 PCM processor (BS)
VII-5-41
Otani MX-5050 open-reel deck UGH)
III-II-7
Otan MX-5050 BQ-II open-reel deck (BS) ..V-10-24
PML TC-4V microphone UGH)
III-7-12
Revox B-710 cassette deck UGH,AHC)
VI-3-27,5-34,V11-1-34,6-63,7-51
Revox B-215 cassette deck UGH)
VIII-7-69
Aiwa
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Revox A77 Mk.III UGH)
III-5-4
Revox B77 Mk.II open-reel deck (BS)
VII-6-44
Sony MX-12 microphone mixer UGH)
III-3-12
Sony WD-M6 Professional Walkman (GG) ..VII-6-40
Sony PCM-1 PCM processor UGH)
1V-4-14
Sony PCM-F1 PCM processor UGH,BS)
V-7-5,10-24,VI-1-34
Sony PCM-1630 PCM processor (MC)
X-5-128
Sony DTC-1000es R-DAT recorder (MC)
X-5-I28
Sony TC-K777ES cassette deck (AG)
X1-1-85
Tandberg TCD340A cassette deck UGH)
IV-6-32
Tandberg TCD3004A cassette deck (W)
VII-1-65
Tandberg TCD3014 cassette deck (ABC)
VII-6-60
Tandberg TD-20A SE open-reel deck UGH) VII-7-33
TEAC V-970X cassette deck (GG)
XI-6-141
TEAC R-919X cassette deck (GG)
XI-6-141

Signal Processors

Accuphase DC-8I D/A converter (IA)
X-6-109
Accuphase G-18 graphic equalizer UGH) ... XI-4-139
Advent 100A Dolby-B noise reduction system UGH)
III-2-5
Aphex AVM-8000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
IX-2-71
Aphex ESP-7000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
XI-3-121
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter (BS)
IX-8-127
Audio Control Phase-Coupled Activator (BS)
XI-2-121
Audionics Space & Image SQ Processor UGH)
IV-6-31
Audiopulse Model One ambience synthesizer UGH)
IV-2-9
Barcus-Berry 2000R audio processor (DAS) ..
X-4-142
Benchmark Ambience Restoration Unit (BSJGH)
V-6-23
CBS CX noise reduction system (BS) ..V-3-11,V1-5-17
DB Systems DB-7 Polarity Inverter UGH)
IV-7-15
dbx 119 Expander UGH)
III-9-7
dbx Type II noise reduction system UGH,BS)
IV-8-14y-3-11,VI-4-49
dbx 3BX Dynamic Range Expander UGH)
V-9-9
dbx 120BX subharmonic synthesizer (BS)
XI-2-121
Dennesen Phase Restoration Device (BS) ...V11-4-28
Dolby-C noise reduction system (BS) .V-3-11,VI-4-49
Elektra Amplidyne speaker equalizer UGH). ..111-3-10
Fosgate 101A surround-sound decoder (DO)
VIII-1-60
Fosgate 3601 surround-sound decoder (BSJGH)
IX-2-70,4-115
Fosgate DSM-3602 surround-sound decoder (BS)
XI-3-121
Fidler DH-160 graphic equalizer (BS)
VI-5-27
Kinergetics KDP UGH)
V11-5-57
Kinergetics KMP-1 & 2UGH)
VII-1-14
KLH/Burwen TNE-7000A llansient Noise Eliminator (BS)
1V-9-11
KLH/Burwen 1201A Dynamic Noise Filter (BS) .V-6-3
Nelson-Reed AC1204 electronic crossover UGH)
XI-4-122
Packbum Disc Noise Reduction Unit UGH) . ..
V-8-8
Phoenix P250-DL surround-sound decoder UGH)
VI11-8-66
Sansui DS-77 surround-sound decoder (BS) .X1-3-121
Shure HTS-5000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
IX-2-68
Shure HTS-5200 surround-sound decoder (BS)
XI-3-121
Sony DAS-703ES D/A converter UGH,MC)
IX-8-94,X-4-98
Sony SDP-505E5 ambience synthesis system (BS)
X1-3-121
Soundcraftsmen Octave Equalizer UGH)
III-2-25
SSI SSI-720 surround-sound decoder (BS) . XI-3-121
Sumo Delilah electronic crossover UA)
XI-4-124
Yamaha DSP-1 ambience synthesizer (BS)
X-4-124,XI-3-121
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Tonearms
Alphason HR-100S (AHC)
V11-3-48y111-7-60
Alphason Xenon (AHC)
VIII-7-61
Ariston Opus (AHC)
V111-5-103
Dynavector DV-505 UGH)
IV-2-20
Dynavector DV-507 (AHC)
VIII-7-61
Eminent Itchnology I(DO)
VII-5-29
Eminent Technology II (AHC)
V111-7-56
Goldmund T3-F & T-5 (AHC)
.VII-3-51yIII-7-62
Grado Signature (AHC)
VI1I-5-102,7-62
Helius Aurum (AE)
V1-1-12
Koetsu SA-1100D Mk.11(AHC)
VIII-7-62
Linn Basik (AE)
V-3-9
Linn Basik LVX (AE)
VI-6-17
Linn Ittok LVI1(AHC)
VIII-7-62
Maplenoll Athena (GG)
IX-2-78
MAS MAS -282 UGH)
VII-4-31
Mayware Formula 4UGH)
IV-1-27
Odyssey RP1-XG (DO)
VII-8-38
Rabco SL-8E UGH)
III-1-16
Regs RB300/250 (Cheapskate,AG) ...VII-7-77,X-1-99
SAEC 407/23 (AHC)
VII-8-31 ,VIII-7-63
Signet XK35 (DO)
VII-8-36
SME 3009 III UGH)
1V-6-32
SME Series V (SWW,AHC)
IX-6-105
Souther SLA-3 UGH)
VII-7-46
Souther Junior (AHC)
VIII-7-66
Souther Triquartz (AHC)
vIII-5-105,7-63
Stax UA -70 UGH)
III-1-10
Sumiko, The Arm (AHC)
VIII-7-66
Sumiko MMT (AHC)
VIII-S-100
Sumiko FT-3 (AHC)
IX-4-1o3
Syrinx PU -3 (AHC)
VII-3-45,V111-7-66
Technics EPA-100 Mk.11 UGH)
VII-6-36
Technics EPA-500 Mk.I1QGH)
VIII-4-108
Transcriptors Vestigial UGH)
III-8-4
Versa Dynamics 2.0 UGH)
X-8-102,XI-1-135
The Well-Ttmpered Arm UGH,AHCJGH,BS,AB,CB)
vIII-4-5i,7-68,IX-3-107,5-145,X1-3-94,6-147
Wheaton lliplanar II (DO)
XI-1-88
Zeta (AHC)
VII-3-46Y111-7-67
Tuners & Aerials
Accuphase T-106 (DAS)
VIII-1-72
Accuphase T-107 (DAS)
VIII-7-85
Adcom GFT-1A (DAS)
VII -7-58
ADS Atelier 2(DAS)
VIII-1-76
Amber 7(DAS)
VII -7-60
Arcam Alpha (DAS)
1X-8-119
Altai AT-57BN (DAS)
V111-4-58,1X-8-131
Bogen TP-100 (DAS)
IX -3-97
British Fidelity T1 (AG)
XI-1-85
Carver TX-11 (DAS)
VII -4-25
Creek CAS-3040 (Cheapslcate,)AS)
vu -8-88,v111-7-92
Denon Tu -767 (DAS)
VIII-1-80
Denon TU -800 (DAS)
XI-5-110
GC Electronics Antenna (DAS)
IX -8-123
Hailer DH -330 (DAS)
VII -7-62,X-9-133
Harman/Kardon Citation 14/15 UGH)
III-7-4
Harman/Kardon Citation 23 (DAS)
X-8-I38
Harman/Kardon TU -905 (DAS)
Ix-5-122
Harman/Kardon TU -915 (DAS)
VIII-1-72
Luxman TX-101 (DAS)
V11-7-68
Luxman T/02 (DAS)
1X-3-90
Luxman T-I17 (DAS)
XI-2-124
McIntosh MR 78 (DAS)
VII -7-65
McIntosh MR 80 (DAS)
Ix-3-92
Magnum 95 FM Booster (DAS)
V11-7-45
Magnum 105 FM Booster (DAS)
VII -7-44
Magnum 205 FM Booster (DAS)
X-6-I23
Magnum FT-101 (DAS)
VIII-4-59,X-3-172
Marantz 10B (DAS)
X-4-140
Marantz ST74 (DAS)
VIII-7-87
Marantz sT55i (DAS)
X-6-120
Mission Cyrus (DAS)
IX -5-124
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Mitsubishi DAF-3o (DAS)
NEC T-6E (DAS)
Nikko NT-950 (DAS)
Onix BWD1 (DAS)
Onkyo T-22 (DAS)
Onkyo T-4087 (DAS)
Onkyo T-9o90 (DAS)
Onkyo T-9090 II (DAS)
Parsec 7403-II Antenna (DAS)
Pioneer TX-V1160 (DAS)
Pioneer F-77 (DAS)
Proton 440 (DAS)
Quad FM4 (DAS)
Radio Shack TM -152 AM-Stereo tuner (DAS)
SAE T-101 (DAS)
SafISUi TU-D99AMX (DAS)
HH Scott 599T (DAS)
HH Scott 5951 (DAS)
Sequerra Model IUGH)
Sherwood s-6010/s-2010 (DAS)
Sony ST-444es (DAS)
Tandberg TPT-3001A (DAS)
Technics ST-G7 (DAS)
Yamaha T-80 (DAS,Cheapskate)
Yamaha T-85 (DAS)

VIII-1-72
VIII-1-74
X-6-122
X-8-137
VIII-1-81
IX -3-88
VII -7-67
XI-5-112
IX-3-82
VIII-7-89
X-3-168
VIII-1-78
VIII-4-61
XI-5-114
VIII-1-73
IX -3-95
VII -7-69
VIII-5-134
III-7-11
VIII-1-73
VIII-1-73
VIII-1-73
VIII-4-62
VIII-7-30
IX -8-120

Turntables

AR (Cheapslcate,AHC,Cheapskate)
viI-1-85y111-2-22,7-33,X1-4-41
AR EB-10I (AG)
VIII-7-54
Ariston RD-40 (AHC)
VIII-5-103
Audionics LK-I UGH)
V-4-9
Denon DP-2550 UGH)
IV-6-9
Dual CS505-2 (AHC)
VIII-3-68
Dual CS5000 (Cheapskate)
1X-4-18
Harman/Kardon 140 UGH)
VI-5-20
Harman/Kardon 145 (SWW)
1X-2-82
Harman/Kardon 160 (Cheapskate)
vi-5-52
Harman /1Cardon T65c (SWW)
IX-2-82
JVC QL-Y5 (Cheapskate)
X-1-38
Linn Axis (AG)
X-I-97
Linn Sondek Valhalla (LG)
VII-2-20
Manticore Mantra (AG)
VIII-3-25
Maplenoll Athena (GG)
1X-2-78
MAS UGH)
VII-S-49
Micro Seiki BL99V (Cheapskate)
V111-6-60
Micro Seiki RX-1500 (SWW)
X-8-108
NAD 5020 UGH)
IV-8-18
Oracle Delphi 11 (AHC)
IX-4-112
Pink mangle UGH)
VII-5-34
RATA Linn Sondek Modification (CB)
X-3-129
Rega Planar 3(Cheapskate)
vu-I-77y111-6-60
Revolver (Cheapskate)
VIII-6-60
Roksan Xerxes (AG)
IX-3-61
Sonographe SG-3 (Cheapskate)
Ix-7-65
SOTA Star UGH)
VIII-4-108
SOTA Star Sapphire (SWW,AHC) ...VII-2-41,1X-4-107
SOFA Star Sapphire Series III UGH)
X-5-105,XI-1-135
SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
IX-2-85
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
1X-2-85
Thorens TD-318 (Cheapskate)
IX-4-18
Versa Dynamics 2.0 UGH,Cheapskate)
X-8-102,XI-1-135,4-39
VPI HW-19 UGH)
VII-2-31
VPI HW-19 II (AHC,BS) ....VIII-4-48,1X-4-109,5-145
C&J Walker CJ-55 UGH)
V-8-5,9-21
The Well-lbmpered lbrntable (AB)
XI-3-94

Video Equipment

JVC G-71USJ Color Camera UGH)
JVC HR-3600 VI-l5 VCR UGH)
NAD MR20 TV Monitor (BS)
Sony SL-8200 Beta VCR UGH)
Sony SL-HF900 Beta Hi -Fi VCR (BS)
ltknika TVC-22 MTS tuner (DAS)

IV-6-38
IV-6-39
IX-5-129
IV-4-34
IX-5-126
IX-8-122
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"MADE FOR MUSIC"

HEYBROOK
POINT FIVES
You've heard of our loudspeakers. The award winning
HB-1's, the classic HB-2's,
and the powerful HB-3's.

"ON A BUDGET"

Quality music reproduction
has never been more affordable. The new Point Fives
$279 pr. Audition them at the
Finest Audio Specialists.

Imported and Distributed in North America by

D'ASCANIO AUDIO
USA-11450 Overseas Hwy., Marathon, FL 33050 (305) 743-7130
CANADA—P.O. Box 1160, Station B, Weston, Ontario CANADA M9L 2R9 (416) 738-9397

SEE US ATi i
u
,ii
MMER CES-McCORMICK CENTER HOTEL
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
was founded in 1977 with
the commitment to offer
always the finest in music
reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will
always be ahigh degree of
pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved
in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your
Vandersteen dealer shares
in this commitment, and
has been carefully selected
for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically satisfying
system. Although sometimes hard to find, he is
well worth seeking out.
Write or call for abrochure
and the name of your

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

nearest dealer.

MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Kimber 'Cable
Editor:
First, Iwould like to acknowledge the heroic
effort by Dick Olsher—my hat is off.
Now, ashort response Iwould like to clarify
that Kimber Kable does not mine copper in

just not that widely used. This is avery troubling aspect. 12-2 and 10-2 Rome"( are widely
available, and everyone knows what they are.
Honestly, Idon't think Ihave even seen the
Hitachi cable; it's just not alegitimate control.
Or is it that the performance of standard

Utah, or anywhere else. As far as Iknow, we

Monster Cable would have skewed your results?

do have manufacturing capabilities beyond

Or was it unavailable to you? Or, after pur-

any companies mentioned here.
Kimber 'Cable has also been aproponent of
mechanical resonance in cables since 1984,

chasing MIT cables, was your budget shot?
Well, enough "sour grapes."
Thank you, thank you, thank you Dick for

when we released our first variable-strand

your kind words on our TC and AG cables,

product. George Cardas and Ithink alot alike

particularly your enthusiasm for the AG series.

on this subject, and always have.

It is very gratifying to have my efforts recog-

Readers please take note that the Classes of

nized by both areviewer and publication that

A, B, C, and D in Olsher's review do not reflect
the broader and less stringent standards of

Irespect, so thank you again. Iwould like to
clarify one point on the purity of our silver. It

previous A, B, C, and D Stereopbile categories
[in "Recommended Componente]. The Olsher

is 99.9999% pure, or less than 1ppm impurity
But the purity is not the major contributor to

review, in my opinion, takes what was B+ and
above in the previous reviews, then sorts out

strand form, the insulation, and the method

brand-new grades for only the highest-performance cables. And so alittle sour grapes from

of applying the insulation. As acomparison,
sterling silver is about 92.5% pure.

Kimber to Stereopbile. I'm not surprised, given
his high, narrow focus and top-caliber equip-

the sound. Instead, it is the processing into

Also, about DO's reluctance to request a
double version of our 8AG ($360/foot): C'mon

ment, that Dick did not like our 4PR and 4VS.

Dick, after some of the conclusions you have

And if Ihad understood the emphasis on only

dared to print, Idon't believe you lack nerve!

the highest-performance equipment, Imight
not have suggested our 4PR and 4VS for review. We do not recommend these cables to

And anyway, we would have sent it to you.
Next time, yield to temptation

be used on higher-caliber equipment.
In fact, Isuggested to both JA and DO

Kimber Kable

Ray Kimber

several months ago that the 4PR and 4VS be

van den Hull

reviewed with amplifiers in the under-$600
price range, and speakers at maybe $300 or

Editor:
After reading the draft of your loudspeaker
cable review under the responsibility of Mr.

$400/pair. At those price levels, the EM and RF
rejection of the PR and VS will yield ahigher

Dick Olsher, Ihad the feeling that some cor-

performance than any other cable in those

rections are necessary.
1) The use of the Quad ESL-63 PRO monitor
is very welcome as areference. Mr. Olsher

price ranges. This includes the Romex. Iwould
also like to mention that another brand,' or
even another batch of 12-2 Romex, would
probably yield perhaps drastically different

should know that this loudspeaker is astrong
capacitive load for any source. We are talking

results.

about more than luF load. The claim that

About your controls: okay about the Romex

loudspeaker cables with about 100pF/ft

cables, but Ithink you should have used the

capacitance make asubstantial difference is

most widely purchased cable as the control

incorrect. The Quad ESL has hundreds of

standard. In my estimation it would be standard Monster Cable. The Hitachi 18-gauge is

meters of copper wire in the transformer. It
seems that this wire is so perfect that minimal

1Romex is aTM belonging to Rome Wire & Cable Company.

differences between much thicker speaker
lines are easy to discern by your reviewer. Why
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The CD-BOX
Elegant, Efficient
CD Storage
The CD-BOX. A stand alone unit, it
fits the space intended for records in
most audio-video furniture and wall
systems perfectly! Finished in your
choice of light or dark oak, walnut, or
black, its to smooth-sliding drapers
hold up to sixty CDs (single, double,
or triple), with dividers that keep
discs upright and organized.
To order call Hills Products
1-800-247-2018.
Money-back, satisfaction guarantee.
The CD-BOX frum $64.95.

Dimensions: 6I4

"

NI,

Designed and manufactured in the USA by Hills Pmducts Inc.

12

3/4 "

h, 14 3/4"d.

LiLlauimj

PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244, 603-464-3999

POWER LINE CONDITIONING
IN ITS PUREST FORM
The Power Block is the only
power line conditioner designed
for the transient needs of
audio equipment
The Power Block is
not arepackaged
or relabeled
unputer filterinci
TICE
AUDIO
PRODUCTS
16 Shorewood Lane
Centerport, NY 11721
516 757-5046

The Power Block:
substantially improves
imaging, clarity &
harmonic accuracy
Removes grit & grain
leaving you with a
fatigue free listening
experience
10% Voltage Boost or
Reduction REMOVES
F, EMI. HASH. SPIKES
& HARMONICS
SIZE: 18 1
2 x10 1
/
2 x9 1
/
2
/
WEIGHT: /nLbs

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME
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not, therefore, buy from Quad several meters

stability. When asolid wire is bent, the crystal

extra and connect the Quads directly to the

structure on the outside is stretched, while the

amp? If your reviewer is correct, this would
yield no difference from this reference cable.
2) We all know that Digital (PCM) sound,

crystal structure on the inside is compressed.
This causes damage that cannot be fixed. It is

preferably with emphasis and de-emphasis,
with alot of phase shift, is anon-perfect sound

vides greater flexibility and mechanical stability. This will also improve the life of your
cable. The idea of directing your readers to a

source. Why is an irritating sound source used
for evaluation of smooth-sounding cables? Is
it to conclude that the cables sound irritating?
Or is it ...

common knowledge that heavy stranding pro-

cable based solely on skin effect and conductor dimensions is not realistic.
A large-gauge multi-stranded wire like our

The SME V is wired with van den Hul MC
D-501. When in the speaker-cable test the

SCS-2 has aDC-impedance of 0.5 ohms/km.
With alife of even 500%, AC-impedance at

standard wiring of the SME V was used, it

20kHz does not matter at all. We are talking
about 1.5 ohms/km at 20kHz. Does this sound

clearly means that this cable was as good or
better than all the speaker cables under test.

fuzzy enough? Phase effects at 20kHz work

Thank you!

with wavelengths of around 8.6mm. Ithink

A word about the use, or non-use, of the van
den Hul MC Silver Interconnect. This was to

that the variation of distance between the
speakers and your reviewer's ears will never

be aspeaker-cable review. It seems Mr. Olsher

be within this limit. Additionally, phase shift

also decided there was room for ashort, biased

is not suddenly there, but is acontinuous ef-

interconnect review of two cables. With Mr.

fect (or defect). Iadmire your reviewer in that

Olsher not having any MC Silver Interconnect
since his original review in March 1987, how
can he possible compare the two? Iam amazed

an EM-speed of 200,0001cm/s for the low frequencies and 220,000km /s for the high fre-

at his ability to compare aproduct he has not

quencies in acopper conducto4 the imbalance

he is able to detect these effects sonically. With

heard in over one year! This is anonobjective

between those two extremes is the equivalent

fantasy about the work of one manufacturer.

of 0.313um of air for 2meters of copper. One

Without other brands being involved, his state-

single meter of copper wire up and one meter
of copper down and the time shift is just

ment about the quality of the MC Silver is,
from this point of view, not fair, valid, or
defensible!
3) As can be seen with most cables, time and

4.54555 x 0.0000000001s, equivalent to
0.313um of air. Two meters up and 2meters
down equals 0.626um of air. Phrases like

aging destroy sound quality when the designer

"somewhat phasey and other symptoms that

has not taken into account this effect. All our

sounded very much like those of aheavygauge conductor design" are very clear now:

cables are extremely well protected against
aging. Will the winners of your test sound dif-

per twin meter equivalent with 0.313um of air.

ferent in one year? We are sure that our prod-

Tune misalignments of the evaluation speakers

ucts will sound exactly the same.

one to the other and both together will be

4) One of our design criteria is that extreme

many times greater. What about the size of the

low-level signals should not get lost some-

eardrum of your reviewer? Less than 0.313um,
or just the average 4.5mm, which is 14.389

where between the amp and the load. This
criterion is imperative in the reproduction

times greater.

of ambience and depth of image. The SME V

6) We plan to design an amplifier with

tonearni cable, our type D-501, is an example

dimensions proportionate to the golden sec-

of these efforts. Our types SCS-2 and SCS-6

tion. We have already applied for aUS Patent.

have the same spatial properties.

After reading your review we are encouraged
that it will sound better than any other ampli-

Mr. Hanson and Mr. Wilson, producers and
technicians of the test records in use for this
test, can tell you exactly the same story
5) A small-gauge wire is nice when it con-

fier. Figures related to ancient architecture and
the dimensions of old postcards will certainly
be very effective in the design of conductors.

cerns only the skin effect. It is impractical in

It is my honest belief that the part of the

matters of bass reproduction and other sonic

review dealing with and around the golden
section is afree advertisement for one of the

effects. There is the problem of mechanical inStereophile, July 1988
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The New AR ES-1
Turntable.
Audio Advisor has it!
Complete with the right arm
At the right price!
The legendary AR ES-1 turntable is alive and
well. Audio Advisor has it, with the right
arm, at the right price. Introducing the AR
ES-1 turntable with the AQ PT-5 tonearm.

Low Price Power
Line Conditioner/
Regulator
Dramatically improves the sound of
hi-end components
We couldn't believe our ears. When we tried
the Tripplite LC-1800 power line conditioner
on several preamps the improvement we
heard was startling:
—smoother, less grainy
—the music had more body
—sweeter, more relaxing
—low and mid bass was tighter and had more
authority

Upgrade your preamp!
Every preamp we tested sounded like adramatically upgraded model — both tube and
solid state — from the DH-101 to the SP-11.
Once we heard the improvement we didn't
want to listen without it!

Clean power for all your
critical components
No matter how dirty or irregular your home's
voltage the LC-1800's high current (1800 watt)
power supply delivers pure, noise-free power
for up to six of your most critical components.
Each pair of outlets is independantly filtered
and isolated limiting interference between
components. Line noise is reduced by an incredible — 85db.
Best of all the LC-1800 is available for only
5269.95 plus $9.95 shipping. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Charge It! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

(616) 451-3868

OUC IC

o

isor, inc.

225 OAKES SW •GRANO RAMOS MI 49503

At the request of Audio Advisor, Inc. Acoustic Research has re-introduced their famous
"Legend" turntable. With the latest model AR
has made several major improvements including atighter-tolerance, long-life sapphire
main bearing and an improved table mat.

Best Buy table.
Best Buy tonearm.
By general agreement amoung critics, the AR
ES-1 is the best buy in turntables. "This is one
low-cost turntable we can heartily recoil>
ment," says Stereophile in Recommended
Components, Vol. 11, No, 4, Pg. 96. It's also
one of the most beautiful turntables ever made
— real walnut veneer!
Audio Advisor pairs the ES-1 with the new
I'T-5 arm from Audioquest — a straight,
medium mass arm with a rich champagne
finish and high quality bearings. The AQ PT-5
couples rigidly to the armboard, yet is easily
height-adjustable. The PT-5 comes with excellent internal wiring and features viscous
(fluid) damping for use with low-compliance
cartridges.

A more "musical" table
Audio Advisor offers an exclusive aluminum
armboard for the ES-1, predrilled for your
arm and custom-installed when you buy the
table with the arm. The metal board couples
the arm more rigidly to the suspension, resulting in more dynamic sound with tighter bass
and cleaner highs. At just $34.95 additional,
the improvement is phenomenal.

Professional installation included!
We fit the arm to the table — you don't have
to install it. We adjust & tweek each table too
— before we ship. No extra charge!
AR ES-1 turntable, with sapphire bearing, improved mat, and new AQ PT-5 tonearm professionally installed, only $639.95, plus $14.95
shipping and handling. Metal armboard.
custom installed, add $34.95. AR ES-1 turntable only $399.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Charge it! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

(616) 451-3868

audio
advisor inc.
'

225 SAKES SW •GRANO RAPIDS. MI 49503
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contenders and his ideas. It lifts the reliability
of this review not quite to the freezing point!

brilliant enough not to publish them.
With feelings of great respect,

7) How is it possible that any system-de-

Dr. A. J. van den Hul

pendent cable can be rated as the state of the
art? Is it wrong that agood cable will neither
add nor take away from the signal? Is Mr.

The Netherlands

Monster Cable

Olsher suggesting that your readers select a
cable that will work with only their present

Editor:
Alas, Ithink that one of Stereophile's reviewers

equipment? Ican only assume that improving
one's amp or speakers will also mean one must
invest in new speaker cables. Obviously, a
cable that is not system-dependent should be

has gone off the deep end.

no better than class C. How fortuitous for us
that we have our CS-122, alow-cost cable
never intended to be state-of-the-art. Thank
you!

Ifind the cable survey presented here to be
woefully inaccurate and a discredit to the
many legitimate advances in audio-cable
design that have been made in the past few
years. It is unfortunate that in the sea of audiocable hype, from the sublime to the ridiculous,
that this reviewer has chosen to give ink and

8) The "MC Silver" is awell-known interconnect, rated state-of-the-art by your own

ear to promote the ridiculous.

publication. While the technology used for all
our conductors is similar, it should be obvious

Noel Lee feels that way, the Monster products
did not fare well in the survey; he's going to

that aspeaker line with the same conductor

be critical of the reviewer." Truth is, Idon't

But before anyone says "Well, of course

as the "MC Silver" would cost far more than

have areal problem with critical reviews, or

our SCS-2 and SCS-6. There is still alarge difference between "based on MC Silver technology" and the MC Silver.

critical reviewers. As regular readers of Stereo-

9) How can it be explained that products as

phile know, even in the pages of this magazine,
we've had good and not-so-good comments
about our products. So be it; everyone is en-

the SCS-2 and SCS-6, which clearly outper-

titled to express their opinions, and to write

form our own CS-122, are totally unranked?

about them. But when acable survey such as

Yet the CS-122 is rated class C. It also seems
that Mr. Olsher saw clear to design new products for other manufacturers, "shotgunning"

this promotes bogus technologies, and deviates so far from what I, other audiophiles,

other products in order to rate them. Iwonder
how many products this will work for and
how many more it will not. Should we do this
to our CS-12 for an improved ranking?
10) Iwonder how Mr. Conrad and Mr.
Johnson feel about being contributors to Mr.
Olsher's findings. By chance, did anyone

our listening panel, and even our competitors
know to be the reality, then Imust express an
opinion.
During past years we have made significant
strides in the advancement of audio-cable
design, using what we term Bandwidth Balanced technology. In fact, we have shown,
through the performance of our products, that

check to see what C-J uses internally? Why not

cable construction using multiple-gauged con-

ask them about our speaker lines?

struction and selective windings to control

11) Concerning the cost: Our US distributor,
Sound Connections, governs the cost. They

electromagnetic fields is the major influencing factor on correcting the phase-related prob-

inform me that SCS-2 is priced at $100 achan-

lems of conventional non-time-compensated

nel foot, and SCS-6 at $45 achannel foot,

audio cables. This technology, shared by MIT,

including terminations for lengths over 8feet.

has set our cables apart in such areas as imag-

Unless Ican no longer add, several products

ing, depth, soundstage, dynamic range (low
noise), and transient response, as well as

in your survey are much more expensive. Did
Inot see the following cost per foot on other
manufacturers' cables: $180/ft, $100/ft, $2281
ft, and $87.12/ft?

linearities and extensions in frequency
response. The ability to pass the signal with
these sonic characteristics still intact is no easy

Thanks anyhow for the printed report about

task, and has been the hallmark of both the

the learning process of your reviewer. His

MIT and Monster Cables among audiophiles,

thoughts are a reflection of what many
designers have thought also. But they were

engineers, audio manufacturers, and audio

Stereophile, July 1988

critics for many years. They have withstood
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Light at the end of the CD Tunnel
The joy of hearing music in
such anew light makes the
Prism the best value in CD
players today, as well as the
best CD player period."
J. Peter Moncreiff

"The Prism is significantly more open and
dynamic than any other CD player Ihave
heard to date. It delivers the dynamic range
that CD has promised since it first appeared
but has never quite made good on."
Anthony H. Cordesman

Enough said. Now is the time to listen. Call us
(619/436-7666) and ask for the name of your
local full-line Mod Squad Dealer, or write to 542
North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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POWER BLOCK
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TICE
AUDIO

CONDITIONER
•Designed specifically for audio
•Eliminates R.F., EMI, Hash & Spikes
•10% Voltage boost or reduction
•Radically improves every system
•L 18 1/^" xW 10" xH 81/,"Wt. 60 lbs.

Home trials available at:

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
,
VPI
oKlImo
oBelles
oSystemdek
oJS Electrostatics

c
,EHS
oFried
oLazarus
oQuicksilver
oBritish Fidelity

oMFA
oSumiko
oPS Audio
oWin Labs
oAudible Illusions

516-360-8815

Spica
oKindel
oMagnum
oTerpsichore
oEminent Technology

-Tice
oTarget
oGarrott
oChicago
& Much morel

Smithtown N.Y.
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the test of time, with the use of our Bandwidth
Balanced patents now approaching its 8th year,
and the popularity of the MIT products now
in their fourth year, longer than any other
audiophile cable that Iknow of.
So why did we not do well in the survey?
Well, Iknow that anything Icould say about
the inaccuracy of the findings would just make
us look bad, and probably be futile. But consider that, as the leader in the design and
manufacture of high-performance audio cables,
we are careful to examine all new technologies,

ty to the Fibonacci numbers, which can be
superimposed on the outline of a nautilus
shell, is taking the ridiculous alittle too far. The
inference that the distortion we hear in cables
is due to conductor resonances at the intervals
that correspond to the ratio of the golden section sounds like something out of Ulysses.
The reviewer also states that the Cardas
cable sounds as good as it does because it
could be adding "resonances to the program
signal" that correspond to this ratio, and which
are therefore "at least consonant with the

and the competition, in detail. We own just
about every cable available, we examine all
new technologies such as OCC, OFC, LCOFC

music" —a strange statement indeed. Since
when do we want to add resonances of any
kind, much less ones that correspond to the

copper, vdH silver, as well as the 6-9s copper

golden section ratio? This is science? Come
on, give me abreak.

(99.9999% pure copper, the rage in Japan
these days). All these technologies, and more,
have been available for our use, and we will
use any of them that we find demonstrates an
improvement over our current designs.

Yes, mutual resonances do occur in audio
cables. And yes, the use of multi-gauged
wires—as we use in our own Bandwidth

We have alistening panel and engineering

Balanced designs—do help to minimize them
(not add to them as suggested by the review).

staff of very knowledgeable audiophiles who
know what they are doing, know how to

design: cable noise. And to be fair, if the

listen, and we are extremely critical of our own
designs. The proof of our ability to produce
excellent-sounding products is demonstrated

But this addresses only one area of cable
reviewer has read the Cardas patent, he will see
that it does not address the problems of

Reference is now in its 6th year of product life

mutual resonances at all. It states that different
gauges of wires tend to carry certain frequencies with greater efficiencies than others, a

as the Interlink Reference 2), but other prod-

concept which Monster has used for years. It

ucts as well, like the Alpha Cartridges.

is one of the design points cited in our Bandwidth Balanced patent, designed by Bruce
Brisson in 1982 (the Cardas patent came much

by the success of not only our cables (Interlink

How does this relate to the review at hand?
Merely to convey to the readers of this review,
many of whom own M-series cables, that the
M series was designed with full knowledge of
other products in mind, many of which are
compared in this survey. We would not make
acable product unless it could perform competitively in every way against others in its
class. We cannot agree with the assessments
of our cables and others in this survey.
We also have full knowledge of this
reviewer's praised Cardas cable, and the
mysterious "golden section" upon which it is
based. Iam familiar with the claims, which I
thought were a joke when Ifirst read the

later, in December of 1986). The Cardas patent
is limited to one specific ratio of wire sizes,
which was probably the only way he could
have received apatent on this concept. What
is missing here is the use of the winding technology needed to "time-compensate" these
frequencies once they find their way down the
selected wires, which is the concept covered
in our Bandwidth Balanced patent. Merely using
different gauges of wires without selectively
"time-compensating" them is not enough.
Iencourage Stereopbile readers to listen to
these and various other cables and draw your

patent. To have it promoted in the pages of this

own conclusions before reaching for your

magazine with references to Phidias the Greek

wallet to make apurchase based on the recom-

sculptor's use of this ratio, the unexplained
"aesthetic appeal" of the golden rectangle by
Fechner the German psychologist in 1876, the
"Divine Proportion" used by mathematicians
in the middle ages, its use by Greek architects
in the design of the Parthenon, and its similariStereophile, July 1988

mendations in this review. Whether you buy
our cable or someone else's, Ifeel strongly that
there are enough inaccuracies in these conclusions for one to be cautious.
Noel Lee
President, Monster Cable
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St. Louis audiophiles

BICAY II Passive Line Drive

AUDIO GROUP
is your area dealer for
ALPHASON
B&K •CAMBRIDGE •CREEK
CELESTION •DUAL •DNM •EPOS
HEYBROOK •JA MITCHELL •JPW
NITTY GRITTY •ORTOFON •ONIX
QED •RATA •REVOLVER •SUMO
SUPERPHON •SYSTEMDEK
TARGET •WHARFEDALE •WBT
AND MORE.

By appointment only. Call
314-768-5610.
GOLD LION (INDIA)
12AXT/ECC83 TUBES
Freshly imported, limited quantity -$11.
SUMMER SPECIAIS
ORTOFON XIMC (high output MC) -$79
ORTOFON X3MC (high output MC) -$140
SUPERFON DM2.20 -$740

L.

• Four inputs, tape out with gold plated jacks.
• Separate record and listen switches.
• Top quality VOLUME POT.
• Minimalist high gain design with finest parts.
• Enclosure designed by Michael lanizen, internationally
acclaimed designer.
• Priced at $150, half the norm — considering quality of
pans.
• I5-day no-obligation trial.
• Available esl,riirIs urs AI 1)10 GRol

DNM (BRITISH) SOLID
CORE INTERCONNECTS
With Gold Phono Plugs. 1/2 Meter Pair -$40
IMeter Pair -550, 2Meter Pair -S60
DNM SOLID CORE Speaker Wire 52.50/ft.

Call AUDIO GROUP at
314-768-5610.
Free catalog and advice.

CELESTION SL6s -$799

•
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Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Accuphase
ADS
Adcom
ASC
Audioquest
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambridge Audio
CWD

Duntech
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature
Magnepan
Magnum Dynolab
Martin-Logan
Meitner
Meridian
Mod Squad
Mission Electronics

Mondial Designs
Monster/Alpha
MIT
NAD
Nokamichi
Niles
Oracle
Sennheiser
Signet
SME

SOTA
Spectrum
Stax-Kogyo
Sumiko/Talisman
Target
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
Vandersteen
Velodyne

VPI
Well-Tempered Lobs
Wilson WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
Muitivision
Pioneer
Proton
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
MCNISA/ANLEIC/TAICE 5Charge
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Vampire Wire

at the frequencies we deal with in audio are

Editor.

well known. You must realize that the difference that occurs between 20Hz and 20kHz
on copper is insignificant. Over 45' of cable,

While it is not my purpose to belittle the work
and time Mr. Olsher put into the cable survey,
Ifind much to fault.
It seems that Mr. Olsher's research led him
to several conclusions about acable's performances even before it was listened to. Sound
Connections represents cable products of
several different designs. It is our belief that
no one design is inherently superior to
another. What is important is the execution of
the chosen design.

that difference is 11.6 microns (um), or 11
millionths of a meter. Ihave never seen a
system aligned that accurately! It is under these
guidelines that Vampire Wire products are constructed. As aresult, cables of the Vampire
design will have no system dependencies.
Perhaps those who have sold and bought
over 2,000,000' of our #826C and over

The two Vampire Wire products, #826C and
#2100C, represent what we feel is the best per-

500,000' of our #2100C in the last two years
would have been better off with Romex. I
doubt it. Isuggest that your readers audition

formance available at their price. They were

our products for themselves rather than fall

never presented as the state of the art. It is true

prey to the fallacy of Mr. Olsher's obviously

that abundled group of parallel strands will
tend to behave as asolid wire; that is not the

uninformed ramblings.
Stuart Marcus

design of our products. Both cables utilize

President, Sound Connections

large amounts of fine strands in arope lay. The
use of bundles of round strands prevents them

Discrete Technology

from matching perfectly together. In addition,

Editor:

the rope lay used causes the position of the
strands to be rolled so that the bundles of

We wish to thank Dick Olsher and Stereophile

strands constantly exchange locales.
Has Mr. Olsher ever taken apart arope lay?
If he had, he would have found several in-

for the review of our Platinum Plus speaker
cable. Ihad originally requested of Dick a
week of constant signal to burn the cable in.
Being anew product, we were not sure and

teresting construction features. First, the outer

felt this would be enough time Unfortunately,

surface is not continuous. Examine the insula-

it was not. The more time went by, the more

tion and you will find the impression of the

the sound of the cable changed. Ithen called

conductor in it. This clearly shows that while
we put great emphasis on perfectly round

Dick to request that at least another week of

are not allowed to remain in "intimate con-

constant signal be put through the cable before
evaluation. This meant the cable required approximately 325 hours to burn in. Iapparently

tact"! Second, the forced extrusion of our

did not.convey the importance of the addi-

jacket, the process that causes the conductor

tional burn-in strongly enough. We should
have burned the cables in and then sent them

strands with extremely uniform surfaces, they

to impress itself on the jacket, eliminates the
possibility of air being trapped between the
PVC and the conductor. The result, when

in. Imust apologize to Dick for expecting him
to waste his valuable time doing something we

combined with the 105°C PVC we use, is a

should have done. The thickness and amount

long cable life.

of Teflon dielectric in this cable required alot

Lastly, astranded cable will maintain the

more time than we had thought. We have since

mechanical integrity of the conductors. Simply
flex asolid conductor several times. If you

enclosed cards with these cables informing

look closely at its surface, you will see the

consumers of this (I have enclosed one of
these cards with this letter). The slight reser-

damage this causes. This deterioration is what

vation about the purity and extension of the

happens when you bend solid conductors to

treble and the tad of spatial resolution is a

make curves in order to connect them in your

byproduct of the burn-in time As Dick stated

system. It should go without saying that extreme care must be taken in handling asolid

in the review, the treble improved slowly as the

conductor. This is not the case with stranded

break-in proceeded. When the high-frequency
signal is correct, the spatial resolution will also

conductors.

improve If at all possible we would appreciate

The calculations for the rates of propagation
Stereophile, July 1988
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burn them in properly, and resubmit them to
Dick for afollow-up.

Sal DeMIcco
Discrete Technology

so clearly describes, cables are important.
Thank you for once again spreading enlightenment about cables.
Dick's discussion of skin effect covers most

Straight Wire
Editor:

of the reasons that we use "surface-only conductors" in our best cables. An additional prob-

We appreciate Mr. Olsher's efforts to provide
an informative and useful survey of speaker
cables. In the section on Skin Effect, Mr.

lem caused by skin effect is forcing the audio
signal to cross from strand to strand. In any
bunch or rope-lay conductor the strands are

Olsher asserts that cable impedance deviations
are "far from negligible, and readily audible."

sometimes on the outside of a bundle and
sometimes on the inside. Every time astrand

This supports our contention that impedance

dives away from the surface, some of the cur-

variations (and the resulting non-linear phase

rent crosses to anew strand in order to stay on

shifts) are the major factors which determine
cables' sonic characteristics.

the surface (aka the Lily Pad Effect, so named
because afrog jumps from pad to pad to avoid

The table of Skin Effect Resistance Ratios

going below the surface). As Dick described,

provided in the review attempts to provide
useful impedance data, yet fails to do so

this causes the entire group of strands to have
many of the problems of asingle solid con-

because the figures given are not valid for real-

ductor of too large agauge It also causes most

world cables. The impedance rise of actual

of the hashy, grainy, confused quality associated
with stranded cables. The surfaces of the strands

cables are generally far greater than those listed
due to inductance. Furthermore, Mr. Olsher's

are oxidized (no matter what type of copper),

approach of calculating effects rather than

and these oxides are semiconductors. Any

measuring them leads to mistakes. The review

signal crossing from strand to strand is going
through asimple circuit which changes the

erroneously states that the proximity effect
causes acable's impedance rise to increase as
the conductors are brought closer together,
when in fact the opposite is true.
Straight Wire evaluates cables by examining
their complex impedance in detail. We use Impedance Graphs (charted in ohms vs frequency) showing skin effect, inductive reactance,
capacitive reactance, and series impedance
across the entire audible frequency range. We

signal. This happens thousands of times in a
few feet of cable.
The surface-only conductors in the LiveWire Color Series prevent this problem by
keeping the strands on the surface 100% of
the time. There is no crossing or bunching of
strands, no reason for current to change from
one strand to another. Since we use strands
that are 0.01' in diameter, we effectively only

have compiled graphs on many cables in our

have the skin-effect problems that would

"White Paper." These graphs correlate directly

exist with asingle very thin solid-core cable.
However, we provide the AC conducting path

to the sonic characteristics of the cables. It is
interesting to note that most of the cables in
the survey have an impedance value at 10kHz
which is 50-300% higher than at lkHz.

of avery large cable.
We have found that individual strands must
be

smaller

than

the

skin-effect-caused

Please note that lower impedance deviation

resistance differential would imply. To faithful-

does not mean that acable will sound better

ly reveal all the delicate ambience and decay

on all systems. However, it does show which

information requires strands in the 28 to

cables are more accurate. We have found that

30AWG area. This is partly amatter of personal
taste. If one disagrees with the way some

when the most accurate cables are used
throughout asystem, the results are consistently more musical

records and CDs are made, one might enjoy
the subjective very-high-frequency filtering

David Salz & Steven Hill

caused by strands larger than 25AWG. Isay

Straight Wire, Inc.

subjective because the distortions in many

It is very pleasing to see aUS audio magazine

products that are not amplitude-related are
often referred to in terms of subjective frequency response. We prefer to make as neutral
acable as possible.
Bill Lowe

devoting space to audio cables. As Dick Olsher

Audioquest

LiveVire
Editor:
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Cardas Hex
Editor:

"Nice.. .
good.. .
full.. .", that it has "Slam.. .
plays tunes. .. is not wimpy... is not over-

Thank you for including my cable in Dick
Olsher's survey It is the result of alabor of love

done. .." and "is well worth considering."
Then you deliver the clincher. After 20

spanning many years, and Ifind it refreshing

hours or so you started to hear "more than the
usual number of pops and ticks," even on, if

to be recognized by an American publication
and in such good company. Iwould also like
to thank my friends Brooks Berdan, Kip
Dobler, and David Manley for their invaluable
input.
By the way, Dick, the Helmholtz quote on
the tone pairs that produce no beats between

you'll excuse the expression, "virgin vinyl."
You also say you've had this problem twice
before with other cartridges. Iwonder why?
Is it possible that the Chunky Cheapskate
(remember, we shared aJacuzzi at the Santa
Monica Show) has skimped on mounting hard-

their harmonics is close to the mark! These

ware? Is it possible that he failed to tighten the

beats are adissonance offensive to the ear; the

cartridge all the way (it has ametal body)? Is

interval most pleasing to the ear is the one that
does not produce this discord

it possible he really doesn't know anything
about hi-fi? Surely not.

George Cardas

Of all the AT-F5s sold, nary aone has been
returned a-ticking or a-popping.

Cardas Audio

TARA Labs

So all Ican say to you, Sam, is Iwish you
had called me before you wrote the review, I

Editor:
My congratulations and heartfelt thanks to

could have saved you the embarrassment of
this letter.
Roy Hall

Dick Olsher for his exhaustive speaker-cable
survey.

PS: The Epos price increase was due to the rise

As you will expect, Iam very pleased with
the review of my Space & Time Phase II

Music Hall
in the value of the Pound Sterling. My profit
margin is as minuscule as always.

speaker cable. Ihope your readers accept the
uct. As DO suggests, there is little or no "exotic"
technology claimed in the development of

Rowland Research Model 7
Differential Mode power
amplifier

this speaker cable. As DO discusses in the

Editor:

introduction, there is much to consider about
the technological significance, real or otherwise, of such things as exotic stranding or con-

ful, engaging review of aRowland Research
amplifier.

simple nature of the development of this prod-

Lew Lipnick has once again written athought-

struction, the number of nines after the decimal

The perspective of amusician is vital in the

point, or even the introduction of new and

evaluation and design of all audio products,

unknown problems that a cable can now

since every designer's goal is the re-creation

singularly overcome.

of amusical performance. Too often, though,

"Proprietary" is anice word that, Ithink,
means "working on astory." Iused my ears

companies seem to shy away from the ideas
of emotion and introspection; Levi Lipnick has

and some very good stereo toys to design the

shown that the creation of music can (and

Phase Il speaker cable.

should) be an emotive process, not an

Iworked to find acable with minimal design
influences that would sound like music, and
there you are.

analytical one. We are therefore pleased that
Mr. Lipnick believes our equipment has "the

Matthew Bond

ability to draw alistener into the performance."
Mr. Lipnick's perspective is one few

Designer & President, TARA Labs

audiophiles have the opportunity to duplicate
The perspective of a performer, the "view

Audio Technica AT-F5
cartridge
Epos ES-14 loudspeaker

much as that of the audience. Our goal is
simply to put as little as possible between

Editor

the listener and the original performance. As

from the stage," needs to be considered as

Sam, Sam, Sam—what am Ito do with you?

the review of the Model 7Differential Mode

First you tell the folks that the AT-F5 is

amplifier aptly states, it is up to each person
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to decide whether we have succeeded.

impedances of the unit under test. For exam-

Courtney S. Chiasson

ple, aCD player feeding apower amplifier with

Marketing Consultant, Rowland Research

acertain input impedance through acertain
cable may sound different if feeding apre-

Berning TF -12 preamplifier
Editor:
Thank you for the thoughtful review given the
TF -12 preamplifier. Iam pleased that J. Gor-

amplifier (or another amplifier) that has a
different input impedance.
Some years ago Irecognized the need for a
dummy preamplifier (a box with input shorted

don Holt felt he could recommend it for audi-

to outputs) to aid in bypass testing so that no

tion. Iam surprised but very interested that he
found significant deviations in the spectral

cables were eliminated during the bypass
phase of the test, but Inever considered what
effect an impedance transformation in the box

balance from neutral in his bypass test. A very
important step in the refinement of anew Berning product involves tuning for aflat spectral
balance using the listening bypass test, and we
ran many such tests and made many refinements based on what our listening panels
heard. One of the last refinements made

might have. If this is indeed the root of the
discrepancy here, it is unfortunate for the
future of bypass testing, as most impedance
transformations require active circuitry and
each unit under test will require adifferent
transformation.

before production began was achange in wire
used to connect the input jacks to points inside the preamplifier. Previous Berning products used amulti-strand, silver-plated wire for
this, as did the TF -12 prototypes. When our
listening panel found the preamp weak in the
bass region and exaggerated in the highs, a
change was made to asingle-strand copper
wire without plating. Both wires use aTeflon
coating. In our bypass test this was exactly
what was needed to tilt the spectral balance
to neutral (it still seemed to fall slightly short—
that is, weak in bass—but it was right for all
practical purposes). The TF -12 went into production without further changes. During a
pre-release period of two months, production
units were loaned out for comments. People
were encouraged to do bypass tests and told
to simply set the attenuation to 32, which gives
unity gain. One person (not part of the listening panel) reported avery slight deficiency in
the bass. No one reported an exaggeration.
The more Iwork with the listening bypass
test, the more Irealize what atricky business
it is. Ihave no reason to doubt Mr. Holt's finding that the bass was up and the highs down;
he is just describing what he heard on his

David Berning
The David Berning Co.

dbx 14 /
10 equalizer
Editor:
Thank you for JGH's favorable and accurate
comments about the dbx 14/10. It is nice to
hear that equalization is not such abad thing
for good sound. Your readers should know
that what an equalizer does is not much different from what, say, aresistor in front of the
midrange of athree-way system does, which
is the way one "equalizes" aspeaker system at
the crossover level.
It's important to clarify, though, John Atkinson's footnote perpetuating one of the common audiophile misunderstandings about
equalizers introducing "time-domain" distortion.
Modern equalizers all have what are called
minimum-phase functions; so do drivers and
many crossover networks. Without getting into the math explaining what minimum phase
is, one must point out that equalizing the nearfield magnitude response of aspeaker generally will also equalize the phase response. In
other words, not only does an equalizer not
introduce time-domain distortions, it can
restore proper phase performance that the

bypass test. What Ifind very interesting is why
different bypass tests have given different

speaker system departs from, thus undoing

answers on perceived spectral balance, one of

errors.

the easiest things to judge with bypass listening

To the extent that there are non-minimum-

tests. Ido not know the answer to this question; Ihave not run across this problem before

phase errors such as from grille reflections,
crossovers, and room reflections, an equalizer

Isuspect that the answer has something to do

cannot fix everything but won't make it worse
Most common examples of such phase-shifted

with interactions of the various cables and
other equipment with the input and output
Stereophile, July 1988
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is simply deaf to most of it), although it's audible if the tweeter is, say, a block from the

fore, Ithink we are justified in claiming that
the XL-280 is possibly the most accurate

woofer. In any case, equalizers do not cause

amplifier extant; and if someone is not satisfied
with his system's sound using the XL-280, he

such problems.
As noted, the principal "time-domain distorter" is the listening room: reflections are
decidedly non-minimum-phase. This is why
it's often preferable to equalize close to a

should examine the rest of his components
with great care.
Some of the early assembled XL-280s, which
may have included the initial reviewers' samples,

speaker rather than far away. But stereophiles

could sometimes exhibit evidence of spurious

who share Atkinson's dislike "of using some-

oscillation. All units with serial numbers after

thing which interferes with the purity of the

B1725000, many of them before that, units ser-

signal" had better never use their speakers in

viced at the factory in recent months, and all

their rooms, and should put on their headphones—with or without equalization.
David Moran

kit versions have included all the circuit
changes to conform to current production. If
you own an early unit, we invite you to write

Marketing Services Manager, dbx

us at 5910 Crescent Boulevard, Pennsauken,

Haller XL -280 power amplifier

envelope for information to help you deter-

Editor:
An amplifier is accurate if it has no audible

mine if your XL-280 would benefit from up-

aberrations. The sound of an accurate ampli-

NJ 08109 with a stamped, self-addressed

dating. When needed, we will provide the

fier may or may not be euphonious, depend-

parts at no charge, if you wish to make the
changes on each module yourself. It requires

ing on the rest of the system, particularly the

disassembly and some soldering. Alternatively,

program source and the loudspeakers. If an ac-

units returned to the factory will include these

curate amplifier does not sound "right" or
"pleasant" or "smooth," the amplifier should

updates for the normal $50 fee for service and
return shipping.

not be criticized. Frequently, amplifier highfrequency response falls off due to rising in-

David Hafler
The David Hafler Company

ternal impedance and/or decreasing loud-

Rauna Balder loudspeaker

speaker impedance. This may make the sound

Editor:
The Rauna Balder speaker, reviewed by John

"sweet," but does not represent accuracy We
have found that much of the difference in the
sound of various amplifiers is this change in
frequency response attributable to loudspeaker
loading effects. That is why we include an adjustment in the XL-280 to compensate for the
effects of speaker loading.
We have not suggested that it is necessary
to "change every loudspeaker in existence" to

Atkinson in the June issue, is one of the most
unique designs currently on the market. While
its sculptured concrete appearance will not
satisfy those who desire large wooden boxes
or black monoliths in their living rooms, its
unusual, even art deco style fits in very well
with more modern decor. Also, the speaker is
rather small, especially in its frontal area, and

achieve the most accurate sound. But the ac-

takes up very little floor space. It will neither

curacy of amplifiers can be established; the

dominate the appearance of one's living room

correctness of other system elements is less

nor block the view from the room. In addi-

defined. Is it not logical to use the most accurate element as areference, and correct the
imperfections by changing other elements in

tion, the speaker can easily be painted any
color one likes—a bit of masking tape and a
couple of cans of spray paint are all that one

the chain?

needs.

The XL-280 which Gordon Holt has reexamined in his Followup represents all but early

tion is the sound. If neutrality, transparency,

production units. The null in current units has
increased from 60 to over 70dB. This is an in-

Ultimately, of course, the crucial consideraand three-dimensionality are crucial, it is im-

crease in accuracy, and brings the amplifier

portant to appreciate the role of the speaker's
shape in achieving these qualities. In this case,

aberrations down to below audibility under

content dictates form.

actual listening conditions. No other amplifier

Michael Mussachia

which we have tested will do as well. There-

Scandinavian Sounds
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Monster •NAD •Pro Ac •SME •Spica •Sumlko •Vetodyne •VPI
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Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174 617 648-4434
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Monitor Audio R85 2/MD
Editor:

strongly on Monitor Audio's conceptual ideas,
the eventual device would be nonexclusive

Ithank Mr. Norton for his efforts to review our

and Elac would have the right to offer it to

Monitor Audio R852/MD loudspeakers in
Vo1.11 No.6. Given that this model is of small-

other OEM hi-fi system manufacturers. The
first of these was Elac's own subsidiary, TDL

ish bookshelf size, and thus his listening environment was too large for them, it was unfortunate that he was not able to have access

porates a metal-dome tweeter in all material
respects identical to Type 25DT28 original-

to asmaller (and, as far as loudspeakers of this

ly developedfor Monitor Audio and manufac-

Electronics, and TDL's range of systems incor-

size are concerned, correct) room. He would

tured in Elac's Tottenham factory. Musical

then have been more able to accurately bring

Fidelity now takes a version of this same

to the fore the qualities of the speakers (this,
of course, holds true for the Epos and Snell

unit."

models that he reviewed along with the
Monitor Audio R852/MDs).
Be that as it may, the main point of this letter

P.D. Burlington, Commercial Director
As an aside, Monitor Audio has taken steps
to ensure that, in future, such cavalier use of
their work shall not occur.

is to draw attention to acouple of issues alluded

Further, Mr. Norton acknowledges the dif-

to by Mr. Norton, and to elucidate them; to
wit, metal-dome technology, and, more sped-

ferences in design of the R852/R952 and
R700/R652 metal-dome tweeters, without ex-

fically, Monitor Audio's leading role in its

plaining those differences. He states that,

development.

whereas Monitor Audio "feels" the 852/952
tweeter to be more advanced, he "suspecqs]

Mr. Norton correctly notes that both British
Fidelity and TDL use the same metal-dome

that SEAS [the manufacturer of the R700/R652

tweeter as found in Monitor Audio models
R852MD and R952MD. What Ithink should

tweeter] might argue the point." Implicit here
is that Monitor Audio is indulging in mere

also have been mentioned is that the design,

hyperbole. This does us agreat disservice.

research, and development is exclusively

1) R700/R652 tweeter is pure aluminum—

Monitor Audio's (credit where credit is due).

R852/R952 is 88% aluminum/12% magnesium.

A letter appearing in Hi -Fi Answers (April
1988, p.7) sheds some light on this issue:
Confusion bas reigned in recent months
regarding the true origins of the metal-dome

2) R700/R652 tweeter has four vents in the
voice-coil—R852/R952 tweeter has eight
vents, allowing for greater power handling.

tweeter supplied in different forms to various
manufacturers by Elac, asituation that bas

3) R852 /R952 has its own rear chamber
which is itself damped, effectively "tuning"
the final characteristics of the unit. Further, it

been exacerbated by certain of said manufac-

is protected from pressures in the cabinet

turers being shall we say, economical with the

being generated by the bass/mid driver.
4) Compare R952/R852MD with R652MD/

truth. Reproduced below is aletter from Elac
to Monitor Audio's Mo lqbal, written at the
latter 's request, which clarifies the situation.
'As discussed on several recent occasions,
Iam pleased to confirm the background to
Metal Dome tweeter Type 251)728, in view of

R700MD. (I don't think Mr. Norton has done so.)
Whereas the R852 /R952 tweeter is both
technically more sophisticated and sonically
superior to the R652 /R700 tweeter, this is not
to denigrate the latter unit. The R652/R700
driver was the first metal-dome to be free-

the several misleading references to this product that bave appeared in the Dude Press.

floating (le, fixed to asurround in much the

"Elac's decision to develop a25mm metal-

same way as abass driver). Further, it was the

dome tweeter was in direct response to your
stated interest in such a product, and we

dome. Again, research and development were

acknowledge that much of the original
development work was carried out in close
association with Monitor Audio during late

first popularly acclaimed aluminum metal
to Monitor Audio's credit.
The R652/R700 unit is, indeed, assembled
by SEAS, and they are at liberty to sell it OEM
to other loudspeaker companies, modified or

'85 early '86. Production engineering and
manufacturing realization of this product
relied on Elac expertise, however, and it was

otherwise. The eagle-eyed will note that they

agreed between us that, although based

how "original" and how "advanced" these
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are, indeed, doing this. What is interesting is
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Dynamic Impact
Interconnects

Superb Clarity &Dynamic Range.
Must Hear To Believe. Intro price:
$295 per 1-meter pair. (exp. 9-1-88)

PurePowerLink
The quality of the wire in your AC
Power Cord is just as important as
interconnects & speaker wires. The
improvement in sound quality will
surprise you. $195 per 8-foot link.

Sound Enhancers
Fit on top of power transformer of amp,
preamp, etc. & improve focus. $49.
15

DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CLARITY Audio Systems
808 Post St., Suite 709
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 641-7130
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phono cartridges and original replacement styli.
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181118111117—'
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'
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OUR FREE CATALOG.
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LYLE CARTRIDGES
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Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
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Years of fine tuning
make Rogers
loudspeakers a great
sound value. From the
pint-sized LS-2 and
LS3/5a mini monitors.
to the bi-wireable LS7t
and Studio la. and the
state-of-the-art LS5/9
and PM510A. Rogers
has a speaker for you!
Constant evolution in
design keeps Rogers
loudspeakers on the
cutting edge of music
reproduction: setting
the standard in
loudspeakers.

Call or write for your
nearest dealer.

I- s

KIMBER KAB[.ETM
ACCLAIMED AS A LEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) WITH 100% TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KCL-INTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!!
KABLE DEALER.

ASK

YOUR

KlMBER

Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR-S1.00 /FT •4V5-$2.00/FT •4.$44Q /fl
STC-$7.80 /FT •KC1-S68.00/Meter Pair
8LPC-$6.00/FT •16LPC-$10.00 /FT •4AG-S100.00/FT
8AG-S180.00 /F1' •KCAG-S350.00/Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

KlMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
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other companies claim to be. Please remember

down the March 1988 issue of What Hi -Fi?

that what some claim to be "original" and "ad-

(p.108) for an excellent technical article on the

vanced" is, to Monitor Audio, first-generation

subject, thoughtfully entitled "Metal Dome

technology and two years old.

Technology," by Keith Howard.
Thank you for allowing me space to give

My final point is that with metal-dome
technology coming of age, the material of

Monitor Audio their fair dues. Iconclude by

choice is fast becoming aluminum. Recent

reiterating the point that, in order to reasonably

models from companies which have previous-

evaluate any product, it is beholden upon the

ly used other metals now use aluminum.

reviewer to ensure that the conditions are

Again, pioneering research, development, and

those for which the product was originally

application are primarily to Monitor Audio's

designed.

credit.

Robert Sinclair

As metal-dome technology is fast becoming

National Marketing Manager,

ahot topic, your readership may like to track

Kevro Electronics, Inc.

You could pay more...

...for an AM/FM quartz synthesizer tuner. But you wouldn't get
such wide IF bandwidth for pure
audio response, high sensitivity
and the sleek fluorescent display
of the Parasound T/DO-260.

...for adiscrete FET Class A
preamp. But you wouldn't get
low distortion CMOS electronic
switching, premium German
polypropylene capacitors, gold
plated jacks and the sonic
excellence of the Parasound
P/FET-900.

But why

?

When Parasound offers you awhole range of extraordinary
components with more quality for your money.
Parasound Products, Inc.
950 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
415 397-7100
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...for a2x90 watt high current
amp. But you wouldn't get
lightning-fast 60MHz outputs,
costly German polypropylene
capacitors, 260 watts in mono,
relay protection, level controls
and the rock solid imaging of
the Parasound HCA-8001I.

Canadian Distributor
Pro Acoustics
227 GBrunswick Blvd
Pointe claire. Guebec H9R 4X5
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Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Reba Scharf (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E. Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
430 Greensprings Hwy k34
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
3963 Cottagehill

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights 01

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi- Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Tower Records
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W. Butler Dr
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Capitols
Cymbaline Records
1475 41st Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave k4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill 0139
Concord
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2151G Salvio
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek BI
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 E. Croll Ct
El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino
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Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura BI
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N. Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E. Main St
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W Lancaster BI
Leucadle
Music by the Sea
542 N. Hwy 101
Los Angeles
Bel-Air Camera & Hi -Fi
1025 Westwood BI
Beverly Stereo
8413 Beverly BI
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 N. Robertson
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy kC
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S. Lincoln
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N.
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado BI
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D St
Neal's Speakers & Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel St
Digital Sonics
336 El Camino Real

San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa BI
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena BI
San Francisco
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Garland Audio
325 S. Monroe St
Paradise Sound
860 S. Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S. El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
360 S. Hope Ave
Santa Marla
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Explanada Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, 0400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St, Ste 22B
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire BI
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire BI
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura BI
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W. Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne BI
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI
VIctorville
Protech Audio
14153 Kentwood BI
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W. Sunset BI
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach BI
Woodland Hills
Wilson Audio
Video Entertainment
20044 Ventura BI

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe

Cherry Creek
U.S. Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528S Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S. College Ave

CONNECTICUT

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Needle in aHaystack
1990 K St
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N. Federal Hwy
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S. US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE k6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside BI #10
Jupiter
Sound Wave
4050 US k1
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry

GEORGIA

Atlanta
Music Audio
1579 N. Decatur Rd
Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N. Lake Tower Festival
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Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Lilburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
ILLINOIS
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson 01
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Highland Perk
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Route 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson Si
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash Ste S
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401S Gilbert
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Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton BI #38
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W. Commercial
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C.K. Audio
11605 Basswood Dr
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave
Towson
Discerning Ear
834 Kenilworth Dr
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Burlington
Needle in aHaystack
189 Cambridge St

Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Dr
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 W. 7/h St
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131S. Brentwood BI
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N. 48th St, Ste P
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51S. Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Ste 310
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41

East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hals Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage. Ste A
NEW YORK
Astoria
Steinway Sound
25-15 Steinway St
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
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perfectionist

SOLID-CORE

SILVER

INTERCONNECTS
&SPEAKER CABLE
ThIs premurn cable s constructed w.th propnetary de-omdized steffing sliver
the best
electncal conductor known to man
TR-2 TR-20 proyldes a clanty. openness and
coherence wench easlly surpasses any copperbased cablIng

TR-2 INTERCONNECTS

$100/pr.

TA-20 SPEAKER CABLE

$3.50/ft.
trand

24-ga sliver w.th TEFLON chelectnc. ODYSSEY
non-magnefic plugs. one-meter length standard

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER

18-ga saver wIth poly-shnnk dIelectnc.
20-ft lengths standard

Music is an expression of emotion, communicated between the composer and the
listener. By allowing the true dynamics and
clarity of the music to reach the listener,
Nelson- Reed Loudspeakers actually
accent the communication which is music.

Both ayadable ,n custom lengths gauges and
termInatIon Puces subject to major metal market
fluctuatIon Dealer IncjulnesInylted
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15810 Blossom Hill Rd, los Gatos, CA 95032
408-356-3633
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CD ONLY?
The MS32 Output Controller
delivers sonically
transparent control functions
while utilizing balanced line
interconnections!
Boulder Amplifiers
4850 Sterling Drive, Boulder, CO 811301

303-449-8220
Telex: 6503085376 MCI UW
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Professional Systems Engineering Inc.
7401 Lyndale Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
(612) 866-4984
A Full Line Manufacturer Since 1973
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Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E. Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
and 2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie BI E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
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NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Canton
Needle in aHaystack
4338 Avondale St NW
Centreville
Needle in aHaystack
224 Cross Pointe Centre
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Needle in aHaystack
10754 Montgomery Rd
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
N. Olmsted
Maximum Compact
4755 Great Northern BI
Sandusky
Audio Force
521E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons'
3417 Dorr St
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251W Chocolate Ave

Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Waynesburg
TC Audio Toys
RD 2. Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Road
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research BI #200
Cochran Corporation
2830 Real Street
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 1D
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr 0106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 8 Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S
CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave

Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Accurate Audio Systems
3263 East 3300 South

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Manne Dr

Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

Music Works
4740 Main St

Aud ip1111111
Cdnnection

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS

"

designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more

[

BY

Eminent Technology •Spica •Infinity

DI

MIT "Shotgun" •Monster "Genesis"
Talisman •Kinergetics •Magnum Dynalab
PS Audio •Audioquest •Grado
Spectrum •and many others
VACUUM TUBE SPECIALISTS

415 332-2142

Caledonia Street, Sausalito, California 94965

ASC Traps. AudioGuest. Kimber
Kable, Sonek, ToruFluid.
The Mod Squad

LP'S S CO'S:

EOW. Gemini. Hot Club. Kiku.
Odin. Opus 3, RR, Shefield,
Wilson

Music...

EXCLUSIVE MARIN COUNTY DEALER FOR:
Audio Research •Vandersteen •Counterpoint
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ACCESSORIES:

the

The most exciting and revolutionary components in

1- 1

EHS. Focus. Heybrook, Kindel,
Nestoroyic, Princeton
Acoustics. Spendor, SRT,
Vandersteen

Enjoy

the world, selected and matched to suit your needs

Audible Illusions •B+ K •NAD

SPEAKERS:

Hours: Mon, Tues, Fri 12-7, Thurs 12-9, Sat 11-6
Closed Sun Wed
Please, call for an appointment!

When You're Ready To Own The Best.

Vacuum Tube Logic •SME •Athena

Belles Research. British
Fidelity, Klimo, Magnum
Dynalab. Melos Audio. MFA
Systems. Nestorovic.
Quicksilver. VTL

Also for sale

STEREO

Oracle •Well Tempered •Mod Squad

Garrott, Grado. Monster.
Praxis, Win

ELECTRONICS:
CO Players
Tuners

occasional close-outs, used equipment

DESIGN

HOME

CARTRIDGES

201 -239-1 799

312 -769-5640

CUSTOM

Basis, Heybrook, Merrill. WTL
AG. Eminent Tech, Morch

615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona. NJ 07044

5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

MUSIC

TURNTABLES
TONEARMS.

DI

Roksan
ProAc
DNM
Onix
EHS
Rotel
Target
Revolver
Heybrook
Acoustic Energy
and more.

at
SELECT
SOUND

DI

1345 OLD NORTI IE RN BLVD.
ROSLYN, LONG ISLAND NEW YORK 11Tsti
(516)484-9299
3

J
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Straight Gain
Electronics
2220 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

NEW BRUNSWICK

BERMUDA

Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St

National Distributor
Hamilton
Sound Effects, Ltd
King Street

ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552/2 Upper James St
Globe Discount
217 King St E
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St

Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Bristol Stereo Center
Frederiksberggade 28
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Valle
S K Sound
Vissinggade 7

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sade Audio Elite
Padre Jolre. 22
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Zurich
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H Annoni Strasse 23
Ch-4132 Muttenz
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching S Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310
Future Land Ltd
496-502 Amans Plaza
Ploenchit Rd

Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M, 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8 Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

Aalborg
AC Radiohuset
Boulevarden 16
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21

KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36

Stereo Trading Post
242 1
2 Bank St
/
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N

AFTER A DECADE OF R &

HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St

Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St

ICELAND

Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great American Sound
402 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier

Stereophile,

DENMARK
National Distributor

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

July 1988

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Verde
3 6 1Sekimon Cho

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HIFI Stereo
Rdnstraat 142-150

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027
Suite 105

• 2604 Elmwood Ave
• Roch, NY 14618

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.65 per word, $60 minimum per insertion.
Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC, Visa and American Express accepted;
send card number and expiration date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa FS, NM 87502. Ms muSt be received for VoluMe 11, No. 9by July 7, 1988; for Volume 11,
No. 10 by August 8, 1988.

For Sale
SONY, MAGNAVOX 4X 16-BIT CD PLAYERS. Precision Audio presents: The DI Analog Retrofit. Not a
modification of the existing stages, but an entire
replacement on an independent PC board. Unique
discrete component transresistance amplifier. Fully
class-A, balanced circuit, no VI limiting. No coupling
caps, DC servo amplifier. New computer designed
reconstruction filter. Separate power supply regulator
for analog stage. All muting and deemphasis switching
accomplished via relays (no distortion). Hear the highend sound buried in your midpriced CD player Price
for Sony, $400; Magnavox, $450; other CD mods
from $250. (718)631-4669, 223-47 65th Ave, Bayside, NY 11364.
MOTIF MC-8, $1650; PS 2000C, $1525; Audio Interface CST-80, $160; Randall 64TBC 9'x2, $180; MIT
MH-750; 15'x2, $425; and more. (714)997-7941.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 PREAMPLIFIER, 5months
old. New, $1995; sell, $1200. Rick, (612)429-4583.

BRISSON/MIT CABLES, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
POLYPHA,SORS, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hi-flexibility all-MIT tonearm sets,
Camacs for Levinson, XLR balanced, meticulous
workmanship! Brisson hookup wire for internal
rewiring, Vacuum lithe logic, Clements Speakers, MIT
wiring harness & mods for Infinitys, custom-threaded
Tiptoes, ASC "%be Traps, Chateauroux, Sidereal,
Wonder Caps & solder, Resistas, WHT & Tiffany connectors, many accessories, $1 catalog. Michael Perry,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
LEVINSON ML-12A/PLS-124, $1500; Micro Seiki
RX-1500/Goldmund T-3, $2900; Dennesen ABLT-1
arm, $950; Rowland Model S, latest, $3500. Everything perfect, serious inquiries only. (213)858-8112,
Michael.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-5, mint, about two hundred
hours, (504)522-1400.

LINN DMS LOUDSPEAKERS, retail $4000, sell $2500;
stands retail $300, sell $200; Linn LIC2 amplifiez retail
$1000, sell $700. (312)779-8479.

HARMON/KARDON F1K 825 PREAMP, $350; Proton
D1200 power amp, $325; dbx Soundfield 1000
speakers, $375. AU only one year old; excellent condition with original packing and manuals. Call
(914)769-9153 evenings.

PHONO PREAMP, PHOENIX P-100, 25 reviewed in
Stereophile Nb1.8 No.2. Factory direct, $149. 24-hour
free info, (800)637-6695, ext. 101, dept. BTP

SUPERPHON, NELSON-REED, DISTECH, Systemdek,
Spectrum, and more. Beveridge Audio, sales and installation, NYC area, (212)601-4346, ask for Joe.

SUPERPHON REVELATION DM PREAMP with optional rack-mount faceplate, $345. (617)373-4823,
evenings.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN CD PLAYER MODIFICATIONS, call toll-free (800)648-MODS. With our innovative circuits you can transform your player into
one that can retrieve the most delicate nuances and
dimensionality. Call or write for literature. Soloist
Audio, 332 Bade, SA., TX 78209.
SOTA SAPPHIRE SERIES III with sorA clamp & supermat, $700; Nakamichi LX-5 deck, $550; Rappaport
pure class-A amp, $750; Berning EA-230, $400;
Superphon Revelation dual-mono preamp, $225;
Electrocompaniet MC-2, $200; Grado MC-2, new,
$125; Marantz 8B, $800. All above mint except Rappaport. No trades. Eves, (509)747- 5512. Box 4832,
Spokane, WA 99202.
MUSIC LOVERS ONLY! Apogee Signature Series;
Aragon 24K/4004; Epos ES-14s, Hanson R.S1'/Monitor
Klyne SK-5A/6; Mod Squad Prism, Focus, Line
Drive; Reznick 803s, Straight Wire TMI, TMC, ISI,
lEf-12; Sumo Athena, Polaris, Andromeda II, Delilah,
Samson, and more! Performance Systems, (313)
342-2475, ask for Gil.
TYMPANIE I-D, WHITE, EC, $1100 obo, with boxes,
manual. (313)792-8914.
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FOR SALE: LUXMAN PD-300 BELT-DRIVE rr with
Premier FT-3 arm, $550; ProAc Eablettes (black ash,
original version), $325/pr w/out stands; Audio
Research SP-7 preamp, $525; Denon PRA-1000
preamp, $200; Yamaha CD-2 CD player, $225;
Yamaha B2X power amp, $550; Sumo Model 9Power
amplifier, $350; Pioneer LD-1100 laser disc player,
$275. Call Tom at (702)452-3644 evenings and
weekends (PDT).
COMPACT DISCS by Sheffield Lab, Mobile Fidelity,
Reference, 'Marc, Major Labels, Classical Imports, and
more, at low prices. And coming soon —DAT! Shipping only $2 per order. Free catalog. Write: CDDiscount, PO Box 1498, Campbell, CA 95009.
ADCOM MODIFICATIONS FROM DRH/WAVETRACE
TECHNOLOGIES. Advanced technology offered
nowhere else awakes the hidden beauty in your
GFA-555, 545, or 535. Money-back guarantee! Fully
modified GFA-555s and GFA-5455 available,
Magnavox CD modifications. We offer what the
others don't: pure musicality and a money-back
guarantee! $159 modified CDB-472s with Tiffanys
and 2nd day air delivery, $449. B&K owners watch
this space! DRIL 4215 E. Bay Drive #1205C, Clearwater, FL 34624. (813)536-2904.
THRESHOLD SA/1 MONO AMPLIFIERS, near new,
$6000/pair. (818)344-2923.
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AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.I, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8
(replaces PV5), DFI CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (IAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus; Well-lèmpered 'table; Velodyne subwoofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate surroundsound; Beyer, MIT, Motif, Sonographe, Adcom, B&K,
Superphon, Music Reference, Vortex, Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, VP1, Maptenon, Systemdek,
Sumiko, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster,
Randall, Straight Wut. (714)861-5413, appointment.

AFFORDABLE HIGH END: Spica, B&K, Musical Concepts, Merlin, Kinergetics, Straight Wire, Chicago
Stands, Spectrum, Echo Muffs, Cardas, & others. Ariel
(formerly Mobile Recording Company), Cannel, IN
46032. (317)846-9766, (317)841-7154. Eves &
weekends.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS. ..we must be doing something right! Long Island, New York to Long Beach,

TOP DOLLAR FOR AUDIO RESEARCH, Krell KMA
& KRS, Conrad-Johnson, Mark Levinson 20 & 23,
Threshold, Marantz/MacIntosh tube gear. For sale:
Motif MC-8 prramp, mint, $1500. Call Bobby, (718)
459-7236 evenings, NY

California, we have the audiophile product you want
for immediate shipment at an irresistible price. Consult with our quiet experts or just order US-warranteed components like Nakamichi, Carver, NAD,
Tandberg, Hailer, Hannan-Kardon, JBL, Allison, Perreaux, ADS, Sony ES, B&W, Mod Squad, Monster
Cable. ..
and that's just the tip of the iceberg! Visa/
MC. Square Deal, 456 Waverly Ave, Patchogue NY
11772. (516)475-1857, ask for Mark Allen.

ALABAMA-WEST GEORGIA: Exclusive authorized
dealer for Audioquest, Aragon, California Audio Labs,

READ THE STEREOPHILE REVIEW, then hear for
yourself just how excellent the MSB CD player is.

Grado Signature, KEF, Klipsch, MIT Shotgun, Music
Reference, NAD, Quad, Spica, Spectrum, Thorens,
lbbe Maps, Well-lèmpered, VPI, and more. Accurate
Audio, 110 E. Samford Ave, Auburn, AL 36830,
(205)826-1960 CST

Modify your existing Magnavox for $500, or buy a
complete new 472 modified for $749. Satisfaction
guaranteed on the completed unit. lb find out more,
call (800)346-9183. Audio Concepts Inc., 1631
Caledonia St., La Crosse, WI 54602.

GYRODEC MK II FACTORY UPGRADES. Latest black

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:

acrylic concave platter and 3teflon-bushed springs
fits all GyroDec turntables. Uses your old weights,
$199. 33-45-78 pulley, $19. High-current Inouys
"electronic flywheel" power supply provides aquantum improvement, $339. Send certified check or
money order to: Artecb Electronics Ltd., PO Box
1165, Champlain, NY 12919. (514)631-6448. CODs
add $7. We ship UPS prepaid.

Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, Kif, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
STAX, Nalcarnichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko,
Grace, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court
Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail
orders, please.

KRELL KMA-200 MKII. New, in box, latest model,
full warranty, $6500; other Krell electronics available
Apogee Scintilla, gray, latest model, immaculate,
$2500 obo. (818)963-6792.
SONIC FRONTIERS—CAPACITORS: Aselco, Chateauroux, Rd-Cap. WonderCap. &SLUM: Resista, Holco,
Vishay. Wire/Cable: van den Hul, MIT, Cardas. Connectors: Royce, Tiffany, WBT. Many other products.
Custom modifications. Call/write for catalog. 181
ICenilwortb Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4L
3S7. (416)691- 7877.

SURROUND SOUND, PHOENIX P-250DL, as reviewed by Stervophile. Factory direct, $249, 24-hour
free info, (800)637-6695, ext. 102, dept. HIQ.
B&K COMPONENTS, AMPS, PREAMPS; Audiolab
8000A Int Amp; Cramolin; >umber Kahle; Kevek
speakers; Kinergetics tuner, CD players; Michell
Gyrodec, Syncrodec turntables; Namlki AC direction
finder; Sheffield Lab; Sonex; ltchnics stylus force
gauge; Zeta tonearm. lilacs: Amperex 6DJ8/ECC88,
GE 6550A/KT88 Mprs, India 12AX7A/ECC83. Itrtor
Electronics, Portland OR. Call: (503)233-2603.
Visa/MC/Amex.

Acoustat •Apogee •Aragon •Boston/Acoustics •B&W •Celestion •CVVD •dbx •
Dual •Energy •Fried •Hafler •Infinity •JSE •JVC Video •Koetsu •Krell •Magnum
•Meitner •Meridan •MIT •Mod Squad •Monster •NAD •Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES •SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •Velodyne •Well Tempered

Sound & Music

Sales &Service •351 Pleasant St. •Northampton. MA 01060 •(413)584-9547
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HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
tor the discriminating listener."
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AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, SUPERPHON, Magnum DynaLib, Audio Pro, JPW, QED, Chicago Stands,
Echo Muffs, more. Authorized dealer, competitive
prices. Serving mid-north Indiana and areas without
representation. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN.
Phone hours, 3-1Ipm EST Mon.-Sat., (3/7)474-9004.
AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE
loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning pmgram. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint
Superphon, B&K, Kinergetics, Hailer, Magnum
Dynalab, Thorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apature
dealers. Est. 1959. Sound Unlimited, 169a:surd) St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. (
2 03)584-0131. We pay shipping.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K amps &
preamps: most sonic improvement for $1 invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass!! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping.
(203)584-0131.

sarA VACUUM SUPER STAR SAPPHIRE Series W

with
ET-2 011C21111. Latest version with all accessories, tare
koa wood, as new. Cost $3200, sell $1800. Steve,
(505)256-1589 evenings (NM).
RESPONS GRAND SPEAKERS, $1995; SME Series V
toneann cable (new), $75. Wanted: Threshold series
S/500 II. Dean, (512)751-2222 or (512)796-4187.
AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES in the finest previously owned audio components plus custom termination
by Esoteric Audio. Call or write 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116. Phone (313)229-5191.
THE WORLD'S FINEST CABLES! Outstanding prices!
Expert advice! Siltech, van den Hul, Aural Symphonies, Krell, Straight Wire, Cardas, Museatex,
Magnan, Monster, MIT, Distech, Audioquest —and
over 50 of the finest names in audio! Galen Carol
Audio, (512)494-3551.
MERIDIAN M-I00 IN WALNUT 4months old, perfect
condition, asking $4500. (213)858-8112, Roger
FOR SALE OR TRADE: MCINMSH A-116 amplifiers,
Ipair, circa 1953, re-capacitored, re-tubed, sound
great, about 30W. $500 or trade for Koval Quads.
(504)522-1400.

TRI-PLANAR II
PRECISION TONEARN

FOR SALE: PS AUDIO IV with HCPB, $250; Mirage
SM -3 speakers, $175 pr; Magnavox 1051-CD w/
remote, $125. (214)839-4205 after 6p.m.
N,UM N,UT INTEGRATED AMP, excellent condition,
& Naim audio cable (40 ft), $350. (518)438-5236.
TANDBERG TD20A SE open-reel tape recorder. Mint,
20 hours of use, $950 obo. (415)674-0857 Pleasant
Hill, CA.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11, Iyear old, little usage, still
in box, best offer. (303)526-9391 eves
RS1B, $3200; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3, $1200; Threshold S-5001I, $2000; Belles class A, $650; all mint,
free delivery 150 miles. (914)476-5933.
A NEW LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM using Dynaudio
drivers and arecently patented low-resonance enclosure is now available. This system is bi-polar and
does not depend on resonance to produce the bass
frequencies; thus, unnatural and fatiguing one-note
bass distortion is eliminated. These speakers are small,
Intl/Val I", and weigh only 22 pounds each. The
special mail-order price is $850 per pair for the
speakers and $75 for the stands. For brochure call
(806)359-3193 or mail apostcard to L.A. WhiteJr,
Inc, 1920 MediPark Suite 1, Amarillo, TX 79106.
YAMAHA CDX900U 18-bit 4x-oversampling CD
player; itchnics SA 130 receiver; ESB 7/06 speakers;
Onkyo T9090 II tuner. (215)567-4626.
AUDIOQUEST, AURAL SYMPHONICS, B&K, BEL,
Beming, Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Eminent itchnology, Focus, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos,
MFA, Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield, Straight Wire, Superphon, VPI, and more.
Audio Abode, Dallas, TX. (214)369-2092.
WANT TO HEAR what your system can really do?
RMS Solid-Core Speaker Cables and Interconnects
now offers revolutionary sonic value with our low
capacitance, 100% shielded, double Teflon cables:
T100 interconnects, $58 per meter pair; TFC speaker
cables, $2.50 per foot (prepared bare wire ends).
Write for more information and price list or send
check or money order to: RMS Stereo, RD#2 Box
120A, Moundsvillc WV 26041. Free shipping. Dealer
inquiries invited.

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
==- ith unrivaled
=
transparency,
===E
—
resolution and
tracking ability,
the TRI-PLANAR Il
creates amusical
sound stage unmatched
by any other tonearm
=

e

WHEATON MUSIC INC •11230 GRANDVIEW AVE •WHEATON, MD 20902 •(301) 949 1262 (301) 949 8392
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ATTENTION HAFLER AND ADCOM POWER-AMPLIFIER OWNERS. Find true sonic perfection with our
Legend Series modifications. Specializing in the FLifler
DH-220, XL-280, and Adcom GFA-555. Write
or phone for brochure. Northwest Audio Labs,
Inc., 1557 NW Monroe, Corvallis, OR 97330.
(503)753-0472.
USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT. Aragon 2004 and
4004; Audio Research SP-11, M-100; SOTA Sapphire;
Vandersteen 2c, more. Call Audition Audio for pricing and details @ (801)467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex
accepted.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END—ASC, Audible Illusions,
Audioquest, B8dC, Celestion, Chicago Stands, lumber
Kahle, Kindel, Magnum Dynalab, Merlin, Mod Squad,
PSE, Sonrise, CD players, and more. For more information or audition, please call (301)890-3232. J.S.
Audio, One Childress Ct., Burtonsville MD 20866.
Monday through Friday, 10am to 7pm; Saturday 11
to 5. MC/Visa.
16 TUBE TRAPS, $1600 ($2812 RETAIL); 24' MIT 330
interconnects, $350 ($595 retail); 8' MIT 750, $225
($363 retail); Grado 8MR, $85; Dynavector Karat 17
D2, $150; Revox A-700 half track with lots of accessories, $995; 48 black bipolar EMTB, $15 each. Doug
Robinson, 104 Lincoln Ave, Waterloo, NE 68069
Home: (402)779-2589. Office: (402)779-2531.
ROWLAND RESEARCH, SOUND LAB, Wilson Audio,
Entec, Mirror Image, Well-Tempered table and arm,
Sonographe, VPI, Eminent 'technology, Acoustat Spectra series, PS Audio, van den Hul, Magnum Dynabb,
Respons, Kindel, JSE, Spica, MIT lumber. Great Lakes
Audio, 502 N. Harrison, E. Lansing MI 48823.
(517)332-8577. MC/Visa, auditions by appointment.
MAGNEPAN SMGa, BLACK, hardly used, $325/pair;
Soundaaftsmen TG3044-R V3 -octave equalizer, $275;
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine, $95. Call
(717)421-2884.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9, $1195; Counterpoint SA7,
$299; PS5.0, $549; PS200C, $1295; Conrad-Johnson
MV-50, $1099; rn. $499; MagnePlanar MG' ,$499 ;
Acoustat 1+1, 8995; Palantir Pilot, $299; QED Headamp, $49; ltchnics arm, $59; AR remote, $89; MIT
18', $499; Adcom, Audible Illusions, B&K. (714)
861-4830 evenings.

FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tubefic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunden Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, special
MFSL collections: MFSL Stones collection (11 discs),
$175; MFSL Sinatra collection (16 discs), $200; MFSL
Woodstock (out of print, 5discs), $75; MFSL UHQRs,
$25. Postage included on the above items. Accessories
by Audioquest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
dbx-ENCODED RECORDS. Many titles, all factory
sealed. $8 each, 10 for 870. Send for complete list.
Larry, 53 Bellefontaine, Framingham, MA 01701.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Haller, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman/Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Laxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DC.M, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amensound Sales, Inc., Jacksonville, FL 32241. East:
(904)262-4000. West: (818)243-1168.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Audition
Audio features speaker systems by Map,neplanar,
Vandersteen, B&W, Spica, Infinity IRS, Electronics
by Audio Research (SP-9 & the new D-125 in stock),
Mark Levinson, Aragon, PS Audio, Rotel, Adcom, hutman. Front ends by Lume, SOTA, ME11-1trnpered, SME
AR, Accuphase CD players. Also Sumilco, MIT,
Monster, etc. Three hard-wired sound rooms including anew room built for the Infinity IRS. 2144
Highland Dr, Suite 125, Salt Lake City, UT 84109.
(801)467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.

A&S SPEAKERS has moved to San Francisco.
We are now open to the public.
We will continue to provide our mail order customers with
the widest selection of high-end speaker kits, systems and
drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
Write, call or come in for our free 1988 catalog.

A&S SPEAKERS

3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, Ca 94110
(415) 641-4573
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SPECTRAL DMC-10 DELTA PREAMP, 7months old,
perfect, $2000; Mark Levinson MI.11, $1000; 1pair
12 ft. MIT 750 Shotgun speaker wire, $800; 1pair 330
Shotgun interconnects, $295. (813)962-8555.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amper, ltlefunken,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, sameday shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronic%
7110 DeCells PI., PO Box 7323-Dept SF Van Nuys,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available.
Great prices—example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.
Elusive Disç 733 Met Naomi, Unit I, #106, Arcadia,
CA 91006. (213)388-7176.
THE AUDIO CRITIC IS BACK! Fed up with strong
opinions based on weak knowledge? The Audio
Critic is the quarterly journal that restores scientific
credibility to high-end equipment reviewing. Start
your one-year, four-issue subscription with No. 10,
which explains the ground rules, and No. 11, with
emphasis on speakers. Lots of reviews in each. Send
$22 (no Canadian dollars, $10 for overseas delivery)
to The Audio Critiç Box 392, Bronxvillg NY 10708.

Wanted
KOVAL QUADS, excellent condition. (504)522-1400.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo lidding Outlet, 320 Old )6r* Rd ,
Jenkintown.
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
WANTED TO BUY: ALWAYS PAYING TOP $$$ for
McIntosh, M. Levinson, Krell, C-Johnson, and similar
high-quality products. Call or write Jobn Wolff, 5115
Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116. (313)229-5191.
WANTED: APOGEE DUETEAS & Krell KM-100. Contact A. Cavender; 288 Ihrearn Rd., Tbrockley, Northumberland, NE159QX, England. Tel. 0661-852874.
WANTED: DYNACO PAS-3X, call Mark, (516)
574-2023, 9-5.

INTRODUCING...

quantum
Cabk..

Our speaker cables
and

•

Interconnects bring

the MuSe back to you

•see
m1e6
„.ye‘
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NOISE REDUCTION, clean up & improve records,
tapes, TV, VCR, FM, even CD. Single-ended DNR,
TE-600, $199. 24-hour free info. (800)637-6695, ed.
103, dept. BTK.

Ve>e

MOO,

lICAtdOPAÇL

Dept S. 1925 Masseenusens Ayenee.

CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS: ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, & Counterpoint,
in good condition. Collect amps from your home or
just ship UPS/COD. Call CA (213)257-6726, Sennie

Cambodge, MA (617) 354.8933

NAKAMICHI PA-7, CA-7A, ST-7, OMS -5 Mark II,
& CR -5A. All in mint condition, best offer. (302)
475-3511.

PACHIBURfl o

trnle

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The following equipment is now available for
audition in Santa
Monica.

The CANIP of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Tine preenssers tor reduction of transient and steady state
nooses Pnns special features for optimum reproduction of cad
records. lateral or vertical
Midst 323A: 12.650
Write for literature to
P0 Box 335. Dewitt. NY USA 13214-0335
Tel.: (315) 472-5644

Linn•Naim•Creek•
Rega •Royd •Goldring•MonitorAudio
• Epos•Rotel and
more

YE Art RING

QUAD ESL 69 USA
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC-1
PRE-AMP AND AW250 AMP
ORACLE DELPHI MARK III
euerit •vutTuoso DTI

•SME IV

y •Tupg,Ary,ye

For personal attention call Gary
at:
(213) 458-8148
We accept trade-ins

AIR TANGENT •ASISTON •CAT. SI ,I•CELEIMON
PEO -AC •JANIS •SUMO •ROTEL •VAN DEN KUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES •ARCICI

ARIA RIM Box 310

54°13Pe

Music Specialists

Stockton. NJ 08559

Call Joseph Del Prime EVENINGS& WE EK ENDS (609)397 2416

any.
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The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?

Try our prescription for fast relief
from earaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers

Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Dahlquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum •MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.

Alphason •Apogee •Ariston •Audioquest •BEL
B & K •British Fidelity •CJ Walker •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos
Meridian •Merlin •MIT •Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty •Plexus •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna
Robertson •Rotel •Rowland Research
SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum
Stax •Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •ibbe Trap
Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

We're Known for Our Quality,
Service & Friendly Advice

SPERINIE111 SINOP

AUDIO NEXUS

UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
Established 1977

3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557

EASY UPGRADES
BY TWEAKING
"The simple replacement of my preamplifier's power cord with the new MAS POWERMASTER AC Power Cord brought out a distinct improvement in my system. Idid not have
to upgrade to amore expensive unit. The entire
sound spectrum became smoother and more
detailed."
-Ron Lee. Los Angeles audiophile
Join the other audiophiles who are discovering they do not have to buy expensive new
equipment to upgrade. For an investment far
less than the cost of new components, MAS
Power Cords, Interconnects and Speaker Cable
will reveal sonic improvements you never
dreamed were in your system. You have our 30
day money back guarantee on it!
MAS POWER-MASTER
AC Power Cord
MAS Silver/Teflon Interconnects
meter pair
MAS Multi-Strand Speaker Cable
8' pair

70
180
'400

MasterCard & Visa Accepted
Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315 or
(215) 357-7858

MUSIC &SOUND IMPORTS

30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

192

I

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-277-0333
33 Union Place. Summit, NJ 07901

MAOEVIIIIM
TENNESSEE

CUMBERLAND AUDIO
Where music comes first.

e

Apogee •Threshold •Sota •Sumiko
conrad-johnson •Vandersteen

California Audio Labs •Ariston
Nakarnichi •Celestion SL •Stax
Sumo •Dahlquist •Rotel
Mod Squad •Sonographe
Ariston •Nitty Gritty

CUMBERLAND AUDIO GROUP
4119 hffisboro road
nashville. tn 37215
615/297-4700

z
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered
are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standard& or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelezn &Associate& 62 Wendover Rd.. stinkers,
NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
A & S Speakers
Absolute Audio
Adcom
Amrita Audio
Apogee Acoustics, Inc.
Aria
Ariston
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor, Inc.
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Connection
Audio Enjoyment
Audio Group

190
168
48
32
24
191
14
123
72, 162
168
184
164
166

M & Y Company
MFA Systems
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
Magnum Dynalab

172
131
34
123

Maplenoll
McIntosh
Meitner
Mod Squad
Monitor Audio
Music & Sound
Music By Design
Music By The Sea
Musical Concepts

144
16
28
164
10
192
184
174
144

Naim
Nelson-Reed Loudspeakers
Nitty Gritty
Optimal Enchantment
Packburn Electronics
Parasound
Preston Trail Audio
Professional Systems Engineering
Rotel
Rowland Research
Select Sound
Shelley's Stereo
Sixth Avenue Electronics
Sound & Music
Sound By Singer
Sounds Alive
Speaker Builder

58
182
146
78
191
179
188
182
6
196
184
126
132
187
74
188
176

Audio Influx
Audio Nexus
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Resource
Audio Shoppe
Audio Stream
Audio Studio
Audio Today
Audio Vision
Audio Visions
Audioquest
Aural Symphonics
B & K Components
B & W Loudspeakers
Boffi Vidikron USA
Boulder Amplifiers
British Fidelity

178
192
22
128
191
31
134
62
176
149
20
46
195
8
36
182
53

Chadwick Modifications
Chicago Speakerworks
Clarity Audio Systems

Custom Electronics
D'Ascanio Audio
Definitive Hi -Fi

191
Speaker Shop
184
Stereo Exchange
178188 Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Unlimited
2
19250 Straight Wire
Sumiko
188
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
158
Take 5Audio
76
Talwar

Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Ear

12
172

Teac of America
The Sound Concept

18
170

Euphonic Technology
Gala Sound
Gold Aero
Christopher Hansen Ltd.

142
124
41
82

Threshold Corporation
Tiare Acoustics
Tice Audio Products
Transducer Developments Ltd. (TDL)

30
182
160
42

Hi Fi Answers
Hi Fi News & Record Review

138
140

Transparent Audio Marketing
True Image Research

High End Audio
Hills Products
Kimber Kable
Leonard's Radio
Lyle Cartridges

170
160
178
130
178

Upscale Audio
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio
Wheaton Music
Wizard Industries

Conrad-Johnson Design
Cumberland Audio Group
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174
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166
26

54, 55
142
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189
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THE FINAL WORD
Seas of Contention
I'm just back from summer CES,

In this instance, Dick found that the cables
which dem-

in Class A—all of them introduced in the last
seven months, by the way—performed better

onstrates just how Final this Word is—this
issue of the magazine went off to the printer
two days before CES began. Unfortunately, I

than the "industry standard" under his test
conditions. Interestingly, anew version of this

have found our participation in CES steadily
less relaxing, in direct relation to our expand-

cable was introduced at CES. Could it be that
the manufacturer also found subtle fault with

ing circulation, which is alittle underestimated

their product?

at 45,000. Contention has always enjoyed a

1am sure you are all wondering at the in-

place at CES, but never amore prominent one
than now. It turns out that your faith in what

directness employed above to disguise the

we write, combined with your increasing
numbers, makes anegative review in Stereo-

tatives, since euphemisms are not exactly my

pbtle most decidedly nontrivial to the affected

of this Final Word did exist (and went off for

manufacturer (though even in the days of 3200

typesetting), but our legal counsel advised this

readers, anegative report was protested mightily). Though Ihave no desire to lessen our in-

revision—which pleases me not one bit.
Though the Constitution establishes our right

identity of the manufacturer and its represenwont. Well, an earlier, more explicit version

fluence, Iam pained by the guardedness that

to report the facts explicitly, it does not pay the

results—a guardedness that cuts both ways.

legal expenses of defending that right in court.

And it can be worse than simple guarded-

Bowing to legal advice, we choose to focus our

ness. In Vol.10 No.8 Imentioned the amount

energies on publishing amagazine, not wrangling before judge and jury. The chilling effect
of our litigious society, Icalls it.

of pressure we get to change the editorial content of our reviews, in the form of threatened
advertising withdrawal and even lawsuits. Dick

1expect that in coming years Stereopbile

Olsher's loudspeaker cable review, following

will face more and more opposition to the

as it does not the conventions of the accepted

neutrality of its reviews, as our domestic and

"leaders" in the field but the dicta of what he

international circulation expands. Iassure you

himself hears, has generated exactly this reaction—at least in some quarters. Multiple

that our standards will not change (except to
become more stringent), and that we will play

representatives from one manufacturer prom-

no favorites, whether those manufacturers be

ised legal action if DO's review results in lost

advertisers, friends, "enemies," or simply the

sales for their cable. (Since then, another

accepted leaders in their field. This neutrality

representative from the same company stated

extends, of course, to the manufacturer re-

that they no longer intend a lawsuit, but
vowed to pursue "other measures," as yet only

ferred to above. Whatever benefits you, as
listeners and readers, will remain paramount.

hinted at.)
The fact is, DO came up with aresult which
questions the status quo. The cable referred
to is one of those dominating the high-priced
cable market, and the representatives mentioned above complained hotly about Dick's
criticism particularly because it is aleading
cable. One of the outstanding virtues of afret
press—and this is true whether the particula;
results are right or wrong—is that the status
quo can be questioned fearlessly; the US Constitution assures that the press's right to
opinions will remain unquestioned.
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar performer."
H FI HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most m

Ipower amps on the market...sounds better
many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN '86
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS
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COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIER ST.202

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
BEr. KComponents, Ltd, 1971 Abbott Roact Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

Sensitivity and
caw, uherz applied to audio design,
should channel life rather than
merely reproduce sound.

Model 7Differential Mode''
Mono Power Amplifier

The potential of balanced interface technology can now be fully realized. Jeff Rowland 's Differential Mode" technology,
achieved with asingle direct-coupled gain stage and no negative feedback, reduces
significant types of noise and distortion by greater than 100 dB. Hear music
reproduction without boundaries at select dealers worldwide.

ROWLAND

RESEARCH

CRAFTED TO RECOGNIZE 'MUSICAL SUBTLETY
20-C Mountview Lane

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907

719-528-8388

